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Abstract
This thesis explores state of the art robust multivariate statistical methods and data
driven techniques to holistically perform prognostics and health management (PHM).
This provides a means to enable the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of future
asset failures. In this thesis, the developed PHMmethodology is applied to wind turbine
drive train components, specically focussed on planetary gearbox bearings and gears.
A novel methodology for the identication of relevant time-domain statistical fea-
tures based upon robust statistical process control charts is presented for high frequency
bearing accelerometer data. In total, 28 time-domain statistical features were evaluated
for their capabilities as leading indicators of degradation. The results of this analysis
describe the extensible multivariate \Moments' model" for the encapsulation of bearing
operational behaviour. This is presented, enabling the early degradation of detection,
predictive diagnostics and estimation of remaining useful life (RUL).
Following this, an extended physics of failure model based upon low frequency
SCADA data for the quantication of wind turbine gearbox condition is described. This
extends the state of the art, whilst dening robust performance charts for quantifying
component condition. Normalisation against loading of the turbine and transient states
based upon empirical data is performed in the bivariate domain, with extensibility into
the multivariate domain if necessary. Prognosis of asset condition is found to be possible
with the assistance of articial neural networks in order to provide business intelligence
to the planning and scheduling of eective maintenance actions.
These multivariate condition models are explored with multivariate distance and
similarity metrics for to exploit traditional data mining techniques for tacit knowledge
extraction, ensemble diagnosis and prognosis. Estimation of bearing remaining useful
life is found to be possible, with the derived technique correlating strongly to bearing
life (r = :96).
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Chapter 1
The Need for Viable Renewable
Energy
This chapter briey motivates the research included in this thesis. An overview of
renewable energy technologies, the cost of both traditional and renewable energy is
discussed and the impact of climate change is detailed. Following this, a short discussion
of wind turbine reliability (with a specic focus on oshore wind) and the challenges for
operations and maintenance (O&M) is given. Finally, the contributions of this thesis
in particular and the structure of the thesis are detailed.
1.1 Introduction
Renewable sources of energy have been exploited for thousands of years. However, in
recent years, interest in renewable energy has been increasing. Historically, biomass
Figure 1.1: Overview of the structure of chapter 1.
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has been used to fuel res, wind has been used to power sail boats across both rivers
and oceans, and also to mill grain for our.
Up until the late 1800's, renewable energies dominated the energy mix within the
US (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2011). It wasn't until the advent of the
industrial revolution and the necessity to utilise materials with a higher energy density
than wooden biomass (for instance, coal) that fossil fuels became the dominant source of
energy. At the turn of the 20th century, oil and natural gas contributed approximately
the same energy as wind and solar energy contributed at the turn of the 21st century.
The energy mix of the US over the last 236 years is presented in gure 1.2.
Ever since the domination of fossil fuels in the energy mix, there has been pressure
from many groups to curb their use and return to replenishable sources of energy. The
concern of exhausting fossil fuels has been an issue throughout their use, with Professor
Augustine Mouchot stating in April of 1870 that:
\The time will arrive when the industry of Europe will cease to nd those
natural resources, so necessary for it. Petroleum springs and coal mines are
not inexhaustible but are rapidly diminishing in many places. Will man,
then, return to the power of water and wind? Or will he emigrate where the
most powerful source of heat sends its rays to all? History will show what
will come." (Ploutz, 2011).
Figure 1.2: US energy consumption from 1775 to 2009 (U.S. Energy Information Ad-
ministration, 2011).
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Following this and prompted by the nite supply of coal, a more concerted eort was
placed into the research of renewables. In particular, photovolataics. These were rst
dened in 1839 by Edmond Bequerel (Williams, 1960) and subsequently explored by
Willoughby Smith who found selenium to be photo-conductive in 1873 (Smith, 1873).
It was not until the theory of peak oil was published by M. King Hubbert in the June
of 1956 (Hubbert, 1956) that more attention was given to the potential future crisis due
to nite fossil fuel reserves. Estimates based upon this theory expect oil production
to begin imminent decline. Optimistic estimates show forecasts of this peak occurring
around 2020 (Miller and Sorrell, 2014), with pessimistic forecasts showing this peak to
have already occurred as early as 2007 (Aleklett et al., 2010).
Due to reliance on fossil fuels and the need for energy independence, the oil crisis of
1973 renewed fears of security of supply and the interest in renewable energy increased
on a global scale (Van Gool, 1997). Further pressure to move to renewable energy
sources occurred in the 1980's with the establishment of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (1988) (IPCC) and UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher calling
for action to occur to deal with the issue of global warming (Thatcher, 1990).
1.2 Climate change
As the use of fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas and petroleum have increased, more
carbon dioxide has become present within the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is
commonly referred to as a \greenhouse gas" { those gasses which absorb and emit infra-
red radiation { and as such, are closely correlated to global temperatures (Pachauri and
Reisinger, 2007).
Figure 1.3 shows the correlation of CO2 levels in parts per million (PPM) with the
associated global temperature (Celsius) over the period of 1964 to 2013. Although there
is variability across shorter time frames, a warming trend can be observed. Currently,
the general consensus between climate scientists is that 97% of climate scientists agree
that trends in warming of the climate over the past century are very likely due to
human activity (Anderegg et al., 2010). This is echoed by the IPCC who in their 2013
report state that not only is CO2 the largest driver of global warming but also that:
\Human inuence has been detected in warming of the atmosphere and the
ocean, in changes in the global water cycle, in reductions in snow and ice, in
global mean sea level rise, and in changes in some climate extremes [...] It
is extremely likely (95-100%) that human inuence has been the dominant
cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century'.' (Stocker et al.,
2013).
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Figure 1.3: CO2 (PPM) and temperature (Celsius) from 1964 to 2008.
Global warming is a serious issue for the entire population. There will be signicant
nancial implications across all sectors. The most notable eect of global warming due
to climate change will be on agricultural food production. Under current scenarios,
staple crops such as Maize could see a yield decrease of up to 30% with decreases of
similar staples in Southern Asia decreasing by up to 10% (Lobell et al., 2008). Warming
of above 3 degrees Celsius in 2100 (relative to 2000 levels), is expected to lead to a
net reduction in global food production (Battisti and Naylor, 2009). Given that the
population is expected to double by this time, this may potentially lead to signicant
malnutrition in less developed countries (Pachauri and Reisinger, 2007).
Similarly, warming will cause an increased reduction of glacial mass leading to a
rise in sea levels. Sea level rises of 200mm would displace 740,000 people in Nigeria
alone, with approximately 100 million people living globally within three feet of sea
level. Current estimates which have been established and independently veried place
an expectation of an increase of 32 centimetres above the 1980 - 1999 period by 2050
(Onofeghara and Okali, 1990; Awosika et al., 1992).
1.3 Cost of energy
Due to CO2 being the main contributor to global warming (Pachauri and Reisinger,
2007), it is essential to move away from carbon intensive energy production thereby
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mitigating their contribution to climate change. As can be seen in gure 1.4, energy
generation is the single largest contributor to global CO2 levels. As such, increas-
ing generation through clean energy sources has the potential to prevent substantial
quantities of greenhouse gasses entering the atmosphere in the future.
However, although there has been considerable research, investment and develop-
ment of renewable generation over the last 40 years (specically in the last 10), these
technologies cannot as of yet compete commercially against traditional sources of gener-
ation. Figure 1.5 depicts the levelised cost of energy (LCoE) estimates for new projects
starting in 2013 as compiled by the DECC (Department of Energy and Climate Change,
2013). Traditional sources (such as coal) are not included as legislation prohibits the
commissioning of such generation on environmental grounds. This gure shows that
whilst nuclear energy is the cheapest carbon free source of energy ($90/MWh) wind
generation is not far behind ($101-129/MWh). It should be noted that nuclear gen-
eration is often subsidised (indirectly) through agreed strike prices and as such, this
is not an entirely accurate representation of the cost of nuclear energy. It is the gov-
ernments intention that renewable energy should be able to compete with traditional
sources, and has set a target for 2020 to reach of a LCoE of $100/MWh for oshore
wind (Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2013; Estate, 2013). For complete-
ness, table 1.1 shows the breakdown of costs across traditional and renewable sources
as of 2010. These are further broken down in gure 1.6, and it can be observed that
Figure 1.4: CO2 Contribution by sector (Pachauri and Reisinger, 2007).
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Table 1.1: Cost of energy in the UK ($/MWh), in 2010.
Technology Cost ($/MWh)
Natural gas turbine, no CO2 capture 55-110
Natural gas turbines with CO2 capture 60-130
Biomass 60-120
New nuclear 80-105
Onshore wind 80-110
Coal with CO2 capture 100-155
Solar farms 125-180
Oshore wind 150-210
Tidal power 155-390
wind generation (both onshore and oshore) has substantially higher relative O&M
costs than traditional sources.
By increasing economies of scale, achieving a higher capacity factor through more
sophisticated wind analysis and by the use of cutting edge O&M techniques to re-
duce both xed and variable O&M costs, a reduction in the cost of wind energy to
$100/MWh is believed to be readily attainable. DONG energy already believe this
barrier to have been broken (Gosden, 2013).
Within the UK, the wind resource is substantially higher than the next leading low-
carbon renewable source; solar (Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2013). The
Figure 1.5: Energy cost by generation type ($/MWh) (Department of Energy and
Climate Change, 2013).
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Figure 1.6: LCoE breakdown by generation source ($/MWh).
solar resource in the UK is limited, where the yearly sum of global horizontal irradiation
measures approximately 700 to 1050 kWh per square metre (MacKay, 2008). This,
coupled with the relatively low eciency of current photo-voltaic technology { 8%
for currently available silicon based technology (Gordon et al., 2007) { the cost of
generation for solar energy is not as attractive commercially within the UK as in other
countries. For instance, in the south of Spain, the yearly sum of global horizontal
irradiation is approximately 1800 to 1900 kWh per square meter { over double that of
the UK { double the generation can be achieved with the same investment costs.
The commercial attractiveness and the viability of each renewable resource can be
implied through the installed capacity completed over the last 5 years. In the 2013
report by the DECC (Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2013), the growth
of installed wind capacity can be seen to exceed that of the installed solar PV capacity.
As solar PV technology is commonly available for residential generation, this provides
condence that wind is a more promising resource for future commercial renewable
electricity generation within the UK. In 2013, approximately 2.7 GW of wind capacity
was brought online, this is in comparison to an estimated 1 GW of PV installed over
the same period (including residential installation) (RenewableUK, 2013).
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1.4 Oshore wind
The rapid growth of wind energy within the UK is down to a variety of factors which
include both government investment (including subsidies) (Department of Energy and
Climate Change, 2013) and the UK wind resource (Crabtree, 2011). As can be seen
in gure 1.7, the UK has access to substantial wind resources; both onshore, and
oshore. As the distance from the UK increases into the Atlantic ocean, the average
wind speed increases substantially. Onshore, the typical wind speed can be seen to be
approximately 6 to 7 metres per second. Oshore, this rises to 9 to 11 metres per second
(an increase of 50% to 57%). As the available energy within the wind is proportional
to the cube of the wind speed (Patel, 2012), this increase equates to an increase of over
300% energy within the wind available for extraction. Due to this, oshore wind in
the UK has attracted signicant investment over the past 10 years, and is regarded as
one of the best places in Europe for wind energy (Department of Energy and Climate
Figure 1.7: The UK wind resource (Crabtree, 2011).
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Change, 2011).
Figure 1.8 presents the total installed capacity of wind generation in the UK from
1990 to 2013. As technology has matured and oshore costs have been reduced, the
proportion of oshore capacity to onshore capacity has increased. This has been as-
sisted in recent years due to the diculty in gaining planning consent for onshore wind
turbines; although public opinion supports wind energy and renewable sources of en-
ergy (European Wind Energy Association, 2003), new legislation has made it dicult
to install capacity onshore (Smith, 2014).
The move oshore has enabled larger turbines to be designed and installed. Cur-
rently, 8 MW wind turbines have been built and are under testing for use oshore
(Natarajan, 2014). This is possible due to the economies of scale which are achieved
when working oshore. As the wind resource is much more stable and less turbulent,
the associated risks and liabilities are reduced (Tavner, 2012). Due to the substantial
costs involved when working oshore, installing a smaller number of larger turbines
is substantially more cost eective. For instance, an 80 MW array consisting of ten
8 MW turbines has less installation costs (such as vessel hire, grid connection and
foundation creation), less maintenance (servicing, and both corrective and preventive
maintenance) and less spare inventory requirements than an array consisting of twenty
4 MW turbines. Similarly, due to the power generated by the wind turbine being de-
termined by the swept area and also due to wake eects, turbines cannot be placed in
Figure 1.8: UK installed capacity (RenewableUK, 2014).
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close proximity to one another. Typically, turbines will be spaced at 5 to 7 times their
blade diameter apart. By employing larger turbines, smaller sites can be identied, and
land rental costs can be reduced. As land rental can account for approximately 18% of
O&M costs (European Wind Energy Association, 2005), a reduction in this expense can
directly lead to a lower LCoE provided by the wind farm. Similarly, for the same area
of land, larger generation capacity can potentially be installed, increasing the eective
utilisation of this area.
However, moving larger wind turbines oshore into deeper water with intermittent
access has caused various discrepancies between the reliability of wind turbines onshore
and those oshore. Within the US, onshore availability is typically 95% to 98%, with
oshore availability being reduced to 80% to 95% (Meadows, 2011). It should also be
noted that O&M costs are approximately 21% of life cycle costs oshore, in comparison
to approximately 11% of life cycle costs onshore. Due to the signicant cost of wind
turbines, it is essential when utilising smaller arrays of larger turbines to ensure high
levels of availability are achieved.
1.5 Wind turbine reliability
Ensuring high availability for wind turbines is essential to increasing yield, reducing
the LCoE and making wind energy a commercially viable and attractive alternative
to fossil fuels. Figure 1.9 (Crabtree, 2011) presents the failure rates (denoted ) and
downtime (days per year) of two onshore wind farms, categorised by subsystem. This
compromises over 20,000 turbine years of operation, over an operational period from
1993 to 2006.
As can be seen, the largest cause of downtime at a sub-assembly level is due to the
gearbox. This represents over 14 days of downtime per failure. Although these gures
are derived from onshore wind farms, due to the additional constraints imposed by
oshore locations (such as intermittent accessibility) it is anticipated that downtime
across all subsystems will increase when moving oshore.
Limited oshore reliability data is currently available in the public domain due to
the commercially sensitive nature of the information. Research done by Dinwoodie
et al. (2012) has identied two publicly available sources of oshore reliability data
and performed similar analysis upon this data. Figure 1.10 presents the results of
their analysis. This conrms anecdotal evidence that mean time to repair (MTTR) is
higher oshore, and also that  is higher oshore: in this case, twice as high. Their
work presents a MTTR of 80 days; higher than the onshore analysis and also higher
than the 40 days suggested in Tavner (2012). These gures will vary considerably
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Figure 1.9: Wind turbine reliability by subsystem (onshore) (Crabtree, 2011).
Figure 1.10: Wind turbine reliability by subsystem (oshore) (Dinwoodie et al., 2012).
dependent upon wind turbine size and location, the operational characteristics and
various sub-assembly congurations (for instance, hydraulic pitch systems will have a
dierent failure rate to electronic pitch systems).
The gearbox has the highest consequence of failure (probability of failure {  {
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multiplied by expected downtime), under traditional reliability analysis such as failure
methods and eects criticality analysis (FMECA) (Dinwoodie et al., 2012). This would
be regarded as the highest risk priority due to both the relatively high probability of
failure (6th of 13 subsystems) and the largest cost of failure. As such, understanding the
failure mechanisms associated with the gearbox is essential to increasing the availability
of the wind turbine and thus reducing the LCoE.
1.5.1 Wind turbine gearbox reliability
As previously stated, the gearbox is responsible for the largest quantity of downtime
both onshore and oshore. As such, understanding the failures modes of the wind
turbine gearbox is essential to reducing downtime and increasing gearbox reliability.
Presented in gure 1.11 is a breakdown of failure modes as compiled by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL) compiled by Sheng (2014). Their database
contains 257 recorded instances of damage to wind turbine gearboxes. Of these failures,
180 (70%) were due to bearing failures and 68 (26%) were due to gear failures. The
remaining 9 failures (4%) refer to internal shaft, the high speed shaft coupling and
housing failures.
Of the bearing failures, one can identify the high speed shaft (HSS) bearing as being
particularly susceptible to failure. Of the 257 failures recorded, 123 were due to the
HSS bearing. This represents 48% of the failures, and as such, a substantial proportion
Figure 1.11: Wind turbine gearbox reliability by failure mode (Sheng, 2014).
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of the failures which are likely to occur within the wind turbine gearbox. If a wind farm
owner or operator was to receive advance warning of potential degradation or damage
to the HSS bearing, inspection of the gearbox could be performed to conrm the early
detection, perform diagnosis and have the component repaired or replaced at a reduced
cost.
1.6 Challenges in operations and maintenance
Various challenges are presented when wind farms are moved oshore. Within the
context of this thesis, two main issues exist.
Firstly, the issue of physical access to the wind turbine to perform maintenance.
Due to the harsher weather conditions oshore, access to wind turbines is typically
intermittent and heavily dependent upon the local weather conditions at the wind farm.
As such, during winter months (and to some extent, the summer), limited opportunities
to perform either corrective or preventive maintenance exist. Although this is well
known within industry, down time is increased as failures cannot be as easily rectied
as they can be onshore. It is estimated that 30% to 50% of downtime oshore is due
to poor weather conditions (Meadows, 2011). Similarly, additional costs arise in the
purchase or hire of vessels (typically a boat or helicopter) to transport maintenance
personnel and components to the wind turbine.
Secondly, the issue of the exploitation of condition monitoring data for the purposes
of remote diagnosis and prognosis. As physical access to the wind turbine is limited,
it becomes essential to be able to perform remote fault identication, diagnosis and
eventual prognosis through the use of data analytical techniques. It is often impractical
(both nancially and logistically) to perform inspections for all potential wind turbine
faults which are identied through the on-board SCADA systems, and as such, the
eective identication of potential faults and the prioritisation of maintenance actions
are critical to ensuring high availability. However, this data often quickly becomes
unmanageable and ineective to exploit due to the overwhelming quantity of data
recorded.
Both of these challenges can be addressed and their inuence mitigated through
the use of start of the art techniques employing data taken directly from the wind
turbine. Non-linear techniques can be used to accurately forecast the likelihood of tur-
bine accessibility to ensure that maintenance can be performed based upon wind farm
environmental condition data (Wu and Hong, 2007), with similar techniques existing
to autonomously predict the degradation and remaining useful life (RUL) of compo-
nents (Jardine et al., 2006). As such, there is a strong synergistic link between the
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exploitation of condition monitoring data, the availability of wind turbines and thus
the LCoE.
1.7 Benets of condition monitoring
Condition based maintenance (CBM) systems are referred to as the \holy-grail" of
maintenance techniques due to their ability to increase availability, increase yield and
simultaneously reduce maintenance expenditure (Coble and Hines, 2008). This is be-
cause condition monitoring systems provide a means to move away from traditional
`fail and x' maintenance methodologies towards `predict and prevent' maintenance
strategies (Levrat et al., 2008).
It is widely agreed that preventive (proactive) maintenance actions are signicantly
and substantially more cost eective than corrective (reactive) maintenance action (Wu
and Clements-Croome, 2005; Association, 2011). Hameed et al. (2009) identied ve
key motivators for condition monitoring systems with regards to wind turbines. These
are:
 Avoidance of premature breakdown: The most important aspect of incipient fault
detection is to prevent catastrophic failures and secondary defects. For example,
late detection of a rotor-bearing fault may in the worst case imply complete
destruction of the wind turbine.
 Reduction of maintenance costs: With on-line monitoring, inspection intervals
can be safely increased. Replacement of intact parts is avoided by condition-
based maintenance.
 Supervision at remote sites, remote diagnosis: Large wind turbines are usually
built at remote sites where, in contrast to industrial machinery, optical or acousti-
cal changes may not be observed for a quite long time. On-line monitoring systems
can detect such changes at an early stage and, if equipped with a modem, send a
warning and diagnostic details to the maintenance sta.
 Improvement of the capacity factor: With early warning of impending failures,
repair actions need not be taken immediately. They can be carried out in a period
of low wind speed when the wind turbine is o-line, without aecting capacity
factor.
 Support for further development of a wind turbine: A condition monitoring system
yields detailed information on the dynamic behaviour of a wind turbine over long
periods of time that may help optimizing future wind turbine design.
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Recent literature has begun to quantify the benets of moving away from tradi-
tional maintenance techniques towards proactive strategies. The period for return on
investment of condition monitoring systems and associated benet is a relatively recent
debate which is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, there are many documented
cases within the literature of condition monitoring systems eectively reducing costs
and being insisted upon for warranty purposes. For instance:
 In May et al. (2014), a vibration condition monitoring system is shown to be
able to achieve an estimated $4.2 million in savings over traditional preventive
maintenance alone (over the entire turbine life cycle).
 In May et al. (2014), a completed condition monitoing and structural health
monitoring system for the wind turbine foundations is shown to be able to achieve
an estimated $7.1 million in savings over traditional preventive maintenance alone
(over the entire turbine life cycle).
 SKF's WindCon condition monitoring system has supposedly saved operators
over a million pounds due to early detection of failure (Winny, 2013).
 Similarly, SKF's WindCon system saved $57k due to the early detection of a
cracked gear tooth within the gearbox (Winny, 2013).
 A saving of over $300,000 ($200,140; correct as of 25th January 2015) could be
achieved with a condition monitoring as per Rehmet (2006).
 GL-Garrad Hassan estimate that condition monitoring systems may save up to
$315,000 ($210,147; correct as of 25th January 2015) per gearbox failure if damage
can be isolated to a single state (LeBlanc and Graves, 2011).
 Cost savings of up to 44% are shown for wind turbines using condition based
maintenance in Tian et al. (2011).
1.8 Original contributions of the thesis
This thesis extends the state of the art in various ways. Of the contributions, 6 major
contributions, and 2 minor contributions are identied. The major contributions of
this thesis have been peer reviewed and published in either internationally recognised
conference proceedings or within internationally recognised journals as articles. The
minor contributions of this thesis have been published as a peer reviewed book chapter.
The major contributions of this thesis are:
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1. A bearing condition model based upon statistical time domain feature selection
(based on robust, EWMA statistical process control) for use in robust multivariate
statistical analytical techniques. Section 4.2.11.
2. An extended physics of failure model for the analysis of wind turbine gearboxes,
taking turbine loading, transient states and both curtailment and de-rating into
consideration. Section 4.3.
3. An elitist memetic algorithm for the identication of normal operational asset
behaviour based upon historical data with potentially quicker convergence than
traditional heuristics methods. Section 5.3.
4. A general methodology for the automated labeling of historical data to enable
novel artefact extraction in the multivariate domain and to enable traditional
data mining techniques where labels are not necessarily available (as applied in
this thesis to wind turbine gearbox rule extraction). Section 6.2.
5. A general methodology for fault diagnosis based upon robust multivariate statis-
tical techniques (as applied in this thesis to a bearing). Section 6.3.
6. A general methodology to predict the remaining useful life of components (as ap-
plied in this thesis to a bearing) through exploiting robust multivariate statistical
techniques and articial neural networks. Section 6.4.
Furthermore, the various minor contributions to the state of the art of this thesis
include:
7. An extensive analysis of time domain features for the use in bearing fault de-
tection, diagnosis and prognosis in the multivariate domain (as explored in this
thesis in relation to bearings). Section 4.2.
8. An extensive analysis of multivariate distance metrics for use in assisting with
the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of components (as explored in this
thesis in relation to bearings). Section 5.2.
1.9 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is structured in a series of chapters, compromising the research undertaken
by the author at the University of Durham from April 2011 until November 2014. Each
chapter contains a coherent piece of research which builds and follows upon the work
undertaken in the former chapter.
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In this chapter, we have introduced the context for the research. The eects of
climate change and the necessity to reduce the cost of energy in order to move to a low
carbon economy have been discussed. Wind energy was shown to be a viable candidate
for the UK in particular to enable this. Following this, both the historical and recent
oshore developments of wind energy in the UK and ensuing issues of reliability were
presented with the mitigation that state-of-the-art maintenance techniques techniques
(namely condition based maintenance) can provide. Finally, the major and minor
contributions of this thesis were detailed, and the structure of the thesis presented.
In chapter 2, the relevant literature is discussed within the context of wind energy.
Both high frequency and low frequency techniques are explored for both bearings and
gearboxes across the time, frequency and time-frequency domains. The concept of
\big data" is introduced, and the application of these techniques within both the wind
energy and the prognostics and health management (PHM) literature are presented.
Chapter 3 details the research undertaken in this thesis. The overall thesis question,
the three research objectives, and the six research questions this thesis aims to answer
are given. The methodologies utilised for their exploration are presented along with
the descriptions of the three distinct datasets employed in this thesis.
Chapter 4 introduces the novel models developed in this thesis for the condition
assessment of bearings and gearboxes. A variety of time-domain statistical signatures
are explored for their potential in degradation assessment, with feature selection then
being performed. A full analysis of these features, and their ability to detect degra-
dation on the bearing is performed, with normalisation against internal and external
factors detailed.
In chapter 5, we build upon the work in chapter 4 to extend the analysis into
the multivariate domain. Multivariate distance metrics for condition assessment are
explored in detail, with a focus on robust techniques which can be employed in practice
due to the practical constraints of real-world data. Following this, a novel methodology
employing AI search techniques for the selection of a robust subset to calculate attribute
covariance is detailed.
Chapter 6 exploits the derived condition index for the purposes of diagnosis, prog-
nosis and knowledge codication. Methodologies are presented to label data based
upon their potential representation of degradation, to identify fault types based upon
ensembles of metrics and also to determine the remaining useful life of components.
Finally, Chapter 7 provides the conclusions of the thesis, discusses both the advan-
tages and the limitations of the research, and provides insight into future work which
is a natural extension to this thesis.

Chapter 2
Techniques Enabling Fault
Detection, Diagnosis and
Prognosis
In this chapter, the body of literature relevant to this thesis is presented and discussed.
Topics including wind turbine condition monitoring, bearing and gearbox early de-
tection, diagnosis and prognosis with machine learning (including decision support)
nally considered. The state of the art is discussed, with the advantages of each ap-
proach given. Current challenges and limitations are analysed and explored with the
context of this thesis.
Figure 2.1: Overview of the structure of chapter 2.
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2.1 Introduction & terminology
In order to understand the current state of the art in early detection, diagnosis and
prognosis, it is essential that an extensive review of the current literature is performed.
For the purposes of this thesis, publicly available grey literature was included, in addi-
tion to peer-reviewed research from internationally recognised conference proceedings
and journal articles. This review will assist in understanding the challenges faced mov-
ing forward with regards to the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of both the
gearbox and bearings within a wind turbine. For the purposes of this thesis, \Dan-
ish concept" wind turbines are considered; three-bladed variable pitch horizontal wind
turbines (Hansen and Hansen, 2007).
Due to the ambiguous nature of many terms in this area, and for clarity for the
purposes of this thesis, early detection, diagnosis and prognosis are dened as follows:
 Fault Detection: The detection (and potential quantication) of degradation
on a specied component through the analysis of high (or low) frequency data
{ typically through automated techniques { with the aim to provide actionable
intelligence into an enterprise for the purposes of maintenance, prior to what
would ordinarily be attained through traditional maintenance practices.
 Diagnosis: The identication of the most likely current (or expected) failure
mode of a specied component, prior to, during or after a failure, through auto-
mated techniques, for the purposes of maintenance.
 Prognosis: A forecast (or prediction) of the degradation of a specied compo-
nent { in terms of remaining useful life, survival probability or predicted future
condition { at a future point in time, allowing for the subsequent exploitation of
this knowledge for the purposes of maintenance.
Prognosis can refer to a forecast (a probabilistic statement, typically over a longer
time period) or a prediction (a specic statement, denitive in nature). The context of
which will be determined by the application. For clarity, where otherwise stated, this
thesis will refer to prognosis as a prediction, rather than as a forecast.
Prognosis can be further broken down into three distinct categories as dened by
Coble and Hines (2008) depending upon the available historical and operational data:
 Reliability data based (Type I): In type I prognosis, historical reliability
data is employed for the analysis. This data is utilised to determine average life
of a component operating under historically average conditions. This is a popu-
lation based prognostic approach, and is often performed in traditional reliability
analysis, such as Weibull analysis Leemis (1995).
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 Stress-based (Type II): Type II techniques complement type I techniques by
incorporating environmental stresses (vibrations, temperature, load etc.) and as
such, are employed to estimate the average life of a population of components
given the operational conditions. This leads to a more accurate and precise life
estimation. The proportional hazards model (Breslow, 1975) is an example of a
type II prognostic.
 Eects-based (Type III): A type III prognostic specically considers individ-
ual components, and how these individual components reacts to specic usage.
As this is component specic, type III prognostics have the possibility to provide
the most accurate and precise life estimation for a given component. The gen-
eral path model (GPM) is an example of a type III prognostic (Coble and Hines,
2009).
This chapter is structured in a manner akin to that of a condition based maintenance
program, which typically compromises three distinct parts as discussed in Jardine et al.
(2006). These are referred to as data acquisition (what data is collected and available for
analysis), data processing (what can be done with the data, such as feature extraction
and principle component selection) and maintenance decision making (for instance, to
replace, repair or service an asset or component). This process is shown graphically in
gure 2.2.
Initially, the methodology of this review is presented in section 2.2. Next, this
review provides context to the problem by detailing the availability of data on wind
turbines through the individual sub-systems. This is detailed in section 2.3. Following
this, an extensive review of the available techniques to process the acquired data for the
purposes of early detection, diagnosis and prognosis is undertaken in section 2.4. Fi-
nally, relevant machine learning and decision support techniques to enable maintenance
and enhance capabilities are detailed and critically discussed in section 2.5.
Figure 2.2: Condition based maintenance (CBM) process.
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2.2 Literature search methodology
In order to survey the current practices, techniques and state of the art, a systematic
literature review was conducted. This eectively enabled the identication of relevant
literature for inclusion into the thesis, whilst providing a means to exclude irrelevant
literature.
For the purposes of this thesis, publicly available grey literature was included. This
refers to academic work which has not been formally published in commercial publi-
cations. This includes work such as pre-prints, technical reports (for example, from
government think-tanks, or research groups), patents and white papers. Due to the
commercial benets which can potentially be attained from PHM systems, many of
these documents are not widely circulated within the public or academic domains. It
has been estimated that more grey literature exists within various engineering sciences
than any other subject area; approximated at 39% to 42% (Schopfel, 2008).
A search of the literature was performed on all articles published between January
1980 and July 2014 was performed. Initial searches were performed through 10 on-
line repositories, databases and websites. Specically utilising: Science direct, IEEE
Xplore, Wiley online, ACM library, Taylor & Francis, google scholar, ISI web of knowl-
edge, JSTOR, ERIC and EThOS. In addition to this, manual screening of the most
relevant publications in this area was performed in order to assist in the identication
of further literature which was not identied in the preliminary search. Specically,
the proceedings and volumes of the following publications were explored: Mechanical
Systems & Signal Processing (MSSP), Reliability Engineering & Systems Safety, IEEE
transactions on reliability, the proceedings of all conferences sponsored by the IEEE
reliability society (including RAMS and the IEEE PHM conference), COMADEM, all
publications produced by the PHM Society, conferences hosted by the EWEA, AWEA
or the GWEA, the proceedings of the IEEE Aerospace conference and conferences
sponsored or hosted by the MFPT.
Identication of keywords was performed, utilising \AND" and \OR" operators to
assist in rening the search criterion. The search criteria was: (Bearing OR Bearings
OR Roller element OR ball OR gearbox OR gearboxes OR planetary OR gear OR stage)
AND (signal OR signals OR diagnosis OR diagnostics OR prognostics OR prognosis OR
RUL OR remaining useful life OR prediction OR health OR data mining OR machine
learning OR condition OR failure OR estimation OR fault OR monitoring OR SCADA
OR feature OR extraction OR optimisation OR exploiting OR early OR detection OR
assessment) AND (wind OR turbine OR oshore OR onshore OR energy).
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2.3 Wind turbine condition monitoring systems
Initially, to identify both the opportunities which exist and challenges which are faced
when performing early detection, diagnosis and prognosis through the condition mon-
itoring systems on a wind turbine, we must rst identify the available systems which
collect and collate data for analysis. Monitoring of the wind turbine is essential for
various reasons. Typically, wind farm owners will wish to utilise the data collected to
ensure that their turbines are working correctly and generating income, operators will
wish to exploit the data to reduce maintenance costs and original equipment manufac-
turers (OEMs) will typically use the data for warranty purposes (Crabtree, 2011). As
such, various dierent condition monitoring systems exist on a wind turbine.
Figure 2.3 identies the four main data acquisition and analysis systems typically in
place on a wind turbine. As can be seen, dierent systems will collect data at dierent
frequencies dependent upon their intended use. These are described in detail below.
For context, the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system is discussed
in section 2.3.1, the high frequency condition monitoring system (HFCMS) in section
2.3.2, the on-demand diagnostics (ODD) system in section 2.3.3 and the structural
health monitoring (SHM) system in section 2.3.4.
Figure 2.3: Condition monitoring systems on a wind turbine (Crabtree, 2011).
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2.3.1 Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system
The supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) is the most common condition
monitoring system in place on a wind turbine. Data is collected at a low frequency.
Typically this is at one sample per 5 minutes or per 10 minutes { as in Godwin and
Matthews (2014b) { although systems employing SCADA systems at 1 sample per 10
seconds are mentioned within the literature (Kusiak and Verma, 2012a).
SCADA data typically contains data pertaining to the general operation of the
turbine, and often collates and integrates signals from various controllers so that re-
porting can be done holistically from one system coherently. As various sub-assemblies
are connected to the SCADA system, many dierent signals are collected. For instance,
Sainz et al. (2009) reports that meteorological information (such as wind speed, wind
direction, humidity and ambient temperature) are collected along with turbine operat-
ing information (such as power generated and rotor speed) and various sub-assembly
information (such as gearbox temperature, pitch angle, yaw angle, etc.).
Due to various dierent sample rates across the various collated subsystems, dif-
ferent forms of averaging and aggregation are performed by the SCADA system. This
enables various statistics of highly variable information { such as maximum, minimum
and average wind speeds { to be reported over a specied time period (i.e. 10 minutes)
along with temperature data. Whilst this does enable various forms of analysis, due
to this sampling and aggregation, information in inherently lost. An example subset of
SCADA records as attained from a wind turbine are presented in table 2.1.
Current wind turbine SCADA systems employ approximately 200 channels of data
to provide a \snapshot" of current operational behaviour. It is anticipated that next
generation wind turbine systems may potentially employ as many as 800 channels for
the same purpose. This is of interest as currently only single measurements are typically
collected from each specic point of interest (i.e. gearbox temperature). It may be
the case that various levels of redundancy within these systems becomes the de-facto
Table 2.1: Example of SCADA records from a wind turbine.
Time Wind speed Rotor speed Power Ambient Oil temperature
(m/s) (RPM) (kW) temperature (Celsius)
18/5/11 14:20 8.92 12.65 113.05 15.44 46.44
18/5/11 14:30 10.76 13.9 147.05 14.03 46.81
18/5/11 14:40 7.21 11.1 69.8 15.47 47.19
18/5/11 14:50 7.44 11.6 82.2 19.68 46.51
18/5/11 15:00 6.55 10.25 81.85 17.58 45.63
18/5/11 15:10 11.07 13.35 127 16.97 46.32
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standard should it be deemed commercially viable. Similarly, if multiple measurements
are taken from the same component (i.e. 3 gear temperatures from various gears within
the gearbox), this can be exploited in ways which are yet to be explored fully, such as
through multivariate techniques (Rencher, 2003).
It should be noted however, that SCADA systems are not perfect. Within the
literature, there are consistent reports of various issues which have occurred. These
have been explored by Sainz et al. (2009), which identied the following issues which
occur within SCADA systems:
 Missing data: The SCADA system fails to collect sensor readings, resulting in
no sample being recorded (such as no ambient temperature being recorded).
 Implausible data: The SCADA system incorrectly reads the sensor reading,
resulting in impossible values being recorded (such as ambient temperatures below
absolute zero, or power production being orders of magnitude higher than the
turbine is capable of).
 Duplicate data: The SCADA system duplicates the previous sensor reading, re-
sulting in continuous acquisition of the same value (such as ambient temperatures
not changing during day and night cycles).
 Erroneous data: The SCADA system incorrectly reads the sensor reading,
resulting in plausible { but incorrect { data being recorded (such as ambient
temperatures being incorrect by 3 to 4 degrees Celsius).
As such, there is a distinct need to validate the readings from the SCADA system.
Due to the large sensor arrays employed, there is also a need to utilise both statistical
and also data-intensive techniques for the analysis of this data. Work within the liter-
ature has shown that SCADA data is potentially useful in maintenance optimisation
as the SCADA systems cover all main turbine sub-assemblies as detailed in gure 1.9
(Spinato et al., 2009; Crabtree, 2011).
Along with the ability to transmit SCADA data at predened intervals, the SCADA
system also has the capability to generate alarms based upon the data received. These
SCADA alarms are often based upon static thresholds (Qiu et al., 2012) and are often
nave to the general health of the wind turbine. For instance, an alarm may be triggered
when the gearbox temperature reaches 45 degrees Celsius, causing the turbine to shut
down. However, if this is due to a relatively high ambient temperature, rather than
damage to the gearbox (which was the intention of the rule), this would be the cause
of unnecessary down-time and result in a loss of production and revenue. Within the
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literature, their are numerous stories regarding the \information overload" caused by
quantity of SCADA alarms presented to maintenance operators on a hourly, daily or
weekly basis (Chen et al., 2011a; Qiu et al., 2012; Godwin and Matthews, 2014b).
2.3.2 High frequency condition monitoring system
The second data acquisition system on the wind turbine moves away from the low fre-
quency SCADA data. The high frequency condition monitoring system employed on
wind turbines { as the name suggests { collects data at a much higher frequency than
that of the SCADA system. As such, this system is employed in situations when
SCADA data cannot provide the granularity of analysis required. They are often
utilised in conjunction with the on-demand high frequency diagnostic system to en-
able eective decision making to take place. Two distinct high frequency systems exist;
rst, condition monitoring systems which typically record data at 50 Hz, and secondly
on-demand diagnostics which are available at up to 50 kHz.
Initially, high frequency systems were encouraged by insurers of large wind turbines
to reduce the liability of failure by providing early detection of failures which could be
remedied at a reduced cost (Becker and Poste, 2009). Various insurers of wind turbines
now have certication schemes, with many condition monitoring systems available com-
mercially which are certied by these insurers. For instance, \WindCon 3.0" (developed
by SKF) is GL certied by insurer Allianz. Reports by Allianz have shown that even
a minimal condition monitoring system (CMS) applied to a wind turbine had assisted
in risk management (Gellermann, 2013).
Although the high frequency system has a higher data acquisition frequency than the
SCADA system, it is less than that of the on-demand diagnostics system. This enables
data at multiple levels of granularity to be assessed. This is essential on critical assets
such as wind turbines, where the management of the asset is performed remotely. By
having data available at various frequencies, many techniques can be employed in order
to validate and verify potential degradation and fault modes. Typically, the SCADA
system will alert the operator that a potential issue has arisen, this will then be explored
through the use of the high frequency condition monitoring system (HFCMS). If the
potential fault cannot be proven or discredited, the on-demand diagnostics system is
utilised.
2.3.3 On demand diagnostic system
The third data acquisition system on the wind turbine is that of the on-demand di-
agnostics system. Due to the high frequencies employed by the diagnostic system (up
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to 50 kHz), this data is available on demand and not stored oine for retrospective
analysis. This is due to the high bandwidth and storage requirements imposed by the
frequency of the data. The relatively lower frequency condition monitoring data (50
Hz) typically is collected and stored for analysis. This poses many challenges. As this
data is collected on a sub-second basis, this data quickly becomes unmanageable and
dicult to process. One hour of SCADA data will contain 6 datapoints, whereas over
the same time period, 180,000 data points of 50 Hz condition monitoring data will
have been recorded. This makes identifying the development and propagation of faults
dicult due to the computational complexity of the various algorithms employed for
analysis. For comparison, over the same time period 180,000,000 data points of 5 kHz
diagnostic data would have been recorded. A high frequency wind turbine condition
monitoring system recording data at 50 Hz requires approximately 2 TB of storage per
month (Ferguson and Catterson, 2014). As such, performing analysis simultaneously
across an entire farm of turbines requires substantial quantities of bandwidth, compu-
tationally ecient algorithms and both a reliable and actionable end result. A typical
example of the high frequency data collected from roller element bearing is presented
in gure 2.4.
The high frequency nature of the data acquisition on both the high frequency condi-
tion monitoring system and the diagnostic system enables analysis which is not attain-
able through SCADA data. For instance, if accelerometer or acoustic emission data is
available for bearing analysis, using this data it would be possible to perform diagnosis
of specic fault types, and identify both the location and severity of the fault using the
various techniques discussed in sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4.
There are many interactions between the three distinctly separate systems which
Figure 2.4: Typical high frequency roller element bearing data (Kwak et al., 2014).
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have already been presented. The SCADA system will continually monitor the wind
turbine and present alarms to the maintenance operator. If this alarm is conrmed
by the high frequency condition monitoring system, it establishes a basis to perform
analysis through the on-demand diagnostics to either conrm or reject the potential
issue. This persistence checking and layering of the various frequencies of data acquisi-
tion helps reduce the quantity of data presented to the operator, whilst providing them
with the level of detail required in order to to perform their analysis. It should be noted
that due to both the bandwidth and infrastructure requirements of the high frequency
systems, both the diagnostic and high frequency condition monitoring systems require
a substantial investment. According to Yang and Jiang (2011), this is considerably
more than the low frequency SCADA systems.
2.3.4 Structural health monitoring
The fourth wind turbine monitoring system is that of the structural health monitoring
system. Oshore wind turbines, due to their size, typically employ condition monitoring
techniques to ensure the structural integrity of the wind turbine. Most commonly, the
structural health monitoring system is utilised to assist in determining faults with the
wind turbine tower structure or foundation, such as those caused by wind gusts and
wave slam (Chen, 2014).
Due to the slow development and propagation of these faults { Paris' law can be used
to determine and predict fracture size growth (Paris and Erdogan, 1963) { continuous
monitoring is not required, and as such, typically these systems are available on-demand
with data not stored for retrospective analysis. Data is typically acquired at 5 Hz
(Crabtree, 2011).
Structural health monitoring systems can be utilised to provide condition moni-
toring of the blades of the wind turbine through various techniques. Most commonly,
bre optics are employed to determine the quantity of light which is sent and received
along each blade (Takeda, 2002). When utilising plastic bre optics, the quantity of
light received is proportional to the strain on the plastic bre. As such, damage to any
blade with this technology attached will exhibit dierent responses due to a diering
load prole (Takeda, 2002). Similar techniques exist utilising acoustic emissions (AE)
sensors; for a review of applicable techniques for structural health monitoring, please
refer to Ciang et al. (2008). These techniques are typically performed on-demand due
to their sensitivity to operational behaviour.
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2.3.5 Commercially available systems and other techniques
Due to the benets which can be attained when utilising data collected condition mon-
itoring equipment, various commercially available solutions exist to provide this func-
tionality. A recent survey conducted on behalf of the SuperGen Wind consortium
(Wilkinson et al., 2010) performed an extensive review of commercially available high
frequency CMS systems and found by Crabtree et al. (2010) that:
 One system exists for condition monitoring of wind turbine blades based upon
vibration analysis.
 Two systems exist for bre optic strain measurement of wind turbine blades.
 Three systems exist for oil debris monitoring.
 Fourteen systems exist for drive train monitoring based upon vibration analysis.
The authors then specify that the majority (14 of 20) systems are based upon tradi-
tional techniques taken from rotating machinery industries. Furthermore, the authors
conclude that the commercial products are beginning to adapt to the demands of the
wind market { which typically generate non-stationary signals due to their variable
speed { and are moving away from products used in traditional rotating machinery in-
dustries. However, it is also noted that although traditional techniques can assist in the
detection of faults, it takes experienced condition monitoring engineers for successful
analysis.
Whilst the survey undertaken by Crabtree et al. (2010) provides context for the
condition monitoring systems in place on a wind turbine, the SCADA systems used on
wind turbines were beyond the scope of their work. A recent survey undertaken by
Chen et al. (2014) provides an extensive list of commercially available SCADA systems
for use on wind turbines. In the report by Chen et al. (2014), it was found that:
 One product was developed by a wind turbine operating company.
 One product is a demonstration platform developed by IMS.
 Three products were developed by electrical equipment providers.
 Five products were developed through renewable energy consultancies.
 Six of the products were developed by wind turbine manufacturers.
 Ten products were developed by industrial software companies.
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The authors note that the techniques employed varied across dierent platforms,
but covered both statistical and articially intelligent techniques, with some platforms
being able to perform component level diagnosis. Although the report details success of
SCADA systems, little information is provided regarding the assessment or prognosis
of wind turbine health through SCADA data analysis.
2.3.6 Summary and conclusions
The four data acquisition systems present on a wind turbine enable the analysis of
substantial quantities of data at varying levels of granularity. All critical elements
of the wind turbine are monitored (typically for insurance purposes) ensuring high
availability is achieved. It should be noted that traditionally in wind energy, many
of the data analytical techniques are taken from the domain of traditional rotating
machinery (such as traditional gas turbines, for instance). Vibration analysis is the
most common technique employed for drive train condition monitoring, compromising
almost 75% of the commercially available systems.
As vibration analysis is heavily employed within industry, SCADA data is often
overlooked (potentially due to its low frequency acquisition rate). Given that the
SCADA system is the most commonly available wind turbine data acquisition system,
the development of techniques which employed SCADA data which are as powerful
as those based upon vibration analysis would assist in mitigating the necessity for
high frequency data. As SCADA data has a lower acquisition rate, the potential for
forecasting is also of interest due to the possibility of forecasting further ahead than
with high frequency condition monitoring data.
2.4 Gearbox and bearing condition assessment
2.4.1 Introduction
As found in section 2.3, various low and high frequency data acquisition systems are
typically present on a wind turbine, monitoring the bearings and the gearbox. This data
can be explored and processed in order to understand the health of the wind turbine
so that more accurate decisions can be made regarding the operation of the turbine.
In accordance with gure 2.2, this section discusses the data processing techniques
typically employed for condition assessment utilising high frequency (over 5 kHz) data.
For completeness, various techniques which have shown promise on low-frequency data
{ specically with regards to SCADA data { are included here, and discussed separately
in section 2.4.5.
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Historically, due to the development of many techniques utilised for the condition
assessment of wind turbines being employed from traditional rotating electrical ma-
chinery, there is a substantial body of work in this domain. As such, many of the
presented techniques are well suited to both bearings and gears. Furthermore, due to
generalisability of many of these techniques, a substantial body of work is applicable
to provide early detection, diagnosis and prognosis for both bearings and gearboxes.
As such, techniques which are have been proven within the literature to be capable of
being utilising in both applications are presented together for consistency.
Although data processing for condition assessment can take various forms, four
main categories exist and are of interest to this thesis. These are:
 Data-driven models: Where data-repositories (typically component specic)
are \mined" for features which can be exploited for condition assessment and the
eventual early warning, diagnosis and detection of faults (Kai Goebel, 2008).
 Physics of failure models: Employing derived physical models of degradation
{ such as Paris' law (Paris and Erdogan, 1963) { to provide condition assessment.
 Statistical models: Where a model (an approximation of the underlying sys-
tem) is employed to dene assumptions regarding the generation of the data.
Simply put, a statistical model is a probability distribution constructed to enable
inferences to be drawn or decisions made from data (such as hypothesis testing)
(Davison, 2003).
 Hybrid approaches: These consist of two or more of the above models combined
together in the expectation of improved performance. Such as in Chen (2014).
Similarly, due to the high rate of data acquisition available for data collected from a
wind turbine (typically at 5 kHz or higher), many avenues of analysis can be explored.
Three distinct domains are commonly utilised for the exploration and analysis of the
high frequency data. Briey, these are:
 Time domain: The analysis of high frequency data with respect to time.
 Frequency domain: The analysis of high frequency data with with respect to
frequency, rather than time. No notion of time is present within the frequency
domain.
 Time-frequency domain: The analysis of high frequency data with respect
to both time and frequency data. This often (but not always) utilises a time-
frequency distribution to represent the data, often created through the use of a
transformation function.
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As such, for the purposes of the review of techniques for data processing, the tech-
niques identied and presented within the literature will be grouped according to the
domain in which their analysis is performed. Time domain techniques will be discussed
in section 2.4.2, frequency domain techniques in section 2.4.3 and nally, time-frequency
domain techniques will be discussed in section 2.4.4. Due to the inherent dierences
between low and high frequency data, the techniques applicable to low-frequency data
{ specically SCADA data { are discussed separately in section 2.4.5. Following this,
a discussion of the literature with the challenges and limitations of the current state of
the art is given in section 2.6. A summary of these techniques, their applicability to
this thesis, the current state of the art, challenges and limitations is then presented in
section 2.7.
2.4.2 Time domain techniques
Time domain analysis covers a board spectrum of condition monitoring techniques.
Jardine et al. (2006) denes time-domain analysis as any technique which:
\... is directly based on the time waveform itself. Traditional time-domain
analysis calculates characteristic features from time waveform signals as
descriptive statistics such as mean, peak, peak-to-peak interval, standard
deviation, crest factor, high-order statistics: root mean square, skewness,
kurtosis, etc." (Jardine et al., 2006).
These techniques for analysis of data within the time domain are explored in detail
below. In total, 7 broad techniques for the analysis of condition monitoring data with
respect to time (in the time-domain) are presented.
Time domain analysis
Time domain analysis { as the name suggests { is employed to compare the raw time
series data collected from an asset. It is perhaps the most primitive time domain tech-
nique, and as such, is not often utilised in practice. This is because both frequency
features and domain knowledge cannot be extracted from the signal utilising this tech-
nique, however, it does provide a computationally inexpensive means of comparing the
required signals directly (Box et al., 2008).
Statistical features
Statistical features have been explored in time domain analysis for condition assessment
for the last 60 years (Davis, 1952). As such, these features are well understood and have
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been utilised extensively in many dierent studies. Statistical time-domain features
which have been explored for condition assessment include (but are not limited to):
 Mean (Yang et al., 2011): This quanties the central point of the signal over
time and can be utilised to identify changes in behaviour.
 Standard deviation (and variance) (Yang et al., 2011): This quanties the
variability of the signal over time and can be used to assess changes in the un-
derlying distribution of data.
 Skewness (Yang et al., 2011): This quanties the asymmetry of the underlying
distribution and can assist in characterising changes of the underlying data.
 Kurtosis (and other higher order moments) (Yang et al., 2011): This
quanties the \peakedness" of the underlying distribution and can assist in char-
acterising changes of the underlying data.
 Interquartile range (Yang et al., 2011): This quanties the range between the
25th and 75th percentile and can be explored as a measure of variability of the
underlying data.
 Percentiles (Yang et al., 2011): These quantify various positions of the under-
lying distribution can be employed to assist in the characterisation of extreme or
anomalous points.
 Root mean square (RMS) (Yang et al., 2011): This is the quadratic mean
and can also be utilised to quantify the central point of a distribution over time.
 Crest factor (Yang et al., 2011): This is a ratio of the peaks to the average
value of a waveform, quantifying how extreme peaks within the data are and can
be used to assist in characterising the peakedness of the underlying signal.
 Peak (Eric Bechhoefer, 2009): This denotes the maximal (or minimal) peak
identied within a signal, and can be utilised to assist in characterising extreme
values in the underlying signal.
 Peak-to-peak interval (Eric Bechhoefer, 2009): This quanties the time be-
tween peaks within a signal and can be used to assist in quantifying deviations
from periodicity of an asset or component.
Typically, the computation of these techniques can be performed in real-time due
to their simple nature and ecient techniques for their computation (Godwin and
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Matthews, 2014c). Recent work has begun to employ ensembles of these features which
are incorporated into a univariate condition metric. This is done as individually some
features may not fully encapsulate the current operational behaviour of the component
which is being monitored.
Time synchronous averaging
Time synchronous averaging (TSA) is a more recent technique which has appeared
in many recent publications within the PHM community. TSA involves the use of a
tachometer to track the revolution of the specied component { such as a bearing or
gear { in order to deconstruct the signal into what could eectively be described as a
\revolution" (or angular) domain (Eric Bechhoefer, 2009). Each complete revolution
of the specied component is averaged together; this assists in the removal of noise and
enhances the quality of the waveform. In its simplest form, the TSA of a signal is given
by the re-sampling:
TSA(t) =
1
N
N 1X
n=1
s(t+ nT ); 0  t < T (2.1)
Where TSA(t) denotes the TSA of signal t, T the averaging period and N the
number of samples for averaging.
For the purposes of this thesis, the TSA re-sampling would be benecial into the
angular domain. With respect to a gearbox, this can be performed as per Combet and
Gelman (2007) and rst proposed by McFadden (1986)):
TSAangular(t) =
KX
k=1
XK(1 + ak(t)) cos(2kfmt+ k(t) + k) + b(t) (2.2)
Where Combet and Gelman (2007) dene Xk as the amplitude of the k-th mesh
harmonic, fm is the average gear mesh frequency, b(t) is background noise, k is the
initial phase harmonic of k, and ak(t) and k(t) are the amplitude and phase modulation
functions of mesh harmonic k.
Although the implementation of the TSA algorithm utilises a tachometer to track
the current revolution of the component, various \tachometer-less" TSA algorithms
have been proposed within the literature. Typically, these use one of two techniques;
time slicing or re-sampling (Eric Bechhoefer, 2009).
Time sampling assumes a stationary signal of constant revolution. As such, if a
given revolution is known to take a specied length of time, the waveform can be
partitioned into these lengths for the purposes of averaging.
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Re-sampling is performed by identifying peaks within the waveform as an identier
as to the approximation of the current revolution of the component; gear mesh har-
monics and bearing inner or outer race harmonics are typically used for this purpose
(Johnson, 2011). Once these are known, waveform partitioning can be performed in a
similar manner to time slicing, utilising the more accurate approximation of the current
revolution (however, this is not as accurate as the use of a tachometer).
There are many advantages and disadvantages to the use of TSA as a data process-
ing technique. Interested readers should refer to the reviews by both Eric Bechhoefer
(2009) and Dalpiaz et al. (2000) which detail both tachometer and tachometer-less
algorithms, their advantages and their disadvantages.
Practical applications of the use of the TSA algorithm for the purposes of condition
assessment are numerous throughout the literature. The works listed below details a
selection of applications of this technique which may be of interest to readers of this
thesis:
 The application of two tachometer-less TSA algorithms to planetary gearboxes is
performed by D'Elia et al. (2013) for the purposes diagnosis.
 In work by Combet and Gelman (2007), the application of tachometer-less TSA
is employed for condition assessment of a two-stage helical gearbox.
 Pump condition assessment as per patent US6681634 B2 (Sabini et al., 2004) is
performed via TSA.
 The application of TSA for bearing condition assessment is undertaken by Luo
et al. (2010).
Autoregressive moving average
Autoregressive (AR) techniques are another commonly employed time domain wave-
form analytical technique employed for condition assessment. This is a linear technique
utilised in random processes to dene an output variable based upon its own previous
values. An AR(p) model (an auto-regressive model of order p) can be dened as per
Pandit and Wu (1983):
AR(p) = c+
pX
i=1
'iXt i + t (2.3)
where c is a constant, t is white noise and '1   'p are parameters of the model. Due
to the linearity of the approach, often moving average (MA) models are employed in
their place. These models require non-linear tting models rather than the traditional
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least squares technique employed in auto-regressive models. AMA(q) model (a moving
average model of order q) can be dened as per Pandit and Wu (1983):
MA(q) = + t +
qX
i=1
it i (2.4)
where  is the expectation of Xt, t; t 1    are white noise and 1    q are the pa-
rameters of the model.
Due to auto-regressive techniques utilising the lagged dependent variable and mov-
ing average techniques utilising lagged error terms, often these two techniques are em-
ployed together in an auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) model. Within ARMA
models, two polynomials are dened to encapsulate the behaviour of the signal; the
rst representing the auto-regressive element, and the second representing the mov-
ing average. An ARMA(p; q) model (an auto-regressive moving average model with p
auto-regressive terms and q moving average terms) can be dened by Pandit and Wu
(1983) as:
ARMA(p; q) = c+ t +
pX
i=1
'iXt i +
qX
i=1
it i (2.5)
This technique is used to model and predict the future values of the dependent
variable. This modelling can be performed with minimal historical data, and can be
utilised within linear time-invariant systems, however, their application to non-linear
or dynamic systems is limited (Lee et al., 2014).
ARMA models have been employed extensively over the last 30 years for condition
assessment of both bearings and gearboxes. For instance, the works presented below
present practical applications of the ARMA technique which may be of interest to
readers of this thesis:
 Higher order ARMA models were utilised by Li et al. (2007) for the fault detection
of bearings.
 Auto-regressive modelling was exploited by Junsheng et al. (2006) for bearing
fault diagnosis.
 ARMA modelling for gearbox condition assessment was performed by Chen et al.
(2011b).
 In Kang et al. (2012) gearbox condition assessment for non-stationary signals is
performed after re-sampling into the angular domain.
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Various extensions to the AR, MA and ARMA models exist, most commonly the
auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. This model has also ex-
tensively been used for condition assessment (Ahmad and Kamaruddin, 2012; Kosasih
et al., 2014). Similarly, the ARAR model which is an adaption of the ARARMA model
(Newton and Parzen, 1983). Also, models such as seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) have
also been proposed (Brockwell and Davis, 2002).
Singular spectrum analysis
Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) is a non-parametric spectral estimation technique
often employed in the eld of chaos theory in order to assist in the understanding
of chaotic and non-linear behaviour. This technique can be exploited to forecast the
future condition of components of interest and can provide various ancillary features,
as described by Hassani (2007), which include:
 Finding trends of dierent resolution.
 Smoothing.
 Extraction of seasonality components.
 Simultaneous extraction of cycles with small and large periods.
 Extraction of periodicities with varying amplitudes.
 Simultaneous extraction of complex trends and periodicities.
 Finding structure in short time series.
 Change-point detection.
The application of singular spectrum analysis consists of four steps performed in
two stages as follows (Hassani, 2007):
1. Deconstruction (embedding): In this stage, the one-dimensional time series
is embedded into a multi-dimensional space with a xed window size and lag
length. This creates a Hankel matrix (the trajectory matrix). This is a common
operation in time-series analysis.
2. Deconstruction (singular value decomposition): In this step, singular value
decomposition (SVD) is performed upon the trajectory matrix, representing it as
a sum of rank-one, bi-orthogonal elementary matrices.
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3. Reconstruction (grouping): The elementary matrices from the previous step
are split into several groups and summed. This is done by eigentriple grouping.
4. Reconstruction (diagonal averaging): Hankelisation of the matrix is per-
formed (the matrix diagonals are averaged) allowing for a reconstruction of the
time series.
Whilst the technical details of this technique are beyond the scope of this thesis,
interested readers should refer to Elsner and Tsonis (1996) or Hassani (2007) for more
in depth details of the implementation of this technique in practice. Due to the quality
of prediction obtained and the non-linear nature of this technique, it has been utilised
in many cases for condition assessment of both bearings and gearboxes. Below are
practical examples of this use of singular spectrum analysis which may be of interest
to readers of this thesis:
 Bearing inner race fault diagnosis (Muruganatham et al., 2010) and roller element
fault diagnosis (Muruganatham et al., 2013) were performed with the assistance
of SSA.
 Early detection of faults using SSA was performed in Bovic Kilundu and Dehom-
breux (2011).
 SSA was employed in Wang et al. (2001) in addition to the pseudo-phase portrait
and correlation dimension for condition assessment.
 Component wear was assessed and predicted using SSA by Salgado and Alonso
(2006) based upon high frequency data (10 kHz).
Lyapunov exponent
The Lyapunov exponent (also known as the Lyapunov characteristic exponent) is a
metric which quanties the separation of two trajectories in phase space. The rate of
divergence of two given trajectories in phase space can be given as per Massimo Cencini
and Vulpiani (2009):
jZ(t)j  e^tjZ0j (2.6)
Where ^ (in this case) is the Lyapunov exponent, Z(t) is the phase state vector at
time t and Z0 is the initial phase state separation. As the rate of separation will dier
intrinsically dependent upon the initial orientation of a vector (i.e. initial asset health),
there is a distribution of Lyapunov exponents. For the purposes of condition assessment,
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typically the largest Lyapunov exponent within this distribution is of interest; this is
referred to as the maximal Lyapunov exponent (MLE).
The maximal Lyapunov exponent is of interest within the realm of condition moni-
toring as it is often used to represent the predictability of a dynamic system (such as a
bearing or gearbox). Thus, being able to quantify the predictability of the component is
inherently benecial for the purposes of condition assessment or predictive (proactive)
maintenance. The MLE can be dened for a continuous system as per Massimo Cencini
and Vulpiani (2009):
^ = lim
t!1 limZ0!0
1
t
ln
jZ(t)j
jZ0j (2.7)
Similarly, for a discrete system (Massimo Cencini and Vulpiani, 2009):
^(x0) = lim
n!1
1
n
n 1X
i=0
lnjf 0(xi)j (2.8)
For the purposes of condition assessment, both global and local maximal Lyapunov
exponents are of interest. Global Lyapunov exponents refer to the predictability of the
overall (entire) system, whereas local Lyapunov exponents refer to the predictability
of a given point in phase space. For instance, the behaviour of a bearing or gearbox
operating under normal operational condition may behave in a predictable manner,
however, degradation is often referred to as a a chaotic phenomena (Lu et al., 2013),
and as such, determining how predictable the current system is may provide insights
into the degradation that is present.
As this technique is able to quantify the chaotic nature of signals (and infer asset or
component condition from this), this technique has also been explored extensively. The
works given below present practical applications of exploiting the Lyapunov exponent
for condition assessment which may be of interest to readers of this thesis:
 Bearing fault severity was assessed with the assistance of the Lyapunov exponent
in work done by Ghafari et al. (2008).
 Lyapunov exponents were used to assess the chaotic nature of bearing data in
Harsha et al. (2003).
 Nonlinear behaviour of a geared rotor was characterised by Gao and Zhang (2014)
utilising Lyapunov exponents.
 The identication of undesirable operational modes for gears was performed by
Chang-Jian and Chang (2011) utilising SSA in order to minimise degradation by
avoiding such conditions.
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Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique which decomposes a set
of data (such as a a set of condition monitoring waveforms) into a new set of variables
(principal components) which represent the maximum variability within the data, with
the minimal loss of information. For this reason, it is popular in areas such as data
compression, however, it can be used for variable classication, detection of anomalies
(outliers) and also early indication of abnormality in a given data structure (Baydar
et al., 2001).
In order to perform principal component analysis, multivariate data is needed. Due
to the reduction of economic constraints on data storage and data acquisition technolo-
gies, typically condition monitoring data is multivariate in nature. For instance, three
accelerometers monitoring a bearing or gearbox is an example of a multivariate prob-
lem which can be explored using principal component analysis. Similarly, extracted
features from a univariate signal (such as skewness, kurtosis and standard deviation
as discussed previously) would likewise be a multivariate problem which could be also
explored within the framework of principal component analysis.
Principal component analysis is an orthogonal transformation of the data which
takes a set of potentially correlated variables and creates a set of linearly uncorrelated
variables. Given a data matrix X, the transformation is dened by a p dimensional
vector of weights wk = (w1   wp) that map the vector xi of X to a vector of scores
ti = (t1;    tp)i) where tki = xi  wk. The rst weight vector has to satisfy (Jollie,
2002):
w(1) = argmax

wTXTXw
wTw

(2.9)
Following the selection of this principal component, further components can be
selected as per Jollie (2002):
w(k) = argmax
(
wT X^Tk 1X^k 1
wTw
)
(2.10)
Where X^k 1 is dened by subtracting the rst k   1 principal components from X
(Jollie, 2002):
X^k 1 = X  
k 1X
s=1
Xwsw
T
s (2.11)
Principal component analysis can be performed in many ways, and is typically done
in the stages as specied by Abdi and Williams (2010):
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1. Organisation of the dataset.
2. Calculation of empirical mean.
3. Calculation of deviation from the empirical mean.
4. Calculation of covariance matrix.
5. Calculation of eigenvector and eigenvalues from covariance matrix.
6. Rearrangement of eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
7. Computation of eigenvector energy content.
8. Eigenvector subset selection.
For convenience, the details of these calculations and computations are not discussed
in depth in this thesis. Readers interested in this technique should refer to work of
andW. Wu et al. (2002), Jollie (2002) and Abdi and Williams (2010).
Due to the high dimensionality of data which is often available within the realm
of condition assessment and health management, ensuring the correct features are ex-
tracted from the data is essential to reduce noise and increase the sensitivity of condition
assessment techniques. As such, principal component analysis is often performed to as-
sist in the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of faults on bearings and gearboxes.
The works listed below employ principal component analysis for practical applications
which perform condition assessment, which may be of interest to readers of this thesis:
 Work done by Zvokelj et al. (2011) use principal component analysis to assist in
the de-noising for bearing fault detection and identication.
 In work done by Malhi and Gao (2004), principal component analysis is performed
without fault data to extract useful signatures for bearing fault identication.
 Non-linear feature extraction is performed on gearboxes in He et al. (2007) by
exploiting principal component analysis for condition monitoring.
 Similarly, principal component analysis is utilised in Shao et al. (2014) to nd
two principal components for gearbox fault classication.
Time-domain technique conclusions
As we have explored, many techniques exist within the time-domain for the purposes of
extracting features which can be used for condition assessment. Many of the presented
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techniques are readily available in many commercial o the shelf systems. Due to
the use of the time domain and the simplicity of the techniques, often these can be
computed in real time. This enables real-time analysis of data, and can (if necessary)
be utilised in mission-critical components.
Furthermore, due to the nature of the time domain, it is often possible (when util-
ising dominant features) to identify the moment at which a change to the time series
occurs. Due to the often temporal dependency of degradation within bearings and gears,
it is of interest to identify deviations from previous conditions at the earliest possible
moment. This enables the potential for proactive maintenance to be undertaken, re-
alising reductions in maintenance budgets and potentially increasing availability. This
would not be possible in other domains where no notion of time exists (such as in the
frequency-domain, for instance).
2.4.3 Frequency domain techniques
Having explored the analysis of data with respect to time, it follows that a further,
complementary analysis can be performed in the frequency domain in order to overcome
the limitations identied by the review of time domain techniques. As time-domain
techniques have no notion of frequency, various meta-data cannot be included in the
analysis (for instance, if we know the conguration of a gearbox, this can be utilised as
meta-data within frequency-domain analysis).
Frequency domain analysis covers algorithms which typically employ a transform
of the data into the frequency domain (typically from the time domain). In some
instances, this may have an advantage over traditional time domain analysis in that
it is easy to isolate various frequency features within the data (Jardine et al., 2006).
Typically, within the realm of condition assessment, the notion of the frequency domain
is closely coupled with that of the Fourier transform (Rahman, 2011), however, there
are a range of transforms which can represent frequency data; for instance, the Laplace
transform (Widder, 1941). For the purposes of this thesis, the frequency domain will
assume the Fourier transformation unless stated otherwise.
Fourier transform
The Fourier transform (Rahman, 2011) is a mathematical transformation that converts
a signal based from the time domain to that of the frequency domain. The Fourier
transform is a generalisation of the complex Fourier series and can be dened as (Rah-
man, 2011):
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f^() =
Z 1
 1
f(x)e 2ixdx for any real number  (2.12)
Where x represents time and  represents the frequency component. In this case, f(x)
is determined by the inverse transformation (Rahman, 2011):
f() =
Z 1
 1
f^()e2ixd for any real number x (2.13)
Together, these equations are referred to as the Fourier transform pair (Rahman,
2011). Due to the representation of the time signal in the frequency domain, various
artefacts can be observed in the data which would otherwise be dicult to analyse.
For instance, given a bearing, it is possible to determine specic harmonic frequencies
for the inner race, outer race, train frequency and ball spin. These harmonics are
referred to as the ball pass frequency outer (BPFO), ball pass frequency inner (BPFI),
fundamental train frequency (FTF) and ball spin frequencies (BSF). For completeness,
these are detailed in Eq. 2.14 through Eq. 2.17 as per McInerny and Dai (2003).
BPFO(Hz) = S
N
2
(1  B
P
cos) (2.14)
BPFI(Hz) = S
N
2
(1 +
B
P
cos) (2.15)
FTF (Hz) = S
1
2
(1  B
P
cos) (2.16)
BSF (Hz) = S
P
2B
(1  B
2
P 2
cos2 ) (2.17)
Where S is the shaft rotation (in Hz), P is the pitch diameter, B is the ball diameter,
 is the contact angle between the inner and outer races and N is the number of balls
(McInerny and Dai, 2003).
As such, by employing the Fourier transform, changes associated with these spe-
cic faults may be indicative of faults associated with the component under scrutiny.
Similarly, harmonics can be dened for gears within a gearbox to allow for frequency
domain analysis. Their are ve fundamental gear frequencies of interest (Niola et al.,
2009): gear (Frg), pinion (Frp), tooth mesh (Fm), assembly phase (Fa) and tooth re-
peat (Ftr) { or hunting tooth { frequencies. These are dened below for completeness
(Niola et al., 2009):
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Frg =
Rg
60
(2.18)
Frp =
Rp
60
(2.19)
Fm = Frp Np or Frg Ng (2.20)
Fa =
Fm
Na
(2.21)
Ftr =
Fm  na
Ng Np (2.22)
Where Rg; Rp represents the gear and pinion speed in RPM (respectively), and Ng; Np
represents the number of teeth on the gear and pinion (respectively).
To illustrate the Fourier transform and provide a practical example of the technique,
gure 2.5 presents the Fourier transform of bearing data with both the inner and outer
race harmonics highlighted. Typically, the computation of the Fourier transform is
performed through the use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm (Cooley and
Tukey, 1965). This reduces the computational intensity of the calculation, and makes
it viable to perform Fourier analysis on high frequency condition monitoring data.
The fast Fourier transform utilises the discreet Fourier transform, dened as per
Figure 2.5: Example Fourier analysis of bearing with highlighted inner and outer race
harmonics (Buscarello, 1994).
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Rahman (2011):
FFT (x) =
N 1X
n=0
xne
 i2k n
N k = 0;    ; N   1 (2.23)
Due to the eciency in the calculation and the insights gained from analysis of
specic harmonics, Fourier analysis is regarded as the most commonly utilised frequency
domain technique in condition assessment. The works below utilise Fourier analysis for
bearing and gearbox condition assessment which may be of interest to readers of this
thesis:
 In Mara et al. (2000) various Fourier transforms are compared for their eective-
ness on vibration data.
 Fourier analysis is employed by Rafsanjani et al. (2009) to validate their proposed
bearing diagnostic methodology.
 In work done by Rai and Mohanty (2007), Fourier analysis is explored and then
extended for bearing fault diagnosis.
 Trade o analysis when using Fourier analysis is explored for aircraft bearings in
work done by Hai Qiu and Eklund (2009).
Cepstrum analysis
Cepstrum analysis is a frequency domain technique which extends the Fourier transform
in order to detect harmonics and sidebands in the power spectrum (Jardine et al., 2006).
Cepstrum analysis can employ various dierent spectra; typically within the realm of
condition assessment, the power Cepstrum is utilised. This is often dened as \the
squared magnitude of the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of the squared
magnitude of the Fourier transform of a signal." (Bogert et al., 1963), or formally:
PC(x) = jf(log(jf(f^(x))j2))j2 (2.24)
Where (previously) f(x) represents the inverse Fourier transformation and ^f(x)
represents the Fourier transformation. Other Cepstrums exist, such as phase, complex
and real Cepstrum. The complex Cepstrum is dened as (Oppenheim, 1965):
CC(x) = f^(log(f^(x)) + j2m) (2.25)
Where m is the integer required to properly unwrap the imaginary part of the
complex log function.
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Although the power Cepstrum has a notion of time { the independent variable is
eectively time (as it is the inverse Fourier transformation of a spectrum) { it is not a
time domain technique. The independent variable is often referred to as \quefrency"
(Bogert et al., 1963) as it is not a true representation of time, but rather represents the
periodic harmonics within a signal.
Due to the concept of quefrency arising in Cepstrum analysis, along with the ability
to identify harmonics and sidebands, it has been utilised in condition assessment. Below
details works employing Cepstrum analysis which may be of interest to readers of this
thesis:
 In work undertaken by Park et al. (2013), Cepstrum analysis is used to denoise
the signal and perform early detection of bearing faults.
 Bearing fault diagnosis is performed by Fang et al. (2012) by utilising the power
cepstrum.
 Cepstrum analysis was employed in collaboration with other techniques for non-
stationary signals by Sawalhi et al. (2014) to separate and enhance gearbox and
bearing signals.
 Work done by Ziaran and Darula (2013) has shown the benet of Cepstrum anal-
ysis in conjunction with traditional Fourier analysis for gear condition assessment.
Sideband Analysis
Sideband analysis is a natural extension to the Fourier transform and is closely related
to Cepstrum analysis. With this technique, not only are specic known harmonics
targeted, but frequency peaks associated with the harmonics are included in the analysis
for additional context. This ensures that interactions between harmonics are taken into
consideration. By looking at the power spectrum of the Fourier transform, and with
the assistance of techniques such as Cepstrum analysis or the manual identication of
harmonics, further insight into asset condition can be achieved.
Sideband analysis can be exploited for the assessment of non-stationary signals
(Zappala et al., 2012). As the harmonics of interest will change with respect to the
loading of rotating machinery such as gears and bearings, by tracking these and the
interactions with the sidebands, non-stationary signals can be analysed eectively. This
is somewhat similar in nature to the re-sampling of time-domain signals into the angular
(or revolution) domain, however, in this instance, in the frequency domain. Figure 2.6
(Zappala et al., 2012) provides an contrasting example of normal operational behaviour
of the gearbox compared to a missing tooth.
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Figure 2.6: Sideband analysis as performed by Zappala et al. (2012), showing healthy
and missing gear tooth fault.
Quantication of the sidebands in order to provide a metric by which to measure
asset condition can be performed. This can further be correlated against known fault
modes to assist in early detection and diagnosis. For instance, focusing on the second
harmonic of the gear tooth mesh, the sideband power factor (SBPF) metric can be
written as (Zappala et al., 2014):
SBPF = PSA(2xfmesh;HS +
i=5X
i= 5
PSA(SBi) (2.26)
Where PSA(k) represents the power spectrum amplitude of k, with 2xfmesh;HS
representing the second harmonic of the meshing frequency of the high speed shaft,
and SBi representing the i
th sideband of this frequency, dened as (Zappala et al.,
2014):
SBi = (2xfmesh;HS  i)X (2.27)
Where in this case, X represents the normalised order spectra (X) which is dened
by (Zappala et al., 2012) as by normalising the frequency axis against the high speed
shaft rotational frequency of the gearbox.
Due to the ability to perform condition assessment and diagnosis on non-stationary
signals, this technique has been employed in wind turbine gearbox health analysis. The
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works presented below provide practical examples of sideband analysis and are related
to this thesis:
 In work by Zappala et al. (2012), the SBPF algorithm is dened, and is shown to
successfully detect and diagnose gearbox faults.
 Building on Zappala et al. (2012), work done by Zappala et al. (2014) presents a
metric by which to quantify current degradation of the gearbox.
 Bearing condition assessment is performed by Reuben and Mba (2014), and ex-
ploits sideband analysis to assist their analysis.
 Angular re-sampling is performed without a rotational reference signal by Villa
et al. (2011) to enable sideband analysis on a variable gearbox.
Envelope Analysis
Envelope analysis builds upon traditional Fourier analysis by pre-ltering signals for
analysis in order to remove noise from the resulting Fourier spectrum. Three basic
steps are performed (Hochmann and Bechhoefer, 2005):
1. Signal frequency shift (heterodyne): In this stage, a heterodyne operation
is performed to eectively shift the current waveform frequencies into a new fre-
quency range (window selection)
2. Low pass lter: In this stage, high frequencies within a specic range are
removed from the waveform.
3. Magnitude calculation: In this stage, the squared magnitude of the complex
signal is calculated though multiplication with the complex conjugate.
This procedure is dened formally in the work of Hochmann and Bechhoefer (2005).
As the signal is ltered, noise is removed and further enhances the analytical capabilities
already explored by the Fourier transform. As can be seen in gure 2.7, envelope
analysis can assist in the identication of harmonic frequencies which are not explicitly
clear under traditional Fourier analysis.
Traditionally, envelope analysis is a parametric technique which requires careful
selection of both the window and low pass lter selection. Alternatively to this process,
the Hilbert-Huang transform can be utilised for envelope analysis (Hochmann and
Bechhoefer, 2005). This produces the same result as shifting the signal and performing
low pass ltering. The formalities of this technique are detailed within Hochmann and
Randall (2000).
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Figure 2.7: Fourier analysis (top) with envelope analysis (below) as performed by
Hochmann and Bechhoefer (2005).
Due to the ability to de-noise and assist in condition assessment, envelope analysis
has been used extensively in the literature and is available on commercial condition
monitoring systems, such as those available by Bruel & Kjr Vibro. As such, there
is substantial literature available based upon the use of envelope analysis for condi-
tion assessment. Below details some practical examples of envelope analysis which are
relevant to this thesis:
 In work undertaken by Zhang and Ai (2008) envelope analysis is used in con-
junction with empirical mode decomposition and the intrinsic mode function to
diagnose bearing faults.
 Work done by Bechhoefer and Menon (2009) shows the application of envelope
analysis to bearing condition assessment and provide a means to select the correct
window.
 Gearbox fault diagnosis is performed by Liu et al. (2006) using Hilbert spectrum
analysis.
 Similarly, gearbox faults are identied in work performed by Lin and Williams
(2013) with pre-processing using the Hilbert transform.
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Frequency-domain technique conclusions
As shown, the frequency domain provides a complementary (and often additional)
avenue for analysis for high frequency data. Within the frequency domain, the use of
meta-data can be employed to assist with the early detection and diagnosis of both
bearings and gear faults (if this is known a priori). This is traditionally not possible
within the time domain, and as such, in many cases enables a deeper insight to be
achieved. It is for this reason that techniques such as the Fourier transform have been
utilised by practitioners for many decades.
However, within the frequency domain, no notion of time exists. As such, it is
not possible to tell when a specic change occurred, just that a change has occurred.
Furthermore, many techniques within the frequency domain are incapable of handling
non-stationary signals. Given the non-stationary nature of wind turbine gearbox data,
this immediately limits the use of these techniques within this thesis.
Furthermore, analysis within the frequency domain requires high frequency data.
As the reconstruction of a signal (at a given frequency) requires data to be collected
at twice this frequency (due to Nyquist's theorem), these techniques cannot practically
be applied to the low frequency SCADA data collected from a wind turbine.
2.4.4 Time-frequency domain techniques
As shown, both the time-domain and frequency-domain have limitations. In the case
of the time-domain, frequency elements of the signal are ignored and meta-data cannot
be utilised in analysis. Similarly, with regards to the frequency domain, as no notion
of time exists, it is not possible to determine the time at which degradation occurred
(only that degradation has, or has not, occurred at the time of the analysis).
Time frequency domain techniques incorporate elements from time domain analysis
and frequency domain analysis in order to mitigate the shortcomings of both the time-
domain and the frequency-domain to provide both of these elements (at some degree
of resolution) to assist in the condition assessment of components. Due to frequency-
domain techniques traditionally not being capable of handing non-stationary signals,
time-frequency techniques have been developed to handle the non-stationary signals
which typically occur when components fail (Jardine et al., 2006).
Short time Fourier transform
The short time Fourier transform (STFT) is a transform in the time-frequency domain,
which extends traditional frequency-domain Fourier analysis to express time as well as
frequency. Simply put, it is a xed size window which is moved over a snap shot of
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time, from which Fourier analysis is performed. In the continuous case, it is dened as
(Cohen, 1995a):
STFTfx(t)g(; !)  X(; !) =
Z 1
 1
x(t)w(t  )e j!tdt (2.28)
Where x(t) is the raw signal and w(t) is the window function. Given the xed nature
of the window, selection of an appropriate window size for the Fourier analysis is of
crucial importance. This xed window size provides xed resolution for the resulting
analysis. This causes a trade o between the resolution of time and the resolution of
frequency which is presented. The window width denes if there is good time resolution
or good frequency resolution. Increased time resolution allows easier identication of
the point in time at which frequencies change, whereas increased frequency resolution
allows dierent frequency components close together to be separated. As such, the
wider the window, the better the frequency resolution, but lower the time resolution.
This is demonstrated in gure 2.8.
Due to the simplicity of the short time Fourier transform, and the use of time-
frequency techniques for the analysis of non-stationary signals, the technique has shown
promise for condition assessment. The works presented below employ the short time
Fourier transform for the practical application of condition assessment, and which may
be of interest to readers of this thesis:
 The short time Fourier transform was employed by Cocconcelli et al. (2012a) for
bearing fault diagnosis.
 In work undertaken by Cocconcelli et al. (2012b), fault data is extracted from the
Figure 2.8: Short time Fourier transform showing superior time resolution (left) and
superior frequency resolution (right).
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short time Fourier transform.
 Gearbox condition assessment is performed with the assistance of the short time
Fourier transform by Kar and Mohanty (2006).
 A notion similar to the short time Fourier transform is explored by Wang and
McFadden (1993) in the angular domain.
Wavelet analysis
Perhaps the most well known time-frequency technique for condition assessment is that
of Wavelet analysis. A wavelet is simply an oscillation { like one would observe on a
heart monitor { which starts at zero, increases, then decreases, and nally returns
to zero. As such, various dierent wavelets exist. The wavelet transform utilises a
wavelet to transform the signal from the time domain to the frequency domain. This
diers from the short time Fourier transform, which employs sinusoidal functions. The
continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is dened as per Raee et al. (2010):
W (a; b) =
1p
a
Z 1
 1
x(t) ?

t  b
a

dt (2.29)
Where in this case, x(t) is the signal, a is a scale parameter, b is the time parameter,
 is a wavelet function and ? denotes the complex conjugate. A discrete wavelet
transform also exists. Various dierent wavelet functions exist, and are known as
mother wavelets. Over 15 dierent mother wavelet functions exist (Raee et al., 2010).
For an extensive comparison of over 300 wavelets across 15 families, the application
and review by Raee et al. (2010) discusses the use of these wavelets in gear diagnosis.
The Morlet wavelet function (as shown in gure 2.9) is commonly employed for
condition assessment; for instance, as employed in both Nikolaou and Antoniadis (2002)
and Saravanan et al. (2008). Due to the impulse like nature of this particular wavelet
function, it has higher similarity to vibration data than other wavelet functions, as
expressed in Raee et al. (2010). As such, it is employed for impulse isolation (Lin and
Zuo, 2003). For completeness, the mother Morlet wavelet is dened by Lin and Zuo
(2003) as:
 (t) = exp( 2t2=2) cos(t) (2.30)
Similarly, a daughter Morlet wavelet can be obtained by scale dilation and time
translation of the mother Morlet wavelet. This was dened by Lin and Zuo (2003) as:
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Figure 2.9: Morlet wavelet, showing time-domain (left) and frequency-domain (right)
components (Janicke et al., 2009).
 a;b(t) =  

t  b
a

= exp

 
2(t  b)2
2a2

cos

(t  b)
a

(2.31)
As can be seen in Eq. 2.30 and Eq. 2.31, two parameters must be set; a scaling pa-
rameter a, and shape parameter . In order to identify the impulses in the signal (which
may indicate potential degradation) the location and shape of the band of frequencies
must be determined. As such, accurate identication of these parameters is essential
for eective condition assessment. Typically, for condition assessment, the daughter
wavelet parameters are varied and the maximal kurtosis of the resultant time series is
utilised as a metric for the setting of the parameters. This is performed as kurtosis is
sensitive to sharp impulses (as this measures the peakedness of a distribution), and is
explored in depth in Raee et al. (2010).
Wavelet analysis is a multi-resolution technique. Unlike the short time Fourier
transform (which has xed resolution), the resolution in both the time and frequency
domains is independent of the window function. The use of the continuous wavelet func-
tion allows for a enhanced time resolution at high frequencies (thus, reduced frequency
resolution at these high frequencies) whilst providing enhanced frequency resolution at
low frequencies (thus, reduced time resolution at these low frequencies). This is shown
in gure 2.10.
As wavelet analysis has the capability to show both time domain and frequency
domain information, it is used extensively in condition assessment. The works presented
below provide practical illustrations of this technique on both gearboxes and bearings,
which may be of interest to readers of this thesis:
 In work done by Su et al. (2010), optimal Morlet wavelets are employed for bearing
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Figure 2.10: Resolution of the wavelet transform (Addison, 2002).
fault diagnosis. A genetic search is employed to derive the wavelet parameters.
 Gear tooth defects are de-noised and identied with the use of wavelet analysis
in Omar and Gaouda (2012).
 Non-stationary analysis of the gearbox is performed successfully with wavelets in
Wang et al. (2010).
 Bearing diagnosis is performed with the assistance of wavelets in Li et al. (2012)
and presented in morphological slices.
Other Time-frequency distributions
Due to the trade-o which exists in linear techniques such as the short time Fourier
transform and wavelet transform, other non-linear techniques have been presented
within the literature. One such technique is the Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD),
which is a bilinear time-frequency distribution which has a higher time-frequency res-
olution than both the short time Fourier transform and wavelet transform, but suers
from cross-term interference as a result (Feng et al., 2013). Cross term interference
produces false signals between every component of the signal (Dong and Cui, 2012),
and as such, has limited the application of the Wigner-Ville distribution to the problem
of condition assessment. The Wigner-Ville distribution can be dened as Dong and Cui
(2012):
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WVDx(t; f) =
Z 1
 1
x

t  
2

x ?

t  
2

exp( j2f)d (2.32)
=
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
Ax(; ) exp[ j2(t+ f)]dd
Where x(t) represents the signal, and Ax is the ambiguity function, dened as:
Ax(; ) =
1
2
Z 1
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x

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
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
t  
2

exp( j2t)dt (2.33)
Due to the limitations of the Wigner-Ville distribution, various other distributions
have been proposed such as Bessel, Born-Jordan, Choi-Williams, Page, Rihaczek and
Zhao-Atlas-Marks. These are all classes of Cohen class distributions which aim to
exploit the high resolution of the Wigner-Ville distribution and remove noise and cross-
term interference by means of a kernel function, denoted as (t; f). These can be
dened generally { denoted time frequency representations (TFR) { as per Cohen
(1989):
TFRx(t; f) =
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
(t  t0; f   f 0)WVDx(t0; f 0)dt0df 0 (2.34)
=
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
(; )Ax(; ) exp[j2(t  ft)]dd
Where (t; f) is dened as:
(t; f) =
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
(; ) exp[j2(t  f)]dd (2.35)
The kernel functions for commonly utilised time-frequency representations are (Feng
et al., 2013):
 Bessel: (; ) = J1(2)=() where J1 is a Bessel function (of the rst
kind) of order one, with  > 0.
 Born{Jordan: (; ) = sin()=().
 Choi{Williams: (; ) = exp[2(2=)2] where  is a scaling factor.
 Page: (; ) = exp(jj j).
 Rihaczek: (; ) = exp(j).
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 Zhao{Atlas{Marks: (; ) = exp(4222=2) cos(2), where  and  are
parameters.
Other time frequency representations exist, such as ane class distributions, adap-
tive optimal kernel functions, reassigned bilinear time-frequency distributions, time-
variant higher order spectra, adaptive parametric (and non-parametric) techniques and
time-frequency ARMA models. For more in-depth details of these techniques and for
an extensive review as applicable to this thesis, please refer to (Feng et al., 2013).
Time-frequency domain technique conclusions
As we have seen, the use of the time-frequency domain overcomes some of the limitations
of the frequency domain. In particular, the notion of time is included within the
analysis (to some degree of resolution). This enables the power of frequency analysis
to be combined in a practical way with the insights gained through traditional time
domain analysis. Furthermore, due to this, some techniques are capable of handling
non-stationary signals (which was not possible in the frequency domain).
There is often a trade o within the time-frequency domain as to the resolution
of each component (as in the STFT). Although some techniques (such as employing
bi-linear distributions) have stronger resolution in both domains, there is a trade o.
In this case, it is against cross-term interference and computational complexity.
Wavelet analysis is perhaps the most popular tool within the time-frequency do-
main for condition assessment of components. However, as with all frequency domain
techniques, requires the use of high frequency data. As such, these techniques are not
possible for the analysis of low-frequency SCADA data.
2.4.5 Wind turbine SCADA data analysis
Due to the low frequency nature of SCADA data, frequency-domain and time-frequency
domain techniques are typically not well suited to the analysis of this data. As such,
various time-domain techniques have been developed in order to assist in this process.
As SCADA data is typically of a dierent nature to that of high frequency data (for
instance, that of bearing accelerometer data) dierent techniques are often employed.
SCADA data can potentially be more benecial for long term trend analysis over lower
frequency data due to less information overload and the lower frequency aiding pre-
dictive techniques. SCADA data is expected to trend over longer time frames which
would be dicult to observe with high frequency data. For instance, it is unlikely (but
not impossible) that a gearbox would catastrophically fail without any degradation or
artefact within the data; typically, this process takes a number of weeks or months, and
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is potentially easier to analyse with lower frequency data than higher frequency data.
As with the high frequency techniques, typically either physical-modelling, data-driven
or statistical techniques are employed for the analysis.
Physical models
Physical modelling of phenomena is typical when utilising SCADA data. In Feng et al.
(2011), a physical model of the operation of a wind turbine gearbox is presented. This
model is then normalised against the eciency of the gear, allowing for the degradation
of gearbox components to be assessed through SCADA data analysis alone. In this
model, gearbox temperature and oil temperature are utilised. The paper also identies
oil pressure as an attribute within the SCADA data which can be exploited for gearbox
condition assessment.
Similarly, work done by Long et al. (2012) exploits SCADA data in conjunction with
a physical model of the gearbox for the analysis of overloading. Their visualisation of the
torque histogram allows for comparison of operational behaviour to design standards,
to determine if operational conditions are excessively fatiguing components.
The work of Yang et al. (2013) goes one step further and provides insight into
variables potentially correlated with failure for ten subsystems of the wind turbine.
In this, a physical model is developed to label SCADA data in order to employ sta-
tistical techniques whilst allowing for the future use of data-driven techniques. Least
squares optimisation is performed to determine correlations of variables, which are then
exploited for early detection and potential diagnosis of faults.
Physical failure models are comparatively evaluated in Wilkinson et al. (2013) to
both statistical techniques (trending) and articial neural networks (in their case, self
organising maps), and found to be perform the most favourably. Although the authors
admit physical models require the most eort in initial setup, these models were able
to detect and identify failure better than the other techniques evaluated.
Data-driven techniques
Due to the large quantity of subsystems on the wind turbine, it would be dicult to
create physical models of each subsystem and their interactions (hence the motivation
of Yang et al. (2013) as discussed above to discover correlations of behaviour based upon
known physical models). As such, many data-driven techniques that exploit the large
quantity of SCADA data available exist. Amongst the most common of these techniques
is the application of articial neural networks (Priddy and Keller, 2005) for their non-
linear mapping capabilities. These are discussed in detail in section 2.5.7. In Kim et al.
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(2011), an auto-associative neural network is employed to assist in non-linear principal
component analysis, to empirically dene normal operational behaviour and suspected
fault data taking into account a priori knowledge (failure histories). Clustering is then
performed using a self organising map (SOM) as in Kim et al. (2011) to assist in the
detection of gearbox faults.
Further non-linear techniques were employed in Wang and Ineld (2012) where
non-linear state estimation (NSET) techniques were exploited to estimate and predict
gearbox temperature. The technique is shown to successfully estimate the temperature
under normal operational behaviour. In cases of degradation or damage, the model
residuals deviate, and can be used as a means to identify abnormal conditions.
Due to the availability of ancillary information to increase the information content
available within SCADA data { namely, SCADA alarm data and also maintenance
records { the analysis of these data sources in conjunction with SCADA data has
successfully assisted in the early detection of wind turbine faults (Qiu et al., 2012).
This is taken further by Chen et al. (2011a), who utilised articial neural networks
to provide non-linear mapping from patterns of SCADA alarm signals to pitch system
faults. Ancillary data is also taken into consideration in Godwin and Matthews (2013)
for the labelling of historical SCADA data to enable encapsulation of fault models for
the purposes of rule extraction.
Data mining approaches have also been considered. Work by Kusiak and Verma
(2012b) employed neural networks to predict bearing temperatures as acquired through
a higher-frequency SCADA system (1 sample per 10 seconds). As in Wang and Ineld
(2012) residual analysis is also exploited in (Kusiak and Verma, 2012b) for the detection
of faults. In Kusiak and Verma (2012a) a selection of ve data mining algorithms
are employed on higher-frequency SCADA data (namely; support vector machines,
Chi-square automatic interaction detector, boosting tree algorithm, neural networks
and random forest algorithm). These are comparatively evaluated for their ability to
perform fault detection and identication.
Statistical techniques
Research undertaken by Butler et al. (2013) utilise Gaussian processes for regression
and exploit residual analysis for condition assessment of the wind turbine bearing.
Frequency-domain analysis is performed in Zhang et al. (2012) on ten second SCADA
data and is shown to be able to detect changes when a support vector machine (SVM)
is exploited for state estimation.
Statistical modelling of behaviour is performed in Kusiak and Verma (2013) by the
use of the Mahalanobis distance (De Maesschalck et al., 2000) and statistical process
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control charts based upon low frequency (10 minute) SCADA data. These are employed
on various wind turbine performance curves then exploited to derive a health metric
for the wind turbine. Further statistical modelling of performance charts is performed
by Uluyol et al. (2011) and is shown to enable early detection of gearbox faults.
Other techniques, such as the use of Bayesian networks (Gelman et al., 2014) have
likewise been exploited for wind turbine fault detection utilising SCADA data. In Chen
et al. (2012), Bayesian networks are exploited for root cause analysis of wind turbine
faults to allow for inherent uncertainty.
SCADA techniques conclusions
Given the often low frequency acquisition rate of SCADA systems on a wind turbine,
analysis within the frequency and time-frequency domains is limited. As such, physical
models, data-driven techniques and also statistical techniques employing time-domain
analysis are often employed.
There is a general consensus that physical models are the most accurate techniques
to employ. However, the development of these models takes longer than either data-
driven or statistical techniques. Within the use of data-driven techniques, neural net-
works are the most commonly employed. Whilst these techniques are black boxes, their
ability to approximate a non-linear mapping of any function enables strong assessment
of condition. Statistical techniques are perhaps the least commonly explored of the
three techniques, with performance charts often employed to assist in quantifying the
condition of the wind turbine gearbox.
In practice, it is unlikely that a single technique will prove dominant for the analysis
of SCADA data, so it is likely that issues with any subsequently developed models
will be mitigated using multiple techniques. For instance, it may be that statistical
techniques can quantify degradation accurately, but cannot perform prognosis without
the assistance of a neural network.
2.4.6 Summary and conclusions
In this section, the techniques which can be employed to derive features to assist with
condition assessment from data have been presented. Techniques covering the time
domain, frequency domain, time-frequency domain and also SCADA data analysis have
been covered.
Time domain techniques were often found to be computationally simple and enable
the analysis of both high and low frequency data in real time. Furthermore, it was
shown that time domain techniques are able to be utilised in conjunction with non-
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stationary signals.
Frequency domain techniques were found to provide an additional level of analysis
over time domain techniques, which could include meta-data in order to perform more
in depth analysis. However, these techniques often require both stationary signals and
also high frequency data.
Time-frequency domain techniques were found to be a favourable alternative to time
and frequency domain analysis, overcoming limitations of the frequency domain (such
as allowing the analysis of non-stationary signals). However, due to this, a trade-o
between time and frequency resolutions exists (as in the case of the STFT or wavelet
analysis) or the techniques are too computationally intensive to be performed in real-
time (as is the case with many bilinear distributions).
Due to the limitation of both frequency and time frequency techniques for the
analysis of SCADA data, alternative techniques were explored. The use of physical
models, data-driven and statistical techniques were analysed. Physical models were
found to be the most accurate (however, the most dicult and time consuming to
develop), with data-driven techniques being the most common within the literature.
Often these are utilised to model normal operational behaviour so that residual analysis
can be performed to identify deviation from known conditions.
2.5 Machine learning and decision support for early de-
tection, diagnosis and prognosis of asset condition
Having explored in detail the techniques which are available to quantify the current
degradation on an asset or component, it is necessary to explore how this data can
be utilised in practice in order to drive maintenance decision making and also decision
support. Merely quantifying the current behaviour of an asset is not enough to reduce
maintenance costs or increase availability. Specic, targeted action based upon the
condition of the asset (or component) must be taken in order to realise these benets.
As such, it is of interest to explore the use of machine learning and decision support
technologies for the purposes of early detection, diagnosis and prognosis.
In addition to the techniques described in sections 2.4, various hybrid methodologies
have been explored. These aim to exploit the strengths of each technique in order to
create a stronger condition index or prognostic technique. This is typically synergistic
and can provide stronger results than otherwise may be achieved. Many of these tech-
niques are based upon articial intelligence, however, some techniques simply exploit
various characteristics of widely applied algorithms to increase their sensitivity and
accuracy.
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The techniques presented below provide an overview of the techniques commonly
utilised to enhance the development of condition indices and prognostic metrics. Typi-
cally, the techniques detailed in section 2.4 are employed as inputs to these techniques,
often (but not necessarily) with the addition of contextual information { such as failure
histories, maintenance actions or other condition data { to further enhance the derived
metric.
For context, a general overview of applicable techniques is presented to the reader
in section 2.5.1, with references relevant to the practical application of the research
performed in this thesis. Following this, specic techniques and notions of vital im-
portance to the research undertaken in this thesis are presented in detail from section
2.5.2 to section 2.5.6.
2.5.1 Typical techniques
Presented below is a brief overview of associated techniques applicable to the research
within this thesis, but which are not directly utilised. They are included for com-
pleteness, as their application complements the research undertaken in this thesis and
provide an alternative avenue for the exploratory analysis performed in this thesis.
Statistical techniques
Machine learning and decision support within condition assessment have relied exten-
sively on the development of statistical techniques which can be exploited to assist in
the justication of maintenance actions or identication of fault or failure modes. It is
somewhat intuitive to ask if the current operational behaviour of a component diers
from normal operation. Statistical techniques provide a framework to perform this
assessment whilst quantifying certainty (or uncertainty) and the signicance of these
changes (if any exist).
Statistical techniques often employ the use of a null hypothesis (representing a given,
or estimated, state or condition) in order to determine if any noticeable deviation from
this has occurred. This enables the quantication of changes to be formally measured
from the known state whilst utilising the substantial body of research within the realm
of statistics in order to demonstrate the validity of the result.
 Bayesian networks: Bayesian networks are probabilistic models employing
Bayes theorem (Nielsen and Jensen, 2009) which allow for the modelling of con-
ditional interdependency and associated probability distributions in a domain
(Lee et al., 2014). These employ prior knowledge of the domain to weigh new
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observations and update the probability of a given state (such as a failure) be-
ing present. Full details of Bayesian networks can be found in Gelman et al.
(2014), with Bayesian techniques as practically applied to condition assessment
in Gebraeel et al. (2005) and Chen and Hao (2012).
 Hidden Markov models: In a hidden Markov model (HMM), a process is
assumed to be a Markov process with the addition of unknown state parameters
(Lee et al., 2014). As such, this enables the technique to be applied to both
stationary and non-stationary signals for fault detection and identication (Dong
and Peng, 2011). Specically, hidden Markov models are a form of Bayesian
network (Gelman et al., 2014). Full details of hidden Markov models can be
found in Zucchini and Macdonald (2009), with this technique applied to condition
assessment in both Dong and Peng (2011) and Chen and Yang (2012).
 Statistical pattern recognition: Statistical pattern recognition provides a for-
mal framework for quantifying substantial and signicant dierences between a
known operational state (such as normal behaviour) and a current state (which
may be degradation) (Lee et al., 2014). Although typically applied to Gaussian
data, robust non-parametric techniques for this also exist (Godwin and Matthews,
2014a). Full details of these procedures can be found in Sheskin (2003), with this
technique applied for condition assessment in Cong et al. (2010).
 Logistic regression: Logistic regression is similar to classical linear regression,
however, it is a classication technique to determine probabilistic membership of a
current observation to one of many potential classes. For instance, the probability
of belonging to normal behaviour or degraded behaviour. This is performed by
nding the model which most accurately describes the relationship between the
input variables and output variable (Lee et al., 2014). This requires failure data in
conjunction with normal operational behaviour. Full details of Logistic regression
can be found in Hosmer Jr. et al. (2013), with the practical application of this
technique to condition assessment in both Liao et al. (2006) and Caesarendra
et al. (2010).
 Statistical process control: SPC is a technique which provides a framework
for monitoring future process measurements and for identifying new data that are
inconsistent with past data (Lee et al., 2014). Given a mean behaviour and the
variance of this behaviour, it is possible to create control charts which identify
inconsistent data points. These inconsistencies can be thought of to represent
data which are inconsistent of normal behaviour, and thus, represents potentially
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degraded conditions. Full details of statistical process control can be found in
Oakland (2003), with practical applications of this for condition assessment in
Fugate et al. (2001).
 Fishers linear discriminant: Fishers linear discriminant is a technique which
aims to reduce the dimensionality of data whilst retaining the characteristics
which are the most ecient at discriminating conditions (Lee et al., 2014). This
is a linear technique, and as such is not suited to the analysis of non-stationary
and non-linear signals. Full details of Fishers' linear discriminant can be found
in McLachlan (2004), with practical application of this technique as applied to
condition assessment in Moosavian et al. (2012).
General Models
General models provide methodologies for condition assessment which are domain in-
sensitive, typically non-parametric and often robust. These techniques often associate
events over time to a condition indicator, and analyse the eect of these events on the
overall system. Typically, these techniques are not as formal as statistical techniques,
however, due to their nature can often be employed in situations where the underlying
data is not well suited to standard statistical analytical techniques.
 Proportional hazards model and survival analysis: Survival analysis is a
natural paradigm for the condition assessment of both gearboxes and bearings.
By associating events which occur to time passing, the current probability of a
component surviving for a designated period of time can be determined (Hos-
mer Jr. et al., 2011). This technique is extensively used in the medical domain
for patient life-expectancy calculations (Hosmer Jr. et al., 2011). Typically, a
Weibull hazard function is employed; this is benecial within the realm of condi-
tion assessment as Weibull analysis is often performed in reliability engineering.
As such many components life-cycles are known to conform to a Weibull model.
Non-parametric estimation of the survivor function can be performed using the
Kaplan-Meier estimator (Borgan, 2014), with Cox's proportional hazards model
(Cox, 1972) employed for analysis of the inuence of factors (known as covari-
ates) on the survivor function. These techniques have been applied to condition
assessment in Widodo and Yang (2011b).
 General path model: In Lu and Meeker's seminal paper (Lu and Meeker, May,
1993), the general path model (GPM) was proposed. This aims to move away
from \time to failure" and move to \process of failure" (Lu and Meeker, May,
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1993). Three basic assumptions are made about the degradation process in the
general path model. Firstly, condition histories are selected from a population
and the measurement errors of these are independent. Secondly, each condition
history is derived from a homogeneous environment (i.e. the same operational
and usage conditions). Finally, data is sampled at known, specied time points
or intervals (which may or may not be equal) (Lu and Meeker, May, 1993). This
model requires a function  which is capable of modelling degradation. This can
be a physical model, or derived through the data (Coble and Hines, 2009). A-
priori knowledge about the degradation process (domain specic expertise) can
be incorporated into the model through the use of Bayesian updating, allowing
for degradation paths to be expressed in the absence of data. The general path
model has been applied to condition assessment in Coble and Hines (2009).
Logic
Logic provides a natural decision making paradigm for the justication of maintenance
actions based upon condition health. These techniques allow inference rules to be
generated from the data; for instance \IF-THEN" rules such as \IF the health metric
is < 0.2 THEN maintain the asset this week". Logic has been studied extensively
across many domains, including philosophy, economics and reliability. Two common
logics as explored for condition assessment are:
 Fuzzy logic: Fuzzy logic (Zadeh, 1965) provides a framework which allows the
quantication of qualitative variables (such as linguistic variables used by mainte-
nance operators). Three steps are performed. First, \fuzzication" is performed,
which quanties qualitative variables. Secondly, fuzzy inference is performed
(linking input variables to output variables). Finally, \defuzzication" is per-
formed (the inverse of fuzzication) (Chekkal et al., 2014). Membership to a
fuzzy set ranges from 0 to 1, allowing for probability of membership to be ex-
pressed (such as the belief in the membership to the degraded state set). Often,
fuzzy logic is used in control strategies, such as in Mesemanolis et al. (2012) and
Salomao et al. (2012). This is due to the ability of the technique to handle uncer-
tainty (Welte and Wang, 2014). Further detail on the application of fuzzy logic
can be found in Ross (2009).
 Rough sets: Rough sets dier from fuzzy logic in that class membership is
binary (i.e. membership is true or false). This makes rough sets useful for feature
selection and for rule extraction (or induction) { and in this context { fault
diagnosis (Shen et al., 2000). Fault diagnosis is intuitive under this paradigm,
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and has been explored extensively. For instance, the work of Shen et al. (2000)
and Sakthivel et al. (2010) both explore the use of rough set theory for fault
diagnosis. Further details regarding rough sets can be found in Polkowski (2013).
2.5.2 Suspension histories
Due to the use of failure histories for the purposes of machine learning and decision
support, there is substantial interest in exploring the use of suspension histories in order
to increase the accuracy of techniques whilst minimizing the error. Suspension histories
{ also referred to as right censored data { are common in many area of reliability
engineering. These are collections of data from an asset or component being brought
online until preventive maintenance is performed, and as such, dier inherently from
their counterpart; failure histories. Suspension histories are prevalent in industry {
with often an order of magnitude more suspension histories being available than failure
histories (Heng, 2009; Tian et al., 2010; Widodo and Yang, 2011a) { but are often
overlooked for their benet from a reliability and prognostics perspective.
Traditionally, failure histories are exploited with the assistance of statistical or arti-
cially intelligent techniques to increase metric quality. However, due to the criticality
of many assets in practice, preventive maintenance is used to ensure that these crit-
ical assets do not fail unexpectedly. Whilst this is more economically eective than
allowing the asset to fail and performing corrective maintenance, it is also inecient as
preventive maintenance must be performed more often than is optimally required.
The benets gained from utilising suspension histories are numerous; due to the
quantity of data available for analysis, the issue of \data scarcity" is mitigated and
increased statistical power or lower training error can be achieved. However, perhaps
the most benecial characteristic which can be exploited through suspension histories
is their assistance in preventing the underestimation of remaining useful life (Widodo
and Yang, 2011b).
The rich information contained within suspension histories is of a two fold nature.
Firstly, the raw sensor readings which compromise the suspension history, and secondly,
the enterprise meta-data which exists as a result. This meta-data can be of various
forms:
 Domain Knowledge: The suspension history exists due to a preventive main-
tenance action, and as such, the meta-knowledge derived from the suspension
history can be exploited to assist in the development and optimisation of main-
tenance strategies such as reliability centred maintenance (RCM).
 External Factors: Due to preventive maintenance being performed, if this ac-
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tion diers from pre-dened business operating procedures, it provides motivation
to explore the external factors which necessitated this action (such as overheating
due to high ambient temperatures).
 Tacit Knowledge Codication: If no standard business operating procedure
(SOP) is dened for an asset, meta-knowledge extracted from suspension histories
can be codied to assist in the development of this process. If assets are preven-
tively maintained (for instance) every 14 days, or 5000 cycles, or when operational
temperatures exceed a specied threshold, this knowledge can be extracted and
codied into a standard business operating procedure.
Utilising suspension histories in conjunction with articial intelligence techniques
is a relatively new approach and can build upon the use of the previously explored
models such as the proportional hazards models (Hosmer Jr. et al., 2011) in traditional
reliability analysis. Previously, only the suspension time and quantity of suspensions
were considered in this analysis. More recently, various techniques have exploited this
rich data source for the benet of early detection, diagnosis and also prognosis.
Heng (2009) initially explored the concepts of the proportional hazards model in
conjunction with an articial neural network. In this case, suspension histories were
utilised to provide a more accurate survival probability. This probability can then be
predicted through the use of articial neural networks. Kaplan-Meier survival probabili-
ties are employed (Borgan, 2014) as this is able to take into consideration right-censoring
(such as suspension histories). The technique is non-parametric and well suited to re-
liability analysis. Lower training error is found when employing both suspended and
failure histories.
Tian et al. (2010) builds upon the work of Heng (2009) by utilising articial neural
networks to establish failure histories from suspension histories. Initially failure histo-
ries are employed to train the neural network to predict failure times. Using this trained
network, suspension histories can then be passed to the network to predict their optimal
estimated failure time. This works as the underlying degradation is the same regardless
of whether or not the history is from suspension or failure. As the neural network will
universally approximate this underlying function, this can eectively be employed to
synthetically create failure histories from suspension histories. These synthetic failure
histories can then be exploited to further enhance the quality of the remaining useful
life prediction. Again, lower errors are found when utilising suspension histories rather
than relying on failure histories.
Widodo and Yang (2011a) andWidodo and Yang (2011b) employ a similar approach
to Heng (2009) in that Kaplan-Meier survival probabilities are employed for their ability
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to utilise right-censored data. In this case, the analysis is performed on high frequency
bearing data and exploits the characteristics of support vector machines rather than
articial neural networks. Again, strong early detection was achieved, with lower errors
than simply using failure histories alone.
2.5.3 Data balancing
Within the realm of machine learning, data balancing is essential to increasing the
performance of derived techniques. Typically, due to the disparity between data scien-
tists and reliability engineers, the use of data-balancing techniques is often neglected
when performing machine learning for PHM even though substantial research has been
undertaken in this area. As such, these techniques are presented here for completeness.
Data from wind turbines will inherently be biased. Due to the operational re-
quirement of high availability and the resultant preventive maintenance regimes, wind
turbines will typically exhibit normal behaviour. As such, the data available for learn-
ing degraded or damaged states is limited. For the most common fault on a wind
turbine { a pitch system fault (Chen, 2014) { the imbalance can be as high as 1000
normal observations for every 1 observation relating to a pitch system fault (Verma
and Kusiak, 2011). This is referred to as \majority class bias" (Batista et al., 2004)
and interferes with traditional machine learning techniques.
For instance, an expert system developed to classify SCADA pitch data could
achieve an estimated classication accuracy of 99.99% by performing no learning and
reporting the default class of \No fault found" (NFF). This would be correct 99.99%
of the time (due to the majority class bias), however, it would have failed to have per-
formed the intended function, as it would not be capable of identifying the intended
fault. Data balancing ensures this bias is removed and eective learning can take place.
The benets gained through data balancing as specied by Batista et al. (2004) include:
 Reduction (or removal) of majority class bias: Due to the balancing, no
advantage is gained through default classication. As such, the learning which
takes place more accurately represents the underlying mechanisms which are being
sought after.
 Improved decision regions: By identifying and removing noisy, erroneous and
anomalous observations, the decision regions created by the learner algorithm can
potentially more accurately encapsulate the desired behaviour.
 Reduced computational complexity: By removing noisy, erroneous and anoma-
lous observations from the dataset, the computational requirements of algorithms
are reduced.
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 Higher accuracy and sensitivity: By more precisely dening the data for
learning, higher accuracy and sensitivity can be achieved.
Various dierent techniques for data balancing exist. These include both heuristic
and non-heuristic methods, with both performing a form of either under-sampling or
over-sampling. Random under-sampling and random over-sampling are non-heuristic
methods and were dened by Batista et al. (2004) as:
 Random over-sampling: this is a non-heuristic method which balances the
distribution of the classes by randomly replicating observations from the minority
class (i.e. degraded data).
 Random under-sampling: this is a non-heuristic method which balances the
distribution of the classes by randomly eliminating observations from the majority
class (i.e. normal data).
Whilst these are computationally eective, over-sampling is known to increase the
likelihood of over-tting (Kotsiantis and Pintelas, 2003) and under-sampling has the
potential to remove useful information from the dataset (Chawla et al., 2011). Due to
this, a variety of heuristic data-balancing techniques have been proposed. These are
summarised below:
 Tomek links: Tomek links (Tomek, 1976) identify data points which are either
borderline cases or noise. This is done by dening the distance to the nearest data
point: If the nearest data point is the same class as this data point, no action
is taken. If the nearest data point is a diering class, then either one sample is
noise or both samples are on the decision border between the classes. As such,
the technique can be used to balance data (by identifying and removing those
points in the majority class which are identied as Tomek links) and to clean
data (where any point identied as belonging to a Tomek link is removed).
 Condensed nearest neighbour rule (CNN): This technique (Hart, 1968) is
a form of k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) classier. CNN nds a consistent subset
of points (consistent being that the closest neighbour of all points within the
dataset belong to the same class, i.e. can be classied by the 1-nearest neighbour
algorithm). Initially, all minority data points and a single majority class data
point are selected as a new subset, the 1-nearest neighbour algorithm is then
used to classify the remainder of the dataset, with all misclassied data points
moved to the new subset.
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 One sided selection (OSS): OSS (Kubat and Matwin, 1997) is a hybrid
methodology utilising both Tomek links and CNN. Initially, Tomek links are
employed as an under-sampling technique to identify both noisy and borderline
cases. This removes potentially unsafe cases where a small quantity of noise
within the data would cause the data point to fall within a dierent class. The
CNN algorithm is then applied to further reduce the imbalance of the dataset
by removing the majority class data points which are distant from the decision
region (which has been increased due to the use of Tomek links). This is per-
formed to enable machine learning techniques to eectively identify the border
region without noise, borderline or extreme cases.
 Neighbourhood cleaning rule (NCL): Similar to CNN, NCL (Laurikkala,
2001) uses a nearest neighbour rule to remove majority class examples. In this
case, NCL identies the three nearest neighbours of a given data point. If a given
data point is from the majority class, and each the three nearest neighbours are
from a dierent class, the point is removed. Similarly, if a given data point is from
the minority class, and each of the three nearest neighbours are from a dierent
class, the three nearest neighbours are removed. This is used mainly for data
cleansing.
 SMOTE: The SMOTE algorithm (Chawla et al., 2011) (Synthetic minority over-
sampling technique) creates new data points by sampling between current minor-
ity class examples. The idea behind the algorithm is to reduce the imbalance of
data by utilising data from the minority class to synthetically calculate data at-
tributes based upon a heuristic. These attributes can then make new data points
which populate the dataset and are within expected parameters for the minority
class. Various heuristics can be employed to determine the attribute value for the
synthetic data point. Some commonly utilised SMOTE algorithms are:
{ SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2011) 1 of k-nearest neighbours are selected, with
attributes for the new data point being randomly generated in the region
between attributes from the selected data point and the current data point.
{ FSMOTE (Zhang et al., 2011): This extends SMOTE by employing fractal
interpolation theory to generate new synthetic examples. Data points are
selected as per the SMOTE algorithm, but attributes of the new data point
are exactly half way between the attributes of the seeding data points.
{ MSMOTE (Hu et al., 2009): This categorises data into three groups: bor-
derline cases, safe cases and noise cases. No new noise instances are created.
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For borderline cases, only the nearest neighbour is employed, and for safe
data the k-nearest neighbours are employed. The algorithm then proceeds
as per the original SMOTE algorithm
{ B-SMOTE (Han et al., 2005): Borderline-SMOTE proceeds similar to SMOTE
by only synthesising new data points on the decision boundary, as these are
more likely to be misclassied.
It should be noted that all of the algorithms discussed for the balancing of datasets
require labelled data which must be known a-priori. In practice, with regards to data
collected for condition assessment, this information is typically not available or known.
This may be because in many cases it is desirable to regress data to predict degrada-
tion phenomena occurring, rather than classifying current operational behaviour into
a predened category.
The comprehensive review by Batista et al. (2004) on this subject concludes that
in datasets with few positive (minority) examples, they found that utilising the origi-
nal SMOTE algorithm in conjunction with either Tomek links or the NCL algorithm
produced the most consistent results. Interestingly, they also found that random over-
sampling produced better results than had been anticipated, and state that when there
are large quantities of the minority class points, this technique may produce meaningful
results.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of data balancing to assist in machine learning
is the novel use of distance or similarity metrics. All of the techniques which have
been discussed here require the identication of an appropriate means to measure the
distance between two arbitrary points in a (potentially) high dimensional space. It is
clear that dierent distance or similarity metrics will produce dierent results when
used to assist in the balancing of a dataset. As such, the choice of distance metric and
how this distance metric is calculated is essential. Given that the distance or similarity
between two points in a high dimension space can be quantied, this also leads to the
notion of clustering. As certain subsets of data may be more tightly distributed in
specic areas, the identication of the underlying operational behaviour of these areas
is of interest.
2.5.4 Cluster analysis and case based reasoning
Cluster analysis is the process of identifying and grouping similar components together
into coherent groups (clusters) which are anticipated to share similar characteristics.
This is similar to the notion of case based reasoning (CBR), where new problems
are solved based upon the solutions derived from previously solved problems which
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exhibited similar characteristics.
Clustering of data can take many forms, and many algorithms have been suggested
to perform this for condition assessment. Relationships between attributes, as well as
attributes between clusters can be taken into consideration for this task. For instance,
hard clustering species if a data point belongs to a given cluster, whereas soft clustering
species a degree of membership to a cluster and is more akin to \fuzzy" techniques
(Tan et al., 2005). Three main types of clustering exist, these are dened as per Tan
et al. (2005):
 Strict partitioning: In this, each data point belongs to exactly one cluster.
This can be extended to allow outliers to be identied. For instance, classifying
condition assessment data as \healthy" or \damaged" would be a case of strict
partitioning.
 Hierarchical clustering: In this, each data point belongs to a parent cluster,
but may have a subset which species a similar (yet distinct) \child" cluster. For
instance, race faults may represent a parent cluster, with \inner race" and \outer
race" clusters within.
 Overlapping clustering: In this, objects can be assigned multiple clusters
if required. For instance, a bearing may exhibit multiple degradation modes
simultaneously; this paradigm would allow for this to be represented.
Clustering techniques can be further dened by their use of chosen similarity metric.
Utilising a distance metric typically lends itself well to hierarchical clustering techniques
(Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990), whereas identifying typical behaviour of a cluster may
be performed using centroid models, such as the k -means algorithm (MacQueen, 1967).
Other techniques such as distribution models (Xu et al., 1998) and density based models
(Ester et al., 1996) also exist.
Within the realm of condition monitoring, density based clustering has typically out
performed other clustering techniques. DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) (Density-based
spatial clustering of applications with noise) assumes dierent clusters have similar
densities (which is often not the case) whereas OPTICS (Ankerst et al., 1999) (Ordering
points to identify the clustering structure) allows these dierent density structures to
be clustered eectively.
Clustering provide a means for an implementation of a case based reasoning strategy,
and as such, has been explored for fault diagnosis extensively.
 In Kerroumi et al. (2013) RMS was used as an attribute to determine bearing
health based upon the DBSCAN algorithm.
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 Work done by Lee et al. (2010) shows the practicality of utilising DBSCAN for
data-cleansing for PHM.
 Wind turbine gearbox fault identication and detection is enhanced by cluster
analysis in Kuo et al. (2012).
2.5.5 Outlier analysis
\Outliers" represent an ambiguous idea which can represent many things. For the
purposes of this thesis an outlier can be thought of as dened by Beckman and Cook
(May, 1983) in which they state that an outlier is:
\data which is inconsistent with the remainder of the dataset"
or by Hawkins (1980) in that an outlier is:
\an observation which deviates so much from the other observations as to
arouse suspicions that it was generated by dierent mechanisms".
This is intuitive in the domain of condition assessment as it can be thought of that
degradation is a dierent mechanism by which some data { which is outlying { is
generated. As such, identication of these outliers may assist in the identication of
degradation mechanisms and phenomena.
As seen in section 2.5.4, the notion of similarity is of critical importance to the
development of metrics for condition assessment. By dening a metric for similarity,
we are able to quantify the distance from a known state (such as normal operational
behaviour) to the current state (which may be similar to, or deviate from normal
behaviour or degraded behaviour). Typically within the literature, Minkowski distances
are employed. The Minkowski distance in an N -dimensional space between points
X = (x1; x2;    ; xn) and Y = (y1; y2;    ; yn) is dened as per Godwin and Matthews
(2014c):
DMinkowski(X;Y; p) = (
nX
i=1
jxi   yijp)1=p (2.36)
Wherein this case n represents the dimensionality of the data and p represents
the order of the Minkowski distance. Typically, p is either 2; the Euclidean distance
(Godwin and Matthews, 2014c), or 1; the Manhattan distance (Godwin and Matthews,
2014c). The use of multivariate distance metrics is essential within the realm of con-
dition assessment due to the potentially large dimensionality of data (and meta-data)
which is often acquired for this purpose.
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It can be argued that Minkowski distances are not well suited in the development of
condition assessment metrics, as will be critically discussed in section 5.2 of this thesis.
It is crucial that any distance metric employed in the multivariate domain is able
to take into consideration the variance which inherently exists due to noise in normal
operational behaviour, and the interaction between the attributes in a high-dimensional
space.
Minkowski distance metrics are not scale invariant. As such weighting of attributes
is not equal and is directly dependent upon attribute scale. In order to ensure that
equal weighting is given to each attribute, normalisation of the data must be performed.
Although many techniques exist as explored in Priddy and Keller (2005), two normali-
sation forms are common. Namely, min-max normalisation, and z-score normalisation
(Kumar and Bhandare, 2011). Min-max normalisation can be dened formally as per
Kumar and Bhandare (2011):
x^i =

xi  Xmin
Xmax  Xmin

 (Kmax  Kmin) +Kmin

(2.37)
Where xi represents the current observation, Xmin;Xmax represent the minimum
and maximum values of vector X, and Kmin;Kmax represent constant values to bound
the new maximum and minimum values by. This diers from z-score normalisation,
which can be dened as per Kumar and Bhandare (2011):
x^i =
xi   X
X
(2.38)
Where in this case X represents the mean of vector X and X represents the
standard deviation of X. This normalises the data around zero.
The identication of outliers enables noise, erroneous data and potential contami-
nation to be removed from the data. As a motivating example, if a suspension or failure
history is collected from a bearing or gearbox and outlier analysis is not performed then
both healthy and potential degradation (the motivation for the maintenance or cause of
the failure) will be present in the data. Subsequently, any technique employed will not
be sensitive to the level of degradation present in this data, should this data be utilised
for training purposes in data driven models. In order to increase the sensitivity of the
technique, it would be essential to ensure no degradation data is present by removing
them through the application of techniques developed for outlier analysis.
Further information regarding outlier analysis can be found in Aggarwal (2013) and
Rousseeuw (2005).
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2.5.6 Rule extraction
Rule extraction is the process of dening a set of rules which represent the underlying
data as completely as possible. This may represent a holistic model of the data, or
specic local patterns within the data which are of interest. Many algorithms to perform
this task have been proposed, such as PRISM (Cendrowska, 1987), C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993)
and RIPPER (Cohen, 1995b).
In order to extract meaningful rules, classication labels for the data are required.
These are often unavailable, ambiguous or erroneous in practice due to inadequate
business standard operating procedures (SOPs), business culture or the the nature of
the data itself. As such, without an automatic methodology for labelling data (such
as through the use of clustering, outlier analysis, an independent domain expert, or
otherwise) the accuracy of this technique will be limited. This is critically discussed in
section 2.5.6 of this thesis.
If data classication labels are available, the use of rule extraction techniques can
eectively be employed for a variety of tasks, such as:
 Expert system development: If labels are available with failure data, rules
could be extracted which represent various failure modes. This would enable
expert system diagnosis to be performed. Similarly, if labels are derived from
suspended data, rules explaining early degradation behaviour could be extracted,
which would be capable of the early detection of faults.
 Tacit knowledge codication: If a domain expert provides labels for historical
data, rules representing the behaviour of this expert can be extracted. This
provides a means to codify tacit knowledge held by the expert; allowing an expert
system to mimic this behaviour, and for further in-depth analysis of the behaviour
of the expert to be undertaken.
The representation of knowledge can be tacit or explicit. These are dened by Nyame-
Asiamah (June, 2009) as:
\Tacit knowledge exists in the form of mental models, beliefs, values, as-
sumptions and other know-how of individuals which are not easily conveyed.
On the other hand explicit knowledge resides in various forms of artefacts
including procedures, texts, reports, memos and books." (Nyame-Asiamah,
June, 2009).
As such, rule extraction provides a means to convert tacit knowledge from an expert {
human or otherwise { into explicit knowledge in the form of a set of rules which can be
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independently veried and validated. This enables training of individuals within an or-
ganisation through codied expert behaviour, and ensures specic skills and techniques
are available once an expert leaves the organisation.
As rule extraction provides a means to characterise both normal behaviour and
multiple fault modes in a clear, transparent way, it has been used to extract rules from
bearing and gearbox data. For instance, in Godwin and Matthews (2014b) rules are au-
tonomously extracted which represent three distinct wind turbine gearbox maintenance
levels (normal behaviour, recommend inspection and potential damage).
2.5.7 Articial neural networks
An articial neural network (ANN) is a computational models inspired by biologi-
cal systems which provide a mapping from an input feature space to an output fea-
ture space; this mapping is non-linear, and can approximate any function (Priddy and
Keller, 2005). Articial neural networks are employed within the literature for many
purposes. This is due to their capability to perform non-linear prediction as well as
non-linear mapping. Articial neural networks are capable of this due to the universal
approximation theorem (Cybenko, 1989). Essentially, this states that neural networks
can represent a large variety of functions. Mathematically, it is formulated as (Hornik
et al., 1989):
F 0(x) =
NX
i=1
'i(w
T
i x+ bi) (2.39)
Where ' is a bounded, non-constant, monotonically increasing continuous function
(such as a sigmoid), i; bi are real constants, N is an integer and wi an m dimensional
real vector. Given Im denoting the m dimensional hypercube [0; 1]
m, then given any
function f 0 which is an element of C(Im) (where C represents the space of continuous
functions), then equation 2.39 is an approximation of the realised function f 0 (where
f 0 is independent of ') (Hornik et al., 1989). That is;
jF 0(x)  f 0(x)j <  (2.40)
Thus, articial neural networks can provide an approximate realisation (with the
error ) for many functions. If we assume that there exists a function f 0 that represents
the true remaining useful life of a component, we can utilise neural networks to estimate
this function and provide insight (diagnostic, prognostic, or otherwise). It should be
noted however that whilst this theorem states it is possible to approximate this function,
it does not state the characterisation of the network structure required or the capacity
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of the network to learn the function. As such, articial neural networks are capable of
performing a vast array of tasks, and have been used extensively in condition assessment
for the early identication, classication and prediction of both faults and failures.
Within an articial neural network, inputs are passed through a single layer (or
multiple layers) of neurons which compromise a set of adaptable weights and biases.
Training of the network modies the weights and biases in order to minimise the training
error (the error between the expected output and received output). Typically, neural
networks are fully connected between layers.
Due to the wide range of capabilities oered by articial neural networks, many dis-
tinct categorisations of neural networks exist. The full categorisation of these network
topologies is beyond the scope of this thesis, however for completeness, ve common
articial neural network types are presented here:
 Feed forward back propagation network: These represent the simplest (and
perhaps the most common) neural networks. Information is passed forward, with
errors propagated back through the network to minimise error (Priddy and Keller,
2005).
 Radial Basis function: This is conceptually similar to a feed forward network,
however, traditional activation functions are replaced by radial basis functions
(Broomhead, 1988).
 Self organising map: Kohonen's self organising maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1982)
utilise the concept of articial neural networks for the purpose of dimensionality
reduction (typically into a two dimensional plane). As high dimensional data is
mapped to lower dimensions, this aids the visualisation of data. As high dimen-
sional data is represented in a two dimensional plane, distinct features are placed
at distinct locations on this plane. As such, self organising maps lend themselves
well to the visualisation of asset condition as in Wong et al. (2006) and Liao et al.
(2004).
 Cascade neural network: Cascade neural networks (CNN) dier greatly from
traditional neural networks. Rather than propagating errors through the network
for learning in a xed topology, the cascade network automatically adds neurons
and layers to determine its own structure. Weights are frozen once new neurons
are added, and new weights are manipulated to reduce error before proceeding
to add additional neurons. This is explained and practically applied to fault
diagnosis in Ghate and Dudul (2011).
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 Auto-associative neural network: Auto-associative neural networks (AANN)
are similar to feed forward back propagation neural networks, with the additional
of a \bottleneck" layer which compresses the data and as such, is often used for
feature extraction (Kramer, 1992).
2.5.8 Summary and conclusions
In this section, the core elements and techniques which can be utilised to exploit fea-
tures for condition assessment were presented. Initially, techniques covering statistical
techniques, general models and logics were explored for capability to quantify asset
condition when performing condition assessment.
Following this, the use of suspension histories was explored. The use of suspension
histories (right-censored data) was identied as being of value in increasing the quality
of derived PHM solutions. Within the literature, suspension histories are employed to
assist in reducing the training error of supervised techniques such as articial neural
networks. By presenting more data pertaining to the life of a component, a richer data
source can be exploited in the training process.
Next, the use of data balancing techniques was explored. As condition monitoring
data by its nature is inherently unbalanced (as substantial quantities of data refer
to normal operational behaviour), balancing of the data for use in data mining and
machine learning is of critical importance. This ensures that no default class bias is
present and assists in ensuring that the learning undertaken is valid.
After this, the notions of clustering, case based reasoning and outlier analysis were
presented. Each of these techniques utilise the notion of distance (or similarity) in
order to classify data according to the rest of the dataset. Clustering is intuitive in
many areas of PHM due to a limited number of failure modes, and a large variability
in the notion of \normal operational behaviour". By dening regions of behaviours
(rather than points), it becomes possible to identify current behaviour based upon
known past behaviours (case based reasoning). Similarly, the notion of an outlier is
explored with regards to normal behaviour, and the concept of degradation being an
outlying behaviour is presented with techniques for identifying these presented.
Finally, both rule extraction and articial neural networks were discussed with
regards to their capabilities to enable PHM. Rules were explored as a means to extract
expert knowledge in order to mimic historical operator behaviour. This enables the
analysis of expert behaviour for the purposes of either codication (to ensure this
knowledge is retained) or auditing (to ensure that operators actions are correct). The
uses and common structures of neural networks were explored and shown to be widely
applicable within the eld of PHM.
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2.6 Discussion
This systematic literature review has provided a means to collate currently employed
techniques and data sources for the condition assessment of both gearboxes and bear-
ings. This has enabled the identication of many factors which should be considered
when moving the state of art forward. The review undertaken provides a basis for the
identication of current challenges and limitations of current research whilst guiding
the reader to practical applications of the discussed techniques within the context of
this thesis.
Firstly, the four data acquisition systems which are typically installed on a wind
turbine were presented. The high frequency condition monitoring system, on-demand
diagnostic system, structural health monitoring system and SCADA system were dis-
cussed in detail with regards to their typical uses, the channels (streams) of data avail-
able and the frequency of their acquisition.
Following this, typical techniques for processing and analysing these sources of data
were presented. In total, three domains were explored for their potential to quantify
degradation. Techniques in the time, frequency and time-frequency domains were ex-
plored and analysed. Due to the nature of SCADA data in particular, it was identied
that both frequency and time-frequency techniques would not be applicable to this data
due to the low frequency nature of the acquisition.
Finally, the use of machine learning for decision support was explored. Techniques
including outlier analysis, clustering and distance metrics were explored as a means
to identify asset behaviour and determine deviation from known states. Although the
quantication of asset condition is essential for a condition based maintenance strategy,
this quantication alone is not enough to reduce maintenance costs or increase asset
availability. Decisions need to be made { with strong evidence { in order to realise
these benets.
In total, four main points are observed throughout the literature with regards to
the current state of the art for condition monitoring. Explicitly, these are:
The use statistical techniques for condition assessment
The use of statistical techniques for condition assessment should be given preference
over data-driven techniques. Due to the large imbalance of data in favour of normal
operational behaviour, and against degradation (or failure) data, exploiting data mining
techniques to learn failure mechanisms severely limits the quantity of data available for
analysis as was discussed in section 2.5.3. By exploiting all of the available data for
the purposes of dening normal operational behaviour, more accurate encapsulations of
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this behaviour can be made. This would allow easier identication of deviation from a
known state (such as normal operational behaviour), thus aiding condition assessment
by providing early warning.
The use of time domain features for condition assessment
Time-domain features are preferable for the analysis of condition monitoring data in
the case of this thesis for two reasons.
Firstly, As detailed in section 2.3, the only two data sources available continuously
from the wind turbine are the SCADA system, and the high frequency condition moni-
toring system. Due to the condition monitoring system reporting data at 50 Hz, the use
of frequency-domain (and also time-frequency domain) techniques are limited as the
data resolution typically employed for the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of
high speed components is not available. However, it should be noted that time-domain
techniques can be applied eectively to SCADA data (as discussed in 2.4.5), and also
high frequency condition monitoring data.
Secondly, as frequency-domain techniques potentially may not be capable of non-
stationary signal analysis, and time-frequency-domain techniques have either an inher-
ent trade o between resolution in the time and frequency domain or the cross-term
interference; time-domain techniques present a potential avenue for analysis without
these limitations.
The use of robust techniques for analysis in the presence of noisy data
Robust techniques are essential to the development of health metrics for condition
assessment. These techniques require fewer assumptions, may have stronger statistical
power (in some cases), and are capable of working eectively on contaminated (noisy)
data (Huber, 2011). Within the realm of condition assessment, data will inherently
be noisy due to varying operational behaviour, external conditions and degradation of
the asset or component itself. By employing a statistically sound, robust methodology
for identifying, removing or exploiting these data points, more accurate techniques for
condition assessment may be derived.
The use of transparent techniques to quantify asset condition
Transparent techniques for condition assessment may be regarded by some as essential
for within the domain of condition monitoring and health assessment. Typically, \black-
box" techniques are unaccountable and unproven due to their nature. It is stated by
Nusser (2009) that:
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\common machine learning approaches are regarded with suspicion by do-
main experts [...] it is often infeasible to suciently interpret and validate
the learned solutions. [...] in a safety-critical system it is imperative to
guarantee that the learned solution is correct and fulls all given require-
ments".
When the consequences of an incorrect decision are large { such as a gearbox or bearing
failure { it is imperative that decisions can be audited eectively. Work by Bostrom
et al. (2013) identies responsibility, transparency, audit-ability, incorruptibility and
predictability as the key issues to consider when deciding upon an articially intelligent
system which is capable of replacing human judgement.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, literature concerning the collection, processing and ultimate exploita-
tion of both high and low frequency data for condition assessment was systematically
presented. Analysis of the current literature identied the need to use transparent,
time-domain features employing robust statistical techniques for condition assessment.
Although techniques in the time, frequency and time-frequency domain are ex-
plored, only those in the time-domain are suitable to both SCADA and condition
monitoring data due to the low resolution which would ultimately be attained. Simi-
larly, whilst data-driven techniques such as articial neural networks have been shown
to be capable of accurately modelling non-linear processes (such as degradation), their
lack of transparency motivates the necessity for alternative techniques with similar
capabilities.
As such, the research undertaken in this thesis will explore these characteristics in
particular. The scope of the research undertaken throughout this thesis will now be
dened in chapter 3.
Chapter 3
Research Methods
This chapter describes the overall thesis question, research objectives, research ques-
tions and the methodologies utilised to undertake the research presented in this thesis.
Section 3.1 presents a brief overview of the research conducted for the purposes of
this thesis, as well as the overall question that this thesis aims to answer. In section
3.2, the three distinct research objectives of this thesis are discussed in detail with an
overview of the motivation for the research and the methodologies utilised. Section 3.3
presents the seven research questions addressed within this thesis which are employed
to ensure that the three research objectives presented within this thesis are satised.
Finally, in section 3.4, the three datasets which are employed throughout this thesis are
described in detail, and are provided with sources (where applicable) to enable future
continuation of this research.
Figure 3.1: Overview of the structure of chapter 3.
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3.1 Research undertaken in this thesis
Based upon the extensive and systematic review of the literature undertaken in chapter
2, the necessity to utilise transparent statistical techniques which could be exploited as
a metric for condition assessment was presented. As such, given the current use of dis-
tance metrics within the literature, various facets of this notion can be explored. Simply
put, with regards to multivariate distance metrics for the purpose of condition assess-
ment, little to no exploratory analysis has been performed to determine which features
can (or should) be employed within multivariate models, which multivariate distance
metrics can (or should) be employed, or how best to exploit the derived condition in-
dex. As such, this thesis investigates the suitability of robustly dened multivariate
distance metrics and their exploitation for three distinct condition assessment tasks on
a wind turbine, namely; early detection, diagnosis and prognosis. Therefore, the overall
research question to be explored throughout this thesis can be dened as:
To what extent can the use of robust multivariate statistical methodologies
and data-driven techniques be employed and exploited as a metric for con-
dition assessment to assist in the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis
of both bearings and gearboxes with respect to wind turbines?
Given the wide scope of this overall thesis question, it is necessary to explore the
individual elements of the components which compromise this thesis question. As there
are three key elements which must be considered when utilising distance metrics for
the purposes of condition assessment (namely, the features which are utilised within
the multivariate model, the distance metric employed and also the exploitation of the
created condition metric), this leads to three research objectives which are to be ex-
plored throughout this thesis. These can be dened as:
RO1: To explore if the use of time-domain features are appropriate as leading indi-
cators of degradation with regards to both bearings and gearboxes for either low or high
frequency data, utilising either statistical, data-driven or physical models.
RO2: To explore the use of traditional and robust robust multivariate statistical
distance metrics to quantify asset condition.
RO3: To exploit any suitably derived condition metric for the early detection, di-
agnosis and prognosis of both bearings and gearboxes.
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Each of these research objectives are explored in detail in section 3.2. In order
to satisfy the three research objectives of this thesis, seven research questions were
identied. These research questions enabled the creation of seven distinct experiments
which were to be undertaken in this thesis. Each experiment assisted in enabling the
research questions to be answered, thus allowing each research objective to be satised
and the overall thesis question to be answered. The seven research questions identied
and answered by thesis thesis are presented and dened in detail in section 3.3.
In the rst experiment, the quantication of numerous time-domain features which
were benecial to the early detection of degradation of a bearing based upon high fre-
quency condition monitoring data was performed. Based upon time-domain features
identied from the literature, each feature was comparatively evaluated for their eec-
tiveness. In total 28 features were evaluated for their eectiveness at early detection,
enabling the creation of a multivariate model which accurately encapsulates the current
condition of the bearing.
Following this, exploration was undertaken to develop a physical model of the wind
turbine gearbox based upon low frequency data. This complements the research under-
taken in the rst experiment by providing an additional methodology for an alternative
data source and builds upon the work identied within the literature which identied
the superiority of physical models for the analysis of low frequency SCADA data. The
current limitations of this model were identied and explored within the context of the
issues in this thesis, with the identied limitations of this model being mitigated by ex-
tending the model to incorporate transient states. An extendible multivariate gearbox
model was developed, extending the state of the art. Building upon a validated model
from the literature, features specic to the dataset explored within the context of this
thesis were taken into consideration; namely, turbine de-rating and curtailment. Next,
the model was further extended to take into account transient states.
The third experiment builds upon the multivariate models described and developed
in the previous two experiments. In this experiment, an exploration of numerous dis-
tance metrics to quantify degradation in a univariate manner is performed. Various
dierent aspects of the metrics are explored to assess their suitability for condition
assessment, and to determine if any metric (or category of metrics) was dominant for
this purpose. In total, 8 multivariate distance metrics and 1 similarity metric were
explored for their potential with regards to condition assessment.
Building upon this, the fourth experiment explores the limitations of employing
distance metrics for condition assessment as are explored in the previous (third) exper-
iment. Due to the inherent noise within condition monitoring data, a novel technique
was developed which extended the state-of-the-art for encapsulating asset or compo-
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nent behaviour. This enabled the autonomous identication of degradation within
large datasets, enabling the removal of this data for the purposes of identication of
normal behaviour to then be utilised in both supervised and unsupervised learning
techniques. Articial search techniques are explored and comparatively evaluated to
heuristic methods and exact methods.
The nal three experiments employ the developed methodology which has been
rened throughout the prior four experiments. In the fth experiment, low frequency
SCADA data from a wind turbine gearbox is analysed for degradation and quantied
by the developed models. Following this, using sound statistical techniques, labels for
various levels of degradation (normal operation, recommend inspection and potential
damage) are determined based upon well known statistical distributions. Exploiting
these autonomously derived labels, data-mining is performed to extract tacit knowl-
edge describing normal operational behaviour, behaviour which warrants inspection and
nally behaviour which represents damage to the wind turbine gearbox. The perfor-
mance of three data mining algorithms are compared and contrasted for this purpose,
namely; C4.5, RIPPER and decision tables.
Experiments six exploits the quantied degradation from the methodology derived
in the rst four experiments. In this experiment, the use of ensembles of robust Ma-
halanobis distance functions are explored for the purposes of diagnosis. In the nal
experiment, an alternative non-linear mapping is performed by careful preparation of
the data to enable the estimation of remaining useful life (RUL) for the roller element
(bearing) data based upon current operational behaviour of the bearing.
3.2 Research objectives
By performing each of the seven experiment sequentially and exploring the results in-
depth, a means to answer the three research objectives of this thesis is presented. As
stated previously, the work conducted within this thesis has three specic objectives.
These objectives have been dened in section 3.1, and will be explored in greater detail
here. It should be noted that each of the seven research questions presented in this
thesis directly correspond to a specic research objective. These are:
 RO1: This is answered by RQ1 (section 3.3.1), RQ2 (section 3.3.2).
 RO2: This is answered by RQ3 (section 3.3.3), RQ4 (section 3.3.4).
 RO3: This is answered by RQ5 (section 3.3.5), RQ6 (section 3.3.6), RQ7 (section
3.3.7).
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Each of these research questions are presented in detail in section 3.3. In order
to understand the motivation behind each research question and how the identied
experiments are able to assist in answering the overall thesis question, it is necessary
to explore the objectives of this thesis in detail. The three objectives of this thesis are
explored in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Empirical asset condition assessment models and feature selec-
tion
RO1: To explore if the use of time-domain features are appropriate as leading indica-
tors of degradation with regards to both bearings and gearboxes for either low or high
frequency data, utilising either statistical, data-driven or physical models.
The rst objective of this thesis is to explore in depth the time-domain features
which are appropriate for the analysis of both high frequency data (such as diagnostic
system data) and low frequency data (such as SCADA data). As explored in section
2.4, frequency and time-frequency domain techniques are not well suited to the analysis
of low frequency data. As such, by exploring the capabilities of time-domain features
alone, it is hoped that a holistic methodology for the development of a condition as-
sessment metric can be derived for the analysis of both high and low frequency data.
In this thesis, these time-domain features will be explored by analysing high fre-
quency data (20 kHz) containing both healthy and degraded information from roller
element bearings. As in this case mechanical systems are explored (as opposed to elec-
trical systems) degradation phenomena should be apparent prior to failure; the features
which are consistently able to perform early detection of degradation will then be em-
ployed to derive a model from which bearing health can be assessed. If time-domain
features are unable to determine signicant dierences between normal operational be-
haviour of the bearing and degraded behaviour, this would suggest that time-domain
features are not suited for the analysis of high frequency data in this context.
Should time-domain features prove benecial for the condition assessment of roller
element bearings, the exploration of time-domain features will be extended; The use
of time-domain features will be explored within the context of low frequency SCADA
data collected from a three stage planetary gearbox. If potential degradation can be
detected through the use of time-domain features on low frequency SCADA data in
the multivariate domain, then multivariate techniques can be explored to assist in the
renement of the derived models. It may be the case that multivariate techniques can
increase the quality of the underlying models, thus providing more accurate condition
assessment or a means to perform early detection, diagnosis and prognosis.
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3.2.2 Robust multivariate distance metrics for asset condition assess-
ment
RO2: To explore the use of traditional and robust robust multivariate statistical dis-
tance metrics to quantify asset condition.
The second objective of this thesis is to explore in detail the applicability of an
extensive array of multivariate distance (or similarity) metrics for the purposes of con-
dition assessment. Building upon the models and analysis derived from section 3.2.1, it
may be the case that multiple time-domain features are required to accurately encap-
sulate the current operational behaviour of the bearing or gearbox. Due to this { and
condition monitoring data representing a multivariate problem (as was concluded in
section 2.6) { the multivariate domain provides a natural paradigm for the exploration
of condition assessment metrics.
In this thesis, eight multivariate distance metrics and one multivariate similarity
metric were explored with context provided by a practical application to both the
bearing and gearbox data in order to quantitatively and qualitatively assess their ca-
pabilities, limitations and practicality for the purposes of condition assessment. This
will verify and validate techniques currently within the literature, whilst exploring pre-
viously unveried multivariate distance and similarity metrics. It is hoped that this
will enable the quantication of current operational behaviour and the condition of the
asset (or component), thus potentially enabling the early detection of degradation.
The exploitation of any multivariate distance or similarity metric for the purpose
of condition assessment requires two points in a given space from which to measure
the distance between. One of these points will represent current operational behaviour,
with the second representing a known state of normal operation. Due to variance in
the manufacturing process, initial wear of components and use, \normal operational
behaviour" will inherently contain both noise and degradation. Due to this, this thesis
explores techniques to cleanse data in order to ensure an accurate encapsulation of
normal operational behaviour is achieved. This would increase the sensitivity of the
derived condition metric and assist in the reduction of false-negative indications of
potential degradation.
3.2.3 Exploitation of multivariate distance metrics for early detection,
diagnosis and prognosis
RO3: To exploit any suitably derived condition metric for the early detection, diagno-
sis and prognosis of both bearings and gearboxes.
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The nal research objective of this thesis is to exploit the identied multivariate
distance or similarity metric in order to provide a holistic methodology for the early
detection, diagnosis and prognosis of asset condition. As a multivariate distance metric
may be capable of autonomously providing quantiable degradation information for
both high and low frequency data, it may be the case that it can be exploited for many
purposes. Although a multivariate distance metric quanties the current behaviour
of an asset or component, without further analysis, the early detection, diagnosis or
prognosis of an asset or component is not possible. As such, this research objective
aims to exploit the derived metric for condition assessment for these purposes.
Due to the transparent and objective quantication of potential degradation as ex-
plored by the previous objective, it becomes possible to apply traditional data-mining
techniques to previously unexplored repositories of data. As such, one possible ex-
ploitation of the use of multivariate distance metrics is as an `enabler' of data-mining
techniques for the purposes of tacit knowledge codication, early detection, diagno-
sis and prognosis. Although it is envisaged that the early detection, diagnosis and
prognosis are possible under this paradigm, it would be benecial to exploit the tech-
niques previously discussed in section 2.4 in order to maintain consistency with prior
research and assist in the integration of the developed technique into the current body
of literature. However, as tacit knowledge codication has not been explored under the
techniques explored in section 2.4, this thesis looks to explore and exploit this capability
through the application of veried and validated data-mining techniques.
As mentioned in section 3.2.2, determining a point from which to measure normal
operational behaviour is critical for the eective application of multivariate distance
metrics. By exploring the moderation of this point to represent the initial appearance of
various faults, the exploration of fault diagnosis within this paradigm becomes available.
As such, this objective will explore the capabilities of multivariate distance metrics in
their ability to perform fault diagnosis.
Given that multivariate distance metrics are capable of quantifying asset or com-
ponent condition in a univariate manner, this lends itself well to traditional time-series
predictive techniques which have been explored extensively in many domains. Due to
the non-linear nature of degradation phenomena, the exploitation of non-linear time
series forecasting techniques provides a means to provide prognostics by predicting fu-
ture asset condition. Similarly, these non-linear techniques can be exploited to derive
a non-linear mapping between current operational behaviour (as assessed by the mul-
tivariate distance or similarity metric) and the estimated remaining useful life of the
component.
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By exploring the capabilities of multivariate distance or similarity metrics for tacit
knowledge codication, early detection of degradation, fault diagnosis and also progno-
sis, this thesis aims to provide a general, holistic prognostics and health management
(PHM) methodology for undertaking condition assessment of a given asset or compo-
nent.
3.3 Research questions and methodologies
Having explored the motivation for the overall thesis question and the research objec-
tives proposed in this thesis, these can be further broken down into research questions.
In total, seven research questions are proposed to assist in answering the three research
objectives. By identifying the critical elements for analysis within each of the objec-
tives, two key points are observed. Firstly, this enables a sound methodology to be
constructed for the analysis of each experiment to enable this analysis. Secondly, by
exploring the critical elements of each objective, quantiable hypotheses for each ob-
jective can be assessed in order to ensure that the research question is answered. The
seven questions which will be answered by this thesis are:
RQ1: Are time-domain features benecial to assisting in the empirical quantica-
tion of bearing degradation based upon high frequency accelerometer data? If so, which
features dier signicantly and substantially as a result of degradation? (RO1)
RQ2: Is it possible to normalise a non-stationary signal based upon low frequency
gearbox data from the inuence of loading conditions, transient states and external fac-
tors? If so, can this be empirically derived? (RO1)
RQ3: Can the use of multivariate distance or similarity metrics be exploited to em-
pirically derive a metric for condition assessment? If so, which metrics are the most
sensitive to changes in asset health? (RO2)
RQ4: Can the use of AI search techniques be employed to assist in deriving a robust
encapsulation of the data which can be employed in conjunction with distance metrics?
If so, how do these techniques compare to current exact or heuristic techniques? (RO2)
RQ5: Can robust multivariate distance metrics be used as a means for rapidly la-
belling data for the development of expert systems and extraction of tacit knowledge
from historical data repositories? If so, what level of accuracy and agreement can be
attained? (RO3)
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RQ6: Can the application of robust multivariate distance or similarity metrics be
employed for the diagnosis of developing bearing faults? If so, how can this be per-
formed, and with what accuracy can fault diagnosis take place? (RO3)
RQ7: Can the application of robust multivariate distance or similarity metrics be
exploited by non-linear techniques for either the prognosis of asset condition by future
condition prediction or remaining useful life estimation? If so, how accurately can these
be performed? (RO3)
Each of the seven research questions presented here are discussed in detail in sec-
tions 3.3.1 through to 3.3.7. The motivation for undertaking the research required
to answer each question is presented, along with a subset of research questions which
must be answered to eectively answer the overall research question. Once each rel-
evant research question is answered, the overall research objective which the research
questions correspond to can be answered. Similarly, once each research objective has
been answered, it is possible to answer the overall research question.
As such, it is essential that each research question is sound and assists in answer-
ing the overall research objective. For this purpose, the motivation for each research
question and the necessary sub-questions proposed to answer the research question are
now presented.
3.3.1 High frequency time-domain features for condition assessment
RQ1: Are time-domain features benecial to assisting in the empirical quantication of
bearing degradation based upon high frequency accelerometer data? If so, which features
dier signicantly and substantially as a result of degradation? (RO1)
Motivation
In order to create a model which could be exploited for condition assessment, rele-
vant features which accurately encapsulate the current operational behaviour of the
component (such as bearing or gearbox) are required. Due to the application specic
nature of many of the techniques discussed in section 2.4, no \o-the-shelf" feature set
typically exists for developing condition assessment metrics. As such, it was essential
to explore numerous time-domain features which could be utilised to develop a model
which accurately characterised current operational behaviour.
The purpose of this research question was to establish a multivariate model for
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high-frequency data which would enable the analysis of asset or component condi-
tion. If univariate models representing asset or component condition can be shown
to in-adequately encapsulate the condition of a component, this serves as a basis to
explore analysis within the multivariate domain as a potential means to overcome the
limitations of univariate techniques. Thus, by exploring univariate features which indi-
vidually may provide some additional context to the problem, the multivariate domain
may enable this to be exploited through the use of multivariate distance metrics.
Sub-questions
In order to assist in answering the rst research question, a number of additional
questions were proposed:
1. What statistical features exist within the time-domain for the analysis of condi-
tion?
2. Of these statistical features, which are benecial for the assessment of condition?
3. Are certain categories of features more benecial than others for the assessment
of condition? Such as:
(a) Measures of central tendency.
(b) Measures of variability.
(c) Measures of shape.
(d) Measures of position.
(e) Measures of impurity.
4. Which of the identied features are capable of identifying degradation at the
earliest onset?
Methodology
In order to answer the rst question, a systematic review of the literature was performed
to identify statistical features which could be exploited within the time-domain for the
purposes of condition assessment. Following this, the second and third questions were
answered by a full statistical analysis of the identied features. This was performed
on high-frequency roller element bearing data which contained normal operation be-
haviour, suspension histories and also failure histories, allowing for a comparative eval-
uation of all of the identied features for the purposes of condition assessment. Data
pertaining to normal operation behaviour was compared and contrasted to that prior
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to failure to quantify any signicant (or substantial) changes to the identied features.
The nal question was then answered by pursuing more in-depth statistical analysis,
seeking to identify the earliest point within the data at which each feature diered
signicantly from normal operational behaviour, allowing for a relative ranking of each
of the identied attributes. Due to the nature of typical condition monitoring data, a
robust statistical process control (SPC) methodology utilising exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA) charts was employed for this analysis.
3.3.2 Low frequency time-domain techniques for condition assessment
RQ2: Is it possible to normalise a non-stationary signal based upon low frequency
gearbox data from the inuence of loading conditions, transient states and external
factors? If so, can this be empirically derived? (RO1)
Motivation
Building upon the research undertaken as part of research question 1 (RQ1), a natural
extension becomes apparent. Whilst the previous model identies features which can
be successfully applied for condition assessment in a high-frequency signal which is
stationary in nature, this has the potential to not be applicable to low-frequency data,
specically when the low-frequency data represents a non-stationary signal (such as that
of a wind turbine gearbox). As such, it is of interest to explore and identify techniques
and the characterisations of low-frequency signals so that methodologies such as those
identied in the previous research question can be employed on alternative data sources.
The purpose of this experiment was to encapsulate the behaviour of the wind turbine
gearbox in a physical model. This would allow for the development of an extensible
model which took into consideration many aspects of the gearbox; this is essential due
to the quantity of data acquisition devices due to be employed in next generation wind
turbines as discussed in section 2.3.
Sub-questions
In order to assist in answering the second research question, a number of additional
questions were proposed:
1. What models exist for wind turbine gearbox condition assessment?
(a) Are these based upon high-frequency SCADA data?
(b) Do any models currently exist based upon low-frequency data?
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2. Can these models take into consideration (or be extended to incorporate) factors
such as:
(a) Loading of the gearbox.
(b) Turbine de-rating or curtailment.
(c) Transient states.
(d) External factors.
3. Which of the identied or created models can be utilised for analysis in the multi-
variate domain, specically with regards to being employed within a multivariate
distance or similarity metric?
Methodology
In order to answer the rst sub-question proposed by this research question, a system-
atic review of the literature was required. This identied currently available techniques
and models for the condition assessment of non-stationary signals which are acquired
from the wind turbine gearbox. This also identied the nature of the data employed in
these techniques or models { either high or low frequency { for the purposes of condi-
tion assessment. Due to the critical nature of the wind turbine gearbox as discussed in
section 1.5.1, physical models of degradation and failure will be given preference over
data-driven and statistically based models for the reasons discussed in section 2.4.5.
The second question complements the prior sub-question and can be answered
through a comparative analysis of the techniques or models identied throughout the
systematic review. Should no technique or model prove viable for normalisation against
turbine loading, transient states, de-rating, curtailment or external factors, then the
creation of a proprietary multivariate model would be necessary. The answer to the
nal question arises as a direct result of the comparative analysis between existing
models, techniques and the chosen model.
3.3.3 Multivariate distance metrics for asset degradation quantica-
tion
RQ3: Can the use of multivariate distance or similarity metrics be exploited to em-
pirically derive a metric for condition assessment? If so, which metrics are the most
sensitive to changes in asset health? (RO2)
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Motivation
The results of research questions one (section 3.3.1) and two (section 3.3.2) provided
motivation to explore the use of multivariate distance metrics for the purposes of con-
dition assessment. As in many cases, univariate models are incapable of the accurate
encapsulation of all aspects of asset or component behaviour, the use of multivariate
models can potentially overcome this limitation.
However, in a multivariate model it may be dicult to understand the interactions
between all of the attributes. As such, the assistance of a distance or similarity metric
would enable the benets attained through employing a multivariate model whilst pre-
senting the notion of asset health in a univariate way. If multivariate metrics are found
to be able to accurately and precisely perform this function, this provides an avenue to
enable currently employed univariate models to be superseded by multivariate models
{ thus potentially giving earlier and more robust assessment of condition { without a
substantial change to current PHM practices, techniques or infrastructure.
Sub-questions
In order to assist in answering the third research question, a number of additional
questions were proposed:
1. What multivariate distance or similarity metrics are available?
2. Of these metrics, which have been explored within the context of condition as-
sessment? Which have not?
(a) Of those which have not been explored within the context of condition as-
sessment? Why is this the case?
3. Are certain categories of metrics better suited than others for the assessment of
condition in the multivariate domain?
(a) Are certain metrics more suited to high frequency data?
(b) Are certain metrics more suited to low frequency data?
4. Which of the identied metrics are easiest to compute?
5. Which of the identied metrics are most sensitive to degradation?
6. What are the limitations of using multivariate distance or similarity metrics for
condition assessment?
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Methodology
As per research questions one and two, the systematic review of the literature under-
taken in chapter 2 was required to determine currently available multivariate metrics
which could be employed for the assessment of either \distance" or \similarity". This
would answer the rst question and also assist in the answering of the second.
The second and third questions can be eectively answered through a comparative
analysis within the context of condition assessment. Exploiting the models derived
through the research conducted in this thesis to answer research questions one and
two, the identied metrics can be compared and contrasted in their application to both
high frequency (accelerometer) and low frequency (SCADA) data.
The fourth and fth questions form part of the trade o analysis which is required
when undertaking condition assessment. It may be the case that a metric is superior,
however, cannot be computed eectively in real time. This would limit the application
of the metric. Complexity analysis is sucient to determine which metrics can or
cannot be computed in real time for a given computational capacity, with a similar
analysis undertaken to determine the most sensitive metric explored.
The nal question is partly answered as a result of the trade o analysis performed
to answer questions four and ve, with the assistance of the systematic literature review
in identifying limitations of these techniques beyond the scope of this thesis.
3.3.4 Encapsulation of normal operational behaviour
RQ4: Can the use of AI search techniques be employed to assist in deriving a robust
encapsulation of the data which can be employed in conjunction with distance metrics?
If so, how do these techniques compare to current exact or heuristic techniques? (RO2)
Motivation
Having established the pre-requisites to employing multivariate metrics for condition
assessment in the previous research questions, it is essential that the metric is utilised in
the correct manner. In the rst research question, a sound set of features for condition
assessment for high frequency bearing accelerometer data were established. In the
second research question, an extensive physical model for low frequency wind turbine
gearbox SCADA data was explored. Following this, in the third research question, the
exploration of multivariate metrics (which are both sensitive to changes in behaviour
and also capable of being calculated in real time) was performed. For a metric, the
distance (or similarity) will be determined between two points. One of these points will
represent the current operational behaviour. The second, will then represent a known
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(or estimated) behaviour. Ensuring that this second point accurately and precisely
encapsulates normal operational behaviour is key to ensuring that the metric performs
as anticipated.
If no processing of collected data is performed prior to setting this reference point
representing known behaviour for the metric, then noise and potential degradation will
inherently be contained within the data. This contamination will reduce the sensitivity
of the multivariate metric, as it will introduce noise into the calculation. The metric
will be unable to assist in the identication of degradation which is of a lesser extent
than that which was contained within the dataset utilised to determine the normal
operational behaviour. As such, ensuring that no degraded data, noise or contamination
is contained within the data is essential.
In this thesis, the exploration of the possibility of using articially intelligent search
algorithms to assist in the identication of degraded, erroneous and noisy data within
signals is undertaken, so that this can be isolated to increase the sensitivity of the
multivariate metrics employed for condition assessment.
Sub-questions
In order to assist in answering the fourth research question, a number of additional
questions were proposed:
1. What techniques exist to identify normal behaviour?
(a) How much data is required to exploit these techniques?
(b) Are these capable of working in the multivariate domain?
(c) Do these rely on heuristics to assist in the identication of normal behaviour?
2. Which of these techniques have been explored within the context of condition
assessment?
3. Can AI search techniques assist in the identication of normal behaviour?
(a) Which techniques are well suited to this?
(b) Which techniques are not suited to this?
4. How computationally intensive are these techniques?
(a) Can these techniques be performed in real time?
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Methodology
Similar to the prior research questions, initially a further review of outlier analysis and
articially intelligent search algorithms was utilised. This enabled the identication of
available techniques, limitations in the area and potential avenues of exploitation for
this purpose. By cross referencing literature identied in this search with literature
identied in section 2.4, techniques already exploited for the purposes of condition
assessment could be identied. This would enable sub-questions one through three to
be answered.
Sub-question four is answered through a comparative analysis within the context of
condition assessment. By applying a selection of techniques identied in sub-questions
one through three, the limitations, capabilities and practicalities of the techniques could
be explored. This would assist in quantifying the trade o which exists between the
algorithm selection.
3.3.5 Tacit knowledge codication
RQ5: Can robust multivariate distance metrics be used as a means for rapidly labelling
data for the development of expert systems and extraction of tacit knowledge from his-
torical data repositories? If so, what level of accuracy and agreement can be attained?
(RO3)
Motivation
Given the capability of a metric to quantify the current operational behaviour of an
asset or component, it is possible to exploit this for the purposes of retrospectively
data-mining historical repositories of data in order to extract meaningful information
or knowledge from this data. This would enable the analysis of vast quantities of data
which have been previously unexplored due to the limitations of manually labelled
data, or the economic constraints which would otherwise exist without an algorithmic
approach to this process.
Manual labelling of historical repositories typically requires strong assumptions to
be made. These assumptions enable the labelling of the data, but often introduce noise
or uncertainty within the data. For instance, in order to identify \degradation" one
may assume degradation occurs one day prior to failure. This would enable supervised
data-mining techniques to be employed to identify degradation, however, the notion of
degradation in this context would be highly subjective as it is based upon the supervised
labels (which may { or conversely, may not { be adequate).
As such, the purpose of this experiment is to explore the use of metrics with known
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distributions to enable the objective, autonomous and statistically sound labelling of
the data for the purposes of data-mining.
Sub-questions
In order to assist in answering the fth research question, a number of additional
questions were proposed:
1. What algorithmic techniques exist to codify tacit knowledge?
2. Which of these techniques have been explored within the context of condition
assessment?
3. What is the trade o which exists between these techniques?
4. How can we validate the codied knowledge?
(a) What metrics exist for this purpose?
(b) Can domain experts be utilised to assist in this process?
Methodology
Upon performing the systematic review to determine the various techniques which exist
to answer the rst sub-question, a comparative analysis was required to compare and
contrast the codied knowledge to assist in answering the second question. Dierent
techniques will present dierent knowledge in dierent formats { for instance, as a
table, tree or list of rules { and as such, each technique will have its own capabilities
and limitations.
In order to quantify the agreement between the metrics employed for the labelled of
the data and the data-mining techniques which exploited these labels, various metrics
exist. For instance, Cohen's  statistic (Cohen, 1960) can be employed for this purpose.
Once the level of agreement between the models created throughout this thesis and the
derived data-mined models are understood, the learnt models can be presented to
domain experts for analysis, critical review and interpretation.
3.3.6 Fault diagnosis
RQ6: Can the application of robust multivariate distance or similarity metrics be
employed for the diagnosis of developing bearing faults? If so, how can this be performed,
and with what accuracy can fault diagnosis take place? (RO3)
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Motivation
Given the capability of robustly dened multivariate metrics to perform asset or com-
ponent condition assessment, the natural extension of this is to perform diagnostics for
a given asset or component. Whilst the identication of anomalous behaviour may suf-
ce in some domains, in others, information regarding the location, type and severity of
the fault is required. This distinction highlights the dierence between fault detection
(\early detection") and fault identication (\diagnosis").
If the failure mode is known prior to the failure, steps can be taken to mitigate the
impact { nancially, or otherwise { of the resulting maintenance action or potential
failure. For instance, if degradation is identied on a bearing, it may be possible
(depending upon the anticipated or observed failure mode) to purchase replacement
components in advance. This would reduce downtime, and limit the spare inventory
required to be held. For instance, if it is anticipated that a roller element (ball) within
a bearing will degrade, a replacement component can be purchased in advance, and the
replacement performed at the next scheduled maintenance event, before catastrophic
failure of the asset or component occurs.
Sub-questions
In order to assist in answering the penultimate research question, a number of additional
questions were proposed:
1. Are the identied time-domain features from RQ1 benecial for diagnosis?
(a) Do these dier signicantly and/or substantially?
(b) Are the previously explored features capable of diagnosis or just early de-
tection?
(c) Are certain categories of features better suited to diagnosis than others?
(d) What data is required in order to perform this analysis?
2. Are multivariate metrics capable of identifying failure modes rather than normal
behaviour?
(a) With what diagnostic accuracy can this be performed?
(b) What coverage of failure modes can be achieved in this context?
Methodology
To answer the rst sub-question, we can build upon the research performed in RQ1 as
discussed in section 3.3.1. The systematic review which was undertaken in chapter 2
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identied various time-domain features which could be exploited for condition assess-
ment and ultimately the early detection of degradation. By exploring these features in
the context of diagnosis, the capabilities and limitations of these time-domain features
can be identied. It may be the case that the subset of features identied as benecial
for the early detection of degradation are not benecial { or may even hinder { the
diagnostic process. As such, a full statistical analysis of the employed features is essen-
tial to identify those which are capable of discriminating between the dierent failure
modes which exist due to degradation.
To perform this statistical analysis, data containing faults representing each failure
mode must be exploited. Although it would be possible (in theory) to perform this
analysis in real-time as faults occur, in order to verify the technique, it is benecial to
utilise data which is known to contain pre-existing faults. Online repositories of seeded
fault data { such as that made available by Case Western Reserve University (2011){ are
available for analysis, and are exploited in this experiment in order to perform diagnosis.
To perform the statistical analysis, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilised, with
both traditional and robust post-hoc analysis being performed (as required) to identify
which features are capable of strongly discriminating between failure modes.
Once a diagnostic model has been veried, the second question can be explored
by exploiting the research undertaken to answer the research questions RQ4 and RQ5
proposed in sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. This would enable the analysis of the capabilities
of exploiting a robust multivariate distance metric for the purposes of diagnosis. It
should follow that if features dier signicantly amongst failure modes, then setting a
given point of a distance metric to these previously known failure modes, it may be
possible to exploit multiple metrics to perform diagnosis as well as the early detection
of degradation.
3.3.7 Prognosis
RQ7: Can the application of robust multivariate distance or similarity metrics be
exploited by non-linear techniques for either the prognosis of asset condition by future
condition prediction or remaining useful life estimation? If so, how accurately can these
be performed? (RO3)
Motivation
Building upon the research undertaken to answer the research question proposed in
section 3.3.6, it is natural to extend the analysis into the realm of prognosis. Although
being able to anticipate or identify the failure mode which is expected to occur (or
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already may have occurred), this is unable to provide a notion of time which is crucial
for proactive (or preventive) maintenance strategies.
Prognosis would enable the estimation of the future condition of an asset or com-
ponent, or enable an estimation of the remaining useful life of a component. This is
valuable business intelligence which can be exploited to signicantly reduce mainte-
nance costs. As such, providing means for prognosis within the paradigm explored in
this thesis is crucial.
The purpose of this experiment was to devise a methodology to exploit the health
metric derived throughout this thesis in order to perform both asset condition prediction
and also remaining useful life prediction based upon non-linear time series forecasting
techniques. This would enable all aspects of a condition based maintenance (CBM)
strategy or PHM system to be explored under the methodologies presented in this
thesis. Thus, this thesis would present a set of methodologies which would enable health
monitoring for the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of any asset or component
which warranted this analysis.
Sub-questions
In order to assist in answering the nal research question, a number of additional
questions were proposed:
1. What techniques are commonly utilised for prognosis currently within the litera-
ture?
(a) What are the capabilities of these techniques?
(b) What are the limitations of these techniques?
2. What training error can be achieved for remaining useful life estimation? How
much data is needed?
Methodology
The rst two sub-questions can eectively be answered in a similar manner to those
of the previous research questions; by the aid of the systematic review undertaken in
chapter 2. This would identify the range of techniques which have previously been
exploited for condition prediction or remaining useful life estimation. Identication of
non-linear techniques is essential due to the typically non-linear nature of degradation
phenomena. Although linear techniques may have the potential to predict future asset
or component condition or remaining useful life, it is anticipated that linear techniques
will perform inadequately at these tasks.
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Upon identication of applicable techniques for the prognosis of asset condition or
estimation of remaining useful life, a comparative evaluation of the dierent techniques
which have been identied can be performed. This would enable the third and fourth
research sub-questions to be answered. By applying the techniques within the context
of condition prediction or remaining useful life estimation, the error of these techniques
and prognostic horizon of the technique can be attained.
Once these are known, the capabilities of the techniques and limitations can be
discussed within the context of this thesis and condition monitoring in particular.
3.4 Datasets employed in this work
In order to derive an index or metric which can be exploited for the purposes of con-
dition assessment, empirical evidence of the validity of the developed techniques must
be presented. In this case, this is obtained though the application of the techniques
developed within this thesis to historical failure data. As such, the availability of data
(high frequency condition monitoring data, low frequency SCADA data or otherwise)
is integral to the work in this thesis.
In order to eectively answer the seven research questions proposed throughout
sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.7, three datasets were employed. These were:
 High frequency roller element bearing accelerometer data: Required to
develop remaining useful life estimators, feature selection for the early detection
of degradation and to validate the application of multivariate distance metrics for
condition assessment.
 Low frequency wind turbine gearbox SCADA data: Required to create a
low frequency gearbox model, to verify and validate the application of multivariate
distance metrics and to derive expert systems based upon traditional data-mining
techniques.
 Seeded fault high frequency bearing accelerometer data: Required to assist
in verifying the developed bearing model, and to extend the analysis to diagnosis.
Each of these datasets are discussed in detail in sections 3.4.1 through to 3.4.3
covering both data acquisition and the experimental setup.
3.4.1 Reliawind data
Due to the University of Durham being a member of the \Reliawind" consortium
(Wilkinson et al., 2010), the proprietary data contained within this repository was
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made available for the purposes of this thesis. This data repository contains both high
and low frequency data taken from numerous wind turbines. For the purposes of this
thesis, in total, the data from 6 wind turbines across a single wind farm over a period
of 28 months was available to be utilised. As this thesis is primarily concerned with
exploiting low-frequency data, data acquired through the SCADA data system is dis-
cussed here. Of these 6 turbines, one suered a catastrophic gearbox failure during the
period of data acquisition, and was subsequently replaced.
With regards to low frequency data, in total, 190 channels of SCADA data across
11 subsystems of the wind turbine were available. The SCADA data system reports
data at a 600 second (10 minute) interval for each channel. This corresponds to 6 data
points per hour or 144 data points per day per turbine. Typical data collected from
the SCADA data systems includes (but is not limited to):
 Wind speed and direction.
 Ambient temperature and humidity.
 Power production.
 Gearbox and oil temperature.
 Blade pitch and turbine yaw.
Similar to the SCADA data system, the corresponding SCADA alarm data was
available. This system polls data on a second-by-second basis (1 Hertz) in order to
notify the operator or owner of a wind turbine of a potential fault or issue. This
separate system reduces the quantity of data required for analysis; if no alarms are
present, there is no necessity for inspection of the current state of the wind turbine.
On the other hand, if alarms are present, it provides a basis to inspect the SCADA, high
frequency condition monitoring or on demand diagnostic systems in order to conrm
or deny the presence of the fault (or error) which the alarm corresponds to.
The nal data source available for analysis within the Reliawind dataset is that
of the maintenance logs. These are typed statements from the maintenance opera-
tors corresponding directly to the work undertaken. Data pertaining to inspections,
maintenance, failures and repairs are collected within these statements. The turbine
in question, date, work undertaken (including the components changed and turbine
subsystem in question) are available in this repository.
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3.4.2 NASA bearing data
The high frequency bearing dataset utilised in this thesis was made available through
NASA and collected by Rexnord technical services (Lee et al., 2007). This dataset
pertains to the run-to-failure of three experiments containing four bearings each.
As can be seen in gure 3.2, the experimental setup consisted of a test rig holding
four bearings on a single shaft with a 6000 lbs radial load. This was driven by an
AC motor at a rate of 2000 RPM, coupled together with rub belts. Each of the four
bearings were force lubricated, with computerised control of the ow and temperature of
the lubricant. Debris was collected in the lubricant feedback pipe via a magnetic plug;
this enabled evidence of degradation to be collected. The test was deemed concluded
when the debris within the oil had amounted to a predetermined level which caused an
electric switch to close.
The bearings employed within this data were Rexnord ZA-2115 double row bear-
ings. Each row contains 16 rollers with a roller diameter of 0.331 inches and a pitch
diameter of 2.815 inches. The tapered angle of contact was 15.17. For the purposes of
data collection, each bearing was monitored via an accelerometer (PCB 353B33 high
sensitivity quartz ICP r). In addition to this, a thermocouple was attached to each
bearing for use in the computerised the lubrication system. Data was sampled peri-
odically (either at 5, 10 or 20 minute intervals depending upon the setup) though a
Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for run to failure bearing data acquisition (Lee et al.,
2007).
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National Instruments data acquisition device (DAQ Card-6062E). Data was collected
at 20 kHz, with the data length equalling 20,480 data points.
In total, three run to failure experiments were performed between October 2003
and April 2004. These are described below:
 Experiment 1: In this experiment, eight channels of high frequency data were
recorded every 10 minutes for one second over 34 days resulting in 2,156 data
points representing the X & Y axes of four bearings. At the end of this test, an
inner race fault had occurred in one of the bearings, with a roller element (ball)
fault in another.
 Experiment 2: In this experiment, four channels of high frequency data were
recorded every 10 minutes for one second over 6 days resulting in 984 data points.
At the end of this test, an outer race fault had occurred in one of the bearings,
with no other faults detected on the remaining three bearings.
 Experiment 3: In the nal experiment, four channels of high frequency data
were recorded every 10 minutes for one second over a period of 31 days resulting
in 4,448 data points. At the end of this test, an outer race fault had occurred in
one of the bearings, with no other faults detected on the remaining bearings.
3.4.3 Case Western Reserve University seeded fault dataset
In order to exploit health monitoring models for diagnosis, it is essential to correlate
the propagation of degradation to failure modes. When developing these models, the
verication and validation of their diagnostic capability can be attained when historical
data containing coverage of known failure modes is available. As such, this thesis
exploits publicly available high frequency bearing data with seeded failures for this
purpose made available by Case Western Reserve University (2011).
The test rig employed for data acquisition in this case consisted of a 2 horse power
motor, a torque transducer/encoder and a dynamometer, with the bearings supporting
the motor shaft. This is shown in gure 3.3. Faults were seeded into the bearings
using electro-discharge machining. This allowed for the control of both the fault size
and also fault location. In total, ve diering diameters of faults were seeded; .007
inches, .014 inches, .021 inches, .028 inches and .040 inches. Depths of the faults varied
between .011 inches and .150 inches dependent upon the failure mode, diameter of the
seeded fault and the location of the bearing. For the three smaller diameter faults,
SKF bearings were employed. In this case, these were 6205-2RS JEM bearings, with
the following characteristics:
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Figure 3.3: Experimental setup for seeded fault bearing data acquisition (Case Western
Reserve University, 2011).
1. Inside diameter: .9843 inches
2. Outside diameter: 2.0472 inches
3. Thickness: .5906 inches
4. Ball diameter: .3126 inches
5. Pitch diameter: 1.537 inches
Accelerometers were attached magnetically to the base of the housing at the 12
o'clock position at the drive end of the motor housing to collect vibration data. Data
was collected though a 16 channel DAT recorder at a rate of 48,000 samples per second
and processed in Matlab. The ancillary data of both horse power and speed were
collected via the torque transducer/encoder and recorded manually.
3.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter we have introduced the research to be undertaken in this thesis. The
overall question to be answered within this thesis was presented, which is:
To what extent can the use of robust multivariate statistical tech-
niques be employed and exploited as condition assessment metrics
to assist in the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of both
bearings and gearboxes?
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Following this, the three overall research objectives (RO's) of this thesis which
are required in order to answer the overall aim of this thesis were presented. This was
subsequently broken down into seven questions (RQ's) which could be answered through
experimentation. Each question was described in detail, providing the motivation for
undertaking the research, the sub-questions which are required to answer the research
question and a brief overview of the methodology employed in order to undertake the
research.
Finally, the three datasets employed within this thesis were described. They con-
sisted of:
1. Reliawind Data:
Low-frequency SCADA data (1 sample per 600 seconds) covering 190 channels of
data collected from a collection of 6 wind turbines.
2. High frequency bearing accelerometer data (run to failure):
20 kHz data of both failure and suspension histories of bearings.
3. High frequency bearing accelerometer data (seeded fault):
48 kHz data containing electro-discharge machined failures of varying sizes.
As such, given the data available for analysis and both the research questions and
objectives specied throughout this chapter, it is possible to explore and expand the
current state-of-the-art with regards to the condition monitoring of assets and com-
ponents for the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of degradation. In order to
perform this, models are required which encapsulate the current state of the asset or
component. Chapter 4 explores the development of two models for the purpose of con-
dition assessment, based upon both high frequency bearing accelerometer data and low
frequency wind turbine gearbox SCADA data.
Chapter 4
Condition Assessment Models
The contents of this chapter appear in part in the following peer-reviewed publication:
 Godwin, J. L. & Matthews, P. C. (2014). Robust Statistical Methods for Rapid
Data Labelling. In Bhatnatgar, V. Editor, Data Mining and Analysis in the
Engineering Field (pp. 107{141). Hershey, Pennsylvania (USA): IGI Global.
This chapter presents two models for condition assessment; the \Moments model"
for high frequency bearing data, and the \extended physics of failure model" for low
frequency gearbox SCADA data. Statistical time-domain features are evaluated for
their capability to identify the early signs of degradation within high frequency bear-
ing data; the deviation of each feature over time is employed as a means to quantify
feature quality, enabling features to be ranked relatively to identify leading features
of degradation. Following this, state of the art gearbox physics of failure models are
explored. These are rened, with extensions derived from this in order to normalise
for turbine loading, transient states, external conditions and wind farm topology. The
model is validated by identifying a failure on an independent turbine.
Figure 4.1: Overview of the structure of chapter 4.
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4.1 Introduction
Having explored the limitations of the current state of the art in chapter 2 and dened
the scope of this thesis in chapter 3, it is necessary to undertake the preliminary work
in quantifying current operational behaviour of assets.
The basis for any condition monitoring or prognostic solution is a sound set of
features which accurately and precisely encapsulate the current operational behaviour
of the asset or component, and is free from noise or other undesirable contamination.
As such, this chapter explores in detail the features identied throughout section 2.4.2
which can be exploited for the health monitoring in both high frequency and low fre-
quency contexts. Specically, this chapter looks at time domain statistical features
for degradation assessment within the context of high frequency roller element bearing
data, and physics of failure models of degradation within the context of low frequency
gearbox SCADA data.
The identication of features (or residuals of features) which correlate with degra-
dation is essential. As this thesis is concerned with the eventual prognosis of asset
condition or estimation of remaining useful life, this would not be possible without
these features. Poor selection of features would introduce noise into the derived health
metric, which could cause both false negative and false positive responses. Within
the context of this research, this would equate to the untimely failure of the bearing
or gearbox as the metric failed to identify degradation (false negative), or increased
maintenance expense through the identication of degradation which had not occurred
(false positive).
This chapter explores the rst research objective of this thesis as discussed in 3.2.1,
namely:
RO1: To explore if the use of time-domain features are appropriate as leading indi-
cators of degradation with regards to both bearings and gearboxes for either low or high
frequency data, utilising either statistical, data-driven or physical models.
This is further broken down into two research questions as discussed in sections
3.3.1 (RQ1) and 3.3.2 (RQ2). These are:
RQ1: Are time-domain features benecial to assisting in the empirical quantica-
tion of bearing degradation based upon high frequency accelerometer data? If so, which
features dier signicantly and substantially as a result of degradation? (RO1)
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RQ2: Is it possible to normalise a non-stationary signal based upon low frequency
gearbox data from the inuence of loading conditions, transient states and external fac-
tors? If so, can this be empirically derived? (RO1)
These questions will be explored and answered in sections 4.2 and 4.3 (respectively).
4.2 Bearing health model
4.2.1 Introduction
In order to develop a condition assessment metric, it is necessary to determine a set
of features which are strongly correlated to the current operational behaviour of the
asset or component in question. This section explores the application of statistical time-
domain features for the purposes of high frequency vibration data condition assessment
for a bearing. In total 28 time domain features are explored across 5 categories. Robust
statistical process control (SPC) is used to determine the capability of each feature for
early detection of degradation and as a leading indicator of this degradation.
4.2.2 Dataset employed
In order to determine which of the selected features correlate to operational behaviour
of the bearing, historical bearing data containing failures was employed for empirical
validation and verication. In this case, the bearing dataset prepared by Rexnord and
made available by NASA was employed (Lee et al., 2007) as described in section 3.4.2.
In order to comparatively evaluate the features, multiple bearings are required. In
this case, historical data pertaining to the life cycles of two bearings were employed.
These were:
 Bearing 1 (Test 2): A failure history consisting of 20,480 data points per le,
across 984 les. Referred to as the \failed" bearing.
 Bearing 2 (Test 2): A suspension history consisting of 20,480 data points per
le, across 984 les. Referred to as the \healthy" bearing.
There is a necessity to employ both a failure history (a bearing which ultimately
failed) and also a suspension history (a bearing which ultimately did not fail). This
is required in order to discriminate between features. The data in this dataset was
sampled at 20 kHz (20,480 samples per second), with a one second sample taken every
10 minutes. In total 984 samples were taken over the period of six and a half days. The
failed bearing was deemed to have an outer race fault at the end of this sample period.
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4.2.3 Bearing model development
In order to exploit the acquired data for the purposes of feature selection, pre-processing
of the data is required. This is required for a number of reasons. Firstly, missing values
within the data must be managed. In this case, missing values were removed. This
was performed as missing data does not contribute to the quality of a given feature,
whilst increasing the computational complexity of the feature calculation. Implausible,
duplicate and erroneous values remained within the data. This was for two reasons.
Firstly, it is possible that these values are a result of degradation. As such, the removal
of these values would potentially remove vital information from a signal, and reduce
the quality of derived features. Secondly, given the diculty in the identication of
these values and the potential benet which could be gained from the inclusion of these
values, it was determined that these values should remain within the data (should they
exist).
After pre-processing of the data, statistical time-domain features were extracted
from the dataset. These features are detailed in appendix sections A.1 through A.5. In
total, 28 features were identied through the literature search undertaken in chapter
2 and were explored for their correlation to the operational behaviour of the bearings.
These were:
 Measures of central tendency: Mean, median, mode, trimean, root mean
square (RMS) and the Winsorized mean.
 Measures of variability: Standard deviation, variance, interquartile range
(IQR), range, minimum, maximum and the median absolute deviation (MAD).
 Measures of shape: Skewness, kurtosis, hyperskewness, hyperatness, crest
factor (CF) and the peak to average power ratio (PAPR).
 Measures of position: The 10th percentile, 25th percentile, 75th percentile and
the 90th percentile.
 Measures of impurity: Shannon entropy, Chao-Shen entropy, Miller-Madow
entropy, James-Stein style shrinkage estimator of entropy and a Bayesian estimate
of entropy (Krichevsky-Tromov).
Due to various phenomena which occur in reliability engineering, further processing
of the data is required in order to prepare the features for analysis. Some of these
phenomena include the running in of components, infant mortality failures and wear
out failures. Due to manufacturing defects or slight variation due to inherent toler-
ances, each bearing will have a unique path to failure dependent upon these conditions,
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the operational usage of the component and the external conditions the component is
exposed to. Within a \type I" (population based) prognostic approach, the hazard
function describing failures represents a bathtub and is referred to as the \bathtub
curve" (Leemis, 1995) this is illustrated in gure 4.2. As can be seen in this gure,
three distinct notions exist:
 Infant mortality (burn-in or early failure period): Decreasing failure rate.
 Useful life (or intrinsic failure period): Constant failure rate.
 Wear out (or end of life): Increasing failure rate.
The bathtub hazard rate function is dened in probabilistic terms as per Leemis
(1995). Consider the probability of failure between times t and t+t:
P [t  T  t+t] =
Z t+t
t
f()d = S(t)  S(t+t) (4.1)
Where f() is the PDF and S(t) is the survivor function (Leemis, 1995). Assuming
that the item is working at time t yields:
P [t  T  t+tjT  t] = P [t  T  t+t]
P [T  t] =
S(t)  S(t+t)
S(t)
(4.2)
Figure 4.2: Traditional bathtub curve.
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As t approaches 0, this becomes the instantaneous failure rate (the hazard func-
tion):
h(t) = lim
t!0
S(t)  S(t+t)
S(t)t
=
 S0(t)
S(t)
=
f(t)
S(t)
(4.3)
Thus, the hazard function is the ratio of of the probability density function to the
survivor function. As such, a probabilistic interpretation of the hazard function is:
h(t)t = P [t  T  t+tjT  t] (4.4)
Due to the potential variance introduced by the running in of bearings by manu-
facturing defects or inherent tolerances, the rst 10% of the test data was disregarded.
This was done to reduce the inuence of this phenomena on the selected features. The
noise introduced into the data by the running in of the bearings was mitigated by the
removal of this data. As such, the rst 98 data samples were removed from the dataset
due to this.
As the bathtub curve refers to populations of assets, rather than individuals this
may not seem intuitive. The hazard function represents the instantaneous rate of failure
for the surviving population of assets at a given time, during the next time period.
However, the decrease failure rate during the `infant mortality' (early failure period)
stage, provides some evidence that phenomena such as burn-in and manufacturing
defects do exist and can cause catastrophic consequences. Although these phenomena
are not as common as they once were, cleansing the data in this way assists in mitigating
the impact of this (should these phenomena be present).
This assists in enabling normal operational behaviour of the bearing to be encap-
sulated. As such, we can utilise the remaining data in order to determine statistically
signicant dierences between the normal operational behaviour of the bearing and the
degraded operation of the bearing, however, various challenges exist. These can be
broken two into two distinct categories; methodological and application-specic.
In terms of methodological challenges, the rst of these issues is that various sta-
tistical assumptions required for traditional statistical hypothesis testing often do not
hold in practice on data of this nature. For instance, although it is possible to per-
form a two-sample, two-tailed paired t-test to determine if degradation diers between
a baseline condition (normal behaviour) and a given condition (degraded behaviour),
this is non-nonsensical due to temporal dependency of the data. Furthermore, due to
the inherent variance, large sample rate and noise within the data, statistically sig-
nicant results will often be obtained although no substantial change has occurred.
Similarly, traditional t-tests require normally distributed data, which may not occur
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in practice for various reasons (which may include degradation). Due to this temporal
dependency, typically auto-regressive techniques are employed for the analysis of time
series data. However, due to the challenges specic to the analysis of degradation data,
other problems also arise.
In terms of challenges specic to data pertaining to degradation, given that degra-
dation can be thought of as a function of both time and operational usage this causes
issues for the application of auto-regressive techniques. All bearing data covering a sub-
stantial period for analysis will contain degradation to some extent. As such it would
be expected that the regression model gradient would dier from zero. Although it is
anticipated that features highly correlated to degradation would have a steeper gradient
than normal operational behaviour, given that degradation is a stochastic behaviour
and often exponential in nature, large data bias would exist. A signicant propor-
tion of a given failure history would represent normal operational behaviour. Without
left-censoring the data, normal operational behaviour would create a large bias which
may reduce the sensitivity of the auto-regressive models. Although this would provide
a means to quantify the features in terms of their capability, large quantities of data
would potentially be disregarded for this analysis.
Reducing the quantity of data would reduce the power of statistical hypothesis
testing. As degradation can be thought of as a deviation from normal operational be-
haviour, by encapsulating normal operational behaviour by exploiting this data source,
deviations from this (such as potential degradation) can be identied easier. As such,
other methodologies for this analysis were sought which could exploit the full range of
data available within the dataset.
4.2.4 Statistical process control
In order to exploit the full range of data available, a robust statistical process control
methodology was employed. Statistical process control (SPC) is a quality control pro-
cess where samples are periodically taken and tracked about an estimated (or known)
mean. Typically, a control chart showing 3 is employed to track the current state of
operation. Statistical process control provides a means to objectively quantify the vari-
ation of a process over time, with an emphasis on the early detection of \out-of-control"
samples (Chen and Shaw, 2011).
For a normally distributed process, 3 will cover 99.7% of the variance of all ob-
servations under normal operational behaviour. However, dierent sources of variance
may develop and become apparent within the model. Within statistical process con-
trol, these are referred to as \common" and \special" source of variation. Common
sources of variation typically include noise, natural patterns and active phenomena
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within the system. Special sources of variation are often characterised by new phenom-
ena within the system, variation from the historical reference and an inherent change
to the underlying process.
However { as discussed previously { data from real-world applications typically
does not conform to various assumptions required in statistical models. For instance,
degradation data is notorious for its non-normality. As such, the basis for traditional
(Shewhart) control charts is often invalid in practice. This can be mitigated in a variety
of ways. These are briey described below:
 Box-Cox transformation: This is a statistical transform (Box and Cox, 1964)
which utilises power functions to manipulate variables in order to more closely
match the normal distribution.
 Change process monitoring (CPM): This is a statistical technique which is
capable of identifying changes in the mean, variance, regression or dependence of
a time series, enabling the identication of degradation in bearing data (Brodsky
and Darkhovsky, 1993).
 Exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) charts: These are para-
metric control charts which are regarded as robust against the assumption of
normality (Chen and Shaw, 2011).
Although each of these options are capable of quantifying the quality of the time-
domain features explored in this chapter, some are better suited than others. For
instance, although the Box-Cox transform is widely utilised to normalise data, some
variables cannot be transformed eectively. As such, unless additional prior information
is known about the process, this technique may not be suitable in practice.
Similarly, CPMmethodologies are eective non-parametric techniques at identifying
change points. However, due to the various changes which can occur within a time
series, unless the eect of degradation is known for a given feature a-priori, some non-
parametric change point methodologies can lack statistical power.
Finally, exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) control charts are para-
metric control charts which re-weight the raw data enabling more recent data points
to contribute more to the current process value than prior data points. EWMA charts
are regarded as robust to the assumption of normality (Testik et al., 2003) and as
such, are a practical tool for this analysis in particular, and can be recommended when
data is not normally distributed (Stoumbos and Reynolds, 2004). Given the multivari-
ate nature of this thesis in particular, it should be noted that multivariate extensions
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are readily available to the univariate EWMA chart. The (univariate) exponentially
weighted moving average is dened as:
zi = _xi + (1  _)zi 1 (4.5)
Where 0  _  1 is dened as a constant. For the purposes of this thesis, and in
line with Montgomery (2007), _ is xed to 0:1. The upper and lower control limits of
this chart are dened as:
CL = 0  L
s
_
(2  _) [1  (1 
_)2i] (4.6)
Where 0 represents the rst observation sample average, L represents the limits
(typically denoted in deviations) and _ is dened as above. For the purposes of this
thesis, and in line with Montgomery (2007), L is set to 3 for all attributes.
As the conditions present during the acquisition of the data explored for condition
assessment of bearings remained constant throughout, sources of variance (both com-
mon and special) would be captured. As such, should the process deviate and become
\out-of-control", it may be due to special variance which has occurred as a result of
degradation. As degradation can be thought of as a phenomena outside of control, the
use of statistical process control provides a suitable means to identify features which
correlate to the condition of the bearing.
The implementation of a statistical process control methodology requires two stages
(also known as phases). Initially, the process must be established and the process
variance of the attribute determined (phase 1). Following this, the derived limits can
be employed to determine the deviation of current operational behaviour to the known
standard (phase 2).
For this purpose, the establishment of process variance was performed on the at-
tributes. In total, 40% of bearing life was used as a baseline from which to measure
degradation against. This compromised 10% to 50% of asset life (as the rst 10% of life
has been removed prior to avoid the noise introduced through running-in phenomena).
Once this baseline has been established, it is possible to quantify the capability of
a given feature. It should be noted that due to the degradation process, any baseline
(i.e. \normal behaviour") will inherently contain degradation. As such, it is expected
that data collected from a healthy bearing will eventually move beyond initial control
limits due to this, however, at a later time period than that of the bearing which failed.
As such, it is necessary to dene the anticipated behaviour of both strong and weak
features so that a metric can be created in order to assist in attribute selection. The
suitability of each feature was determined by answering the following set of questions:
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1. Is this feature consistently in control? If the feature remains within control limits
for both the healthy and failed bearings, it is unlikely to deviate substantially
due to degradation.
 With regards to healthy bearings: It is anticipated that normal operational
behaviour will remaining within control limits during periods of normal op-
erational behaviour.
 With regards to failed bearings: It is anticipated that degraded behaviour
will move beyond control limits and remain out side of control.
2. Is this feature consistently outside of control? If the feature remains beyond
control limits for the healthy and failed bearings, it is likely to contain too much
noise (for instance, false positives or false negatives) to be of value.
3. When does the feature move beyond control? Features which are more sensitive
to degradation should deviate from control the earliest, for instance:
 With regards to healthy bearings: It is anticipated that normal operational
behaviour will remaining within control limits beyond that of the failed
bearing.
 With regards to failed bearings: It is anticipated that degraded behaviour
will move beyond control limits and remain out side of control substantially
earlier than that of the healthy bearing.
Having established the baseline and characterised the expected behaviour of the
features, analysis of the features could then be performed. Statistical process control
charts exploiting exponentially weighted moving averages (EWMA) were created com-
promising data from 10% to 100% of bearing life. Although it is hoped that various
features can identify degradation prior to failure, the failure and suspension histories are
employed until the data acquisition was concluded in order to assist in the characterisa-
tion of wear-out and failure. The 28 univariate features employed within the statistical
process control methodology detailed above are described in detail in appendix A.
4.2.5 Results
For convenience, due to the large quantity of graphs presented in this section (84 in
total), these have been placed in appendix B. Each of the ve categories of features
are presented separately for analysis.
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Feature ranking metric
In order to rank the attributes on their potential for condition assessment, two factors
were taken into consideration. First and foremost, the percentage of life at which
the attribute left control. It is intuitive that features which accurately encapsulate
degradation on the bearing should be able to perform early detection of degradation.
As such, the earlier the feature deviates from control for the failed bearing, the stronger
this potential feature is. Secondly, the percentage of data that was in control throughout
the test is taken into consideration. As the suspended (healthy) bearing explored in
this chapter will also inherently contain degradation information, stronger features are
anticipated to detect this, and as such, will be reected in the ranking of the attribute.
The objective function to minimise in this case is dened as:
Sf =
(OCh+OCf )
2 +
(INh+INf )
2
2
(4.7)
Where the score of feature f is denoted Sf , OCh refers to the earliest point (as
a percentage of bearing life) at which this attribute consistently left the predened
control limits (in this case, out of control for all samples covering at least 1% of life)
for the healthy bearing (with OCf referring to that of the failed bearing). Similarly,
INh refers to the percentage of data points in control for the healthy bearing (with
INf referring to that of the failed bearing).
Measures of central tendency
With regards to the measures of central tendency, the six attributes were analysed for
their performance and encapsulation of behaviour of the bearings. The results of this
analysis are presented below and summarised in table 4.1, along with the respective
score and ranking of each feature.
The ranking attained from the scoring function for the measures of central tendency
is:
1. Root mean square (ranked joint 1st of 28, Sf = 41:43)
2. Median (ranked 15 of 28, Sf = 71:14)
3. Winsorized mean (ranked 17 of 28, Sf = 72:49)
4. Tri-mean (ranked 20 of 28, Sf = 73:23)
5. Mean (ranked 25 of 28, Sf = 90:18)
6. Mode (ranked 28 of 28, Sf = 98:12)
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Table 4.1: Performance of measures of central tendency.
Suspension history Failure history
Leaves control Data in control Leaves control Data in control
Feature (%) (%) (%) (%)
RMS 48.10 20.12 53.10 44.41
Winsorized mean 70.10 85.87 66.10 67.89
Median 70.10 86.99 66.10 61.38
Tri-mean 70.10 87.80 66.10 68.90
Mean 70.10 92.78 N/A 97.87
Mode N/A 98.88 N/A 93.59
Measures of variability
With regards to the measures of variability, the seven attributes were analysed for
their performance and encapsulation of behaviour of the bearings. The results of this
analysis are presented below and summarised in table 4.2, along with the respective
score and ranking of each feature.
The ranking attained from the scoring function for the measures of variability is:
1. Standard deviation (ranked joint 1st of 28, Sf = 41:43)
2. Variance (ranked joint 1st of 28, Sf = 41:43)
3. Median absolute deviation (MAD) (ranked 6 of 28, Sf = 43:51)
4. IQR (ranked 8 of 28, Sf = 44:91)
5. Range (ranked 16 of 28, Sf = 71:76)
6. Minimum (ranked 18 of 28, Sf = 72:78)
7. Maximum (ranked 19 of 28, Sf = 72:79)
Measures of shape
With regards to the measures of shape, the six attributes were analysed for their perfor-
mance and encapsulation of behaviour of the the bearings. The results of this analysis
are presented below and summarised in table 4.3, along with the respective score and
ranking of each feature.
The ranking attained from the scoring function for the measures of shape is:
1. Crest factor (ranked 7 of 28, Sf = 43:95)
2. Hyperatness (ranked 9 of 28, Sf = 45:03)
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3. Kurtosis (ranked 13 of 28, Sf = 67:25)
4. Hyperskewness (ranked 14 of 28, Sf = 70:07)
5. Skewness (ranked 23 of 28, Sf = 77:87)
6. Peak to average power ratio (ranked 27 of 28, Sf = 91:89)
Measures of position
With regards to the measures of position, the six attributes were analysed for their
performance and encapsulation of behaviour of the bearings. The results of this analysis
are presented below and summarised in table 4.4, along with the respective score and
ranking of each feature.
The ranking attained from the scoring function for the measures of position is:
1. 90th percentile (ranked 4 of 28, Sf = 43:34)
2. 10th percentile (ranked 5 of 28, Sf = 43:39)
3. 25th percentile (ranked 10 of 28, Sf = 45:19)
4. 75th percentile (ranked 11 of 28, Sf = 49:35)
Table 4.2: Performance of measures of variability.
Suspension history Failure history
Leaves control Data in control Leaves control Data in control
Feature (%) (%) (%) (%)
Standard deviation 48.10 20.12 53.10 44.41
Variance 48.10 20.12 53.10 44.41
MAD 48.10 24.79 54.10 47.05
IQR 48.10 30.38 54.10 47.05
Range 91.10 87.50 56.10 52.34
Minimum 91.10 90.65 56.10 53.25
Maximum 92.10 87.50 57.10 54.47
Table 4.3: Performance of measures of shape.
Suspension history Failure history
Leaves control Data in control Leaves control Data in control
Feature (%) (%) (%) (%)
Crest factor 48.10 29.47 53.10 45.12
Hyperatness 50.10 35.46 54.10 40.44
Kurtosis 79.10 76.93 59.10 53.86
Hyperskewness 86.10 81.91 65.10 47.15
Skewness 91.10 88.41 66.10 65.85
PAPR 93.10 89.74 95.10 89.63
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Table 4.4: Performance of measures of position.
Suspension history Failure history
Leaves control Data in control Leaves control Data in control
Feature (%) (%) (%) (%)
90th percentile 48.10 27.54 53.10 44.61
10th percentile 48.10 28.76 53.10 43.60
25th percentile 48.10 32.62 53.10 46.95
75th percentile 57.10 39.43 54.10 46.75
Measures of impurity
With regards to the measures of impurity, the ve attributes were analysed for their
performance and encapsulation of behaviour of the bearings. The results of this analysis
are presented below and summarised in table 4.5, along with the respective score and
ranking of each feature.
The ranking attained from the scoring function for the measures of impurity is:
1. Miller-Madow entropy (ranked 12 of 28, Sf = 65:45)
2. James-Stein shrinkage entropy (ranked joint 21 of 28, Sf = 76:15)
3. Shannon entropy (ranked joint 21 of 28, Sf = 76:15)
4. KT entropy (ranked 24 of 28, Sf = 80:45)
5. Chao-Shen entropy (ranked 26 of 28, Sf = 91:49)
4.2.6 Discussion
Each individual feature (and category of features) provide some insight into the condi-
tion of both bearings. Naturally, some features will provide more insight than others,
and these are explored here. For convenience, the time series of each feature for both
the failure history (the failed bearing) and the suspension history (the healthier of the
Table 4.5: Performance of measures of impurity.
Suspension history Failure history
Leaves control Data in control Leaves control Data in control
Feature (%) (%) (%) (%)
Miller-Madow entropy 69.10 83.84 55.10 53.76
James-Stein entropy 94.10 88.82 61.10 60.57
Shannon entropy 94.10 88.82 61.10 60.57
KT entropy 94.10 88.41 71.10 68.19
Chao-Shen entropy 92.10 89.73 95.10 89.02
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two bearings which had not failed at the end of the test) are presented in appendix B.
Due to the large quantity of gures presented in B, two of these have been reproduced
in this section to assist the reader in understanding the methodology undertaken and
the scoring metrics employed.
Measures of central tendency
With regards to the mean, this was found to be the 4th least suitable feature explored in
this chapter. This feature was unable to correctly identify degradation before failure.
No trend was identied on either the healthy or failed bearing. Although a small
proportion of data points on the failed bearing were identied as out of control at
the end of bearing life, the feature consistently found points within control during the
expected period of degradation. Similarly, more points were in control for the failed
bearing (97.87%) than the healthy bearing (92.78%). This was unexpected and would
cause potential false positive or false negative results, and as such, it is felt that the
mean is not a viable feature for bearing degradation assessment. No clear trend can be
observed in gure B.3. Potential degradation was identied in the healthy bearing at
70% of life, but not in the failed bearing. This is inconsistent with what is anticipated
and as such, reduces the value of this attribute.
Similarly to the mean, the mode is not capable of consistently identifying degrada-
tion on the failed bearing or potential degradation on the healthy bearing. Although
more points were in control for the healthy bearing than the failed bearing (98.88%
and 93.60% in control, respectively), no observable trend or consistency is present, as
is shown in in the appendix in gure B.9 and reproduced here for clarity in gure 4.3.
No consistent detection of degradation (based upon control limits) was identied for
either bearing; leading to the lowest rank of any feature explored (28th).
As can be seen in gure 4.3, the mode as a feature does not perform well for
early fault detection. The normal operation of this (the failed bearing) has substantial
variance, and as such, little to no trending behaviour can be identied as a result of
this. Immediately prior to failure, some of the data points are regarded as being out of
control. It is likely that this is due to the increased variance within the signal due to
the degradation. It should be noted that points are regarded as out of control prior to
the end of the test, however, the bearing almost immediately returns to within control
limits. This is (typically) not desirable and may not be representative of the true
degradation which is eecting the bearing. The failed bearing is dicult to distinguish
from the healthy bearing, even at the end of the test (as can be seen in gures B.7).
As such, this feature is incapable of the early detection of potential degradation in this
case.
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Figure 4.3: The mode of the failed bearing.
The Winsorized mean was able to detect degradation on the failed bearing (at 53%
of life), and as such, out performed the mean. However, this feature identied the
potential degradation which occurred on the healthy bearing at the same moment as
the mean (at 70% of life). Substantially more data is deemed to be out of control in
this case for the failed bearing (67.89% in control) than the healthy bearing (85.87% in
control). This is expected, and provides some potential for use as a feature for bearing
degradation assessment. A minor trend of degradation can be observed in gure B.18,
however, some noise is present for both bearings.
Both the median and tri-mean performed similarly well; both performed better than
the traditional mean and the mode, but not as strongly as both the RMS or Winsorized
mean. The median was unable to identify degradation any earlier than the tri-mean
(with both identifying degradation at 66% of life for the failed bearing and potential
degradation at 70% of life for the healthy bearing). The median is seemingly more
sensitive to degradation in both cases, hence the ranking of this feature. For the failed
bearing, 61.38% of data in is deemed in control, with the tri-mean deeming 68.90% of
data in control. This is echoed in the results for the healthy bearing, with 86.99% and
87.80% of data being regarded as in control for the median and tri-mean (respectively).
A minor trend similar to that of the Winsorized mean (but more noisy) can be observed
in both the median and tri-mean results, as observed in gures B.6 and B.12.
The best performing measure of central tendency in this context is the root mean
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square (RMS). As can be observed in gure B.15 and reproduced below in gure 4.4,
trends can be identied in the failed bearing leading to degradation and also the healthy
bearing leading to potential degradation. This feature was able to identify the degra-
dation on the failed bearing the earliest of all measures of central tendency (at 53% of
life), and was highly sensitive (with only 44.41% of data being deemed within control).
The feature was also able to strongly identify potential degradation on the healthy
bearing, at 48% of life (with 20.12% of data being in control). Although this result is
unexpected for the healthy bearing, this may be due to the sensitivity of the EWMA
charts and the dened control limits at detecting deviation from a stationary position.
As can be seen in gure 4.4, in this case, clear distinctions can be made between the
healthy and failed bearings. Strong trending characteristics (in comparison to other
features, such as the mode) can be identied and exploited for the purposes of early
detection and condition assessment. Substantial changes from the initial bearing condi-
tions are apparent towards the end of the test. The normal operation for both bearings
is characterised as one would anticipate; relatively stable condition throughout the
components life until the end of life period where signicant changes occur, potentially
due to degradation. It should be noted that a slight increase towards the end of life
for the healthy bearing is also apparent. This may signify that some slight potential
degradation may have occurred on this bearing, however, not enough to cause failure.
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Figure 4.4: The RMS of the failed and healthy bearing.
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This hints at the sensitivity of this feature and that this feature has the potential for
the early detection of faults in this case.
Overall, the measures of central tendency appear to perform at a standard lower
than one would anticipate for the purposes of condition assessment (aside from the root
mean square). This could be due to a number of factors, such as the features being
insensitive to degradation phenomena, or noise within the dataset. Although the robust
measures of central tendency out-perform the traditional measures of central tendency,
it may be that measures of central tendency simply cannot encapsulate degradation
phenomena eectively. As such, the benet gained from robust estimation of these
parameters is limited. As the root mean square was able to identify degradation in
the failed bearing (and potential degradation in the healthy bearing) earlier than other
features, and trends of degradation were visible (gure B.15), we can be satised that
it is the limitations of the features explored here rather than external inuence which
ultimately led to the consistently poor results attained.
Measures of variability
Both the maximum and minimum features are found to be adequate features for the
purposes of bearing degradation and condition assessment. Trends which may be in-
dicative of degradation can be identied in both the healthy and failed bearings as
illustrated in gures B.33 and B.36. The minimum slightly out performs the maximum
in terms of the early identication of degradation on the failed bearing (56% of life,
as opposed to 57% of life). Both the maximum and the minimum identify potential
degradation on the healthy bearing later than other features (91% of life and 92% of
life, respectively), and this is reected in the relative ranking of the features. It it inter-
esting to note that whilst the minimum slightly outperforms the maximum, more data
is regarded as in control by the minimum for the healthy bearing (90.65%) than by the
maximum (87.50%). Both the minimum and maximum features returned comparable
control proportions for the failed bearing (53.25% and 54.47%, respectively).
The range was found to be similar to the minimum and maximum features. Similar
trends and observations exist within the time series of both the healthy and failed
bearing (as illustrated in gure B.30). Degradation and potential degradation was
identied at the same period as the minimum on both the failed and healthy bearings
(56% and 91% of life, respectively). Fewer samples were in control for the failed bearing
(52.34%) than the minimum and maximum, suggesting the heightened sensitivity of this
feature given the early detection of degradation. It should be noted that this feature
had more out of control points (87.50% of points were in control) than the minimum
(90.65% of points in control); meaning it is potentially less sensitive than the minimum
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on the healthy bearing (but equal to that of the maximum). This is unexpected,
however, the sensitivity to degradation attained on the failed bearing is higher than
that of either the minimum or maximum, which aords the feature the higher ranking.
The interquartile range was found to be an improvement over the traditional range.
This is potentially due to limiting the inuence of outliers, noise and potential inuence
from external conditions by removing the rst and also the nal quartile of the data. As
can be seen in gure B.27, similar trends are identied as for other strong features. The
interquartile range was able to identify the degradation on the failed bearing almost as
early as the strongest features (at 54% of life with 47.05% of data in control). Similarly,
this feature was able to identify potential degradation on the healthy bearing at 48%
of life; comparable to the strongest features explored in this work (with 38.39% of data
being in control).
The median absolute deviation (MAD) was found to be a strong indicator of poten-
tial degradation. Degradation is detected early on both the failed bearing (at 54% of
life) and potentially on the healthy bearing (at 48% of life). Strong trends are observed
within the time series, as shown in gure B.39. Data is found to be out of control ear-
lier and more consistently than the previously discussed measures of variability, with
47.05% of data being in control for the failed bearing and 24.79% of data being in
control for the healthy bearing. Given the simplicity and robustness of this feature,
favourable performance was found.
The nal two measures of variability explored are the variance and standard devia-
tion. These are found to be (jointly, in conjunction with the RMS) the best performing
features explored in this work. Both the variance and standard deviation display strong
trending behaviour (gures B.24 and B.21), and identify degradation on the failed bear-
ing at 53% of life (the earliest of any feature explored in this work). Similarly, potential
degradation is identied on the healthy bearing at 48% of life (again, the earliest of any
feature explored in this work). Both of these features classify the data as in control in
a comparable manner for the failed bearing (44.41% of data for both features). With
regards to the healthy bearing, identical results are achieved. Both features report
20.12% of data in control. This is most likely due to the variance being the standard
deviation squared, and thus their high correlation.
Overall, the measures of variability perform consistently better than the measures
of central tendency, and typically produce strong metrics which can be explored for the
early identication of potential degradation. This could be due to a number of factors,
and is likely driven by degradation changing the underlying distribution of the data. If
the mechanism of degradation is thought of as an additional source of variability (i.e.
a \special" source of variance under SPC terminology), this provides some insight into
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why these features are more capable than the measures of central tendency explored
previously. It should be noted that similar to the measures of central tendency, the more
robust measures (such as the interquartile range) perform better than their counterpart
(for instance, in comparison to the traditional range, or the maximum and minimum).
Measures of shape
The peak to average power ratio (PAPR) performed poorly. Degradation on the failed
bearing was detected late (at 95% of life), with 89.63% of data being in control through-
out the life of the bearing. Similarly for the healthy bearing, although potential degra-
dation is detected, it is also late (at 93% of life). As such, and given the noisy nature
of this feature as seen in gure B.57, this leads to the low ranking of this feature.
Surprisingly, the crest factor was found to perform well. Given the consistency of the
standard deviation and variance, this was unexpected. Degradation was detected by the
crest factor on the failed bearing (at 53% of life), with potential degradation detected
on the healthy bearing at 48% of life. This feature was also sensitive, with 45.12%
and 29.47% of data being in control for the failed and healthy bearings (respectively).
Similar to the peak to average power ratio, similar noisy trends are observed in gure
B.54, limiting the ranking of this feature.
Both skewness and kurtosis were found to be typical features for bearing condi-
tion assessment. Although both features were able to identify the degradation on the
failed bearing and potential degradation on the healthy bearing, kurtosis performed
somewhat more consistently than skewness. As can be seen in gure B.42, although
degradation is detected early on the failed bearing (66% of bearing life), the deviation
from control limits returns to within control for a period of time prior and remains
noisy until failure. Whilst this is a signature which could be exploited in itself, in
comparison to gure B.45 (representing kurtosis), a more consistent trend can be seen.
Kurtosis was able to identify degradation earlier than skewness (at 59% of life on the
failed bearing). This trend continues with the healthy bearing, with kurtosis identify-
ing potential degradation earlier than skewness (at 79%, in contrast to 91%, of life).
Kurtosis was similarly more sensitive than skewness, as can be seen in table 4.3.
The nal two measures of shape explored for bearing condition assessment are the
5th and 6th moments (higher order moments) which are referred to as hyperskewness and
hyperatness. The time series of these features are presented in gures B.51 and B.48.
Both of these higher order moments outperformed the many traditionally explored
features (including skewness). Hyperatness outperformed hyperskewness in terms of
both early detection { degradation was detected at 54% of life for the failed bearing
and potential degradation at 50% of life for the healthy bearing, as opposed to 65%
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and 86% (respectively) { and also in terms of sensitivity (as can be seen in table 4.3).
Overall, the measures of shape lack consistency in comparison to the other measures
explored in this work, however, they have the potential to produce strong metrics which
can be explored for the early identication of potential degradation. Similar to previous
work, skewness and kurtosis were found to be adequate features for the purposes of
identication of potential degradation and found to have average sensitivity. It is
interesting to note that the higher order moments may potentially perform better than
the lower order moments (in this case).
Measures of position
The measures of position explored are perhaps the most consistent of all features ex-
plored in this work. Both the 10th and 90th percentiles identify degradation on the
failed bearing at 53% of life, and the potential degradation on the healthy bearing at
48% of life (the same detection point as the standard deviation, variance and RMS).
The 90th percentile is marginally more sensitive than the 10th percentile with less data
in control for the healthy bearing (27.54% and 28.76% of data in control, respectively).
However, for the failed bearing the 10th percentile is slightly more sensitive than the
90th percentile (43.60% and 44.61% of data in control, respectively). Both features
exhibit similar trends to other favourable features. These are presented in gures B.60
and B.69.
The 75th and 25th percentile perform similarly to the other measures of position
explored, however, perhaps due to the reduced sensitivity to outlying data (due to
their position), these features are not as sensitive to degradation as the 10th and 90th
percentiles.
The 25th percentile performs somewhat better than the 75th percentile. With re-
gards to the failed bearing, detection of degradation is earlier (53% of life as opposed
to 54% of life), and of comparable sensitivity (46.95% of data in control, as opposed
to 46.75%). For the healthy bearing, the 25th percentile detects potential degradation
much earlier than the 75th percentile. In this case, at 48% of life, rather than at 57% of
life. This is potentially due to the asymmetry of the underlying distribution of data due
to contamination from a special source of variance (for instance, due to degradation).
Sensitivity of the 25th percentile also outperforms the 75th percentile on the healthy
bearing, with 32.62% of data being in control (as opposed to 39.43%). The trends
exhibited by these features are similar to the other measures of position explored, and
are illustrated in gures B.66 and B.63.
Overall, the measures of position perform more consistently than those of other
categories (such as variability), and typically produce strong features which can be
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employed as metrics for the identication of potential degradation. Given the potential
range of positions which could be explored for this purpose, it would be impractical to
assess all of these. As the benet attained from the use of measures of position is that
of incorporating outlying or extreme data, subjective judgement should be employed
when choosing a measure of position. If the position is too heavily inuenced by the
main body of the distribution, the information gained may be limited. For instance, the
median (the 50th percentile) performs worse (ranked 15th) than the measures of position
explored here. Similarly, if the position is too heavily inuenced by the tails of the
distribution, noise and extreme data which are not correlated to potential degradation
may reduce the quality of the attained metric.
Measures of impurity
The measures of impurity explored are interesting for their diverse behaviour and char-
acterisation of degradation. Firstly, the Chao-Shen entropy function was the lowest
ranked of all impurity functions explored for their capability to identify degradation.
This feature was only able to identify degradation on the failed bearing or potential
degradation on the healthy bearing at the later stages of life (95% and 92% of life,
respectively). Similarly, this function lacked sensitivity as can be observed in gure
B.75 and in table 4.5.
Krichevsky-Tromov (KT) entropy outperformed Chao-Shen entropy, however, this
still performed poorly. Although earlier detection of degradation is attained on the
failed bearing (at 71% of life), this is still later than many other features explored.
Similarly, KT entropy achieved later detection of potential degradation on the healthy
bearing (at 94% of life) than Chao-Shen entropy. Although this technique is more
sensitive than Chao-Shen entropy, as can be seen in table 4.5, it is not as sensitive as
the other measures of impurity explored in this chapter.
Shannon entropy performed somewhat better in that this feature was able to iden-
tify degradation at 61% of life on the failed bearing, with potential degradation on the
healthy bearing being identied at 94% of life. This is similar to the result obtained
by the James-Stein shrinkage estimator of entropy. This was similarly able to identify
the degradation on the failed bearing (also at 61% of life) and able to identify the po-
tential degradation on the healthy bearing (at 94% of life). The James-Stein shrinkage
estimator of entropy was as sensitive as the traditional Shannon entropy for both the
healthy and failed bearings. It is interesting to note that identical results were reported
for both bearing from these features. As such, these features were ranked similarly and
observed similar noisy trends, as can be seen in gure B.72 and gure B.84.
Miller-Madow entropy was found to be the most suitable measure of impurity ex-
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plored in this case. This feature has a more easily observable trend than the other
measures of impurity explored, as can be seen in gure B.81. Miller-Madow entropy
was able to identify the degradation on the failed bearing (at 55% of life), and also the
potential degradation on the healthy bearing (at 69% of life). Sensitivity was found to
be higher for this feature than the other measures of impurity explored. For the failed
bearing 53.76% of data was found to be in control, whereas for the healthy bearing,
83.84% of data was found to be in control.
Overall, the measures of impurity perform the least consistently out of all categories
of features explored in this work. Although one viable metric is identied (Miller-
Madow entropy), the remaining four features are of limited use in practice on this
dataset. This could be due to the sensitivity of the techniques (for instance, picking
up additional sources of information and thus adding noise to the feature), or simply
that these techniques are not well suited to this dataset. Although a viable feature has
potentially been identied, further analysis is required to determine is this is due to
the quality of feature, or if this is an artefact caused by the underlying data.
4.2.7 Feature validation
Due to the inconsistency attained across various categories of features explored (such
as measures of impurity), validation of the features was sought on an independent set
of additional bearings. This would serve multiple purposes, namely:
 To ensure the generalisability of the features explored in this context to additional
bearings.
 To ensure the consistency of the features explored.
 To ensure stochastic artefacts within the data are not responsible for the previous
results.
In order to validate the features explored in section 4.2, an additional dataset was
explored. Similarly to the previous experiment, this was taken from the Rexnord
bearing dataset made available by NASA (Qiu et al., 2006). The experimental setup
employed was identical to that described in section 4.2.3, however, bearings from an
independent test were used. These were:
 Bearing 1, channel 1 (Test 1): A suspension history (referred to as the
\healthy" bearing).
 Bearing 4, channel 1 (Test 1): A failure history (referred to as the \failed"
bearing).
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As in this test data was made available for accelerometers associated to both the X
axis and Y axis of the bearing, the X axis was used in this case for both bearings for
consistency.
Following the design of the original experiment, EWMA charts were again employed,
with the rst 10% of data removed from the analysis (due to wear in phenomena),
10% to 40% of bearing life was once again utilised to determine normal operational
behaviour. As the same experimental setup is utilised with identical bearings and
loading, it is anticipated a similar ranking of features will be attained. However, in
the case that inconsistent rankings are attained, this validation assists in identifying
features which are both robust to the underlying data and also insensitive to stochastic
artefacts within the data.
4.2.8 Results and discussion
As can be seen in table 4.6, various issues of consistency arise. First and foremost, it
should be noted that measures of central tendency again perform poorer than expected,
compromising ve of the six lowest ranked features. Of these, only the RMS was able
to identify potential degradation on either bearing (corresponding to 31% of life on the
second failed bearing and 37% on the second healthy bearing). As such, measures of
central tendency (aside from the RMS) in this case do not perform adequately for the
purposes of condition assessment.
With regards to the measures of variability, these remained consistently strong. In
this case, the standard deviation and variance remained the two strongest features as
in the previous experiment. As such, they are the most consistently strong features
explored, outperforming the best features from the other categories of features explored.
The median absolute deviation (MAD) and interquartile range (IQR) also performed
consistently well in this validation, being ranked in the same region as in the prior
experiment. The range, minimum and maximum were also consistent in their rankings.
One feature which underperformed was that of skewness (ranked at 20th/28 in the
second test). This was unexpected given the prevalence of this feature within the
literature as a means for condition assessment. It had been anticipated that the poor
performance of this feature in the previous experiment was an artefact of the specic
bearing, however, the verication shows that this may not be the case. As such, this is
potentially due to the data acquisition setup, or the quality of the feature itself. Both of
the higher order moments (hyperatness and hyperskewness) performed consistently as
per the prior experiment. It is interesting to note that the peak to average power ratio
(PAPR) performed consistently with the crest factor (CF) in this experiment. This
was not the case previously, leading to the conclusion that the prior result pertaining
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Table 4.6: Performance of time-domain features on validation dataset.
Suspension history Failure history
Leaves control Data in control Leaves control Data in control
Feature (rank) (%) (%) (%) (%)
Measures of central tendency
RMS (6/28) 37.05 23.42 31.01 10.67
Mean (24/28) 73.05 62.76 N/A 75.88
Median (25/28) 73.05 70.13 N/A 70.83
Winsorized mean (26/28) N/A 67.86 N/A 73.98
Trimean (27/28) N/A 72.87 N/A 74.12
Mode (28/28) N/A 91.98 N/A 86.97
Measures of variability
SD (1/28) 31.05 24.63 31.05 3.85
Variance (2/28) 31.05 25.42 31.05 3.57
MAD (4/28) 31.05 21.85 31.05 11.92
IQR (7/28) 31.05 25.79 33.05 15.77
Range (17/28) N/A 82.79 40.05 12.57
Minimum (19/28) N/A 90.54 50.05 24.54
Maximum (21/28) N/A 91.56 61.05 25.93
Measures of shape
Hyperskewness (5/28) 40.05 27.88 31.05 2.55
Hyperatness (12/28) 74.05 34.14 31.05 3.01
Kurtosis (16/28) 70.05 65.54 32.05 10.53
Skewness (20/28) N/A 99.07 31.05 39.61
Crest Factor (22/28) N/A 92.95 50.05 40.54
PAPR (23/28) N/A 92.95 68.05 40.31
Measures of position
10th percentile (8/28) 31.05 29.36 31.05 17.35
90th percentile (9/28) 31.05 20.45 41.05 20.50
25th percentile (13/28) 37.05 26.35 61.05 26.67
75th percentile (14/28) 40.05 35.44 60.05 22.73
Measures of impurity
KT (3/28) 31.05 27.46 31.05 4.04
Shannon (10/28) 39.05 32.61 41.05 14.19
James Stein (10/28) 39.05 32.61 41.05 14.19
Chao-Shen (15/28) 76.05 36.09 41.05 14.42
Miller-Madow (18/28) N/A 73.24 47.05 28.20
to the potential strength of the crest factor as a feature, was an artefact of the data
employed, and not of the quality of the feature itself. Overall, the measures of shape
performed better in this second experiment than in the prior experiment.
The measures of position explored within this chapter performed more consistently
than other measures explored. Specically, the 10th and 90th percentiles performed
comparably (ranked 8th and 9th, respectively), along with the 25th and 75th percentiles
(ranked 13th and 14th, respectively). Given that the positions towards the tails of the
distributions performed better than the quartiles and the median, coupled with the
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strong performance of the measures of variability, it can be inferred that in this case
degradation causes increased variance within the distribution. This would assist in
explaining the quality of the explored measures of variability.
Furthermore, with regards to the measures of impurity, aside from Krichevsky-
Tromov entropy (ranked 3rd of 28), the four remaining measures of impurity were
ranked from 10th through to 18th. This is contradictory to the previous experiment
(where typical rankings of 21st to 26th were attained). This adds further weight to the
argument that degradation is inherently additional information incorporated into the
underlying bearing signal, although further empirical evidence should be sought due to
the inconsistent nature of these results.
4.2.9 Feature ranking
Due to the inconsistencies obtained in the ranking of predictors through the two ex-
periments, a nal ranking of features was sought. In order to derive a ranking, the
score (Sf ) of each feature was normalised using min-max normalisation and averaged
across the two tests. This was preferred over utilising averaged ranked scores due to the
nature of degradation. As degradation became apparent at diering stages in each test
(as expected), this would inherently bias scores towards those features which performed
stronger in the test with the earliest identiable degradation. Although utilising the
average ranked score could have been employed, it was felt that ranking based upon
normalised score was more intuitive. The nal ranking of features attained through
this work can be found in table 4.7.
4.2.10 Limitations and threats to validity
Due to the nature of degradation, limitations exist in the experimental design employed
in this work. These limitations are discussed in detail here.
First and foremost is the use of statistical process control in order to quantify and
rank the features explored. In the context of this work, this is a natural paradigm for
the exploration of features. However, in the case that external factors are of impor-
tance (such as a wind turbine gearbox), the applicability of this methodology would
be limited. In this case, a traditional ARIMA methodology should be explored, with
the addition of a seasonal component (SARIMA) in the case of asset or components
aected by seasonal variations. Similarly, it is anticipated that for non-stationary sig-
nals, the applicability of this methodology is limited. In this case, re-sampling into the
revolutionary domain as per Eric Bechhoefer (2009) would be recommended prior to
this analysis.
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Table 4.7: Overall ranking of bearing features.
Feature Test 1 Score Test 2 Score Final Rank
Standard deviation 41.43 22.64 1
Variance 41.43 22.77 2
RMS 41.43 25.55 3
Median absolute deviation 43.51 23.96 4
10th percentile 43.39 27.20 5
90th percentile 43.34 28.26 6
IQR 44.91 26.41 7
Hyperatness 45.03 35.56 8
25th percentile 45.19 37.78 9
75th percentile 49.35 39.56 10
Hyperskewness 70.07 25.38 11
KT entropy 80.45 23.40 12
Crest factor 43.95 70.88 13
James-Stein shrinkage entropy 76.15 31.72 14
Shannon entropy 76.15 31.72 14
Kurtosis 67.25 44.54 16
Miller-Madow entropy 65.45 62.12 17
Range 71.76 58.85 18
Chao-Shen entropy 91.49 41.90 19
Minimum 72.78 66.28 20
Maximum 72.79 69.63 21
Skewness 77.87 67.43 22
Median 71.14 78.50 23
Winsorized mean 72.49 85.46 24
Tri-mean 73.23 86.75 25
PAPR 91.89 75.33 26
Mean 90.18 77.92 27
Mode 98.12 94.74 28
Secondly, the use of statistical process control requires an objectively dened period
to regard as normal operational behaviour. In this case, data from 10% to 50% of life
was used for this training period. In both experiments, if degradation is apparent within
this training period, the sensitivity of techniques from a statistical process control
perspective is reduced. By moving away from a traditional statistical process control
methodology and using this paradigm as the basis of a metric to quantify the features
(rather than utilising SPC as a basis to justify maintenance actions on the bearings
themselves), the implications of this are mitigated. If in the event data leaves control
immediately after the training period, this would be a basis to review the data employed
for the statistical process control chart. To ensure that this had not occurred within
this work, the training period was revised to between 10% to 20% of bearing life. For
both bearings within both experiments, the results attained from this for the features
did not eect the ranking of the features in either experiment.
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Thirdly, the use of a statistical process control methodology potentially limits the
identied capability of some features. Although some features leave control early in-
dicating the identication of degradation, some return to within control limits shortly
afterwards. This is demonstrated by skewness in gure B.42. Although this is detri-
mental to the overall quality of the feature (and is reected as such in the \data in
control (%)" value), this signature itself may be benecial in the assessment of bearing
condition. It is possibly due to the high sensitivity of the feature in conjunction with
the healing phenomena observed on bearings (Qiu et al., 2006) that this occurs. As
such, it may be the case that features are inadvertently being penalised due to this
higher sensitivity.
Fourthly, it should be noted that each bearing has a unique signature as can be seen
in the gures presented in appendix B. This is due to two main reasons. Firstly, slight
variation in the manufacture and the presence of defects on a given bearing will change
the degradation path and behaviour of the component. Secondly, due to the 6000 lbs
radial load applied, dierent bearings within the test rig will have been subjected to
slightly dierent variance in this load, thus changing the behaviour of the bearing and
the data which was collected.
Finally, with regards to the underlying data, many artefacts are present within
the data. Specically, for the second experiment performed, various points within the
data can be identied as being anomalous. As the data utilised in this experiment
was collected by a third party, no comment can be given as to the nature of the cause
of these artefacts. There is the potential for both external factors (such as physical
movement of the experimental setup or power surges eecting the drive motor) and
internal factors (such as manufacturing defects or healing phenomena) to be responsible
for these. Given the extreme deviation of these points and their rarity, these can be
assumed to be outliers and handled as such if necessary.
4.2.11 Derived bearing model
Based upon the analysis performed in this section, a a multivariate model for the condi-
tion assessment of bearings is proposed. This is a 4-dimensional model and encompasses
the following features:
 Standard deviation.
 Root mean square (RMS).
 Skewness.
 Kurtosis.
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The standard deviation was selected due to strong performance in both of the
experiments (ranking rst in the rst experiment and second in the second experiment).
Furthermore, this is always a positive value and is widely utilised in many areas of
reliability analysis.
The signal RMS was also selected due to the strong performance in both experi-
ments. Although this feature was ranked sixth in the second experiment (and ranked
joint rst in the rst experiment), this feature is widely recognised and understood. It
is often used in signal analysis and is widely employed in practice already. Similarly to
the standard deviation, this value is always positive.
The skewness was selected based upon prevalence within the literature, rather than
the performance in the experiments undertaken in this work. As skewness did not
perform as well as had been anticipated (ranked 23rd and 20th in the experiments,
respectively) it is likely that this is due to utilising two similar forms of data for this
analysis (both sets utilised the same experimental test setup for data acquisition).
The kurtosis was chosen for reasons on a similar basis to that of skewness. Kurto-
sis is widely prevalent within the literature and typically utilised in conjunction with
skewness. Although kurtosis performed better than skewness (ranked 13th and 16th
in the experiments, respectively), it is likely that this is due to the dataset employed,
rather than the quality of the feature itself.
Although the skewness and kurtosis did not rank highly in this exploratory work,
this may be due to the metrics employed for feature ranking. Both of these features
leave control limits at similar moments to stronger features. However, due to their
return to control { perhaps due to healing phenomena as discussed by Qiu et al. (2006)
{ are penalised by the metrics employed here. As such, it may be due to this that the
features appear to perform worse than anticipated.
It is interesting to note that this model is made up of the rst four moments. Al-
though RMS is not the rst moment, as it estimates the central point of a distribution
(as the rst moment traditionally does), this feature is chosen for its superior perfor-
mance to the other measures of central tendency. The standard deviation (the second
moment), skewness (the third moment) and the kurtosis (the fourth moment) provide
a means to encapsulate the distribution of the behaviour of the bearing. Given the
potential use of the higher moments (hyperskewness and hyperatness), the potential
exists to explore these in conjunction with the rst four traditional moments, however,
further work is necessary to explore the impact of these features.
As such, the model compromises four features from across three distinct categories
of statistical time domain features. Namely, a measure of central tendency (RMS),
a measure of variability (standard deviation), and two measures of shape (skewness
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and kurtosis). As such, it is anticipated that this model will enable the encapsulation
of bearing operational behaviour for the purposes of early detection, diagnosis and
prognosis. For the purposes of this thesis, this model will be referred to as the \Moments
model" for the purposes of distinguishing this model from previous literature.
4.2.12 Conclusion
This section has detailed a methodology to quantify the capability of suitable time-
domain statistical features for the purposes of high frequency bearing condition assess-
ment. In total 28 features were explored, across ve distinct categories of features.
Namely, these were; measures of central tendency, measures of variability, measures of
shape, measures of position and measures of impurity. A robust statistical process con-
trol paradigm was employed utilising exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
charts to determine the suitability of features based on their capabilities of both early
detection and also their sensitivity. Preliminary exploration of the features was per-
formed, with validation of the methodology and features performed on an additional
independent dataset. Measures of variability were found to perform the most consis-
tently across both tests, with measures of central tendency typically performing worse
than expected. Features more commonly explored within the literature such as the
median and the peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) were found to be out performed
by many features, including traditional features such as measures of shape (specically,
skewness and kurtosis) and also measures of impurity (specically, Shannon entropy).
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4.3 Gearbox health model
4.3.1 Introduction
In order to contrast against the data-driven development of the high frequency bearing
condition model explored above, the second condition model explored in this thesis
explores the potential use of low frequency SCADA data for the purposes of condition
assessment and health monitoring of the wind turbine gearbox.
As discussed in section 1.5, the wind turbine gearbox is the most critical component
of the wind turbine, with an estimated 40 - 80 days of downtime should an oshore
failure occur (Dinwoodie et al., 2012; Tavner, 2012). Due to the high consequence
of failure of the gearbox, failure data is scarce. This is due to the over-maintenance
of critical components due to the high consequence of failure; it is often simpler to
replace components which do not necessitate maintenance simply due to the criticality
of the component. This ensures high availability of the component, however, is far
from optimal in economic terms. As such, the verication and validation of a potential
condition assessment model is dicult empirically, as few failure signatures exist within
the data itself.
Due to this { and utilising notions expressed in section 4.2 { by accurately and
precisely encapsulating normal operational behaviour of a wind turbine gearbox, it is
then possible to monitor the residuals of this model to determine the current health of
the gearbox. As over 95% of wind turbine gearbox failures are due to gear or bearing
failures (as explored in section 1.5.1), it is anticipated that a model capable of modelling
the behaviour of these components would assist in a reduction of failures, or a reduction
in the over-maintenance of components; reducing overall annual maintenance budgets.
Building upon the notions of distance (or similarity) and normal operational be-
haviour which have been at the core of this thesis so far, the development of a wind
turbine gearbox model within this paradigm was sought.
Within the context of wind turbines, the expected behaviour of a wind turbine is
typically characterised by the power curve. The power curve for a Vestas 1650 kW
wind turbine is presented in gure 4.5. As can be seen, the turbine is characterised
in terms of the power production for a given wind speed. Due to uncertainty in the
forecast of wind, it may be necessary to curtail or de-rate the turbine to reduce the
quantity of generation delivered. De-rating the turbine limits the maximum production
by a specied amount, whereas curtailment reduces the overall power output by a
given percentage of production capability. This enables exibility in the quantity of
generation and the grid frequency response (amongst other factors).
The power curve provides a natural means to integrate wind turbine behaviour with
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Figure 4.5: Example Vestas 1.65 MW wind turbine power curve with additional power
curves showing curtailment (by 15%) and de-rating (to 1 MW).
a condition monitoring approach based upon the encapsulation of normal behaviour. It
is intuitive to think of degradation as a deviation from the power curve for a variety of
reasons. For instance, if the wind turbine is designed to produce 1650 kW at maximum
output, however, is only currently delivering 1500 kW, this 150 kW discrepancy can
potentially be due to increased ineciencies within the gearbox, reducing the quantity
of power generated.
However, curtailment and de-rating of the turbine cause degradation like artefacts
within these models. For instance, in the work undertaken in Kusiak and Verma (2013),
clustering of the power curve is performed to characterise behaviour. These clusterings
are only valid under normal operational behaviour, and not in derated or curtailed sce-
narios. In many cases, due to proprietary OEM data concerns, curtailment or de-rating
information is not available within the SCADA data collected from a wind turbine. This
data was not available in the Reliawind SCADA data repository, and as such, alterna-
tive approaches were required in order to quantify degradation within the gearbox.
Dataset employed
In order to verify or validate a model of gearbox behaviour, it is benecial to utilise
data collected during both normal operational behaviour of the gearbox, and also data
containing failure signatures prior to, during, and immediately after a failure. For this
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purpose, data from the Reliawind consortium was utilised (Wilkinson et al., 2010).
Data from the Reliawind consortium contains data from across six various manu-
facturers, with low frequency SCADA data and high frequency condition monitoring
and on demand diagnostic data from over 100 wind turbines. Due to the commercial
sensitivity of this data, identiable information has been anonymised. For the purposes
of this thesis, data from one manufacturer is employed, from one wind farm. This wind
farm comprised over 20 wind turbines, each with a power rating of 1.5 MW peak.
Low frequency SCADA data (600 second sample rate) across 190 channels is explored
throughout this thesis. In total, data was collected over a period of 28 months, from 6
wind turbines. Due to the scarcity of catastrophic wind turbine gearbox failure data,
only one instance was available for analysis throughout this thesis. Due to the diculty
in deriving empirical, data-driven models from a single failure, alternative approaches
were sought.
4.3.2 Gearbox model identication
The systematic review of the literature undertaken in chapter 2 identied multiple
models which could be exploited for the purposes of condition assessment of the wind
turbine gearbox. Many of these models exploited the notion of normal operational
behaviour in order to identify states of potential degradation or damage. The most
notable of the models within the literature are described below.
Gacia, Bobi and Pico, 2006
In their paper Garcia et al. (2006), the \SIMAP" system is presented which was de-
veloped to provide a comprehensive means for the detection and the identication of
wind turbine gearbox cooling system faults. In their work, a model of the wind turbine
gearbox is described based upon physical laws. This is then exploited utilising bearing
temperature, nacelle temperature, power generated and the current behaviour of the
cooling system for use in an articial neural network.
Training of the neural network on data associated with normal behaviour enabled
the identication of anomalous data. A prediction of the current state based upon
previous states can be performed, with the residual of this value associating with po-
tential degradation. During normal operational behaviour, the predicted values will
have a lower error than those during periods of degraded or failed behaviour (due to
the training process). By identifying data outside of the expected 95% condence in-
tervals, anomalies are identied. Following this, fuzzy rules are explored and utilised
in order to provide transparent rules for the system to perform diagnosis.
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Zaher et al. 2009
In the work of Zaher et al. (2009), the SIMAP model is extended and rened. Fewer
model inputs are utilised, but a similar methodology is employed. SCADA data col-
lected at 10 minute intervals is utilised; similar in many regards to the data available
for this thesis. Three months of training data were utilised to train the neural network
to identify normal behaviour. After validating the approach in a similar manner to
that of SIMAP, it is extended through the use of multi-agent systems (MAS) to assist
in the management of the wind turbine.
This work diers from Garcia et al. (2006) in that the focus is on the gearbox
rather than the cooling system. As such, both of these models could be combined in an
ensemble approach to provide a holistic means for the detection of gearbox subsystem
faults. As both models exploit neural networks, their expert knowledge base (the rules
which represent the underlying behaviour of the component) are not transparent. As
such, alternative models which do not rely on these techniques were sought.
Kusiak and Verma, 2013
Diering from the previous work, in their analysis, the work undertaken in Kusiak and
Verma (2013) exploits three performance curves for wind turbine gearbox condition
assessment. The curves employed are that of the power curve (wind speed vs. power
produced), the rotor curve (wind speed vs. rotor speed) and the blade pitch curve
(wind speed vs. blade pitch angle). Similarly to Zaher et al. (2009), 10 minute interval
SCADA data is employed for the analysis.
Distance metrics are explored, with the performance curves being broken down into
smaller clusters in order to exploit the performance charts. Although strong results
are achieved, extensive manipulation of the data is required (Box-Cox transformation,
multivariate control charts, and derived multivariate skewness and kurtosis).
These manipulations are required as it is not possible to dene a central point on
these control charts from which to measure deviation from, and as such, the notion of
distance is nonsensical. Furthermore, the authors acknowledge this as a limitation of
the research and accept that curtailment of the wind turbine is identied as abnormal
conditions. No neural networks are utilised in this research, and as such, the technique
requires less data a priori and is more transparent overall.
Feng et al., 2011
Finally, in the work of Feng et al. (2011) a dierent approach is taken. A model built
upon the laws of thermodynamics is built, modelled by relating ineciencies of gears
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to the work being performed. In their paper, the model validity is demonstrated in
multiple ways, with three new performance charts being proposed. These consist of a
histogram with data binned by month, a plot of rotor speed against temperature rise
and a plot of power output against temperature rise. For their analysis, 10 minute
interval SCADA data was employed.
This model requires no a priori knowledge, no \black box" techniques { such as
the neural networks employed in Garcia et al. (2006) and Zaher et al. (2009) { and
no extensive manipulation of the data such as in Kusiak and Verma (2013). Given
the reduced computational complexity of this model in comparison to other available
models, the model transparency and in keeping of the theme of normal operational
behaviour and similarity, this model was selected for use in this thesis.
4.3.3 Gearbox model development
The gearbox model explored in this thesis build upon the work undertaken in Feng et al.
(2011). This gearbox model based upon physical models is described as in their work
as follows. Firstly, the model assumes that the heat generated by a gear is proportional
to the work done by the gear:
q / w / t (4.8)
Where the heat generated is denoted by q, the work done is denoted by w and the
rise in temperature is denoted t. It follows that for the eciency of a given gear,
denoted gear, the energy is dissipated as heat to the gear, thus giving:
Qgear = (1  gear)1
2
lgear!
2
gear = kgeartgear (4.9)
Which can be expressed in notion of ineciency as:
1  gear = 2kgeartgear
lgear!2gear
(4.10)
As the work done by the wind turbine gearbox can be expressed in the form:
Pout =W  Qgear (4.11)
Where Pout denotes the power output, W denotes the work done and Qgear denotes
the energy dissipated (as from equation 4.9). It follows that:
Pout = gear
1
2
lgear!
2
gear (4.12)
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This is manipulated in Feng et al. (2011) to give:
1  gear
gear
= kgear
tgear
Pout
(4.13)
Which, when rearranged in terms of tgear gives:
tgear = Pout
1
kgear
(
1
gear
  1) (4.14)
Thus, this model describes the relationship between the eciency of a gear (gear)
and the rise in temperature (tgear). As such, it holds that as a gear wears the eciency
of the gear reduces, and the temperature (tgear) must increase for the same generation
of power (Pout).
This enables the identication of normal operational behaviour by empirically den-
ing tgear for a given power output. Thus, determining tgear for all power outputs
enables the indirect quantication of the ineciencies of the gears within the gearbox.
Model limitations
Due to the simplicity of the model developed in Feng et al. (2011), noise is introduced
through additional factors which must be taken into consideration when employing
this model in practice. This thesis utilises and extends this state-of-the-art model to
normalise low frequency SCADA data for:
 External conditions: Seasonal variations eecting temperature will add noise
to the analysis, and must be normalised for.
 Turbine loading: As the gearbox is expected to produce more heat at higher
power outputs, this must be taken into consideration.
 Transient states: Due to the variability of wind, sudden gusts may increase
power production rapidly over a short period. This would increase the heat
disproportionally to what would otherwise be expected, and lead to the potential
false positive identication of degradation if not normalised.
 Wind farm topology: Wake eects from nearby turbines could potentially
interfere with power production, and should be taken into consideration.
These normalisations provide a means to extended the physics of failure model
presented in Feng et al. (2011) to overcome these limitations. For simplicity, the physics
of failure model incorporating these normalisations will be referred to as the \extended
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physics of failure model" in order to distinguish this model from previous research. The
normalisations undertaken in this model are discussed in detail below.
4.3.4 Normalisation against external conditions
First, normalisation against external conditions is performed. Due to the seasonal vari-
ation of temperature, if this is not taken into consideration, false positive degradation
may appear in the summer months due to heat. Similarly, this could disappear in
the winter months and cause potential false negative readings. Three potential data
sources can be used for this normalisation, namely:
 Wind farm ambient temperature.
 Wind turbine ambient temperature.
 Wind turbine nacelle temperature.
The rst of these is immediately discounted; although the ambient temperature
of the wind farm would provide a potential means to of normalisation, the readings
available at the wind turbine would provide a more reliable means to perform the
normalisation. The model developed by Feng et al. (2011) uses the nacelle temperature.
Analysis utilising Spearman's Rho correlation between the wind turbine ambient
temperature and wind turbine nacelle temperature taken from the SCADA system of 3
wind turbines over a period of 28 months revealed a statistically signicant relationship
(rs(370390) = :84; p < :001), this is regarded as a strong relationship (Dancey and
Reidy, 2007) and demonstrates that the ambient temperature at the wind turbine is a
viable alternative in the case of nacelle temperature data not being available.
4.3.5 Normalisation against turbine loading
The rst contribution of this thesis to the gearbox model is the specication of a
robust performance chart which is valid regardless of turbine de-rating or curtailment.
Although not realised in their original work, the model developed by Feng et al. (2011)
overcomes the limitations of the performance charts expressed in Kusiak and Verma
(2013) in that regardless of the current derating or curtailment of the wind turbine,
the chart is still valid. As such, by employing this model as a performance chart we
have a novel means to perform analysis based upon the empirically determined normal
operational behaviour of the gearbox.
By plotting the rise in temperature (from the external conditions baseline described
above), against wind turbine power output, if low frequency SCADA gearbox data is
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employed to empirically and robustly dene the central point of these temperature
rises, this provides a baseline of current health which can be monitored over time.
Power production was binned into 50 kW bins as per Feng et al. (2011). This en-
ables similar behaviours to be grouped together, whilst mitigating the issues caused by
data scarcity. Due to the low frequency of SCADA data, it is possible that minimum
data is collected for a wind turbine for various loading parameters. As such, the distri-
bution of values for some power production levels may not be sucient to adequately
determine a robust central point. By binning data into 50 kW bins, this is avoided
whilst characterising the behaviour of the gearbox. Inherently, some trade-o exists:
smaller bins may enable a more accurate reection of gearbox condition, but there may
not be sucient data to adequately determine the normal operational behaviour for
each bin. Similarly, larger bins may reduce model accuracy, but are more likely to
contain sucient data to adequately determine the normal operational behaviour of
the gearbox.
As can be seen in gure 4.6, as the gearbox generates more power, the temperature
increases. This is to be expected and assists in the verication of the normalisation
performed. At approximately the 500 kW point, a drop in gearbox temperature is
observed. It is likely that this is due to the turbine moving from a static pitch con-
guration to a variable pitch conguration at around this power production level. It
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Figure 4.6: Normalisation of SCADA data against turbine loading based upon 10
minute SCADA data.
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is also interesting to note that the gear temperature is consistently hotter than the oil
temperature.
4.3.6 Normalisation against transient states
The rst novel contribution that this thesis makes to the physics of failure model of
Feng et al. (2011) is that of normalisation against the transient states which a wind
turbine is typically subjected to. Due to the stochastic nature of wind { and the nature
of this model in particular { this normalisation is important in the assistance of the
removal of noise from the underlying SCADA signal.
For instance, due to the constant sampling rate of the SCADA system, various
behaviours (such as gusts) may not be captured. As such, it is possible that phe-
nomena such as strong gusts could cause noise in the model by moving the turbine
from a non-producing state to producing at maximal capacity within a single recorded
SCADA period. Due to the lagging nature of the SCADA temperature data, the nor-
malisation against turbine loading detailed above would be incorrect. In this case, by
approximately 15 degrees (approximately 4 deviations).
As such, normalisation against these transient phenomena is performed. This is
done by empirically dening the typical (central) oset required for each possible tran-
sition state. For reasons similar to those detailed previously, this is done in discrete
50 kW bins. Each bin thus contains data pertaining to the temperature oset which
typically occurs for a power generation transition of a specied size (from -1750 kW to
1750 kW; a total of 70 transitions). Only SCADA records representing transient states
are employed (consecutive SCADA records representing transitions between discrete
bins) to determine the typical rise (or fall) in temperature representing a transient
state. For each transient record, the dierence in temperature between the previous
state and current state is placed into its relative discrete bin. For each discrete bin, the
arithmetic mean is taken as the central point for the typical rise (or fall) of gearbox
temperature due to the observed transient phenomena. This is shown in gure 4.7.
As can be seen in gure 4.7, rapid transitions between states of low power gen-
eration and high power generation have the potential to cause rapid changes in the
temperature of the wind turbine gearbox. This is to be expected given the nature of
this asset, and assists in the verication of this normalisation to ensure that it is t
for purpose. Normalisation is then performed by osetting the model value (which has
been normalised for loading) against this newly derived oset (for transient states).
As such, the model is normalised against external conditions, the loading of the wind
turbine and the transient nature of wind.
Performing this normalisation helps removes artefacts in the time series caused by
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Figure 4.7: Normalisation of SCADA data against transient states based upon 10
minute SCADA data.
these transient phenomena.
4.3.7 Normalisation against wind farm topology
The nal normalisation which can be undertaken on the model is against the role of
wake eects which can occur within a wind farm. Wake is the name given to the highly
turbulent air behind a wind turbine. As the wind turbine extracts energy from the
air, a proportion of energy will not extracted due to the Betz limit (Albring, 1967).
This remaining air contains a lower quantity of energy, and is typically much more
turbulent (Tavner, 2012). Often in a wind farm, turbines are placed in a grid formation.
Due to these wake eects, wind turbines located down-wind of other turbines in this
formation will typically be presented with lower quality wind, which is more turbulent
and potentially fatigues or degrades the components of the wind turbine at an increased
rate than less turbulent air.
Inherently, the extended wind turbine gearbox model presented in this thesis takes
wind farm wakes into consideration. A wind turbine within the wake zone of other
wind turbines will inherently produce less power. As the performance chart which is
exploited in this thesis utilises the temperature rise plotted against the power generated,
this is taken into account. However, the extent of the wake eect (and thus its inuence
on down-wind turbines) will vary dependent upon the wind direction and as such, must
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be considered.
Given the economic implications of poor planning, wind farms (both onshore and
oshore) typically exploit locations which aord a high wind speed from a prevalent
wind direction. Due to this, a signicant proportion of wind comes from a known
direction, and this information is exploited prior to the installation of the wind farm
for the purposes of ROI assessment. As such, many of these wake interactions will be
understood prior to the installation the farm, with the wind farm topology optimised
to minimize the periods of wake encountered in order to increase production. Thus,
periods of wake interaction will typically be minimal.
As each wind turbine would need to be normalised independently for the inuence
of wake eects, and given that only a small quantity of wind directions for a farm would
produce wake which are not inherently captured in the normalisation against transient
states (as discussed above), data scarcity becomes an issue. Similar to the previous
normalisations, aggregation across directions would be required in order to populate
the distribution to derive a central point from which we can normalise the eect of
the wake. This is further exacerbated by the requirement to do this for each of the
discrete turbine loading bins we have previously normalised our data into. As such,
without signicant quantities of historical data from this wind turbine in particular,
normalising the model against the eect of wake through empirical wind direction is
not practical. Utilising the normalisation against transient states as a normalisation to
take into account the wake eects is therefore recommended.
Furthermore, two further issues exist with normalising the model based upon wind
direction. Firstly, as we do not know if a given wind turbine is curtailed or de-rated,
it would be dicult to determine the inuence of wake eects empirically as we would
not be able to identify data points caused by a down-wind turbine being curtailed or
de-rated (articially reducing the eect of the identied wake on a given turbine). This
would introduce additional noise into the model. Secondly, as in this case we do not
know the topology of the wind farm, it is dicult to empirically verify the normalisation
to ensure that it is performing as expected. By removing the requirement of this a
priori data (by utilising the normalisation against transient states), we can enhance the
robustness of the model.
In the case that the topology of a typical wind farm is known and curtailment data is
available, it is possible to empirically model these interactions to take wake eects into
consideration. Work done by Yan and Zhang (2014) utilises historical low frequency
SCADA data to empirically determine the inuence of wake eects on a given wind
turbine. In their work, a metric (the normalised wind speed dierence, or WSD) is
employed to construct performance charts where this wind speed dierence between
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two wind turbines is plotted against the wind direction (in degrees). This metric is
dened as Yan and Zhang (2014):
WSD3 =
ws1   ws2
(ws1   ws2)=2 = 2 
4
ws1   ws2 + 1 (4.15)
Where in this case wsi represents the wind speed of wind turbine i. As such, given
two adjacent wind turbines, it is possible to create a performance chart showing the
interactions between the turbines due to wake eects. It would therefore be possible
to create revised power curves for a wind turbine based upon empirical wind data,
accounting for these interactions. This is an alternative in cases where temperature
data may not be available.
4.3.8 Results
Given the rarity of gearbox failures in our dataset (due to their design life and potential
over-maintenance), only one failure is present for analysis in this thesis. As such, the
results here pertain to data taken from 3 wind turbines over the course of 28 months.
Due to the commercially sensitive nature of the data, physical locations and wind
turbine model information cannot be provided. The turbines are as follows:
1. Turbine 1: This represents a wind turbine which suered no gearbox failure
over the specied period.
2. Turbine 2: This represents a wind turbine which suered a catastrophic gearbox
failure during the specied period.
3. Turbine 3: This represents a wind turbine which suered no gearbox failure
over the specied period.
As the model presented here is viable for both gearbox oil temperature and gearbox
gear temperatures, both of these are presented for each turbine. Three independent
wind turbines were used to determine the empirical normalisations against both turbine
loading and also transient states. This ensured that the model could be employed on
new wind turbines in practice as the normalisations were independent of the three
turbines explored in this work. Utilising the three turbines of interest in this work
to set these parameters may potentially over-t the model and as such, may reduce
the generalisability of the technique to other wind turbines. These three turbines are
discussed below.
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Turbine 1
Figure 4.8 presents the extended physics of failure model values for both the planetary
gear temperature and gearbox oil temperature, aggregated daily (using the traditional
mean). As the gure shows, both of these features are strongly correlated. Pearsons'
product moment correlation coecient revealed a correlation of r(879) = :99; p < :001.
This suggests that a uni-variate model utilising this physics of failure technique may
be suitable for the analysis of wind turbine gearbox condition. However, it should be
noted that as they are not perfectly correlated, benet may be gained from analysis in
the bivariate domain in this case.
Although many negative artefacts can be observed, these are similarly observed in
gure 4.9 and gure 4.10. This due to two factors: rstly, instances of missing and
erroneous data from the wind turbine SCADA system, and secondly, the aggregation
of these values using the mean to provide a quantitative value for the gearbox condition
each day. As all three wind turbines were located on the same farm, these aggregations
are all comparable in this case.
Turbine 2
In this case, a catastrophic failure of the wind turbine gearbox occurred between days
300 and 400. This is clearly visible in gure 4.9, assisting in the verication of the
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Figure 4.8: Wind turbine 1 health metric over 2 months.
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Figure 4.9: Wind turbine 2 health metric over 2 months.
extended physics of failure model. As this is not observed in either gure 4.8 or gure
4.10, and given the failure date in the maintenance logs, we can be almost certain that
the failure occurred at this point.
Similar to turbine 1, the oil temperature and planetary gear temperature in this case
also appear highly correlated. Pearsons' product moment correlation coecient also
revealed a strong correlation in this case (r(879) = :99; p < :01). As in gure 4.8, large
negative artefacts are present in the model time series. These occur at precisely the
same location as in both gure 4.8 and gure 4.10. As such, this provides some further
evidence that these artefacts are due to poor data quality, rather than the developed
model itself.
Turbine 3
In the nal wind turbine, no failure was present. This is shown in gure 4.10. Both
model variables were again strongly correlated (r(879) = :99; p < :01). Negative arte-
facts occur at the same location as both previous wind turbines. This would suggest
that the problem with the SCADA system was across the entire wind farm (a problem
with the central data acquisition server, rather than the wind turbine SCADA system
itself). This was veried by manual observation of the acquired data, noting substantial
periods of missing data during these artefacts. In some instances, data acquisition was
oine for a consecutive period of almost 4 days. During these periods, it is not possible
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Figure 4.10: Wind turbine 3 health metric over 2 months.
to determine the gearbox health using this model. However, as these periods can be
identied, alternative measures can be taken.
It is interesting to note that in all three time series, some seasonal variation can be
observed. This would suggest that the normalisation presented by Feng et al. (2011) is
not normalising for external conditions as eectively as is possible.
4.3.9 Discussion
Firstly, the quality of data should be discussed. The artefacts within the extended
physics of failure model time series can be attributed to this. As such, it is interesting
to explore this problem. Due to this, missing SCADA records (aggregated daily) were
quantied and plotted in order to dene the extent of this issue. This can be seen
in gure 4.11. In terms of availability, the SCADA system for this wind turbine was
available 97.46% of the time { or was unavailable 2.54% of the time { without taking
erroneous, implausible or duplicate records into consideration. In total, over a period
of 28 months, 3222 SCADA records were missing (approximately 537 hours of data).
This represents an average of 115 records per month (approximately 19 hours of data
per month).
Secondly, it should be noted that in gures 4.8 through to 4.10, seasonal variation
can be observed. Although this is limited due to the normalisation undertaken, it is
still present. This is potentially due to the thermal inertia of the gearbox. As this is
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Figure 4.11: Number of missing SCADA records over time.
not modelled due to the simplistic nature of this model, it is not surprising that this
is present. Further normalisation of this would require empirical data not available
during the course of this thesis, and as such, is beyond the scope of this work.
It is also interesting to note the correlation between the various turbines. For
instance, turbine 1 and turbine 3 are highly correlated in terms of both oil temperature
(r(879) = :85; p < :01) and planetary gear temperature (r(879) = :86; p < :01). This
suggests that it may be possible to establish a baseline value for a wind farm, from which
individual wind turbines deviate from. This also hints that wake eects are being taken
into consideration in the model (as anticipated). It is unlikely (albeit, possible) that
two independent wind turbines would be as highly correlated if wake eects were not
taken into account. Without topographical knowledge of the wind farm (a priori or
otherwise), this analysis is not possible.
As the three independent wind turbines (which were used to empirically determine
loading and transient behaviours) did not suer from gearbox failures over the period
of data acquisition, the model has eectively been trained on normal operational be-
haviour of the wind turbine gearbox. As such, it is promising that the time series
presented in gure 4.9 has a strong signature at the time that a catastrophic gearbox
failure occurred. As the system had not been exposed to a prior failure, the identi-
cation of this failure is promising. This would enable the deployment of this extended
physics of failure model into a current wind farm to quantify current gearbox behaviour,
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without the necessity of failure histories (as often required in supervised learning ap-
proaches, such as neural networks). Given the cost of wind turbine gearbox failure as
discussed in section 1.5, this is an immediate benet of the research undertaken in this
thesis.
4.3.10 Conclusion
This section has presented an extended physics of failure model for the quantication of
wind turbine gearbox condition based upon empirical data collected from the on board
low frequency SCADA system. The model proposed by Feng et al. (2011) was explored,
extended and validated on three independent wind turbines. Two novel contributions
to this model are made. They are:
1. Normalisation: The model is extended to take into account both turbine load-
ing and transient states. Similarly, this also normalises against the eect of wind
turbine wake due to the paradigm of the model employed.
2. Robust performance chart: The model is used to design and specify a novel
and robust wind turbine performance chart which is valid regardless of wind
turbine curtailment and de-rating.
Six time series of the model are presented on three wind turbines, encompassing two
model attributes (gearbox oil temperature and planetary gear temperature). No failure
data is used to empirically dene wind turbine loading conditions and transient states.
The model is able to identify the catastrophic gearbox failure which occurred within
the data, whilst requiring no additional sensors or capital investment. Normalisation
of the data is computationally simple and can be performed in real-time, requiring no
additional investment in computational resources.
Given the simplicity of the extended physics of failure model, various limitations
inherently exist. First and foremost are the reliance on the SCADA data system.
As previously explored, this system has the potential to suer from signicant and
substantial downtime. As such, when this occurs, it is not possible to utilise this
model. Similarly, the model is only explored with respect to three-blade horizontal axis
variable pitch (\danish-concept") wind turbines with a three stage planetary gearbox.
As such, the applicability to other types of wind turbines (such as vertical axis, two
blade or those with direct-drive gearboxes) may vary.
Furthermore, although a proportion of seasonal variation is removed from the time
series, some seasonal variation can still be observed in gures 4.8 through to 4.10.
Future work would benet from exploring this limitation and minimising the observed
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seasonal variation in the time series. This would assist in the reduction of noise in the
model, helping to provide a more accurate reection of the true condition of the wind
turbine gearbox.
4.4 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented two models to enable the creation of a condition index.
The rst model utilised robust statistical process control charts (namely, exponentially
weighted moving average charts). These were employed in order to quantify the quality
of 28 time domain statistical features across 5 distinct categories based upon high
frequency bearing accelerometer data. The second extended the physics of failure model
of Feng et al. (2011) to robustly dene a performance and normalisation chart from
which to analyse low frequency wind turbine gearbox SCADA data for the purposes of
wind turbine gearbox condition assessment.
With regards to the bearing model, simple features such as the RMS and standard
deviation were found to be more sensitive and provide earlier detection of degradation
than more commonly explored features such as the median and peak-to-average-power
ratio. Measures of central tendency were found to typically be poor indicators of
degradation (or potential degradation), with the median, Winsorized mean, tri-mean,
mean and mode ranking amongst the least suitable features explored. It is interesting
to note that the median absolute deviation (MAD) performed well (ranked 4th of 28),
perhaps due to the robust nature of this statistic and the manipulation of extreme
values in its calculation. This would assist in explaining why features such as the 10th
percentile also performed relatively well. Measures of entropy did not perform as well
as anticipated.
The developed extended physics of failure model for wind turbine gearbox condition
assessment is shown to be capable of identifying a catastrophic gearbox failure without
the assistance of prior failure histories. By being able to utilise normal operational
behaviour of a typical wind turbine gearbox, accuracy can be increased (as more data is
available encapsulating normal operational behaviour than failure data). The original
model was extended to take into account the transient nature of wind. Due to the
stochastic nature of wind, this is necessary to reduce the potential for false positive and
false negative instances of degradation occurring. It was found that the normalisation
against external conditions (ambient temperature) { whilst adequate in this case { was
not perfect and could be improved in future work. The issues of SCADA data quality
were discussed, with the identication of approximately 19 hours of SCADA data being
unavailable per month, per wind turbine.
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4.5 Research objective 1 (RO1)
This chapter has set out to explore the development of two models to enable the con-
dition assessment of both bearings and gearboxes based upon high and low frequency
data (respectively). As such, this chapter provides insight into research objective 1
(RO1) specied in this thesis in section 3.2.1. RO1 is stated as:
RO1: Empirical condition assessment models and feature selection
To explore if the use of time-domain features are appropriate as leading
indicators of degradation with regards to both bearings and gearboxes for
either low or high frequency data, utilising either statistical, data-driven or
physical models.
This is further broken down into two research questions (RQ1, RQ2) which will now
explore the results of this analysis to answer these questions.
4.5.1 RQ1: High frequency time-domain features for condition as-
sessment
Research question 1 (RQ1) explores the use of time domain features for condition as-
sessment, and as such, corresponds to the research undertaken in section 4.2 of this
thesis. RQ1 is:
RQ1: Are time-domain features benecial to assisting in the empirical quantica-
tion of bearing degradation based upon high frequency accelerometer data? If so, which
features dier signicantly and substantially as a result of degradation? (RO1)
In order to answer this question, the four sub-questions proposed in section 3.3.1
must be answered.
Initially, in order to identify relevant time-domain statistical features, a systematic
review of the literature was undertaken. In total, 28 statistical time-domain features
were identied across ve distinct categories. Whilst the list of features identied is
not exhaustive, it provides a means to perform the analysis to assist in guiding future
research as to which time-domain features may be benecial for their analysis. The 28
identied features were:
 Measures of central tendency: Mean, median, mode, trimean, root mean
square (RMS) and the Winsorized mean.
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 Measures of variability: Standard deviation, variance, interquartile range
(IQR), range, minimum, maximum and median absolute deviation (MAD).
 Measures of shape: Skewness, kurtosis, hyperskewness, hyperatness, crest
factor (CF) and the peak to average power ratio (PAPR).
 Measures of position: 10th percentile, 25th percentile, 75th percentile and the
90th percentile.
 Measures of impurity: Shannon entropy, Chao-Shen entropy, Miller-Madow
entropy, James-Stein style shrinkage estimator of entropy and a Bayesian estimate
of entropy (Krichevsky-Tromov).
Of these features, some were found to be more suited for the early detection of
degradation and condition quantication. For instance, the standard deviation and
signal RMS were found to be more suitable than the mode or traditional mean in this
analysis. The full ranking of these features can be found in section 4.2.5.
Furthermore, of the ve categories of feature explored, some provided more insight
than others. For instance, measures of variability were found to be more suitable than
measures of central tendency (on average). An informal ranking of the categories of
features can be presented as:
1. Measures of variability.
2. Measures of position.
3. Measures of shape.
4. Measures of impurity.
5. Measures of central tendency.
However, within these categories, stronger features in a lesser category may outper-
form weaker features in a higher category. As such, a selection of strong features across
multiple categories is recommended for bearing condition assessment.
Finally, with regards to the nal sub-question proposed for RQ1, the features which
are able to identify degradation at the earliest onset were the standard deviation, vari-
ance and the RMS. As the standard deviation is the square root of the variance, these
are highly correlated.
As such, in answering RQ1, various time-domain features are benecial to assisting
in the empirical quantication of bearing degradation based upon high frequency ac-
celerometer data as explored in section 4.2. Furthermore, the degree to which various
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features dier signicantly and substantially as a result of degradation and potential
degradation are explored and discussed in section 4.2.8.
4.5.2 RQ2: Low frequency time-domain techniques for condition as-
sessment
Research question 2 (RQ2) explores the currently available models for wind turbine
gearbox condition assessment based upon high and low frequency data. As such, this
research question corresponds to the research undertaken in section 4.3 of this thesis.
Research question 2 is stated in section 3.3.2 as:
RQ2: Is it possible to normalise a non-stationary signal based upon low frequency
gearbox data from the inuence of loading conditions, transient states and external fac-
tors? If so, can this be empirically derived? (RO1)
In order to answer this, the three sub-questions proposed in section 3.3.2 must be
answered.
The rst sub-question is initially answered through the systematic review under-
taken in chapter 2. In this, models based upon high frequency techniques were found
to be the most prevalent, however, these often employed frequency-domain or time-
frequency domain techniques. Further insight is gained when exploring the literature
in depth in section 4.3. In this, recently developed physics of failure models are pro-
posed based upon low frequency SCADA data. Of the four potential models, the chosen
physical model provides a means to enable time-domain analysis, whilst exploiting the
power of physics of failure models.
Following this, the capabilities of the chosen model were explored. All of the models
took into consideration the loading of the gearbox (through various techniques). How-
ever, only one model (Kusiak and Verma, 2013) identied their limitations with regards
to the curtailment and de-rating of the turbine. External factors were considered by
two of the models, however this was implicit through the use of a neural network. The
model by Kusiak and Verma (2013) did not take external factors into account as it was
unnecessary in this case. The model by Feng et al. (2011) explicitly moderated for ex-
ternal conditions. Finally, of all the models, none of the models took into consideration
the transient nature of wind.
Of the four models which were explored, as only one of these moderated for external
conditions and gearbox loading, this model (Feng et al., 2013) was selected as the basis
for the extended physics of failure model developed in this thesis. Although each of the
models were based around the identication of normal behaviour of the wind turbine,
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only this model was based upon the physics of failure and could easily be extended
to incorporate transient states and both curtailment and de-rating of the turbine. As
such, this model was selected.
Finally, although three of the four models identied could be explored within the
multivariate domain { all except that of Kusiak and Verma (2013) { two of the three
remaining models employed neural networks. Whilst this provide a means to enable
prognosis and provide non-linear state estimation, these are not transparent and are
dicult to verify and validate. As such, the previously identied model was the only
transparent physics of failure model could easily be extended into the multivariate
domain.
As such, in answering RQ2, it is possible to normalise a non-stationary signal based
upon low frequency gearbox data from the inuence of loading conditions, transient
states and external factors. This is performed throughout section 4.3 and is done
utilising empirical data.
4.5.3 RO1: Empirical asset condition assessment models and feature
selection
Having explored both RQ1 and RQ2, it is possible to answer research objective 1 (RO1).
This states:
RO1: Empirical condition assessment models and feature selection
To explore if the use of time-domain features are appropriate as leading
indicators of degradation with regards to both bearings and gearboxes for
either low or high frequency data, utilising either statistical, data-driven or
physical models.
Having explored time-domain features throughout section 4.2, we can state that
many of these features are appropriate leading indicators of degradation. Whilst some
features are more suited to condition assessment than others, overall, many of these
features were capable of identifying degradation prior to the end of the experiment,
and thus provide a means to enable the early detection of bearing faults based upon
high frequency data.
Similarly, with regards to the gearbox model, the derived time domain features
based upon the multivariate extended physics of failure model is able to be employed
as a leading indicator of degradation. Various signatures are observed prior to and
during the failure of the wind turbine gearbox as explored in section 4.3.
Chapter 5
Robust Multivariate Techniques
The contents of this chapter appear in part in the following peer-reviewed publications:
 Godwin, J. L. & Matthews, P. C. (2014). Robust Statistical Methods for Rapid
Data Labelling. In Bhatnatgar, V. Editor, Data Mining and Analysis in the
Engineering Field (pp. 107{141). Hershey, Pennsylvania (USA): IGI Global.
 Jamie L. Godwin & Peter Matthews. (2014, September). Accurate empirical
encapsulation of asset operational behaviour utilizing elitist memetic algorithms
for reliability analysis. In proceedings of the 27th COMADEM congress. pp.1{8.
16-18 September, Brisbane, Australia. \Best Paper" award recipient.
This chapter explores the use of distance metrics as a method for outlier analysis
in order to identify and quantify anomalous events which can infer the condition (and
thus, degradation) of components. Nine metrics are explored for their capability and
sensitivity to the early detection of degradation, for inclusion within a health metric.
Figure 5.1: Overview of the structure of chapter 5.
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5.1 Introduction
Given the extensive array of features which can be explored for the purposes of condi-
tion assessment in the time, frequency and time-frequency domain, and also the vast
quantity of data often collected from a wide range of sensors; the interactions between
these features and the data can be both complicated and complex. As such, substan-
tial benet can be attained from modelling the interactions of these features and data
sources in order to encapsulate the current operational behaviour of an asset into a sin-
gle univariate feature which is representative of the underlying data. This univariate
feature can then be plotted over time, allowing the condition of the component to be
observed and also predicted using traditional time series forecasting techniques.
Multivariate distance or similarity metrics provide a means to transform high dimen-
sional data into a univariate feature which can encapsulate the operational behaviour
of a component. These are widely utilised in many domains, well researched and often
provide a computationally inexpensive means to incorporate high dimensional informa-
tion into a univariate format. However, whilst these can be utilised within the realm of
prognostics and health management, no comparative analysis of distance metrics has
been performed previously within the literature. As such, the choice of metric is often
subjective and potentially not optimal.
5.2 Outlier analysis as a health metric
Outlier analysis is a natural paradigm in which to explore the notions of failure and
asset condition assessment. Failure and degradation { by their nature { are inherently
outlying events. If assets were to operate within the limits of normal operational be-
haviour without failure, there would be no cause for concern. As such, it is deviations
from this standard \normal" state which are of interest. The early identication of these
deviations and ultimately their prediction is therefore of interest. Thus, techniques and
ideas taken from the realm of statistical outlier analysis (in the univariate, bivariate
and multivariate domains) can be readily adapted for the assessment of condition of
both bearings and gearboxes. This work explores the pre-processing, and processing
necessary when utilising multivariate distance and similarity metrics for condition as-
sessment.
5.2.1 Data normalisation
Normalisation of the data is essential in many aspects. Typically, this is done to scale
an attribute to ensure that dierent attributes of dierent scales can be compared
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without bias. Due to the scale variant nature of Minkowski distances, if normalisation
is not performed, individual attributes may dominate the derived distance. As such,
normalisation ensures that each attribute (feature) contributes equally to the distance.
Normalisation of the data can performed in many ways. Two widely utilised tech-
niques are that of min-max normalisation, also known as \range scaling" (Kohl et al.,
2012), and z-score normalisation, also known as autoscaling (Kohl et al., 2012)). Min-
max normalisation linearly rescales the data between a predetermined minimum and
maximum. This provides denitive bounds for the variable, however, requires a priori
knowledge of the data minimum and maximum in order to perform this rescaling. If
these values are not known and are estimated, the rescaling has the potential to not be
a true representation of the underlying data, as it will not rescale the data correctly.
Min-max normalisation is dened by Kumar and Bhandare (2011) as:
x^i =

xi  Xmin
Xmax  Xmin

 (Kmax  Kmin) +Kmin) (5.1)
Where xi represents the vector of current observations, Xmin;Xmax represent the
vectors of minimum and maximum values of the multivariate vectorX, andKmin;Kmax
represent the vector of constant values to bound the new minimum and maximum values
by.
Z-score normalisation provides an alternative transform which can similarly be
used to rescale data. In this case, rather than a linear re-scaling of the data, data is
normalised around zero with a standard deviation of 1. Z-score normalisation is dened
by Kumar and Bhandare (2011) as:
x^i =
xi  X
X
(5.2)
Where X represents the mean vector of the multivariate vector X and X repre-
sents the vector of the standard deviation of X. This normalises the data around zero
and is often utilised in articial neural network sigmoid functions.
Further approaches to normalisation of the data also exist. Due to the nature of
these techniques, it would be impossible to present an exhaustive list of techniques.
However, for completeness a further two techniques are presented here. These are
maximum scaling and prole scaling (Kohl et al., 2012) Maximum scaling is dened by
Kohl et al. (2012) as:
x^i =
xi
Xmax
(5.3)
Where xi represents the vector of current observations and Xmax represents the
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vector of maximum observed values in the vector X. Prole scaling is dened as per
Kohl et al. (2012) as:
x^i =
xiqPn
j=1(y
2
j;i)
qPD
j=1(x
2
i )
(5.4)
Where yj;i represents the i
th variable of the jth training example. For a review and
analysis of the practical implications of these techniques, please refer to Kohl et al.
(2012).
Once data has been normalised, it is possible to utilise a variety of distance or
similarity metrics to explore various aspects of high dimensional data. These can enable
the high level interactions between attributes (features) to be taken into account to
determine if the deviation of any feature is of concern, or if it simply natural variation
within a process.
5.2.2 Distance metrics
A metric is a non-negative mathematical function which describes the \distance" be-
tween two points within a given set. Various conditions must be satised by a given
function d(x; y) in order to be dened as a metric. These are:
 d(x; y) > 0 (non-negativity)
 d(x; y) = d(y; x) (symmetry)
 d(x; y) = 0 (if and only if x = y)
 d(x; z)  d(x; y) + d(y; z) (triangle inequality)
Furthermore, a metric can be called scale invariant if the following condition is held:
 d(x; y) = d(x+ z; y + z) (scale invariance)
For all x; y; z.
Due to the simple denition of a metric, many functions exhibit the require be-
haviour. Due to this, many metrics exist. As the analysis of all of these metrics is
beyond the scope of this work, a small subset are explored here. For a comprehensive
listing of all distance metrics which could be employed in this analysis, please refer to
the extensive work of Deza and Deza (2009).
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Euclidean distance
The Euclidean distance is perhaps the most common of all distance metrics. In prac-
tical terms, it represents the \as the crow ies" distance between two points in an
n-dimensional space. This is a special case of the Minkowski distance (Deza and Deza,
2009), with the exponent set to 2. As such, the Euclidean distance is dened as per
Deza and Deza (2009):
DEuclidean(X;Y) =
vuut nX
i=1
(xi   yi)2 (5.5)
Where X and Y represent two vectors in an n dimensional space. Thus given a
point X (representing the current operational behaviour of the asset, as described by
a set of features), and a point Y (representing empirically dened normal operational
behaviour of the asset), it is possible to quantify the current distance between these
two points.
Manhattan distance
The Manhattan distance is similar to the notion of Euclidean distance, however, rather
describing the distance between two points directly, the Manhattan distance refers to
the distance measures between points at right angles. As such, it is named after the
grid-like structure of Manhattan island. Similarly to the Euclidean distance, this is
likewise a special case of the Minkowski distance, with the exponent set to 1. As such,
it is dened as per Deza and Deza (2009) as:
DManhattan(X;Y) =
nX
i=1
jxi   yij (5.6)
Chebyshev distance
The nal Minkowski distance explored in this chapter is that of the Chebyshev distance.
This is the generalised Minkowski distance where the exponent is set to innity. As
such, the Chebyshev distance is dened as per Deza and Deza (2009) as:
DChebyshev(X;Y) = lim
p!1(
nX
i=1
jxi   yijp)
1
p (5.7)
This then represents the absolute maximum value in any dimension between two
points. Due to this it is also known as the maximum distance.
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Minkowski distances
As specied, the Euclidean, Manhattan and Chebyshev distances are special cases of
the Minkowski distance. This is a generalised distance metric which can be applied in
the multivariate domain. The Minkowski distance between two n-dimensional vectors,
X = (x1; x2   xn) and Y = (y1; y2    yn) is dened as per Deza and Deza (2009) as:
DMinkowski(X;Y; p) = (
nX
i=1
jxi   yijp)
1
p (5.8)
For some real-number p  1. It can be seen that the Euclidean distance is the
Minkowski distance with p = 2, the Manhattan distance with p = 1 and the Chebyshev
distance with p =1.
Canberra distance
The Canberra distance (Lance and Williams, 1966) is not a member of the Minkowski
family. This metric is eectively a weighted adaptation of the Manhattan distance.
The Canberra distance is dened as:
DCanberra(X;Y) =
1
n
nX
i=1
jxi   yij
jxij+ jyij (5.9)
Where X = (x1; x2   xn) and Y = (y1; y2    yn).
Cosine distance
The Cosine distance metric further deviates from the Minkowski distances. In this case,
the metric provides a similarity rating between 1 (similar) and -1 (not similar). This
is dened as per Nguyen and Bai (2011) as:
DCosine(X;Y) = cos() =
X Y
jjXjj jjYjj =
Pn
i=1 xi  yipPn
i=1(xi)
2 pPni=1(yi)2 (5.10)
Where X Y represents the dot product of vectors X and Y, and jjXjj represents
the magnitude of vector X.
Lance-Williams distance
The Lance-Williams distance (Lance and Williams, 1967) was developed by Lance and
Williams in 1967 primarily for the purposes of clustering. By identifying other points
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which are not distant, an intuitive cluster of points can be attained. For our purposes
however, this distance is not used for clustering, but instead, the quantication of asset
behaviour. This is dened as:
DLW (X;Y) =
Pn
i=1 jxi   yijPn
i=1(xi + yi)
(5.11)
Where n represents the dimensionality of the data, and jxj represents the absolute
value of x.
Penrose distance
Given the prior distance metrics, it can be observed that attributes are considered
independently of one another. Whilst in many cases it is true that features may be
independent, in our case, features cannot be said to be independent (as multiple features
are collected from the same bearing). As such, the interactions between variables should
be taken into consideration. The Penrose distance extends the prior distance metrics
by taking into account the variance of the attributes. By taking attribute variance
into consideration, the metric can be made scale invariant. As such, the pre-processing
required for the Minkowski, Canberra, Cosine and Lance-Williams metrics explored so
far is not required for the Penrose distance.
The Penrose distance is dened as by Penrose (1952) as:
DPenrose(X;Y) =
nX
i=1

(X Y)2
n Vi

(5.12)
Where in this case the vector Y would typically be dened as  representing the n 
dimensional vector of attribute means and Vi would represent the variance of attribute
i (assumed to be the same across all attributes). By dening Y as the vector of
central points (such as means), deviation from this point in an n dimensional space
can determined. As we are interested in normal operational behaviour, it stands to
reason that given historical data, the central point will typically represent the desired
operational characteristics.
Mahalanobis distance
The Mahalanobis distance (De Maesschalck et al., 2000) further extends the notions
presented in the Penrose distance. As the Penrose distance takes attribute variance
into consideration when quantifying the distance between two points, the Mahalanobis
distance also takes the attribute covariance into consideration when quantifying these
distances. This additional information can be utilised to enhance the quality of the
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distance metric { and as the behaviour of this metric is well understood { allows the
exploitation of various properties of the underlying distribution of the metric value to be
exploited for the purposes of early detection, diagnosis and prognosis. The Mahalanobis
distance is dened by De Maesschalck et al. (2000) as:
DMahalanobis(X;Y) =
q
(X Y)T 1(X Y) (5.13)
Where  represents the covariance matrix. Typically, the Mahalanobis distance is
written as:
DMahalanobis(X) =
q
(X  )T 1(X  ) (5.14)
Where  represents the n dimensional vector of centres from which we are measur-
ing deviations from. This is as we are often interested in the identication of outlying
points (those which are distant from the mean of the data). In the case of condi-
tion assessment, we are often interested in quantifying deviations from an anticipated
(normal) behaviour which would be set a priori to represent the central vector.
As the Mahalanobis distance takes into consideration both attribute variance and
covariance, highly correlated features can be employed without redundancy (unlike the
Penrose distance). As such, this metric inherently performs a form of residual analysis
by quantifying inter-attribute deviations from empirically anticipated values.
A robust Mahalanobis distance
The nal multivariate distance metric explored in this work is that of the robust Maha-
lanobis distance (RMD). This further builds upon the traditional Mahalanobis distance,
however, whilst exploiting robust statistical techniques in order to more accurately de-
ne the central vector and also increase metric sensitivity.
The robust Mahalanobis distance is dened in Hardin and Rocke (2005) as:
DRMD(X) =
q
(X  0)T0 1(X  0) (5.15)
Where 0 and 0 represent the central vector and covariance as determined by the
estimated minimum covariance determinant (MCD) subset (Rousseeuw, 2005). This is
a heuristic technique which overcomes the limitations of traditional covariance calcu-
lations. As the traditional covariance calculation is highly sensitive to noise (Hardin
and Rocke, 2005) and degradation can be thought of as noise, it may potentially be
dicult to accurately encapsulate normal operational behaviour using the traditional
covariance calculation.
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5.2.3 Experimental setup
In order to explore the capability and sensitivity of each identied multivariate metric,
three distinct experiments were devised covering the two datasets explored in chapter
4. These are detailed below.
For the purposes of this analysis, data from three bearings were employed from the
NASA bearing dataset (Lee et al., 2007). These were:
 Bearing 1: (Failure history): Taken from test 2, bearing 2 of the dataset.
 Bearing 2: (Suspension history): Taken from test 2, bearing 1 of the dataset.
 Bearing 3: (Suspension history): Taken from test 2, bearing 3 of the dataset.
Bearing data
Exploration of metric quality was performed on the high frequency bearing accelerom-
eter data (Lee et al., 2007) by dening three experiments which would assist in deter-
mining the most applicable multivariate distance metric. These experiments were:
1. Experiment 1: In this experiment, all 3 bearings are employed for the analysis.
Of these bearings, 2 do not degrade over the length of the data collection (bear-
ings 2 and 3), whereas the nal bearing (bearing 1) did. All 3 bearings are used
to determine the multivariate centres. This is done as in practical applications;
we may not know the condition of the bearings as data is collected. It is possi-
ble that unobservable degradation data is contaminating the (perceived) normal
operational behaviour.
2. Experiment 2: In this experiment, a bearing (bearing 2) which was known to
not degrade substantially over the period to set the multivariate centres of the
data. The metrics are then validated on an independent bearing which is known
to have degraded (bearing 1) and also one which did not (bearing 3). As failure
data is often unavailable in practice, this experiment examines the case when only
known normal operational behaviour data is utilised (such as after maintenance,
repair or servicing), and explores if it is possible to develop strong techniques to
identify artefacts within the data.
3. Experiment 3: In this experiment, data from a single bearing is employed for
the full analysis; bearing 1. As this bearing failed during the data collection pro-
cess, the experiment is designed to detail the robustness of each metric. Stronger
metrics will be less inuenced by the degradation process and as such, should still
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provide strong encapsulation of the operational behaviour without requiring ad-
ditional data { such as normal operational behaviour attained through suspension
histories { and without articially adding noise to the resulting metric.
Due to the multivariate nature of the distance metrics employed, multivariate data
must be employed. As such, the multivariate moments model representing the bearing
was created based upon the analysis performed in chapter 4. The 4-dimensional model
of bearing behaviour was constructed using the moments model (section 4.2) features:
 Standard deviation: Chosen as a measure of variability due to the strong
performance on both datasets employed for the analysis in chapter 4.
 Root mean square (RMS): Chosen as a measure of central tendency due to
the consistently strong performance on both datasets employed for analysis in
chapter 4.
 Skewness: Chosen as a measure of shape due to the ability to quantify the
underlying distribution shape in terms of asymmetry.
 Kurtosis: Chosen as a measure of shape due to the ability to quantify the
underlying distribution shape in terms of peakedness.
Gearbox data
Exploration of metric quality was also performed on the low frequency wind turbine
SCADA data from the Reliawind consortium (Wilkinson et al., 2010). Three experi-
ments were dened which would assist in determining the most applicable multivariate
distance metric for this application. This was done to ensure consistency with the
results from the experiments undertaken on the high frequency bearing accelerometer
data. As it is possible that certain artefacts exist due to the frequency of data collec-
tion, various discrepancies between applications may occur. As such, these experiments
were performed in order to minimise this potential whilst validating our ndings. These
experiments were:
1. Experiment 1: In this experiment, 3 wind turbines are employed for the anal-
ysis. Of these, 1 suered a catastrophic failure during operation. All 3 wind
turbines were used to dene the multivariate centres, making this experiment
conceptually similar to that as in the NASA bearing experiment 1.
2. Experiment 2: In this experiment, 1 wind turbine (which did not fail over the
period) was employed to set the multivariate centres of the data. The metrics were
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then validated on the independent wind turbine which catastrophically failed, as
well as the third test turbine. As failure data is often unavailable in practice,
this experiment demonstrates the robustness of the approaches under real world
conditions of data availability.
3. Experiment 3: Finally, in the last experiment, only 1 wind turbine is anal-
ysed (wind turbine 2). The gearbox of this wind turbine failed during operation.
Metric central vectors, variance and covariance should not be inuenced by degra-
dation (which will be inherently present in the data), and should simultaneously
provide strong encapsulation of the operational behaviour. This experiment looks
to explore this.
As the extended physics of failure model developed in section 4.3 utilises both the
gearbox oil temperature and planetary gear temperature, a bivariate model can be
constructed. These can be employed within the multivariate domain due to the nature
of the distance metrics explored. This also provides a naturally extensible framework
which can be exploited should other sensors or parameters become available for analysis.
As it is anticipated that next generation wind turbines will have over 4 times the number
of SCADA channels available, should further gearbox sensors become available, they
can easily be incorporated into the developed extended physics of failure model. As
such, the extended physics of failure model detailed in section 4.3 based upon a bivariate
model of the wind turbine gearbox was constructed utilising:
 Normalised gearbox oil temperature.
 Normalised gearbox planetary gear temperature.
5.2.4 Bearing results
The three proposed experiments to assess the sensitivity and capabilities of each of
the nine multivariate metrics were initially performed on the high frequency bearing
accelerometer dataset (Lee et al., 2007). As the dataset utilised contains both failure
and suspension histories, it is possible to explore many aspects of the multivariate
distance metrics for the purposes of condition assessment.
For instance, it is intuitive to explore if the inclusion of additional normal opera-
tional behaviour will hinder or improve the capabilities of early detection of a given
multivariate distance metric. Similarly, it is also intuitive to explore the alternate case
of removing failure data from the analysis. As no failure data is necessary to iden-
tify failures within this paradigm, it may be the case that some multivariate distance
metrics are more sensitive to this inclusion than others.
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Bearing experiment 1
As can be seen in gure 5.2 various artefacts, phenomena and signatures can be observed
within the bearing timeseries. Firstly, each of the Minkowski distance metrics are
similar. The Chebyshev distance is bounded between 0 and 1, as anticipated (due to
the normalisation of the data), which provides a means of quantifying current health
as a percentage of the Chebyshev distance. The Euclidean distance and Manhattan
distances are bounded higher than the Chebyshev distance as one would expect. All
three features show similar artefacts. All three Minkowski metrics are able to quantify
degradation on the failed bearing and potential degradation on the healthy bearing. It
should be noted that the Chebyshev distance is noisier than both the Euclidean and
Manhattan distances. Some healing phenomena (Qiu et al., 2006) can be observed in
these time series as discussed in chapter 4. It should also be noted that no benet is
attained with regards to the early detection of degradation due to the application of
these multivariate distance metrics; the resultant time series are very closely correlated
to the underlying features used in their development. Analysis using Pearsons' product
moment correlation coecient identied strong relationships between the Euclidean
distance of the failed bearing and the underlying RMS value (r(982) = :94, p < :01), the
standard deviation (r(982) = :93, p < :01), and the kurtosis (r(982) = :83, p < :01). It
is interesting to note that a strong negative correlation was found between the Euclidean
distance of the failed bearing and the skewness (r(982) =  :71, p < :01).
The cosine, Canberra and Lance-Williams distances all provide more insight than
the Minkowski distances. As gure 5.2 shows, deviation from previous states occurs
prior to that of the Minkowski metrics. Whilst initially the cosine distance appears to
not correlate with the other metrics, one should be reminded that this is a similarity
metric and as such, will decrease due to dis-similarity with the central vector, rather
than increase. As such, it is negatively correlated with the other metrics. Whilst
the cosine distance is bounded by the metric itself (between -1 and 1), the Canberra
distance is not. The Canberra distance in this instance seems more sensitive than the
previous distance metrics as it is possible to easily distinguish between both of the
bearings immediately. Although the Canberra distance appears slightly noisy for the
healthy bearing, a large artefact can be observed at approximately time step 600 which
the other metrics did not identify. Similarly, this was also missed by the Lance-Williams
distance. Although this artefact was missed, the Lance-Williams metric can be seen
to be more sensitive than the Minkowski, cosine and Canberra distances as observed
from the magnitude of the change on the failed bearing prior to failure. However, the
detection of potential degradation is not as early as with the cosine distance.
With regards to the Penrose distance, substantially more variation can be observed.
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Figure 5.2: Bearing experiment 1 distance metrics.
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Due to the large variation between initial conditions and failure with this metric, a
logarithmic scale is employed. Deviation from initial conditions are found to be as
early as the cosine distance, showing the promise of this metric as a means of early
detection of degradation. Furthermore, the artefact identied by the Canberra distance
can be observed in this metric as well. The traditional Mahalanobis distance can
be identied as being of a similar sensitivity as the Penrose distance to degradation,
however, the traditional Mahalanobis distance suers from substantially more noise
than the Penrose distance in this case. Although the traditional Mahalanobis distance
is of a similar sensitivity to the Penrose distance, the Penrose distance failed to identify
the artefact on the healthy bearing which was identied between time points 600 to
700 by the traditional Mahalanobis distance.
Finally, the robust Mahalanobis distance can be seen to be the most sensitive {
varying by multiple orders of magnitude with degradation { whilst containing less
noise than both the Penrose distance and the traditional Mahalanobis distance. It is
interesting to note that a near linear trend can be observed once the degradation process
begins, and continues until failure (the end of the time series). Similar linear trends can
be observed on the healthy bearing, which may indicate potential degradation on this
bearing as well. It is likely that the linearity of these trends is due to the logarithmic
transform applied to the data for display purposes, as this is the natural transform for
exponential data.
Bearing experiment 2
As can be seen in gure 5.3, similar patterns and trends can be observed as in gure
5.2. Due to the setup of this experiment, various dierent signatures can be observed.
Firstly, the Minkowski distances decrease substantially due to degradation. In this
paradigm, this would infer that the bearing condition of the failed bearing is increasing
(i.e. healing itself) which is not the case. This is observed in all of the Minkowski
metrics. Unlike in the previous experiment, in this case, with the assistance of the
Manhattan distance, it is possible to separate the bearings from initialisation. This
would further suggest that the Manhattan distance is the most sensitive in this context
to variation in bearing condition. Some trends continue from the previous experiment,
such as the Chebyshev metric being the noisiest of the Minkowski distances. Similar
signatures of degradation are observed as in the previous experiment.
The cosine metric provides a clear distinction between the characteristics of each
bearing. However, as this metric denotes similarity, the metric should decrease due to
degradation. In this case, this does not occur and similarly to the Minkowski metrics,
appears to become healthier. This is likewise reected in the Lance-Williams distance.
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Figure 5.3: Bearing experiment 2 distance metrics.
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Whilst in experiment 1 this showed promise due to an increased sensitivity, the sen-
sitivity in this case is comparable to that of the Minkowski distances. The Canberra
distance, however, does provide a means to quantify behaviour. This time series is sim-
ilar to that of the Minkowski distances in gure 5.2; the distances increase as expected,
and similar degradation and healing phenomena are observed at the same times as the
previous experiment.
Finally, the Penrose, Mahalanobis and robust Mahalanobis distance provide im-
provement over the other metrics. In each of these cases, both bearings are easily
distinguishable, with degradation (and potential degradation) causing an increase in
the distance metric. Although the metrics appear noisy, this is primarily due to the
logarithmic scale used to present the data. Similarly to the rst experiment, the ro-
bust Mahalanobis metric has the highest sensitivity (as it is able to identify artefacts
within the healthy data which were missed by the other eight metrics). This metric
also appears to be less noisy. Due to the sensitivity, the artefacts within the data cause
the healthy bearing to appear temporarily degraded. Further analysis reveals these
to be outlying data points, potentially due to noise in the data acquisition process.
In practice, should a reading like this occur, further data would be acquired in order
to verify and validate the change in behaviour. As the values immediately return to
anticipated values after these anomalies occur, we can identify these points as noise in
this case. This does not occur with the degradation on the failed bearing or potential
degradation on the healthy bearing.
Bearing experiment 3
In the nal experiment, only the bearing which eventually failed was employed to
determine normal operational behaviour for the distance metrics. This is shown in
gure 5.4.
Firstly, the Canberra distance in this case did not meet our expectations. Substan-
tial noise is present within the metric (as can be observed in gure 5.4), and degradation
causes a decrease in metric value. As such, this metric cannot be deemed suitable for
the analysis of bearing degradation. All Minkowski distances perform comparably (as
one would expect). Again, the Chebyshev distance contains more noise than either the
Manhattan or Euclidean distance. Each of the Minkowski distance metrics increase
with degradation, which is promising,
The cosine distance performs better in this experiment than the second, and is
comparable to the results attained in the rst experiment. As degradation increase,
similarity to normal operational behaviour decreases. However, the point at which
deviation from prior values occurs provides little to no early detection in comparison
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Figure 5.4: Bearing experiment 3 distance metrics.
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to other metrics. The Lance-Williams metric is again comparable to the Minkowski
distances, however, with increased sensitivity as observed in experiment 1.
Finally, the Penrose, traditional Mahalanobis and robust Mahalanobis distances all
out perform the Minkowski, Canberra, cosine and Lance-William metrics. Degradation
in all three of these distance functions causes an increase in metric value by orders
of magnitude. The Penrose distance contains the most noise, however, the transition
between normal operational behaviour and degraded condition is more easily observed
in this time series than in that of the traditional Mahalanobis distance. The robust Ma-
halanobis distance has the least noise, the highest sensitivity and provides the earliest
transition from normal operational behaviour to degraded operation.
5.2.5 Gearbox results
The gearbox time series dier substantially from that of the bearing time series in many
regards. This is due to many reasons, rstly is the nature of the data itself; the bearing
data was accelerometer data, whereas the gearbox data represents temperatures. Sec-
ondly, the bearing data is high frequency data (over 20,00 samples per second) which
has been sampled to 1 sample per second with the assistance of statistical time domain
features (the moments model). In contrast, the wind turbine gearbox SCADA data is
sampled once every 10 minutes. Thirdly, the bearing data is collected from a station-
ary component. Whilst the gearbox model utilises low frequency data, the operational
environment (due to its non-stationary operation) is drastically dierent. Finally, the
nature of the model employed eects the time series dramatically. As the gearbox of
a wind turbine is subjected to seasonal variation (which we have previously shown in
section 4.3 of this thesis that the normalisation does not fully remove), this may be
apparent in the time series.
Due to the sample rate and the quantity of data collected from the wind turbines,
the multivariate metrics were averaged using the traditional mean on a day-by-day
basis in order to quantify the behaviour and condition of a gearbox on a given day.
This enables the condition to be tracked over time, whilst assisting in mitigating the
inuence of noise and anomalous readings from the SCADA system.
Gearbox experiment 1
As seen in gure 5.5, various metrics are better suited for the analysis of wind turbine
gearbox condition assessment than others. In this case, it can be seen that both the
Euclidean and Manhattan distances are not t for purpose. With regards to the failed
wind turbine which suered a catastrophic failure between data points 300 and 400;
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Figure 5.5: Gearbox experiment 1 distance metrics.
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although this failure can clearly be observed in both time series, the healthy turbine
is given a large distance value at approximately data point 200. This would represent
a false positive classication; where degradation does not exist, but the technique is
stating that degradation has occurred. In practice, this would warrant an inspection of
the gearbox; resulting in lost production and increased maintenance expenditure. This
is true for the nal Minkowski distance (Chebyshev), however, due to the use of the
maximum dierence, this is mitigated slightly.
The cosine distance performs poorly. Although deviation of the failed turbine occurs
at the point of failure, the signature is extremely weak compared to the Minkowski
distances. Similarly, the range of this metric is limited. As such, the use of this metric
does not seem justied in this case. The Canberra distance (presented on a log scale
here) also does not perform as expected. Although the failure can be identied in the
metric, the signature of the failure is weak and is due to a reduction in distance value.
It should be noted that many of the large anomalous values in the time series correlate
to the missing data as discussed in section 4.3.9 as can be observed in gure 4.11. The
Lance-Williams metric is again similar to the Minkowski distances, and oers little else
in terms of analysis.
The Penrose distance provides greater sensitivity and a wider range than the other
metrics discussed. The artefact of the healthy turbine prior to failure is still present,
however, it is possible that this is due to the SCADA system itself. The traditional
Mahalanobis distance further improves upon the Penrose distance. In this metric, the
catastrophic failure is easily isolated, and the artefact present on the healthy turbine
no longer appears more substantial. Finally, the robust Mahalanobis distance (RMD)
appears to be more suitable than the prior eight metrics. Higher sensitivity is achieved,
the catastrophic failure is easily isolated, the artefact on the healthy turbine is again
less substantial than the catastrophic failure and more separation is achieved between
\normal" operational behaviour and both the noise and failure in the dataset.
Gearbox experiment 2
In the second experiment, similar results are obtained as in the rst experiment. As can
be seen in gure 5.6, both the Euclidean and Manhattan distances seem well suited but
suer from the artefact which is present in the healthy turbine time series (leading to a
false positive identication of degradation on the gearbox), this is again limited in the
Chebyshev distance. Due to utilising the maximum value in the Chebyshev distance,
the catastrophic failure which occurred on the failed turbine appears not as substantial
as it does in the other Minkowski distances.
Perhaps the most surprising result is that of the Canberra distance. In this case,
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Figure 5.6: Gearbox experiment 2 distance metrics.
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the metric does not correctly identify the catastrophic failure which occurred. The
healthy turbine in actuality appears more damaged than the turbine which failed. This
is unacceptable as a false negative classication would incur substantially more losses
(and maintenance expenditure) than a false positive classication.
Similarly, the cosine distance performs as poorly in this case as it did in the rst
experiment. Although a larger shift can be observed around the time of failure, the
separation between the healthy and failed turbines is minimal, and there is little to no
trend or pattern regarding the failure. Immediately after the failure the two time series
are overlapping; one would anticipate that this means both turbines are equally healthy
(or damaged). However, as can be observed in the other metrics, this is not the case.
Again, the Lance-Williams metric performs comparably to the Minkowski distances.
The Penrose distance performs similarly to in the rst experiment, with a strong
signature occurring when the gearbox fails. This likewise suers from the same false-
positive artefact in the healthy gearbox as the other metrics. The traditional Maha-
lanobis distance however, does not suer from this artefact, and is more sensitive to the
gearbox failure. Similarly, the robust Mahalanobis distance is similarly sensitive and
whilst the artefact in the healthy time series is somewhat substantial, more artefacts
can be observed in the time series of the failed gearbox prior to failure, potentially
assisting in the early identication of damage.
Gearbox experiment 3
In this experiment, as only the failure gearbox data was utilised to determine the
multivariate metric centres, only a single time series is presented here. This experiment
explores how sensitive the metric is to the inclusion of degraded data. Similar results
are achieved as in the prior two experiments, as can be seen in gure 5.7. Each of the
Minkowski distances perform similarly, with the Chebyshev distance containing a little
more noise.
Both the cosine and Canberra distances under-perform and do not meet expecta-
tions: no failure can be ascertained in the cosine distance, and the failure again causes
a reduction in the Canberra distance. Although the failure can be seen in the Canberra
distance, given the large quantity of noise in the metric, it is dicult to distinguish.
The Lance-Williams metric is similar to the Minkowski distances, as in previous exper-
iments. Of the nal three metrics, the robust Mahalanobis metric once again performs
better than its peers. Higher sensitivity is achieved in comparison to both the Penrose
distance and the traditional Mahalanobis distance. The sensitivity in this case is an
artefact of estimating the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) subset. Due to the
large quantity of degraded data present, and the accurate encapsulation of behaviour as
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Figure 5.7: Gearbox experiment 3 distance metrics.
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determined by the minimum covariance determinant algorithm, slight deviations from
this are given large distances. As the traditional covariance calculation is highly sensi-
tive to noise, many of these `peaks' in the robust Mahalanobis distance are suppressed
as they are deemed to be within normal limits (which is not always the case).
5.2.6 Discussion
As explored in sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5, dierent multivariate distance metrics were
anticipated to perform better in dierent cases. This was not the case. As can be seen
repeatedly, the robust Mahalanobis distance (RMD) performs consistently better than
any of the other multivariate metrics explored in this work.
This is due to the encapsulation of normal behaviour with the assistance of an
estimated minimum covariance determinant (MCD) subset (Rousseeuw and Driessen,
1999). Although this technique is computationally more expensive, it has been utilised
to create a metric which is more sensitive to both bearing and gearbox degradation.
The Minkowski distances all perform similarly in this case. It is anticipated that
in models containing higher dimensionality, larger dierences would be seen between
these metrics. However for small dimensional models { such as the bearing moments
model (4) and extended physics of failure wind turbine SCADA gearbox model (2) {
these dierences in this case are minimal.
The cosine distance performed reasonably well on the bearing dataset, however,
performed poorly for the analysis of the gearbox. As such, it may be the case that
this metric in particular is suited to particular applications. As this is is a similarity
metric, rather than a distance metric, this assist in explaining the poor result attained
for the gearbox data. Similarly, the Canberra distance did not perform well on the
gearbox data. This is interesting as the Minkowski distances, Penrose and both the
traditional and robust Mahalanobis distances performed in comparable manners across
both datasets. Due to the behaviour of the cosine distance in the second bearing
experiment, it was felt that this metric should be avoided. The Lance-Williams metric
appeared to be very closely correlated to the Minkowski distances; this metric performed
better on the bearing data than the gearbox data. This is perhaps due to the higher
dimensionality of the bearing moments model than the extended physics of failure
gearbox model.
The Penrose distance typically performs well, however, it should be pointed out that
highly correlated variables will inuence the metric in a potentially biased manner. For
instance, in an 8 dimensional model, if 7 of these attributes are highly correlated with
each other, these will dominate a substantial contribution to the distance. If the values
they are measuring are not directly associated with degradation, this may lead to
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potentially false-positive readings as there are only (in reality) 2 unique attributes in
the model, with 1 attribute accounting for seven eighths (87:5%) of the contribution
to the distance metric. As the Mahalanobis distances takes these interactions into
consideration, highly correlated variables can be employed within this metric. This
also holds true for the robust Mahalanobis distance.
Overall, the metrics can be summarised as follows:
 Minkowski distances: Typically these metrics performed better than the cosine
and Canberra metrics, and should be explored initially to ascertain if distance
metrics are a viable technique to be employed on the dataset in question.
 Cosine distance: Due to the spurious results attained in the second bearing
experiment, it is recommended that this metric is avoided for bearing and gearbox
health assessment.
 Canberra distance: As this metric failed to identify the gearbox failure in the
second gearbox experiment, it is recommended that this metric be explored in
detail prior to its use in practice, or avoided entirely.
 Lance-Williams distance: Typically, this metric performed similarly to the
Minkowski metrics. As such, it is recommended to utilise the Minkowski metrics
rst before exploring the Lance-Williams metric.
 Penrose distance: Although this performs well in both cases, as high correlated
variables have the potential to inuence the metric, it is recommended that this
metric is not employed when this is the case.
 Traditional Mahalanobis distance: This out performs all of the previous
metrics, however, has the potential to lack sensitivity due to the calculation of
the traditional covariance matrix employed.
 Robust Mahalanobis distance: This is the best performing metric explored
in both datasets, and has higher sensitivity than the traditional Mahalanobis dis-
tance due to the use of the minimum covariance determinant subset (Rousseeuw
and Driessen, 1999) employed for covariance calculation.
5.2.7 Conclusion
This section has explored the use of 8 multivariate distance metrics and 1 multivariate
similarity metric in 3 independent experiments across 2 datasets. The robust Maha-
lanobis distance (RMD) was found to consistently outperform the other metrics ex-
plored in this work, and to be applicable on both the bearing and gearbox datasets.
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This metric was found to be the most sensitive to degradation, and provide a means
of early detection due to this sensitivity. Whilst the other candidate distance and sim-
ilarity metrics explored in this work are viable for use in a PHM solution, the quality
of the solution would be reduced if alternative distance metrics were employed.
With regards to the high frequency bearing accelerometer dataset, the three experi-
ments show that the Minkowski distances all performed comparably. Similar trends and
patterns are observed amongst each of these three metrics. Both the cosine and Lance-
Williams metrics also performed similarly to the Minkowski distances. The Canberra
distance metric diers from these, however, its use as a metric for condition assess-
ment is limited. Both the Penrose distance and traditional Mahalanobis distance are
well suited, with the traditional Mahalanobis distance being slightly more suitable for
condition assessment due to both its sensitivity and also inherently taking attribute
covariance into consideration.
With regards to the low frequency wind turbine SCADA gearbox dataset, similar
results are found. This suggests that the data acquisition frequency may be of limited
concern when employing these techniques. The Minkowski distances are noisy and pro-
vide minimal insight into the underlying condition of the gearbox. This trend continues
with the Lance-William metric. In this case, the cosine distance diers substantially
from the previous metrics, but is also limited in it's application. The Canberra dis-
tance is an improvement over this, however, the failure causes an unexpected reduction
in the metric value, again limiting the value of the metric in this case. The Penrose
and traditional Mahalanobis distances both prove suitable in this case, however, the
traditional Mahalanobis distance is slightly more sensitive.
The robust Mahalanobis distance (RMD) metric out performs the other metrics in
this case due to the selection of a strong subset of data from which to base the estimates
of centres (location) and covariance (scatter). This is due to utilising techniques to
assist in identifying the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) subset. In this work,
the Fast-MCD algorithm was employed (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999). This is a
heuristic technique and is not as accurate as exact methods. It is anticipated that
stronger encapsulations of this subset will further increase the sensitivity of the robust
Mahalanobis distance, it is of interest to explore the techniques which can identify or
estimate the minimum covariance determinant subset.
As such, this thesis will now explore the inuence of the eect of the minimum
covariance determinant (MCD) subset on the resulting robust Mahalanobis distance
(RMD) for the purposes of condition assessment.
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5.3 Robust estimation of the covariance matrix
5.3.1 Introduction
As hinted upon in section 5.2.6, the calculation of the covariance metric strongly eects
the calculation of the Mahalanobis distance. This is due to the sensitivity of the
traditional covariance calculation to both outliers and noise. This section of the thesis
explores the robust calculation of the covariance matrix for use in the Mahalanobis
distance. By limiting the inuence of outlying data, data which is regarded as noise
and also degradation data, a more accurate representation of the true condition of an
asset can be achieved.
This chapter explores the calculation of the covariance matrix with respect to the
Mahalanobis distance. The traditional covariance calculation is presented, and shown to
be inferior in comparison to the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) subset for the
purposes of condition assessment. Following this, exact algorithms for the calculation of
the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) subset are explored. Heuristic techniques
are then presented, followed by the development of an elitist memetic algorithm (EMA)
in order to overcome the limitations of both the exact and heuristic methods.
5.3.2 Traditional covariance estimation
The covariance matrix encapsulates both the variance of attributes and also the co-
variance of attributes in the multivariate domain. Typically, the covariance matrix is
denoted  although it is often referred to in the literature as S. In this matrix, the
variance of the attributes populates the diagonals of the matrix, with the covariances
between attributes populating the o-diagonal positions. The notion of covariance is
closely linked to that or correlation, with correlation between two variables being the
normalised covariance.
Consider a matrix X, with rows of this matrix denoted Xi. The covariance matrix
is dened as:
 =
1
N   1
NX
i=1
(Xi   X)(Xi   X)T (5.16)
Where X traditionally represents the sample mean. As in practice the major-
ity of data collected from assets will pertain to normal (or near-normal) operational
behaviour, the covariance matrix encapsulates the interactions between the model vari-
ables based upon their typical behaviour. If one was to utilise degraded behaviour to
derive the covariance matrix, it would be possible to analyse discrepancies between the
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covariance matrix representing normal operational behaviour and also the covariance
matrix representing degraded behaviour in order to gain insight into the behaviour of
the degradation in this case.
However, this calculation of the covariance matrix is heavily inuenced by noise. In
practice, this means that if traditional covariance calculations are used when employing
the Mahalanobis distance for the purposes of health assessment, the sensitivity of the
metric will be reduced. This is due to the degradation, erroneous measurements and
also noise contaminating the dataset. If data containing degradation is utilised to derive
the covariance matrix, it would be dicult for the resulting distance metric to be able
to identify future cases of degradation at the level which was present within the data.
This phenomena is known as masking and swamping, and dened by Hardin and
Rocke (2005) as:
 Masking: Masking occurs when a group of outlying points (degraded asset be-
haviour) skews the mean and covariance estimates toward it, and the resulting
distance of the outlying point from the mean is small.
 Swamping: Swamping occurs when a group of outlying points (degraded asset
behaviour) skews the mean and covariance estimates toward it and away from
other inlying points and the resulting distance from the inlying points to the
mean is large.
Thus, masking causes degradation to be \hidden" as it is given a smaller Maha-
lanobis distance; eectively causing degradation to be classed as normal operational
behaviour (false negatives). Similarly, swamping causes normal operational behaviour
to be given a higher Mahalanobis distance as it appears more degraded than it actually
is (false positives). As such, it is essential that the data is cleansed and processed
in such a way to minimise these phenomena and ensure the covariance matrix truly
encapsulates the behaviour of the component.
Within the literature various techniques to robustly estimate the covariance matrix
exist. These range from exact techniques to heuristics employed in order to ease the
computational complexity of the calculation.
5.3.3 Robust estimation
Robust estimation of the covariance matrix aims to identify outlying points prior to
the calculation of the covariance matrix in order to determine a more accurate repre-
sentation of the interaction between model attributes. Within the realm of univariate
data, manual inspection of box-plots can be performed to identify outlying points. In
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the case of bivariate data, scatter plots can be inspected to perform this identication.
However, in the multivariate domain, it becomes impractical to inspect all possible
combinations of attribute scatter plots. As stated in Robson (2003), an outlier contain-
ing mild but systematic errors in all of its components (dimensions) will remain hidden
from manual inspection of the scatter plots.
As is demonstrated by Rousseeuw and Driessen (1999) and also shown in gure
5.8, traditional covariance estimation cannot accurately encapsulate behaviour even
in bivariate cases. In their work, the Fast-MCD algorithm (Rousseeuw and Driessen,
1999) is utilised to robustly estimate the covariance matrix.
For the purposes of robust estimation one assumes a certain quantity of contamina-
tion of the dataset. This enables the robust calculation of the covariance matrix to be
modelled as a subset selection problem (Robson, 2003). The problem then becomes one
of identifying the most suitable h of N points which encapsulates the true behaviour
of the multivariate dataset. In practice this is a fair assumption: techniques such as
the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) have a high breakdown point (51% with
regards to covariance estimation) due to their robust nature. Thus, as long as the
majority of the data ( 51%) pertains to \normal" operational behaviour, limiting our
subset of points to some h of N will not disregard potentially useful information.
In order to quantify the quality of a given subset of points, a metric is required. The
MCD technique employs the determinant of the inverse of the covariance matrix. This
can eectively be thought of as being proportional to the volume of the m dimensional
ellipse covered by the covariance matrix. Thus, the subset of points which minimise the
(a) Traditional covariance calculation (bivari-
ate) tolerance ellipse (97.5%) (Rousseeuw and
Driessen, 1999).
(b) Robust covariance calculation (bivari-
ate) tolerance ellipse (97.5%) (Rousseeuw and
Driessen, 1999).
Figure 5.8: Estimation of the covariance matrix.
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determinant of the inverse of the covariance matrix given h of N points most accurately
encapsulates the behaviour of the data. The minimum covariance determinant can be
formulated as per Hardin and Rocke (2005):
MCD = ( Xj ; S

j )
j = set of h points jSj j < jSk j
8 sets k s.t. #jKj = h
Xj =
1
h
X
i2j
xi
Sj =
1
h
X
i2j
(xi   XJ)(xi   XJ)T
(5.17)
The MCD technique is superior to other robust estimators such as the minimum
volume ellipsoid (MVE) due to many reasons, for instance, as suggested by Rousseeuw
and Driessen (1999):
 A higher breakdown point.
 Higher statistical eciency.
 Higher accuracy.
 Robust distances based upon the MCD are more precise than those based upon
the MVE.
 The MCD is commonly used in linear discriminant analysis, and so is more widely
recognised.
As such, the use of the MCD subset is preferred over other methods (such as the
MVE) and is utilised in this thesis. Although the Fast-MCD algorithm (Rousseeuw
and Driessen, 1999) has been mentioned previously in this thesis, this is an estimate
of the true MCD subset that is calculated based upon a heuristic. It is possible to
determine the true MCD subset through the use of exact algorithms which are sound
and complete, and provide a means to establish a better encapsulation of typical asset
or component behaviour than estimates of the MCD subset can provide.
Exact algorithms
Given the requirement to identify a subset of points in order to determine normal
operational behaviour, various exact and heuristic techniques exist. Exact algorithms
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provide a comprehensive search of the search space in order to eectively evaluate
the quality of every possible MCD subset, ensuring that the minimum is found. Four
algorithms are presented here, as explored in the work of Robson (2003).
Branch and bound
The branch and bound algorithm is an exact algorithm presented by Robson (2003) for
the calculation of the true MCD subset. In this algorithm, a subset tree is constructed
of depth h. Every possible subset is constructed and evaluated to determine the deter-
minant of the inverse covariance matrix. This is an exponential time algorithm which
has
 
h
N

combinations. Given the substantial number of subsets to be evaluated (even
on smaller samples), it is clear that this algorithm is not feasible in practice.
For instance, given a dataset of size N = 1000, h = 750, there are over 4:82 10242
combinations. This cannot be computed in real-time (or at all in practice). In order
to reduce the number of subset evaluations performed, pruning of the subset tree is
performed. Pruning is performed once it is known that a branch of the subset tree
cannot contain the MCD subset. Although this reduces the quantity of points requiring
evaluation substantially (in the case of Robson (2003), by over 99.99%), the number of
remaining points is still too large to evaluated eectively in practice.
Sweepline algorithm
The sweepline algorithm (Pesch, 2000) achieves improvements upon the traditional
branch and bound algorithm by utilising the notion that the MCD subset is convex
complete. That is, the convex hull formed by the MCD subset must only contain
points which are part of this subset. In the work of both Pesch (2000) and Robson
(2003), exploration of this algorithm was only undertaken for bivariate data. Although
m dimensional convex hulls can be computed, the computational intensity of the cal-
culation increases with the dimensionality.
In their analysis, Robson (2003) found that of the potential MCD subsets, only 1:5
in 1 billion (on average) were convex complete. In practice, this was found to equate
to an improvement over the branch and bound algorithm by two orders of magnitude.
Extreme algorithm
The nal algorithm presented by Robson (2003) is referred to as the Extreme algorithm.
This extends the sweepline algorithm by focusing on the points which make up the
convex hull. As the subset of points in this hull by denition is smaller than the convex
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complete subset, identication of the points which would construct this convex hull
would enable the identication of the MCD subset.
In the analysis of this technique presented in Robson (2003), this technique was
found to outperform the sweepline algorithm slightly. It is interesting to note that this
technique is computationally more eective when the subset size is small (h = 14  n).
Again, as this exploration was performed in the bivariate case, the inuence of the
dimensionality of the data was not taken into consideration. Given the complexity of the
current algorithm, one can assume that complexity will increase with the dimensionality
of the data.
Bernholt and Fischers algorithm
Bernholt and Fischers algotithm (Bernholt and Fischer, 2004) further renes the con-
cepts identied in the extreme algorithm of Pesch (2000). In this case, a more specic
condition is employed in order to reduce the search space and assist in determining the
MCD subset.
The condition exploited is that the MCD subset must be selectable by an ellipsoid
(Bernholt and Fischer, 2004). This is summarised by Robson (2003) as follows: as the
ellipsoid is convex, the subset is convex complete ... as the convex hull is the boundary
of the smallest convex region containing these points, the convex hull lies within the
ellipsoid. Furthermore, Robson (2003) goes on to state that the reverse is not true
and that a convex complete subset may not necessarily be selectable by an ellipsoid.
Thus, they suggest that algorithms utilising ellipsoids may be faster than those utilising
convex hulls.
In the bivariate exploration of the algorithm in Robson (2003), the redundancy
of the solutions presented by this algorithm is noted. In their case, ve points were
utilised to dene a quadratic to dene the scope of the ellipsoid in the bivariate domain.
It was found that solving the derived linear system often resulted in many redundant
subsets (as the ellipsoid often covered the same points). The authors of Robson (2003)
remedy this with the implementation of a binary search tree to ensure that subsets
are not evaluated redundantly. However, the added computational complexity of this
negates the benet achieved through the algorithm. The algorithm is shown to be
an improvement over the previous techniques. However the running time { as per
the former algorithms { is again not practical with a running time of O(Nd(d+3)=2)
(Bernholt and Fischer, 2004) (where d represents the dimensionality of the data).
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Heuristic algorithms
Identication of the MCD subset has been shown to be NP complete by reduction
to a maximal clique problem by Bernholt and Fischer (2004). Given the diculty of
exact calculation of the MCD subset, various heuristics and approximation techniques
are employed in practice to assist in a suitable subset of points. As any improvement
over utilising the traditional covariance matrix will translate to more practical distance
metrics, the exact MCD subset is not required. Rather, any subset which can be shown
to approximate the true MCD subset can be employed.
Fast-MCD
The Fast-MCD algorithm (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999) is the most common of all
MCD subset algorithms. This is a heuristic technique which iteratively renes the
selected subset until a robust estimate is found. The algorithm is dened in two parts,
one for N < 600 and one for N  600. The rst is dened as follows (Rousseeuw and
Driessen, 1999):
1. Dene h = :75 N
2. Generate x candidate solutions:
(a) Create a sample H1 either randomly of size h, or of p+1 (iteratively adding
random points if the covariance matrix is singular)
(b) Carry out two \C-steps"
3. For the 10 of x candidate solutions with the lowest determinants:
(a) Carry out \C-steps" until convergence
4. Report the solution with the lowest determinant
In the case that N  600, the algorithm is dened as (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999)
1. Construct up to ve disjoint random subsets of size nsub
2. For each subset, repeat x times:
(a) Construct an initial sample hsub = :75  nsub
(b) Carry out two \C-steps"
(c) Keep the 10 of x solutions with the lowest determinant
3. Merge the disjoint subsets
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4. Repeat on the merged subset y times:
(a) Carry out two \C-steps"
(b) Keep the best 10 of y results
5. In the full dataset, for each result:
(a) Perform \C-steps" until convergence
(b) Keep the subset with the lowest determinant
6. Return the best identied subset
There are a few interesting notions to discuss here. Firstly, is that of candidate
initialisation, and secondly, that of a \C-step".
With regards to candidate initialisation, if minimal contamination is within the
dataset, it make no dierence if the h points are drawn randomly (Rousseeuw and
Driessen, 1999). If the dataset is highly contaminated, p + 1 datapoints are selected,
with a \C-step" performed to identify the remaining points to add to the subset.
As dened by Rousseeuw and Driessen (1999), a \C-step" is a concentration step
and is at the heart of the algorithm. This is performed by calculating the central
vector and covariance matrix of the currently selected points within the subset, and
then calculating the Mahalanobis distance of each point of the dataset. These points
are then sorted with the smallest h being identied as a subset which is equal to or
better than the current subset. This is proven to always be the case, and is shown in
Rousseeuw and Driessen (1999). Thus, by randomly selecting a subset of points and
iteratively rening these, a practical approximation of the MCD can be obtained.
Other heuristic MCD estimators
Given the simplistic nature of the Fast-MCD estimator, various other (similar) estima-
tors have appeared within the literature. For instance, the DET-MCD (deterministic-
MCD) estimator (Hubert et al., 2012). In this algorithm, seven estimates of the central
vector and covariance are computed in order to determine the preliminary subset for
use with the Fast-MCD C-step procedure.
5.3.4 Characteristics of the MCD subset
Utilising the true (or estimated) MCD subset changes the underlying distribution of
the eventual distance metric employed (in the case of this thesis, the Mahalanobis
distance). There are three cases to consider:
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Firstly, when the true central point and covariance matrix are known { and given
that the data is multivariate normal { the Mahalanobis distance is distributed according
to (Mardia et al., 1979):
MD2(xi;)  2p (5.18)
In the second case, the ordinary mean and covariance estimates are utilised. This
leads to an exact Beta distribution. Given the mean (X) and covariance (S) as per
equation 5.16, the distribution is given by Gnanadesikan and Kettenring (1972) as:
(n  1)2
n
MD2S(xi; X)  Beta

p
2
;
(n  p  1
2

(5.19)
Finally, in the third case, the estimate of S is based on independent samples of
xi. Two distributions are possible depending upon the location parameter. In the case
that  is used, an exact F  distribution with parameters (Hardin and Rocke, 2005)
np
n  pMD
2
S(xi;)  Fp;n p (5.20)
In the alternate case that X is used, an approximate F  distribution with the same
parameters is found (Hardin and Rocke, 2005)
np
n  pMD
2
S(xi; X) _Fp;n p (5.21)
Utilising the true or estimated MCD subset for the calculation of the Mahalanobis
distance utilises multiple cases of these distributions. In their work, Hardin and Rocke
(2005) show that points utilised to determine the MCD subset behave similar to the
2 or Beta distribution, whereas those beyond the MCD subset (the extreme points)
behave like that of the F  distribution. They go further to show that since SX does not
have a Wishart distribution, the previously detailed F  distribution does not t well.
Proof is given for a replacement distribution to be employed in the case of the MCD
being employed to robustly calculate distances, namely (Hardin and Rocke, 2005):
c(m  p+ 1)
pm
MD2SX
(Xi; X
)  Fp;m p+1 (5.22)
Where c;m can be estimated through Monte-Carlo simulation or asymptotically as
discussed in detail in Hardin and Rocke (2005).
As such, by understanding the distribution of the robust Mahalanobis distance
function, we can exploit these ndings for the purposes of condition assessment. For
instance, the use of these distributions makes it possible to identify outlying behaviour
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within high dimensional models based upon sound statistical thresholds, thereby re-
moving the requirement of a subjective (and potentially inaccurate or biased) threshold
limit. However, these limits will only be as strong as the underlying model itself. Thus,
it is necessary to explore the potential limitations of all aspects of the model, including
the Fast-MCD algorithm.
5.3.5 Limitations of the Fast-MCD algorithm
Although the Fast-MCD algorithm (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999) provides an esti-
mation of the MCD subset, there are inherent limitations to its use in practice.
Firstly, in its purest form, the Fast-MCD algorithm performs sub-sampling of the
data. For n > 600, data is sampled into smaller groups and estimates are produced.
These estimates are then tested on larger samples to see if they are of sucient quality.
This is done in order to increase the practicality of the algorithm. However, by ignoring
data points, potentially useful information is inherently discarded. For instance, if we
are exploring asset condition data, this sub-sampling has the (albeit, unlikely) potential
to increase the proportion of degraded data utilised in the estimation of the MCD
subset; leading to the incorrect identication of degradation as normal operational
behaviour. This reduces the quality of the subset found by the algorithm.
Secondly, the majority of proposed subsets are not iterated through until conver-
gence. Whilst this has advantages in terms of computational complexity, the potential
exists for high quality solutions to be ignored due to poor initial conditions. Although
empirical evidence presented in Rousseeuw and Driessen (1999) suggests that robust
subsets converge quicker than non-robust subsets, no denitive proof is provided. As
such, whilst this may hold in the cases explored in their work, it may not hold for other
cases (such as with regards to asset condition data).
Finally, the number of iterations of the Fast-MCD algorithms required increases
dramatically as the dimensionality of the data increases. The number of restarts {
F-MCDiteration { required by the algorithm to have a (1   )  100% condence that
the true MCD subset is found is:
F-MCDiteration  log()
log(1  p(1  k)d) (5.23)
Where d represents the dimensionality of the data,  represents the probability
requirement, p the global convergence probability and k the number of outliers within
the data.
As such, in order to overcome the limitations of the Fast-MCD heuristic, articially
intelligent search techniques can potentially be explored in order to provide an alter-
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native means of identifying a suitable MCD subset which is of comparable (or better)
quality than that provided by the traditionally utilised Fast-MCD algorithm.
5.3.6 Memetic algorithm for the estimation of the MCD subset
Genetic algorithms (Fonseca and Fleming, 1995) are bio-inspired probabilistic search
algorithms based upon survival of the ttest and Darwin's theory of natural selection.
The underlying concept of these algorithms is to hold a population of potential solu-
tions which improve and evolve over time (generations) through both inter-population
competition and also controlled manipulation. This class of algorithms are able to e-
ciently nd strong solutions for complex problems, and unlike many numerical methods,
are both highly robust and able to identify global optima (Grady et al., 2005).
Memetic algorithms further extend this notion by the inclusion of a local optimisa-
tion procedure. This simulates the experience of an individual within the population
(Elbeltagi et al., 2005). By employing a local search, the solution space can be reduced
by ensuring that only locally optimal individuals are presented for selection within the
genetic algorithm. This enables the memetic algorithm to outperform traditional ge-
netic algorithms by quickly generating a strong set of individuals, which can then be
exploited to move away from the local optima, towards the global optima (Grady et al.,
2005).
As the calculation of the MCD subset is NP-complete (Bernholt and Fischer, 2004),
enumeration of the search space is implausible in practice, and as random search al-
gorithms do not perform better than enumerative methods in practice (Grady et al.,
2005), evolutionary algorithms such as the genetic and memetic algorithms (amongst
others) provide a viable alternative to exhaustive search techniques.
In this analysis, a binary coded elitist memetic algorithm (EMA) is employed to
assist in the identication of a suitable MCD subset. In this case, an individual is
represented by a string of 1s and 0s, with 1 representing inclusion into the MCD subset,
and 0 representing exclusion from this subset. A population is dened as a set of
individuals.
A step-wise representation of a memetic algorithm can be provided as follows:
1. Initialisation: Generate initial population of size N and calculate the tness of
each individual.
2. Memetic search: For each individual, optimise based upon individual local
search.
3. Elitist crossover: Construct a new population, compromising the ttest h indi-
viduals of the previous generation, and the product of the crossover of randomly
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selected individuals from the previous generation.
4. Genetic mutation: Mutate each individual in the new population. If the mu-
tation is benecial after local optimisation, keep this mutation, otherwise, keep
the original individual.
5. Iteration: Go to step 2, repeat until the tness of the best individual is accept-
able, or a predetermined number generations (or length of time) has passed.
As can be observed, memetic algorithms rely heavily on the genetic operations
of crossover and mutation. Whilst this would typically limit the capabilities of the
technique to those of the genetic algorithm, this is not the case. Due to the use of a
local optimisation procedure, the limitations of the genetic algorithm can be overcome.
Specically, the response times for solution quality for a given genetic algorithm are
typically erratic. It is uncertain if and when an improvement will be made, and unknown
how substantial that improvement will be. In contrast, techniques such as gradient
descent (Snyman, 2005) will typically oer continual (but often small) improvements
to the solution. Utilising the local search enables continual, small improvements to
be made to the solution, overcoming this limitation of the genetic algorithm, whilst
providing all of the benets which are associated with the use of genetic algorithms.
In the construction of the elitist memetic algorithm, ve factors must be considered.
They are:
1. The tness function: To quantify solution quality.
2. The crossover function: In order to genetically evolve individual solutions.
3. The mutation function: In order to assist in escaping local optima.
4. Solution validation: To ensure the MCD subset constraints are met.
5. Local search procedure: To increase the quality of the candidate solutions.
6. Elitist tournament selection: To ensure strong solutions are retained.
The tness function will be application specic. In this case, the objective function
of the algorithm is to minimize the determinant of the inverse of the covariance matrix
produced by the h points selected by the genetic algorithm; as such this will dene the
tness function. Formally, this is:
Cost(x) = det( 1h ) (5.24)
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Where det(x) represents the determinant of x, and h represents the covariance
matrix calculated on the h points selected by the EMA.
The crossover function is utilised to synthesise a new individual based upon the
genetics of two parents. In this case, genes are randomly selected from each parent
with equal probability. This enables new individuals to be generated, whilst retaining
the characteristics of the parents gene sequences which achieved the high level of tness
associated with that parent. This is demonstrated in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Example of a binary coded memetic algorithm crossover function.
Parent 1 011111010111
Parent 2 110011011111
Child 1 011011010111
Randomly selecting each gene from the parents will assist in keeping high quality
gene sequences within the population whilst allowing for local optima to be escaped.
As this is utilised within an elitist memetic algorithm (as opposed to a traditional
genetic algorithm), various benets are achieved over utilising a point-based crossover
function. Specically, due to the local optimisation performed, by randomly selecting
genes from parents, if both parents agree on a gene, this is guaranteed to be included.
As such, stronger solutions will naturally remain within the population. Although this
has the potential for getting caught within local optima, the assistance of the mutation
function helps ensure that this is not the case.
Mutation is applied to each individual of the new population. Mutation is performed
in a binary coded genetic algorithm (as in this case), by having a xed probability to
randomly change a gene from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0. In this case, this probability
is dened as 1.5%. This enables populations which have converged to a local optima
to more easily identify global optima. By randomly including (or excluding) certain
points, many potential candidates can be explored, with the best of these candidates
being utilised to create new solutions based upon the crossover function detailed above.
An example of a potential mutation of a binary coded solution is given in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Example of a binary coded memetic algorithm mutation function.
Candidate 000000000000
Mutation 000100000100
Due to the crossover and mutation functions, it is possible to generate individuals
which may violate the constraints imposed by the MCD algorithm, specically, having
exactly h of n points within the subset. In order to ensure the validity of each individual,
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each individual is veried. This is done by establishing the size of the subset for each
individual. Three cases must be considered:
 The selected subset size is correct: If the subset size is correct, the individual
is left unchanged.
 The selected subset size is too large: If too many points are included in
the MCD subset, points are randomly removed until it is sound (mimicking the
mutation function).
 The selected subset size is too small: If too few points are included in the
MCD subset, points are randomly added until it is sound (mimicking the mutation
function).
As the memetic algorithm incorporates a local search function to optimise individual
tness, there is a necessity to employ a heuristic or exact search function for this
process. In this instance, the local search method employed is similar to that of the
Fast-MCD algorithm. C-steps (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999) are performed until
convergence to ensure that local optima are reached. Although this adds computational
complexity to the search procedure, it has been shown in many cases that adding this
local search enables the memetic algorithm to signicantly outperform the traditional
genetic algorithm (Elbeltagi et al., 2005).
It is interesting to note the behaviour of the \C-step" function and the associated
behaviour of the memetic algorithm. It was noted by Rousseeuw and Driessen (1999)
that strong estimates of the MCD subset will require fewer C-steps in order to converge.
Whilst no proof was given, empirical evidence to suggest this was provided. This
behaviour assists the elitist memetic algorithm substantially. As stronger candidates
are generated, fewer C-steps will be performed. Thus, the local search component of the
algorithm will require less computation after weaker candidates have been discounted
throughout the search procedure. As weaker candidates can take up to 8 times as long
as strong candidates to converge through C-steps (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999),
emergent behaviour appears where fewer C-steps are required as the search continues.
This behaviour is further compounded by the utilisation of an elitist tournament
selection process for the selection of individuals for genetic crossover. In this, the ttest
j individuals are chosen to initially populate the following generation of candidate
solutions, with the remaining individuals created through random genetic crossover of
these j ttest individuals from the previous generation. This ensures that high quality
MCD subsets are provided as seeds to each generation of the algorithm. Furthermore,
this takes advantage of the emergent behaviour described above (as these candidates
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have already been iterated through until convergence) and also the the mutation rate
(as this attempts to escape the local optima potentially encountered in the C-step
process).
5.3.7 Results
In order to determine the quality of the proposed elitist memetic algorithm, it is essen-
tial that the MCD subset determined by the algorithm is bench marked against both
the state-of-the-art Fast-MCD algorithm, and other evolutionary techniques (such as a
traditional genetic algorithm). This enables both the quality of the algorithm and the
speed of each of the algorithms to be explored. To perform the analysis, implemen-
tation was performed in Java 7, on a 2.4 GHz Intel i5 machine with 4GB of memory
running Windows 7. C-steps (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999) were performed on each
Fast-MCD subset until convergence, and the elitist memetic algorithm population base
was determined to be 5.
Table 5.3 shows the tness function (the MCD subset determinant) for the elitist
memetic algorithm, a traditional genetic algorithm, the Fast-MCD algorithm and the
random search algorithm over a period of 1 hour. In this case, the dataset employed
covered 100,000 data points of wind turbine SCADA gearbox data as discussed in both
sections 4.3 and 5.2.5, and processed into the bivariate condition assessment model as
per the extended physics of failure model in section 4.3. As a benchmark for comparison,
in this case, the traditional covariance calculation would return a tness of det ( 1) =
126:28.
Over the course of this experiment, the elitist memetic algorithm routinely out
performs the Fast-MCD heuristic. The strongest subset returned by the Fast-MCD
algorithm had a tness of 20.89, which was reported 57 minutes, 15 seconds into the
search. In contrast to this, the elitist memetic algorithm had found a superior solution
within 15 seconds of search initialisation. This corresponds to 6311 iterations of the
Table 5.3: Comparison of search algorithms over a 1 hour search with N = 100; 000.
Time elapsed Random Fast-MCD Genetic Elitist memetic
(Min) search heuristic algorithm algorithm
Initialisation 123.97 41.36 122.02 124.70
10 123.86 21.01 117.34 20.88
20 123.78 20.94 114.20 20.88
30 123.66 20.92 112.78 20.88
40 123.61 20.91 111.95 20.88
50 123.49 20.90 110.93 20.88
60 123.47 20.89 108.80 20.88
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Fast-MCD algorithm, in comparison to 6 generations of the elitist memetic algorithm.
The traditional genetic algorithm outperformed the random search, however, was un-
able to match either the Fast-MCD heuristic or the elitist memetic algorithm. Whilst
this was expected, the poor quality of the nal result was unexpected, and it had been
anticipated that further improvements would have been achieved in the following 60
minutes that the experiment was ran. For comparison, over the hour, 710 generations
of the genetic algorithm were created.
As the probability of nding the true MCD subset with the Fast-MCD algorithm
increases with the number of iterations performed as per Eq. 5.23, and given that the
number of iterations are directly proportional to time, it is worth investigating whether
or not the elitist memetic algorithm out performs the Fast-MCD for a xed time period
of a shorter duration. Table 5.4 presents the averages of the tness functions returned
by each of the algorithms for 40 searches for the duration of of 1 minute for 100, 1,000,
10,000, and 100,000 data points. In each case, both the elitist memetic algorithm and
Fast-MCD heuristic outperform both the random search algorithm (as anticipated) and
also the traditional genetic algorithm.
It is interesting to note that for each of the 4 sample sizes evaluated (100, 1,000,
10,000 and 100,000 data points), the worst subset found by the elitist memetic algo-
rithm, was better than or equal to the best subset found by the Fast-MCD heuristic.
For N = 100, both the elitist memetic algorithm and the Fast-MCD heuristic returned
the same subset in each of the 40 cases. For N = 1; 000, the 40 results returned by
the memetic algorithm were identical, however, this subset was only found twice by
the Fast-MCD heuristic (2 cases of 40, or 5%). For N = 10; 000, the elitist memetic
Table 5.4: Average tness of search algorithms (40 samples over 1 minute).
N
100 1,000 10,000 100,000
Random
Min 36.85 95.20 116.65 122.87
Mean 40.42 100.79 119.26 123.61
Max 43.60 104.82 121.46 123.97
Genetic
Min 15.29 36.56 83.67 119.44
Mean 15.29 38.88 86.31 121.13
Max 15.29 41.14 89.11 122.55
Fast-MCD
Min 15.29 20.76 20.51 20.91
Mean 15.29 20.77 20.57 21.11
Max 15.29 20.80 20.62 21.38
EMA
Min 15.29 20.76 20.50 20.88
Mean 15.29 20.76 20.50 20.88
Max 15.29 20.76 20.50 20.89
Traditional 129.50 139.29 124.22 126.28
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algorithm outperformed the Fast-MCD heuristic in all cases, and was able to nd 18
unique, superior solutions which were not found al all by the Fast-MCD heuristic. This
trend continues with N = 100; 000, where all 35 unique solutions of the 40 solutions
found by the elitist memetic algorithm outperformed the Fast-MCD heuristic.
In order to directly assess the quality of the elitist memetic algorithm, two-tailed t-
tests were performed to see if the elitist memetic algorithm consistently outperformed
the Fast-MCD heuristic for the given sample sizes. The case of N = 100 was not
evaluated as both algorithms returned the same subset in each of the 40 iterations. As
such, in this case it can only be stated that the elitist memetic algorithm performed
equal to that of the heuristic for this dataset and sample size. ForN = 1; 000, signicant
dierences between the population tness of the elitist memetic algorithm (M = 20:761,
SD = 0) and the Fast-MCD heuristic (M = 20:773, SD = :001) were found (t(39) =
7:929, p < :001).
A similar result was found for the case of N = 10; 000, with the elitist memetic
algorithm (M = 20:509, SD < :001) outperforming the Fast-MCD heuristic (M =
20:570, SD = :260) signicantly (t(39) = 14:301, p < :001). Finally, the result held
for N=100; 000 with the elitist memetic algorithm (M = 20:888, SD < :001) again out
performing the Fast-MCD heuristic (M = 21:112, SD = :261) at a signicant level
(t(39) = 11:859, p < :001).
Statistical analysis between the elitist memetic algorithm and either the traditional
genetic algorithm or random search algorithm was not performed due to the poor
quality of the MCD subset returned by the genetic algorithm on the larger samples
(N > 100).
To further understand the variation between the elitist memetic algorithm and
the Fast-MCD heuristic, the dierences between the best subsets found over the 1
minute experiment were explored. Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show the elitist memetic
algorithm compared to the random search, the genetic algorithm and the Fast-MCD
heuristic (respectively). It can be seen that identical subsets are returned for smaller
samples (namely N = 100 and N = 1; 000) by the elitist memetic algorithm and the
Fast-MCD heuristic. For larger samples, there is considerable agreement between the
chosen subsets, with < 1% of the data pertaining to the benet provided by the elitist
memetic algorithm. There is larger deviation between the genetic algorithm and the
elitist memetic algorithm in comparison to that of the Fast-MCD heuristic and the
elitist memetic algorithm. This suggests that the genetic algorithm without the local
optimisation (as per the elitist memetic algorithm) is not well suited to this application.
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Table 5.5: Comparison of random search against the elitist memetic algorithm (EMA).
Elitist Longest Longest Avg. Avg.
memetic Random matched dierent matched dierent
N search algorithm Agreement group group length length
100 15.29 30.70 82 12 3 5.20 1.20
1,000 20.76 95.20 670 14 7 2.92 1.44
10,000 20.50 115.56 6274 18 8 2.68 1.59
100,000 20.88 123.55 62915 25 13 2.68 1.58
5.3.8 Discussion
For both the N = 100 and N = 1; 000 cases, identical subsets are returned by the elitist
memetic algorithm and Fast-MCD algorithm (in all 40 of 40 cases for N = 100, and
2 of 40 cases for N = 1; 000). Due to the size of the search space, it is impossible to
know if this is the true MCD subset, or if both algorithms were caught in within local
optima.
In all cases evaluated, the elitist memetic algorithm was able to return the same
subset as the Fast-MCD heuristic, or was able to provide a superior MCD subset.
Whilst this does not prove that the elitist memetic algorithm consistently outperforms
the Fast-MCD heuristic, it does provide some empirical evidence to suggest that for
this dataset in particular, some benet is gained through the application of the elitist
memetic algorithm in this case.
The quality of the result generated by the elitist memetic algorithm is down to
the unique interaction between the local search heuristic, crossover functions and the
mutation function which are employed for this purpose. Due to the Fast-MCD heuristic
being employed for the local search optimisation within the elitist memetic algorithm,
local optima are encountered quickly. This is a limitation of the Fast-MCD heuristic
and can be exploited by the application of genetic operators. Due to the nature of
the crossover function, if both parents agree on the inclusion of a point within the
MCD subset, this point is guaranteed to be included. As such, this process retains the
Table 5.6: Comparison of the traditional genetic algorithm against the elitist memetic
algorithm (EMA).
Elitist Longest Longest Average Average
memetic Genetic matched dierent matched dierent
N Algorithm Algorithm Agreement group group length length
100 15.29 15.29 100 100 0 100 0
1,000 20.76 38.88 834 28 4 6.17 1.22
10,000 20.50 86.31 6796 22 6 3.15 1.49
100,000 20.88 121.13 63078 30 14 2.72 1.59
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Table 5.7: Comparison of Fast-MCD heuristic algorithm against the elitist memetic
algorithm (EMA).
Elitist Longest Longest Average Average
memetic Fast-MCD matched dierent matched dierent
N algorithm heuristic Agreement group group length length
100 15.29 15.30 100 100 0 100 0
1,000 20.76 20.76 1000 1000 0 1000 0
10,000 20.50 20.52 9932 643 1 145.82 1.00
100,000 20.88 20.92 99021 571 3 102.05 1.01
strongest genes, whilst eectively searching through those which remain.
Whilst this would typically be detrimental to the algorithm (due to the high prob-
ability of simply returning the Fast-MCD subset), the mutation function ensures that
this is not the case. The mutation function allows individual solutions and the popula-
tion in general to escape a local optimum, enabling stronger results than the Fast-MCD
algorithm alone. A mutation rate of 1.5% represents an expectation of 1,500 points of
the 100,000 in the largest dataset explored to be mutated for each individual, each
generation. As this is an elitist algorithm, the best results are kept. Thus, even a slight
improvement over previous results is utilised as the basis within the next generation of
candidate solutions.
5.3.9 Conclusion
In this section, an elitist memetic algorithm was compared to a random search, a
traditional genetic algorithm and the Fast-MCD heuristic for determining the minimum
covariance determinant (MCD) of four datasets. Calculation of this value is essential to
accurately encapsulate the normal operational behaviour of assets in the multivariate
domain when employing the robust Mahalanobis distance (RMD).
As the elitist memetic algorithm is shown to be able to outperform the Fast-MCD
heuristic, the use of the elitist memetic algorithm should be used in practice to ef-
fectively determine the MCD subset in cases where it is impractical to perform exact
enumeration. It is recommended that the use of the elitist memetic algorithm is em-
ployed when N > 100. This gure is chosen as both the elitist memetic algorithm and
Fast-MCD heuristic repeatedly nd the same subset for small values of N , however,
the elitist memetic algorithm in this case always returned a better or equal to subset
for N > 1; 000, and thus, should be applied in practical applications where N exceeds
this value.
Although both the random search algorithm and traditional genetic algorithm out
perform the traditional covariance calculation, given the practicality of utilising either
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the Fast-MCD heuristic or the elitist memetic algorithm as an estimator for the MCD
subset, these techniques should be avoided.
5.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter we have explored the potential of utilising multivariate distance metrics
as a means of condition assessment. Both high frequency and low frequency data sources
were explored (namely; high frequency bearing accelerometer data and low frequency
wind turbine gearbox SCADA data). In total, 8 multivariate distance metrics and 1
multivariate similarity metric were comparatively evaluated for their sensitivity and
robustness. It was found that the Mahalanobis distance, and specically the robust
Mahalanobis distance based upon the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) subset
was the most sensitive and provided the greatest insight in this case.
Due to this, exploration of the characteristics of the MCD subset was performed.
Exact algorithms were shown to not be feasible in practice, and alternative estimations
were sought. Due to the NP-complete nature of the problem, AI search techniques were
utilised to overcome the limitations of exact algorithms. The traditional covariance
calculation was comparatively evaluated to four techniques. Namely, a random search,
a genetic algorithm, the Fast-MCD heuristic (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999) and a
novel elitist memetic algorithm. The elitist memetic algorithm was found in this case
to be comparable to the Fast-MCD heuristic in all cases, returning an equivalent or
superior solution.
As the elitist memetic algorithm is able to determine a strong subset of points for
the calculation of the MCD subset, this assists in providing a more accurate and robust
representation of the Mahalanobis distance. Having a more sensitive distance metric {
as has already been shown in this chapter { is essential when applying these techniques
for the purpose of condition assessment. As such, by enabling the distance metric to
be more sensitive by utilising a strong encapsulation of a desired behaviour (such as
normal operational behaviour), this can be exploited within an enterprise to provide
actionable intelligence to an organisation in terms of maintenance decisions, planning
and scheduling. However, quantifying asset or component condition alone does not
provide realised benets to an organisation or enterprise. The knowledge provided by
this quantication process must be exploited by the organisation or enterprise in order
begin to realise the benets which can be attained through a CBM strategy or PHM
system. As such, the exploitation of this derived metric for the purposes of condition
assessment is performed in the following chapter, chapter 6.
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5.5 Research objective 2 (RO2)
This chapter has explored the use of multivariate distance and similarity metrics and
the robust encapsulation of asset behaviour through exploiting articially intelligent
search techniques. As such, this chapter provides insight into research objective 2
(RO2) specied in this thesis in section 3.2.2. RO2 is stated as:
RO2: Robust multivariate distance metrics for condition assessment
To explore the use of traditional and robust multivariate statistical distance
metrics to quantify asset condition.
This is further broken down into two research questions (RQ3, RQ4). The results
of the analysis performed in this chapter will now be utilised to answer this research
objective and the associated research questions.
5.5.1 RQ3: Multivariate distance metrics for asset degradation quan-
tication
Research question 3 (RQ3) explores the use of multivariate distance metrics to quan-
tify asset or component condition. As such, this research question corresponds to the
research undertaken in section 5.2 of this thesis. RQ3 is:
RQ3: Can the use of multivariate distance or similarity metrics be exploited to em-
pirically derive a metric for condition assessment? If so, which metrics are the most
sensitive to changes in asset health? (RO2)
In order to answer this question, the six sub-questions proposed in section 3.3.3
must be answered.
Initially, the identication of multivariate distance metrics was undertaken in the
systematic literature review undertaken in chapter 2. This identied a substantial
number of distance metrics which could be explored. The work of Deza and Deza
(2009) provides an extensive enumeration of all relevant metrics for this purpose. From
this work, a selection of applicable metrics were chosen based upon their potential to
be incorporated into a condition metric and also their popularity within the literature.
In total, 9 multivariate metrics were selected. Of these, the three Minkowski dis-
tances along with the Mahalanobis distance have previously been explored with regards
to condition monitoring. However, cosine similarity, the Lance-Williams distance, the
Penrose distance and also the robust Mahalanobis distance had not previously been
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widely explored. Whilst it cannot be stated for certain why these metrics have not
been utilised for condition assessment, it is likely due to the limited body of research
employing multivariate metrics within the realm of PHM systems.
It does not seem that the data acquisition rate eects the choice of multivariate
distance metric in this case. It appears that the more information the metric exploits
with regards to the underlying data, the better suited the metric is to condition assess-
ment. This can be seen in the dierences between the Minkowski distances, the Penrose
distance, the Mahalanobis distance and nally the robust Mahalanobis distance.
Of all the metrics, the most computationally simple is that of the Manhattan dis-
tance. This has the fewest computational operations, however, the capabilities of this
metric were shown to be limited. All of the distance metrics aside from the robust
Mahalanobis distance can be computed in real time. The robust Mahalanobis distance
can be computed in real time in cases where eective algorithms are employed to de-
termine the minimum covariance determinant subset for the purposes of dening the
attribute centres and covariance.
In section 5.2.6, the robust Mahalanobis distance is found to be the most sensitive
to degradation. This is perhaps due to the robust nature of this metric. Following this,
the traditional Mahalanobis and then the Penrose distance are found to be somewhat
sensitive, but not as sensitive as the robust Mahalanobis distance.
As section 5.2 builds upon the analysis performed in chapter 4 it should be apparent
that the quality of the derived condition index is directly dependent upon the quality
of the features which are employed as a basis to create the index. Furthermore, the
quality of the derived metric is also highly dependent upon the xing of a point which
accurately represents normal operational behaviour. In the case that poor quality
features are employed a long with a poor encapsulation of normal asset behaviour,
then it is unlikely that analysis employing multivariate distance metrics would provide
any meaningful insight.
As such, in answering RQ3, multivariate distance or similarity metrics can be ex-
ploited to empirically derive a metric for condition assessment. Furthermore, of the
9 multivariate metrics explored, the robust Mahalanobis distance is shown to be the
most sensitive of the metrics explored in section 5.2.
5.5.2 RQ4: Encapsulation of normal operational behaviour
Research question 4 (RQ4) explores the possibility of utilising articially intelligent
search techniques to encapsulate asset behaviour. Research question 4 is stated in sec-
tion 3.3.4 as:
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RQ4: Can the use of AI search techniques be employed to assist in deriving a robust
encapsulation of the data which can be employed in conjunction with distance metrics?
If so, how do these techniques compare to current exact or heuristic techniques? (RO2)
In order to answer this, the four sub-questions proposed in section 3.3.4 must be
answered.
The rst sub-question is again answered initially through the systematic review of
the literature undertaken in chapter 2. Typically, encapsulation of normal behaviour
is performed in data-driven techniques (such as neural networks) based upon model
residuals. Alternatively, this encapsulation is performed when physics of failure models
are presented. Typically, these approaches model normal behaviour as a xed point,
rather than a range of behaviours. Statistical techniques often model normal behaviour
as a distribution of behaviours. Although all of the techniques were extensible into the
multivariate domain, some techniques (such as neural networks) are less extensible than
others (due to their computational complexity).
Typically, data-driven techniques are the most common technique to encapsulate
behaviour, followed by statistical techniques and nally physics of failure. Whilst an
almost innite number of encapsulation techniques exist, the minimum covariance de-
terminant (MCD) subset in conjunction with the Mahalanobis distance has only been
explored in a limited number of works in the realm of PHM.
When employing the minimum covariance determinant, due to the NP-complete
nature of this problem, it is possible to reduce this to an alternative NP-complete
problem which is well suited to articially intelligent search techniques (such as the
travelling salesman problem, or a maximal clique). It is known that exhaustive search
techniques (for instance, via breadth or depth rst search) are not well suited to these
types of problems. As such, alternative articially intelligent techniques are required.
Genetic algorithms provide a means to eectively search the search space, however,
these often get trapped in local optima. As such, the inclusion of a heuristic local
search is recommended to increase the quality of the search. It is anticipated that most
evolutionary search algorithms would provide improvement over traditional techniques,
with some (such as in this case with the elitist memetic algorithm) outperforming the
Fast-MCD heuristic.
Due to the NP-complete nature of the subset selection problem, exhaustive tech-
niques are not feasible on real-world condition monitoring data. As such, heuristic tech-
niques are often employed such as the Fast-MCD algorithm (Rousseeuw and Driessen,
1999). In section 5.3, an elitist memetic algorithm was utilised incorporating the key
elements of the Fast-MCD algorithm and is shown to provide a more precise encapsu-
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lation of the data in this case. Due to limitations imposed in practice, this outperforms
random search, genetic search and the Fast-MCD heuristic.
As such, in answering RQ4, it is possible for AI search techniques to be employed
to assist in deriving a robust encapsulation of the data. Furthermore, the identied
technique (the elitist memetic algorithm) can be employed in conjunction with mul-
tivariate metrics. The elitist memetic algorithm can be positively compared to both
current exact and heuristic techniques.
5.5.3 RO2: Robust multivariate distance metrics for asset condition
assessment
Having explored both RQ3 and RQ4, it is possible to answer research objective 2 (RO2).
This states:
RO2: Robust multivariate distance metrics for asset condition assess-
ment
To explore the use of traditional and robust multivariate statistical distance
metrics to quantify asset condition
Having explored an extensive array of multivariate distance metrics in section 5.2,
many of these have been shown to be viable metrics for the purposes of condition as-
sessment. Overall, the robust Mahalanobis distance was the most sensitive and the
most robust to both noise and degradation. Although the Minkowski distances are
potentially useful, the simple nature of these metrics limits their applicability. The
cosine distance, Lance-Williams distance and Canberra distance are all viable candi-
dates, however, may not perform as well as the Penrose and traditional Mahalanobis
distances.
Section 5.3 explored the use of articially intelligent search techniques with regards
to the estimation of the robust Mahalanobis distance parameters. The use of an elitist
memetic algorithm was found to be capable of encapsulating normal operational be-
haviour and found to perform favourably to the state-of-the-art technique commonly
employed; the Fast-MCD heuristic (Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999).
As such, RO2 has been answered throughout this chapter. The robust Mahalanobis
distance (RMD) has been shown to be eective as a metric for the purposes of condition
assessment, and the encapsulation of normal operational behaviour has been shown to
be of a higher quality when this is utilised in conjunction with articially intelligent
search techniques.
Chapter 6
Knowledge Exploitation
Having derived a robust metric for the purpose of condition assessment, this can be
exploited to realise many of the ambitions of a condition based (proactive) maintenance
strategy. However, merely having a quantication of the condition of an asset is not
enough to realise these goals. For instance, it is useful to estimate (or predict) when a
component will fail, to estimate the condition of an asset in the future, the likely failure
mode (predictive diagnostics) and also to understand the conditions which caused the
failure to occur.
This chapter explores the potential of employing the derived robust Mahalanobis
distance metric for condition assessment to perform these analyses. In section 6.2, tacit
knowledge is extracted to assist in understanding why a failure occurred. In section 6.3,
the potential for predictive diagnosis is explored. Finally, in section 6.4, the remaining
useful life of components is estimated.
Figure 6.1: Overview of the structure of chapter 6.
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6.1 Introduction
Throughout this thesis, the development of a novel methodology has been presented to
enable the use of a condition metric within a PHM system on both bearings and gear-
boxes. In the case of this thesis, a PHM methodology has been specically developed
for the purposes of wind turbine gearbox condition assessment. In chapter 4, high and
low frequency models were built based upon multivariate models. These multivariate
models were utilised in conjunction with multivariate distance metrics in chapter 5 to
create a univariate time series which provided insight into asset condition. However,
whilst this can be utilised in practice to assist in the development of a condition based
maintenance (or proactive maintenance) strategy, more information and knowledge can
be extracted from the developed condition metric and associated techniques.
Due to the nature of distance metrics, these functions are unbounded. Within this
work, this is not an accurate representation of degradation. A new component will
have little degradation, however, the amount the component can potentially degrade is
limited (the asset cannot degrade indenitely, as it must fail at some point). As such,
exploiting the distribution of the distance it is possible to objectively limit the bounds
of the distance distribution when performing condition assessment. By exploiting this
knowledge, a means to rapidly label vast repositories of data is also presented. This
provides the capability to exploit known data mining and machine learning techniques
to develop expert systems in order to assist in maintenance planning and scheduling.
The notion of distance and similarity is a continuing theme throughout this thesis
and is explored in further detail throughout this chapter. For instance, it is intuitive to
explore the notion of similarity with regards to failure data rather than normal opera-
tional behaviour. This enables the potential for predictive diagnostics to be undertaken,
assisting in the planning and scheduling of maintenance.
Furthermore, it is of interest to take the derived health metric and explore the
capabilities of asset condition prediction and remaining useful life (RUL) estimation.
Given the current condition of an asset, it is natural to ask what the condition will
be like at a given point in the future. In order to realise substantial maintenance
savings, accurate remaining useful life estimation is essential. If the developed technique
under estimates the RUL, over-maintenance will occur. Similarly, if the developed
technique over estimates the RUL, failure will occur and unscheduled maintenance
must be performed at an increased cost.
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6.2 Automated knowledge extraction
The contents of this section appear in part in the following peer-reviewed publication:
 Godwin, J. L., & Matthews, P. (2014, January). Rapid labelling of SCADA data
to extract transparent rules using RIPPER. In Reliability and Maintainability
Symposium (RAMS), 2014 Annual (pp. 1-7). IEEE, Colorado Springs, CO,
USA. IEEE T.L. Fagan Award Recipient
6.2.1 Introduction
Having created a statistically sound and robust metric in chapter 5 which can be used to
quantify the degradation of assets, this can be exploited for retrospective analysis over
vast quantities of historical data in order to extract tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge
is often dened as knowledge which is dicult to transfer or transmit to another person
either written or orally (Collins, 2001). For instance, recognising a familiar face amongst
many is often trivial, yet it is dicult to communicate how this is done.
As such, data repositories such as SCADA databases often contain many tacit
elements which encapsulate various aspects of the enterprise, for instance:
 Data pertaining to decisions made about maintenance actions.
 Data pertaining to pre-cursors to failure (such as operational behaviour and ex-
ternal conditions).
 Data pertaining to standard operating procedures (SOPs) of the enterprise.
For instance, if a maintenance operator decides to service a component, the history
of this component is available and can be analysed to determine not only if this action
was justied, but also to extract the tacit knowledge of the operator to assist in un-
derstanding why this decision was made. It may be the case that standard operating
procedures do not cover all eventualities (i.e. \service the gearbox every 12 months")
when in reality, the maintenance operator understands implicitly the precursors to the
gearbox failure. Thus, extracting this tacit knowledge would enable increased availabil-
ity whilst reducing costs (through improved maintenance policy) within the enterprise.
This section exploits the metric derived throughout this thesis in order to label
data for processing with traditional data-mining techniques for the development of
expert system classiers and tacit knowledge extraction. Given a set of prior examples
(training data), data mining techniques enable the creation of decision trees, tables,
and knowledge bases of propositional rules amongst others (Hall et al., 2009). This
allows the automated classication of new data based on observations made regarding
previous data.
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6.2.2 Tacit knowledge and rule extraction
Although many data mining techniques exist to serve a multitude of purposes, for this
work the codication of tacit knowledge through rule extraction is explored. This is
because of the transparent nature of these techniques and their often simple compu-
tation. In contrast, techniques such as articial neural networks (ANN) and support
vector machines (SVM) are dicult to understand due to their \black-box" nature.
Although work has been done previously in extracting rules from neural networks, such
as in Baesens et al. (2003), this is not explored here and is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
In this work, it is of interest to extract meaningful knowledge from historical data.
To do this, the use of propositional rule learners, decision trees or decision tables
can be employed. As a motivating example, gure 6.2 and tables 6.1 to 6.2 provide
hypothetical examples of decision trees (such as from the C4.5 algorithm in gure
6.2), decision tables (such as from the decision table algorithm in table 6.1) and also
propositional rules (such as from the RIPPER propositional rule learner algorithm in
table 6.2), based upon the IRIS dataset (Fisher, 1936).
For the purposes of this work, these three algorithms are explored for their potential
to extract and codify tacit knowledge based upon the condition metric which has been
developed and explored throughout this thesis. The RIPPER algorithm, C4.5 and the
decision table algorithm are explained in detail below.
Figure 6.2: An example decision tree (C4.5) from the IRIS dataset (Fisher, 1936).
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Table 6.1: An example decision table (C4.5) from the IRIS dataset (Fisher, 1936).
Petal Width Class
(1.75 to 1) Iris-virginica
(0.8 to 1.75) Iris-versicolor
(-1 to 0.8) Iris-setosa
Table 6.2: An example rule base (RIPPER) from the IRIS dataset (Fisher, 1936).
Rule Number Rule Class
1 petal length  3.3 & petal width  1.6 & petal length  4.9 Iris-versicolor
2 petal length  1.9 Iris-setosa
3 Else Iris-virginica
Ripper
The RIPPER algorithm is an extension of the IREP algorithm which was utilized in
prior generation decision tree algorithms. Data is randomly split into two sets, namely
the growing set (for creating rules) and pruning set (for removing rules), typically at a
2:1 ratio (but can be at N :1). Conditions are greedily added to a rule until it is 100%
accurate by adding conditions which maximize Foils information gain criteria (Cohen
and Singer, 1999). This is dened as:
Foil(L;R) = t

log2
p1
p1 + n1
  log2
p0
p0 + n0

(6.1)
Where L is the potential candidate (the literal condition) to be added to the rule
R, p0 is the number of positive instances (accurate classications) for rule R, n0 is
the number of negative instances (inaccurate classications) of R, p1 is the number of
positive instances of R + L, n1 is the number of negative instances of R + L, and t is
the number of positive instances of R covered by R+ L.
The grown rule is then immediately pruned by removing conditions which decrease
the accuracy of the rule on the pruning data partition. Rules are continually grown
until all instances are covered. Once the rule base has been created, optimization of
these rules is then performed. This is done as follows: for each rule created by the
algorithm, two new variants are produced: the revision and the replacement. The
revision is created by greedily adding conditions to the rule and then pruning, aiming
to maximize the accuracy of the entire rule base. The replacement which is created is a
new rule which has been grown and pruned which also aims to maximize the accuracy
of the entire rule base. Pseudo-code for this algorithm, with further details can be
found in Cohen (1995b) and Cohen and Singer (1999).
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C4.5
The C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan, 1993) builds upon the ID3 (Iterative Dichtomiser) al-
gorithm. In this, information (Shannon) entropy is used as a means of quantifying
the quality of a decision to assist in building a decision tree. The ID3 algorithm is as
follows:
1. Calculate the entropy of each attribute (feature) in the dataset.
2. Split the dataset based upon the attribute which has the lowest entropy (i.e.
lowest uncertainty, or highest information gain).
3. Add a decision tree node based upon the chosen attribute.
4. Recurse on subsets for all remaining attributes.
However, as the ID3 algorithm uses a greedy approach (step 2), often the algorithm
gets stuck in local optima. Similarly, the technique can also over t to the data (over
training) and as such, requires careful preparation of the data in order to avoid this.
The C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan, 1993) xes many of these issues, and is as follows:
1. For each feature in the dataset:
(a) Calculate the information gain (dierence in entropy) when splitting on this
feature.
2. Create a decision node that splits on the best attribute identied in the previous
step.
3. Recurse on subsets obtain from this splitting and add nodes as a children of this
node.
Due to the changes, this algorithm does not suer the same limitations of ID3
(Quinlan, 1986) and can handle missing, continuous and discrete attributes, and can
handle attributes with dierent weights.
Decision table
Decision tables provide a means to codify knowledge in a schema (a set of features
included in the table) and a body (a list of labelled instances). Building of the schema
and body is done through induction with the aim of minimising classication error.
In the case of decision tables, as the number of feature subsets is large (2n, where n
represents the number of features in the dataset), the problem is modelled as a search
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problem. For inductive decision tables, identication of the appropriate features to
employ typically utilise a best-rst search as per Kohavi (1995).
Once a set of features has been identied, induction is essentially used to create a
decision table majority (DTM) where the default rule represents the majority class. A
subset of features can then be identied as before, with a new DTM created as a part
of this DTM, hence the inductive nature of this approach. Full details of this algorithm
are given in Kohavi (1995).
6.2.3 Methodology
The extended physics of failure model for wind turbine gearbox condition assessment
based upon low frequency SCADA data presented in section 4.3 was utilized in con-
junction with the distance metric chosen in chapter 5 to create univariate time series
incorporating both gearbox oil temperature and planetary gear temperature. Data from
6 wind turbines was collected over 28 months, with samples taken every 10 minutes.
Three of these turbines were utilized to determine attribute covariance and central
points for the parameters in robust Mahalanobis distance as in chapter 5. The RMD
values for the remaining 3 turbines (referred to as test turbines 1{3, as in section 4.3)
were then calculated. In total 380,593 instances were utilized for training data with
the remaining 380,592 available instances employed for test data. Missing data was
removed as it does not encapsulate the current operating condition of the gearbox.
However, duplicate, erroneous and implausible values (Sainz et al., 2009) were retained
in the data. Due to the scarcity of catastrophic gearbox failures, only 1 failure was
present within the data. This was placed in the test set so that the identication of
this fault would assist in validating the technique as no failure data had been utilized
in training.
In this case, the parameterised approximate F distribution discussed in section
5.3.4 could not be utilised as the extended physics of failure model in this case is not
multivariate normal. This was assessed though four multivariate normality statistics,
inspection of the scatter plot (due to the low dimensionality of this model in particular)
and also inspection of the QQ plot. In this case, Royston's H = 47:71; p < :001 (Roys-
ton, 1983), Mardia's Skewness (Mardia, 1970) = 90:95; p < :001, Mardia's Kurtosis
(Mardia, 1970) = 6:13; p < :001 and Henze-Zirkler's T = 3:80; p < :001 (Henze and
Zirkler, 1990). Thus, the data (in this case) cannot be said to be multivariate normal.
Inspection of the scatter plot provides some insight into why the data is not mul-
tivariate normal. As can be seen in gure 6.3, to the right hand side, a cluster of
high distances are found. This contamination potentially relates to the degradation of
the gearbox, however, without an additional gearbox failure to explore, this cannot be
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Figure 6.3: Scatter plot of bivariate extended physics of failure gear box model showing
the robust Mahalanobis distance (RMD).
determined for certain. As such, normality of the data cannot be assumed, and the
parametrised F distribution in this case cannot be utilised. As such, the traditional
22 distribution was utilised as an alternative. Although this is not ideal, the low di-
mensionality of this data (m) and high sample size (n) mitigate the issues of exploiting
this distribution as discussed by Hardin and Rocke (2005).
For this analysis, and as the F distribution cannot be employed, a 22 = 13:82,
p = :001 critical value was then utilized for determining potential damage to the gear-
box, whereas a critical value of 22 = 9:214, p = :01 was employed for recommending
inspection levels. Values below this represent normal operating conditions. Although
the F distribution could not be employed in this case, given the large number of in-
stances (n = 380; 593) and small dimensionality (m = 2) of the data, the impact of
the non-normality is minimized as these are the two mitigating factors as expressed in
Hardin and Rocke (2005).
Condition index
Figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 show the derived condition index on the three turbines taken
from the test set (referred to as test turbines 1, 2 and 3 respectively). Test turbines 4
though 6 were employed to derive the MCD subset for encapsulating normal behaviour.
To reduce noise within the prognostic, the RMD value has been aggregated daily;
reducing the number of data points displayed on each time series from 126,864 to 881.
An abnormal event can clearly be seen occurring in gure 6.5. This corresponds to the
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catastrophic gearbox failure which occurred on the turbine. Whilst noise exists in the
other two wind turbine time series, at no point does it remain consistently higher than
the 22 = 13:82, p = :001 threshold specied a priori for damage to the gearbox.
Figures 6.4 and 6.6 do not contain failures. Although noise is present within the
time series, a substantial quantity in this case is due to missing data as explored in
section 4.3.9. Figure 6.4 contains 4 points at which potential degradation is identied
by the distance metric. In practice, it would be possible to perform in depth analysis
of the on-board high frequency data to verify that this is the case, and also to correlate
this to missing data within the SCADA system itself. Similarly, gure 6.6 contains 12
points which indicate potential damage to the gearbox. Many of these (50%) occur
towards the end of the time series. It may be possible that degradation was starting
to occur on this gearbox, however, it may simply be noise due to ambient temperature
uctuations or poor quality data from the SCADA system. Due to the limited data
available, it was not possible to identify the cause of this noise in this case.
Table 6.3 presents a breakdown of the quantity of instances for each of the test-
set turbines, representing normal operating behaviour, recommended inspection levels
and potential damage levels. On average, the wind turbine gearboxes exhibit normal
operation behaviour 96.02% of the time. Whilst this is to be expected, it is slightly
lower than anticipated. Inspections were recommended on average 2.39% of the time
and damage was potentially identied 1.60% of the time. It should be noted that the
turbine which suered the catastrophic failure operated in the damaged state for 2.95%
of the monitored period; higher than the 1.02% and 2.27% of the other wind turbines
in the validation set. This is expected given the catastrophic failure of the turbine.
The standard deviation of the RMD values is also higher for the failed turbine { 4.11
{ as opposed to 2.68 and 3.52. Similarly, the maximum value reported for the failed
turbine is substantially higher (RMD = 48:57) than the two other validation turbines
(RMD = 26:23 and RMD = 33:69).
Prior to failure, the failed turbine exhibited traits of potential damage (RMD 
13:82) on 10 separate occasions. The rst instance of this is 5 months before the failure,
with regular signatures up until failure. For 4 consecutive months operators would have
had the opportunity and capability to perform a thorough inspection of the gearbox
Table 6.3: Breakdown of data-mining labels (per turbine) in test set.
Label Test turbine 1 Test turbine 2 Test turbine 3 Average
Normal operation 860 (97.62%) 821 (93.12%) 829 (94.10%) 846 (96.03%)
Inspection suggested 12 (1.36%) 32 (3.86%) 32 (3.63%) 21 (2.39%)
Potential damage 9 (1.02%) 26 (2.95%) 20 (2.27%) 14 (1.59%)
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Figure 6.4: Thresholds for test turbine 1 plotted against health index over time.
Figure 6.5: Thresholds for test turbine 2 plotted against health index over time.
Figure 6.6: Thresholds for test turbine 3 plotted against health index over time.
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during low wind (to mitigate lost production) in order to determine if any further
maintenance action was required. After maintenance, no further damage is reported
on the wind turbine. This is reected in the inspection condition also; 13 events (which
correlate to the damage condition) occur before failure, with 4 events occurring after
maintenance has been performed. The condition index can also provide quantication
of maintenance eectiveness: prior to failure, the 2 month RMD average value for the
failed turbine was 6.56; higher than the average of 4.51 (providing additional context).
However, after maintenance, the 2 month average dropped to 1.82; slightly lower than
the 2.25 average for the other turbines. Due to the strength of the obtained condition
index created utilizing the developed methodology, rule extraction was then performed
on the labelled data. The three labels employed were: \normal operating behaviour",
\inspection recommended" and \potential damage". This enabled transparent, human-
readable rules to be extract which could express the conditions encoded within the
developed prognostic index on dierent wind turbine SCADA attributes.
Data balancing
Due to the inherent bias placed upon the majority class (in our case, data representing
normal operating condition), balancing of the classes is required. An imbalance of
up to 1:1000 (representing 1 abnormal instance for each 1000 normal instances) can
exist in wind turbine data (Verma and Kusiak, 2011). Work done by Godwin and
Matthews (2013) shows an imbalance of between 1:125 to 1:380 with SCADA data
for wind turbine pitch faults. As such, repeated random sampling with replication
was utilized to balance the dataset. To do this, 20 instances were sampled with each
attribute averaged to create a new data instance. This process ensures classes within
the data contain the same amount of information, so that any bias apparent from class
sizes in the data mining algorithms are removed.
In order to extract meaningful, transparent, human-readable rules, eective at-
tribute selection is essential. After balancing the data using repeated random sampling,
feature selection was performed through attribute selection techniques in conjunction
with an independent domain expert to reduce the attributes within the model from the
original 190 SCADA channels of data. Attributes were ranked by the information gain
provided (in terms of entropy). There was strong consensus amongst chosen attributes.
The attributes placed within the model were:
 Oil temperature.
 Gear temperature.
 Rotor speed.
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 Ambient temperature.
 Energy generated.
 Wind speed.
Rules were then extracted from the developed model using the RIPPER proposi-
tional rule learner (Cohen, 1995b), the decision table algorithm (Kohavi, 1995) and
C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993). In order to ensure that no over-training took place, the data
was further split into two sets; training data (for growing and pruning rules) and a test
set (to independently verify model accuracy). In total, 3 training and test sets were
created, each holding out data from one of the three turbines which had been labelled,
in order to demonstrate robustness to selection of training data.
6.2.4 Results
For each of the three algorithms, three experiments were performed. Each experiment
held out one turbine for the purposes of validation. As such, two turbines were used to
train each algorithm, with the nal turbine data being utilised to quantify the accuracy
of the developed model. In this case, the descriptive statistics employed to quantify
the quality of the developed models are:
 Accuracy: This is dened as TP+TNN and corresponds to the percentage of cor-
rectly classied instances.
 Recall: This is dened as TPTP+FN and measures how good a system is at detecting
positive instances. It is also known as sensitivity.
 Precision: This is dened as TPTP+FP and measures how good a system is at
detecting negative instances. It is also known as specicity.
 F-measure: This is dened as 2TP2TP+FP+FN and is the harmonic mean of the
precision and recall.
 ROC-area: The area under the curve plotted over the true positive versus false
positive instances.
Where TP represents the number of true positives, TN represents the number of
true negatives, FP represents the number of false positives, FN represents the number
of false negatives and N is the sample size. The analysis of these results is presented in
detail below. An overview of the three experiments showing the accuracy and associated
-statistic (Cohen, 1960) (the agreement between the model created by the data-mining
techniques and the underlying condition metric) is given in table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Accuracy and -statistics gained for each algorithm across each experiment.
-statistic Accuracy
RIPPER
Experiment 1 96.10% 97.40%
Experiment 2 93.84% 95.89%
Experiment 3 92.56% 95.04%
C 4.5
Experiment 1 96.77% 97.85%
Experiment 2 95.99% 97.32%
Experiment 3 74.32% 82.88%
Decision table
Experiment 1 95.36% 96.90%
Experiment 2 84.67% 89.78%
Experiment 3 56.37% 70.92%
RIPPER
With regards to the RIPPER algorithm, a mean classication accuracy of 96.11%
(95.04% - 97.40%, SD = 1:20%) was achieved, along with a mean -statistic of 94.16%
(92.56% - 96.10%, SD = 1:79%). This shows that the methodology is well suited for
extracting rules from this model in this manner, and over tting is not present.
Table 6.7 presents the descriptive statistics of the rst of the created models. As
can be seen in table 6.8, the classication matrix produced by the RIPPER algorithm
on the rst independent validation set provides strong evidence that the model is accu-
rately representing each of the classes (normal operation, inspection recommended and
potential damage). The normal operation class is represented with over 98% accuracy;
with 2890 of 2939 instances within the independent validation set correctly identied.
The damage state is represented with 99% accuracy (2938 instances correctly classied
out of 2939). Accuracy for the inspection state is lower at 93% (2760 instances correctly
classied out of 2939). Although the gearbox failure was included in the training set
for the purposes of rule extraction, the high accuracy attained along with the high -
statistic shows that the technique is robust to this. This perhaps due to the balancing
which was undertaken prior to the analysis.
Table 6.9 presents the descriptive statistics of the second of the created models. As
can be seen in table 6.10, the classication matrix produced by the RIPPER algorithm
on the second independent validation set provides strong evidence that the model is
accurately representing each of the classes (normal operation, inspection recommended
and potential damage). In this case, the turbine which was held out from the training
dataset was that which suered the gearbox failure. The normal operation class is
represented with over 99% accuracy; with 2938 of 2939 instances within the independent
validation set correctly identied. The damage state is represented with 98% accuracy
(2904 instances correctly classied out of 2939). Accuracy for the inspection state is
once again lower at 88% (2613 instances correctly classied out of 2939). Given that
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the gearbox failure was not included within the training set for the purposes of rule
extraction, the high accuracy attained along with the high -statistic shows that the
technique is once again robust, and can be used in cases where failure data is not
available.
Table 6.11 presents the descriptive statistics of the third of the created models. As
can be seen in table 6.12, the classication matrix produced by the RIPPER algorithm
on the nal independent validation set provides strong evidence that the model is ac-
curately representing each of the classes (normal operation, inspection recommended
and potential damage). The normal operation class is represented with over 98% ac-
curacy; with 3017 of 3051 instances within the independent validation set correctly
identied. The damage state is represented with 98% accuracy (3000 instances cor-
rectly classied out of 3051). Accuracy for the inspection state is again lower at 87%
(2682 instances correctly classied out of 3051). Although this test had the lowest
total accuracy (95.04%) and  statistic (92.56%) of all experiments performed with
the RIPPER algorithm, this can still be regarded as a highly accurate classier.
For completeness, the rules generated by the second model are presented in table 6.5.
In this case, \gear temperature" refers to the temperature of the planetary gears. In
total, 12 rules are extracted which encapsulate the data in transparent human readable
rules, the underlying classier (in this case, the robust Mahalanobis distance). These
are discussed in section 6.2.5.
Table 6.5: Extracted RIPPER rules encapsulating gearbox failure.
Rule number Rule Class
1 Rotor Speed  1 RPM Potential Damage.
2 Rotor Speed  17 RPM Potential Damage.
3 Oil Temperature  48:4 Degrees,
and Gear Temperature  47:79 Degrees Potential Damage.
4 Energy Generated  0:25 MW and
Rotor Speed  6 RPM Potential Damage.
5 Ambient Temperature  25:2 Degrees Potential Damage.
6 Rotor Speed  14 RPM
and Energy Generated  0:92 MW
and Gear Temperature 47:79 Degree Potential Damage.
7 Gear Temperature  51:20 Degrees Potential Damage.
8 Energy Generated  0:33 MW
Rotor Speed  11 RPM Potential Damage.
9 Energy Generated  0 MW Potential Damage.
10 Ambient Temperature  5:1 Degrees
and Oil Temperature  47:5 Degrees Potential Damage.
11 Gear Temperature  41:17 Degrees Recommend Inspection.
12 Else Normal Operation
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C4.5
With regards to the C4.5 algorithm, a mean classication accuracy of 92.68% (82.88%
- 97.85%, SD = 8:49%) was achieved, along with a mean -statistic of 89.03% (74.32%
- 96.77%), SD = 12:74%. This shows that whilst the methodology is well suited for
extracting rules from this model in this manner, the technique (on average), does not
perform as well as the RIPPER algorithm.
Table 6.13 presents the descriptive statistics of the rst of the created models. As
can be seen in table 6.14, the classication matrix produced by the C4.5 algorithm
on the rst independent validation set provides strong evidence that the model is ac-
curately representing each of the classes. The normal operation class is represented
with over 99% accuracy; with 2921 of 2939 instances within the independent validation
set correctly identied. The damage state is strongly encapsulated with 99% accuracy
(2938 instances correctly classied out of 2939). Accuracy for the inspection state is
lower (as was the case with the RIPPER algorithm) at 94% (2768 instances correctly
classied out of 2939). This is comparable to the results attained through the RIPPER
algorithm.
Table 6.15 presents the descriptive statistics of the second of the created models.
As can be seen in table 6.16, the classication matrix produced by the C4.5 algorithm
on the second independent validation set provides strong evidence that the model is
accurately representing each of the classes. As before, the turbine which was held out
from this training dataset was that which suered the gearbox failure. The normal
operation class is represented with 100% accuracy; with 2939 of 2939 instances within
the independent validation set correctly identied. Again, the damage state is encapsu-
lated with 99% accuracy (2916 instances correctly classied out of 2939). Accuracy for
the inspection state classication is once again lower at 92% (2726 instances correctly
classied out of 2939), but is higher than previous results.
Table 6.17 presents the descriptive statistics of the third of the created models. As
can be seen in table 6.18, the classication matrix produced by the C4.5 algorithm
on the nal independent validation set provides strong evidence that the model is
accurately representing each of the classes. The normal operation class is represented
with over 99% accuracy; with 3040 of 3051 instances within the independent validation
set correctly identied. The damage state is represented with 98% accuracy (2997
instances correctly classied out of 3051). Accuracy for the inspection state is poor at
just over 50% (1549 instances correctly classied out of 3051). This test had the lowest
total accuracy (82.89%) and  statistic of all experiments performed with the C4.5
algorithm (74.32%), suggesting the true performance of this technique may be lower
than the experiments presented here.
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For completeness, the tree generated by the second model is shown in gure 6.7.
As can be seen, although the accuracy attained is comparable to that of the RIPPER
algorithm above, the trade o in this case is the size of the derived decision tree. In
this case, an increase of 1.5% accuracy is attributed to the 33 nodes and 17 branches
on the tree.
Decision table
With regards to the decision table algorithm, a mean classication accuracy of 85.87%
(70.92% - 96.90%, SD = 13:42%) was achieved, along with a mean -statistic of 78.80%
(56.37% - 95.36%, SD = 20:15%). This shows that whilst the methodology is well suited
for extracting rules from this model in this manner, the technique (on average), does
not perform as well as either the RIPPER or C4.5 algorithm.
Table 6.19 presents the descriptive statistics of the rst of the created models. As
can be seen in table 6.20, the classication matrix produced by the decision table
algorithm on the rst independent validation set provides strong evidence that the
model is accurately representing each of the classes. The normal operation class is
represented with over 99% accuracy; with 2938 of 2939 instances within the independent
validation set correctly identied. The damage state is encapsulated with 98% accuracy
(2888 instances correctly classied out of 2939). Accuracy for the inspection state is
lower (as was the case with both the RIPPER and C4.5 algorithms) at 92% (2718
instances correctly classied out of 2939). This is lower than the results attained
through the both previous experiments performed on this dataset.
Figure 6.7: An example decision tree (C4.5) from the second test set.
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Table 6.21 presents the descriptive statistics of the second of the created models.
As can be seen in table 6.22, the classication matrix produced by the decision table
algorithm on the second independent validation set provides strong evidence that the
model is accurately representing each of the classes. As in both previous cases, the
turbine which was held out from this training dataset was that which suered the
gearbox failure. The normal operation class is represented with 99% accuracy; with
2914 of 2939 instances within the independent validation set correctly identied. Again,
the damage state is encapsulated with close to 98% accuracy (2880 instances correctly
classied out of 2939). Accuracy for the inspection state classication is relatively poor
at 72% (2122 instances correctly classied out of 2939).
Table 6.23 presents the descriptive statistics of the third of the created models. As
can be seen in table 6.24, the classication matrix produced by the decision table algo-
rithm on the nal independent validation set provides strong evidence that the model
is accurately representing each of the classes. The normal operation class is represented
with over 99% accuracy; with 3025 of 3051 instances within the independent valida-
tion set correctly identied. The damage state is represented with 95% accuracy (2900
instances correctly classied out of 3051). Accuracy for the inspection is exceptionally
poor at just over 18% (just 566 instances correctly classied out of 3051). In this case,
this test had the lowest total accuracy (70.92%) and  statistic (56.37%) of all exper-
iments performed with the decision table algorithm, suggesting this algorithm may not
be suitable for this problem in particular.
For completeness, a subset of rules generated by the second model are presented in
table 6.6. In this case, a total of 412 rules were generated by the system. As such, a
subset of 10 rules are given in the table.
Table 6.6: Subset of rules extracted decision table from second test set (encapsulating
gearbox failure).
Oil temperature (C) Rotor Speed Class
31.1025 - 33.40 '(16.63 1)' Damage
36.3975 - 36.40 '(16.63 1)' Normal
40.01 - 42.03 '(16.63 1)' Damage
37.30 - 39.98 '(16.63 1)' Damage
47.80 - 47.80 '(16.63 1)' Damage
42.03 - 43.80 '(16.63 1)' Damage
48.00 - 48.00 '(16.63 1)' Damage
48.20 - 48.20 '(16.63 1)' Damage
48.29 - 48.30 '(16.63 1)' Damage
14.42 - 31.10 '(16.63 1)' Damage
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6.2.5 Discussion
Due to the size of the generated rule bases for the decision table algorithm (540, 412
and 176 rules for the three test cases, respectively), it is not recommended that this
technique is utilised. Similarly, this algorithm performed worse than both the RIPPER
algorithm and also the C4.5 algorithm. Although the C4.5 algorithm does perform well
as a classier, it is not as consistent as the RIPPER algorithm in this case. Given
that the RIPPER algorithm has the highest consistency, the highest average accuracy
and the highest average  statistic, it is recommended that the RIPPER algorithm
be employed for the purpose of rule extraction. Furthermore, given the substantially
smaller knowledge base produced by the RIPPER algorithm (10, 12 and 13 rules for
the three test cases, respectively), dissemination of the codied knowledge is potentially
easier.
In discussing the extracted RIPPER rules with an independent domain expert, 3
distinct comments were made. Firstly, it was noted that having normal operation
behaviour as the default case is intuitive, as the turbine operates in this state for a
signicant portion of its life. Secondly, favourable comments regarding the size of the
rule base were put across; 12 rules were deemed to provide adequate encapsulation of
the developed condition metric without being too cumbersome or providing little addi-
tional value. Finally, the human-readability and transparency of the rules was praised,
with 8 of the 12 rules (66.67%) deemed highly intuitive and were immediately under-
standable. Given the simple nature of this technique, it is envisaged that more complex
models which do not rely on physics of failure models will uncover novel degradation
characteristics or behaviours, allowing for these characteristics to be exploited in the
future.
Exploitation of this knowledge is straight forward. For instance, in table 6.5, rule
2 states:
\IF the wind turbine rotor speed is greater than or equal to 17 RPM, THEN
potential gearbox damage exists."
This is because limited instances in the training dataset existed where this was the
case. Furthermore, given the strong encapsulation of the potential damage condition
(over 98% accuracy) on the test set (which contained the failed gearbox), we can suggest
that this alone presents a means for identifying degradation of the gearbox.
6.2.6 Conclusion
In this work, a novel robust methodology utilizing suspension and failure histories for
extracting transparent, human-readable rules based on a condition index in any domain
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was presented. For illustration and consistency throughout this thesis, the technique
was applied for the health assessment of a wind turbine gearbox. A condition index
was developed based upon the extended physics of failure model developed in section
4.3, which is employed in conjunction with a robustly dened Mahalanobis distance
to rapidly label historical SCADA data allowing for rule extraction. Data from three
independent turbines provided model attribute covariance and centres, with no failure
data present in the training data. A historical failure is accurately identied within the
test set, with strong signatures of condition present potentially as early as 5 months
before catastrophic failure occurred. In addition, maintenance eectiveness is also
reected in the reduction of the RMD value after the gearbox has been replaced.
Utilizing outlier analysis performed in the 2 domain due to the non-normality of
the multivariate model (as assessed through four independent multivariate normality
tests) transparent rules were extracted to represent three condition levels: normal oper-
ation, inspection recommended and potential damage. Attribute selection by a domain
expert and automated techniques (information gain) were found to be in agreement.
Three models were built and assessed over three algorithms, with a mean accuracy of
96.11% (SD = 0.98%) attained by the RIPPER algorithm when validated against an
independent validation set with data from a separate turbine. A mean  statistic of
94.17% (SD = 1.46%) is found for the RIPPER algorithm; showing strong agreement
between the extracted model and the underlying condition index. Of the 12 extracted
rules presented to an expert, 8 were found to be highly intuitive, representing known
failure conditions.
A mean accuracy of 92.68% (SD = 6.93%) was attained by the C4.5 algorithm when
validated against the three independent validation sets. A mean  statistic of 89.03%
(SD = 10.40%) is found for the C4.5 algorithm; showing weaker accuracy and agreement
between the extracted model and the underlying condition index than the RIPPER
algorithm. Similarly, with regards to the decision table algorithm, a mean classication
accuracy of 85.87% (SD = 10.96%) is attained with a mean  statistic of 78.80% (SD
= 16.45%). As such, the decision table algorithm is the least suitable of these three
techniques explored in this case for the purposes of codifying tacit knowledge.
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Table 6.7: Descriptive statistics of test set 1 produced via RIPPER.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 0.983 0 1 0.983 0.992 0.996
Inspect 0.939 0 1 0.939 0.968 0.969
Damage 1 0.039 0.928 1 0.962 0.981
Weighted Avg. 0.982 0.974 0.013 0.976 0.974 0.974
Table 6.8: Confusion matrix (test set 1) produced via RIPPER.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 2890 0 49
Inspect 0 2760 179
Damage 0 1 2938
Table 6.9: Descriptive statistics of test set 2 produced via RIPPER.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 1 0.003 0.995 1 0.997 0.998
Inspect 0.928 0.001 0.997 0.928 0.961 0.968
Damage 0.992 0.036 0.932 0.992 0.961 0.984
Weighted Avg. 0.983 0.973 0.013 0.975 0.973 0.973
Table 6.10: Confusion matrix (test set 2) produced via RIPPER.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 2938 0 1
Inspect 0 2613 326
Damage 30 5 2904
Table 6.11: Descriptive statistics of test set 3 produced via RIPPER.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 0.989 0.061 0.89 0.989 0.937 0.967
Inspect 0.879 0.002 0.996 0.879 0.934 0.938
Damage 0.983 0.012 0.977 0.983 0.98 0.992
Weighted Avg. 0.966 0.95 0.025 0.954 0.95 0.95
Table 6.12: Confusion matrix (test set 3) produced via RIPPER.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 3017 0 34
Inspect 311 2682 38
Damage 40 11 3000
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Table 6.13: Descriptive statistics of test set 1 produced via C4.5.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 0.994 0 1 0.994 0.997 0.995
Inspect 0.942 0 1 0.942 0.97 0.96
Damage 1 0.032 0.94 1 0.969 0.984
Weighted Avg. 0.98 0.978 0.011 0.98 0.978 0.978
Table 6.14: Confusion matrix (test set 1) produced via C4.5.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 2921 0 18
Inspect 0 2768 171
Damage 1 0 2938
Table 6.15: Descriptive statistics of test set 2 produced via C4.5.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 1 0.003 0.995 1 0.997 0.998
Inspect 0.928 0.001 0.997 0.928 0.961 0.968
Damage 0.992 0.036 0.932 0.992 0.961 0.984
Weighted Avg. 0.983 0.973 0.013 0.975 0.973 0.973
Table 6.16: Confusion matrix (test set 2) produced via C4.5.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 2939 0 0
Inspect 0 2726 213
Damage 16 7 2916
Table 6.17: Descriptive statistics of test set 3 produced via C4.5.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 0.996 0.216 0.697 0.996 0.821 0.976
Inspect 0.508 0.002 0.994 0.508 0.672 0.667
Damage 0.982 0.039 0.926 0.982 0.954 0.975
Weighted Avg. 0.873 0.829 0.086 0.872 0.829 0.815
Table 6.18: Confusion matrix (test set 3) produced via C4.5.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 3040 2 9
Inspect 1273 1549 229
Damage 46 8 2997
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Table 6.19: Descriptive statistics of test set 1 produced via decision table.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 1 0.02 0.962 1 0.98 0.999
Inspect 0.925 0.002 0.997 0.925 0.959 0.971
Damage 0.983 0.025 0.951 0.983 0.967 0.988
Weighted Avg. 0.986 0.969 0.015 0.97 0.969 0.969
Table 6.20: Confusion matrix (test set 1) produced via decision table.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 2938 0 1
Inspect 74 2718 147
Damage 42 9 2888
Table 6.21: Descriptive statistics of test set 2 produced via decision table.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 0.991 0.119 0.806 0.991 0.889 0.99
Inspect 0.722 0.001 0.997 0.722 0.838 0.952
Damage 0.98 0.033 0.937 0.98 0.958 0.981
Weighted Avg. 0.974 0.898 0.051 0.913 0.898 0.895
Table 6.22: Confusion matrix (test set 2) produced via decision table.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 2914 0 25
Inspect 647 2122 170
Damage 53 6 2880
Table 6.23: Descriptive statistics of test set 3 produced via decision table.
Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-measure ROC Area
Normal 0.991 0.432 0.535 0.991 0.695 0.858
Inspect 0.186 0.002 0.976 0.186 0.312 0.762
Damage 0.951 0.002 0.995 0.951 0.972 0.999
Weighted Avg. 0.873 0.709 0.145 0.835 0.709 0.66
Table 6.24: Confusion matrix (test set 3) produced via decision table.
Predicted
Normal Inspect Damage
Actual
Normal 3025 13 13
Inspect 2484 566 1
Damage 150 1 2900
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6.3 Fault mode identication
The contents of this section appear in part in the following peer-reviewed publication:
 Godwin, J. L., Matthews, P. C. & Watson, C. (2014) \Robust Multivariate Statis-
tical Ensembles for Bearing Fault Detection and Identication". In proceedings of
the IEEE Prognostics and health management (PHM) conference. 22 - 24 June,
Spokane, Washington State, USA
6.3.1 Introduction
Having identied a subset of time-domain features (the `Moments model') for the pur-
poses of condition assessment in section 4.2, and incorporated these into a robust metric
which can be utilised to infer asset health in section 5.2, we can further rene the notion
of distance and exploit the ideas presented so far throughout this thesis.
Up until this point, training of the multivariate centres has focused on the identi-
cation of normal operational behaviour. In practice, this enables more accurate and
precise identication of current asset condition, which in turn enables proactive and
predictive maintenance actions to be undertaken. This process has largely been an
unsupervised process due to the majority class representing normal operational be-
haviour. In these instances, utilising a robust calculation of the covariance matrix will
encapsulate normal behaviour due to the underlying distribution of the data.
However, it is possible to explore the notion of supervised training in order to en-
capsulate specic behaviours of interest. By encapsulating known behaviours, we can
exploit the derived distance metric as a notion of similarity between current opera-
tional behaviour and a previously known condition. This work explores the notion of
supervised learning with respect to the robust Mahalanobis distance for the purposes of
fault diagnosis. In this case, the known behaviours explored are bearing failure modes.
This enables the use of distance metrics to explore the distance (or similarity) between
current operational behaviour and previous known failures.
As such, utilising known failure data to determine attribute centres and covariance
based upon the moments model developed in section 4.2 will enable a distance metric to
encapsulate this behaviour. Thus, by exploring the exploitation of multiple multivariate
distance metrics, which have each been trained to encapsulate dierent failure modes
(or normal operational behaviour), we can potentially perform fault diagnosis. Thus,
exploiting ensembles of multivariate distance metrics for the purposes of fault diagnosis
potentially enables more information regarding the underlying asset condition to be
presented to maintenance managers or decision makers in order to choose the most
benecial maintenance action to perform.
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6.3.2 Bearing failure modes
In order to explore the notion of ensembles of techniques for the purposes of fault
diagnosis, it is essential that the failure modes of a bearing are understood. As such,
four common bearing failures are of interest and are discussed here. Although many
failure mechanisms exist for bearings (Evans, 2011), for the purposes of this work,
only surface fatigue failures are considered; namely, pitting and spalling. Pitting is the
formation of surface defects through fatigue whereas spalling is characterised by deep
cracking of the component due to fatigue of sub-surface defects.
We are only interested in these surface fatigue behaviours due to the data available
for this analysis. Given the large number of failures modes, and varying degrees of
severities of failures across the four components within a bearing (inner race, outer race,
roller elements and cage), it would not be practical to perform run-to-failure testing
until adequate sample sizes of each degradation mode across each severity across each
component were collected.
Inner race fault
Surface fatigue of the inner race, as shown in gure 6.8 occurs when the inner race of
the bearing (the race which contacts the rotating axis) degrades. Early identication of
inner race faults enables only the inner race component to be replaced as degradation
will not have spread to the cage or ball (roller elements). The inner race frequency is:
BPFI(Hz) = S
N
2

1 +
B
P
cos

(6.2)
Figure 6.8: An example bearing race suering from surface fatigue of the inner race
Stevens (2011).
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Outer race fault
Surface fatigue of the outer race, as shown in gure 6.9 occurs when the outer race of
the bearing (the stationary race which contacts the balls or roller elements) degrades.
Early identication of outer race faults enables the preventive scheduling to replace the
outer race, or complete bearing if necessary. The outer race frequency is:
BPFO(Hz) = S
N
2

1  B
P
cos

(6.3)
Figure 6.9: An example bearing race suering from surface fatigue of the outer race
Stevens (2011).
Roller element fault
Surface fatigue of the roller elements (or ball), as shown in gure 6.10 occurs when
the roller elements of the bearing (the rotating elements held in place between the
races which contact both the inner and outer races) degrades. Early identication of
roller element faults enables defective elements to replaced, whilst saving the rest of
the bearing. The roller element (ball) frequency is:
BSF (Hz) = S
P
2B

1  B
2
P 2
cos2 

(6.4)
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Figure 6.10: An example roller element (ball) suering from surface fatigue Stevens
(2011).
Cage fault
Surface fatigue of the roller element cage, as shown in gure 6.11 occurs when the
cage which holds the roller elements in place degrades. Cage faults are not common
and are illustrated here for completeness. Early identication of cage faults enables
a replacement cage to be tted whilst minimising damage to the roller elements and
races. The cage frequency is:
FTF (Hz) = S
1
2

1  B
P
cos

(6.5)
6.3.3 Dataset employed
In order to encapsulate the various failure modes of bearings, fault data was necessary.
As the use of multivariate distance metrics are employed to dene these behaviours,
these metrics must be trained to identify the failure modes of interest.
Due to this, the bearing dataset made available through the Case Western Reserve
University (2011) was employed. This dataset contains high frequency bearing data
which has been seeded with faults through electro-discharge machining. Full details of
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Figure 6.11: An example bearing cage suering from degradation due to wear Stevens
(2011)
this dataset are available in section 3.4.3. In total, data from 4 bearings was employed,
with each pertaining to an operational mode of interest. Faults of size :0007 inches are
employed for this analysis. In this case, the modes of operation are:
 Normal operational behaviour.
 Inner race fault.
 Outer race fault.
 Roller element (ball) fault.
In total, 10 seconds of data (sampled at 48 kHz) were taken from each operational
mode and processed using the bearing moments model created in section 4.2. The
4-dimensional model thus contained 40 data points (1 data point per second), with 10
data points pertaining to each operational mode of the bearing.
6.3.4 Encapsulation of failure behaviour
To demonstrate the validity of the model, traditional univariate statistical analytical
techniques were employed to elaborate on the variance of each of the attributes for each
fault.
The attributes in the model should dier signicantly between the various faults so
that this knowledge can be exploited for both fault identication and fault diagnosis.
Each attribute was analysed individually to determine their ability to discriminate
diering fault modes.
It should be noted that whilst skewness, kurtosis, RMS and the standard deviation
have previously been utilised in the analysis of high frequency bearing data, there
is limited application of these techniques within the multivariate domain. Although
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individually each feature potentially enables early detection and diagnosis, without the
additional context provided within the multivariate domain, faults may not readily
be identied. For instance, skewness and kurtosis can remain stable even though the
underlying data distribution changes due to possible degradation. Similarly, the signal
RMS and standard deviation can remain constant whilst the skewness and kurtosis of
the signal changes signicantly. As such, by performing analysis in the multivariate
domain, we can mitigate these aws by providing the additional context of the other
features employed.
Statistical analysis of these features was performed independently to determine the
capabilities of each feature in terms of both fault detection and also fault identica-
tion (diagnosis). If these features cannot detect deviations from normal operational
behaviour or accurately discriminate between fault modes in the univariate domain, no
diagnostic power is achieved. As such, ensuring these features are capable of performing
fault detection and identication must be performed.
Skewness
The 10 data points representing normal operation behaviour had an average skewness of
 0:17 (SD = 0:02), the 30 data points representing the inner race fault, outer race fault
and roller element faults had an average skewness of  0:9 (SD = 0:01), 0:08 (SD =
0:01) and 0:01 (SD = 0:02) (respectively). One way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
showed that the skewness varied signicantly between failure modes, F (3; 36) = 510:67,
p < :01. The samples are known to be independent and the assumption of normality
was held as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test; given that p = :36 for the inner race
fault, p = :41 for the outer race fault, p = :07 for the normal condition and p = :13
for the roller element fault, we can conclude the various faults identied by the signal
skewness are normally distributed. Homogeneity of variance was tested by employing
Levenes' F statistic, and found to be signicant F (3; 36) = 4:15, p < :05, indicating
the assumption of equal variances does not hold. As such, an adjusted F statistic is
employed. In this case, Welchs' F statistic is employed, and found to be signicant
F (3; 17:58) = 777:15, p < :01. For completeness, it should be mentioned that the
Brown-Forsythe F statistic was also signicant (F (3; 26:97) = 510:68, p < :01).
As the analysis of variance only makes it known that the various faults dier signif-
icantly, post-hoc analysis was performed in order to determine signicant dierences of
signal skewness between fault types. This analysis was carried out as per the Games-
Howell procedure due to the assumption of homogeneity of variance not holding for this
attribute in particular. It was found that the normal operational behaviour of the bear-
ing had signicantly dierent skewness from that of an inner race fault ( 0:74, p < :01),
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an outer race fault ( 0:24, p < :01) and a roller element fault ( 0:17, p < :01). As
such, the skewness was deemed to be benecial in assisting bearing fault identication
as it is able to eectively discriminate between between normal operational behaviour
and each of the varying fault types. In order to assess the quality of signal skewness as
a diagnostic tool, the three further comparisons which were required to distinguish the
fault mode were performed. Statistically signicant dierences in skewness were found
between the inner race fault and outer race fault ( 0:17, p < :01), the inner race fault
and roller element fault ( 0:10, p < :01) and also between the outer race fault and
roller element fault (0:07, p < :01); showing the benet of employing skewness in the
diagnostic process.
Kurtosis
Following a similar analysis to that which was performed with regards to skewness, kur-
tosis was also analysed. In this case, the 10 data points representing normal operation
behaviour had an average kurtosis of 2:92 (SD = 0:03), the 30 data points representing
the inner race fault, outer race fault and roller element faults had an average kurto-
sis of 7:91 (SD = 0:09), 6:94 (SD = 0:09) and 3:08 (SD = 0:09), respectively. One
way analysis of variance showed that the kurtosis varied signicantly between failure
modes, F (3; 36) = 9522:948, p < :01. The samples are known to be independent and
the assumption of normality was held as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test; given that
p = :81 for the inner race fault, p = :27 for the outer race fault, p = :05 for the normal
condition and p = :29 for the roller element fault, we can conclude the various faults
identied by the kurtosis are normally distributed. Homogeneity of variance was tested
by employing Levenes' F statistic, and found not to be signicant F (3; 36) = 2:14,
p > :05, indicating the assumption of equal variances is held. As such, neither an
adjusted F statistic (as was required previously) or the Kruskal-Wallis test is required
in this case.
As done previously, post-hoc analysis was performed in order to asses the signicant
dierences in kurtosis between the dierent fault types present on the bearing. This
analysis was carried out as per Tukeys' procedure, as unlike previously, the assumption
of homogeneity of variance held. Normal operational behaviour of the bearing was
found to be signicantly dierent in terms of kurtosis from inner race faults ( 4:59,
p < :01), outer race faults ( 4:01, p < :01) and roller element faults ( 1:56, p < :01).
As such, kurtosis can be demonstrated to be a useful tool in fault detection for these
modes on a bearing. In order to determine the quality of kurtosis for fault identication,
signicant dierence should be found between each fault mode. Signicant dierences
in kurtosis were found between inner race faults and outer race faults (0:58, p < :01),
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inner race faults and roller element faults (4:44, p < :01) and also outer race faults
and roller element faults (3:86, p < :01). Thus, similarly to skewness, kurtosis can be
eectively employed for both fault detection and identication.
Root Mean Square (RMS)
Next, the RMS was analysed for its eectiveness at both fault detection and identica-
tion. The 10 data points representing normal operation behaviour had an average signal
RMS of 0:64 (SD = 0:002), the 30 data points representing the inner race fault, outer
race fault and roller element faults had an average RMS of 0:28 (SD = 0:001), 1:02
(SD = 0:004) and 0:14 (SD = 0:003), respectively. One way analysis of variance showed
that the signal RMS varied signicantly between bearing faults, F (3; 36) = 193858:90,
p < :01. The samples are known to be independent and the assumption of normality
was held as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test; given that p = :32 for the inner race
fault, p = :44 for the outer race fault, p = :78 for the normal condition and p = :94 for
the roller element fault, we can conclude the various fault types described by the RMS
are normally distributed. Homogeneity of variance was tested by employing Levenes'
F statistic, and found to be signicant F (3; 36) = 7:14, p < :05, indicating the assump-
tion of equal variances does not hold in this case. As such, an adjusted F statistic is
employed. In this case, Welchs' F statistic is employed, and found to be signicant
F (3; 15:46) = 214685:56, p < :01. For completeness, it should be mentioned that the
Brown-Forsythe F statistic was also signicant (F (3; 18:40) = 193858:90, p < :01).
Post-hoc analysis was performed in order to determine signicant dierences of RMS
between fault types. This analysis was carried out as per the Games-Howell procedure
due to the assumption of homogeneity of variance did not hold for the signal RMS.
Again, as per both skewness and kurtosis, statistically signicant dierences between
normal operational behaviour in terms of the mean RMS were found with inner race
faults ( 0:22, p < :01), outer race faults ( 0:96, p < :01) and roller element faults
( 0:8, p < :01). This shows the capability of the signal RMS for fault detection and
as such justies its incorporation into the model. In order to assess the performance of
the RMS for fault identication, three further post-hoc comparisons were made. The
signal RMS was found to be signicantly dierent between inner race faults and outer
race faults ( 0:74, p < :01), inner race faults and roller element faults (0:14, p < :01)
and also outer race faults and roller element faults (0:88, p < :01).
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Standard Deviation
Finally, the standard deviation of the signal was analysed for its eectiveness at both
fault detection and identication. The data points representing normal operation be-
haviour had an average standard deviation of 0:63 (SD < 0:001), the 30 data points
representing the inner race fault, outer race fault and roller element faults had an aver-
age standard deviation of 0:28 (SD < 0:002), 1:02 (SD < 0:005) and 0:14 (SD < 0:004)
respectively. The samples are known to be independent, and the assumption of normal-
ity was held for each group as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test; given that p = :08 for
the normal condition, p = :32 for the inner race fault, p = :45 for the outer race fault,
and p = :93 for the roller element fault. As such, it is possible to perform traditional
analysis of variance in this case without the assistance of a modied F statistic. Thus,
we can conclude that the various fault types described by the standard deviation are
normally distributed. Homogeneity of variance was tested by employing Levenes' F
statistic, and found to be signicant F (3; 36) = 6:75, p < :001, indicating the assump-
tion of equal variances does not hold. As such, an adjusted F statistic is once again
employed. In this case, Welchs' F statistic is employed, and found to be signicant
F (3; 15:78) = 210223:49, p < :001. For completeness, it should be mentioned that the
Brown-Forsythe F statistic was also signicant (F (3; 18:40) = 194254:99, p < :001).
Post-hoc analysis was performed in order to determine signicant dierences of stan-
dard deviation between fault types. This analysis was carried out as per the Games-
Howell procedure due to the assumption of homogeneity of variance not holding for the
standard deviation. Again, as per both skewness and kurtosis, statistically signicant
dierences between normal operational behaviour in terms of the mean standard de-
viation were found with inner race faults ( 0:22, p < :001), outer race faults ( 0:96,
p < :001) and roller element faults ( 0:80, p < :001). This shows the capability of
the standard deviation for fault detection and as such justies the incorporation of this
feature into the model. In order to assess the performance of the standard deviation
for fault identication (diagnosis), three further post-hoc comparisons were made. The
standard deviation was found to be signicantly dierent between inner race faults and
outer race faults ( 0:74, p < :001), inner race faults and roller element faults (0:14,
p < :001) and also outer race faults and roller element faults (0:88, p < :001).
6.3.5 Ensemble diagnosis
Due to the availability of high frequency bearing data with seeded faults, the accurate
encapsulation of the four bearing conditions identied in the informal FMEA was pos-
sible. As we can determine the multivariate centres and attribute covariances for each
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fault mode, the possibility arises for an ensemble of condition metrics to be employed
to quantify current bearing condition and provide insights for both fault detection and
identication. Although these factors will be application, bearing and load specic, it
provides a means to validate the fault identication approach established.
Since the robust Mahalanobis distance quanties the deviations from the vector of
dened centres - ^ - whilst taking into account the attribute covariance -  - smaller
values represent a greater degree of similarity to the data which derived the centres
and covariance. As such, we can specify the current likely behaviour of the bearing by
initially dening 4 health metrics:
RMDNorm =
q
(X  ^Norm)T ^ 1Norm(X  ^Norm) (6.6)
RMDInner =
q
(X  ^Inner)T ^ 1Inner(X  ^Inner) (6.7)
RMDOuter =
q
(X  ^Outer)T ^ 1Outer(X  ^Outer) (6.8)
RMDBall =
q
(X  ^Ball)T ^ 1Ball(X  ^Ball) (6.9)
With RMDNorm representing normal operational behaviour of the bearing (that is,
the covariance and means determined robustly through data with normal behaviour),
RMDInner representing behaviour of the inner race fault, RMDOuter representing the
behaviour of the outer race fault and nally RMDBall representing the roller element
fault behaviour. Given the 4-tuple % = fRMDNorm; RMDInner; RMDOuter; RMDBallg
we have:
Bearing(X) =8>>>><>>>>:
Normal if min(f%g) = RMDNorm
InnerRaceFault if min(f%g) = RMDInner
OuterRaceFault if min(f%g) = RMDOuter
RollerElementFault if min(f%g) = RMDBall
377775 (6.10)
6.3.6 Result and discussion
It is essential to verify and validate that the developed bearing condition moments
model and developed expert diagnostic system accurately detect and identify the seeded
faults in the initial bearing dataset. Figure 6.12 shows the distances gained when
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Figure 6.12: An ensemble of Robust Mahalanobis distances trained on normal bearing
data (A), roller element fault data (B), inner race fault data (C) and outer race fault
data (D). Normal behaviour is represented by ?, roller element behaviour by , inner
race behaviour by  and outer race behaviour by .
comparing dierent fault types trained on the seeded fault data. It can be seen that in
each of the 10 data points for the fault in question, the Robust Mahalanobis distance
accurately detects the fault and performs correct identication. This represents a 100%
fault detection and identication rate on the initial validation dataset, thus validating
the approach. It is interesting to note that there are orders of magnitude between
the various faults; an artefact present due to careful selection of attributes which were
statistically relevant for this task, in conjunction with a highly sensitive distance metric.
In order to demonstrate the alternate case where an inferior distance metric and
feature set are employed, a set of inferior features were utilised as a bearing condition
model. In this case, a 4-dimensional model made up of:
 The mean.
 The mode.
 The maximum.
 The peak to average power ratio (PAPR).
The traditional Mahalanobis distance was then utilised to determine the bearing
condition index (utilising the traditional covariance calculation). The results of this
can be seen in gure 6.13. As can be seen, although some diagnosis is possible (i.e it
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Figure 6.13: An ensemble of traditional Mahalanobis distances trained on normal bear-
ing data using inferior features showing (A), roller element fault data (B), inner race
fault data (C) and outer race fault data (D). Normal behaviour is represented by ,
roller element behaviour by ?, inner race behaviour by  and outer race behaviour by
.
is possible to know if we do not have normal operation, it is possible to distinguish
between roller element faults and inner race faults, but not outer race faults).
Thus, by utilising a superior set of features in conjunction with a superior distance
function, accurate diagnosis is possible in this case. However, in order to validate this
approach, the technique must be shown to be practical on an independent dataset.
NASA Dataset
Figure 6.14 shows both the normal behaviour index and the outer race index as applied
to independent dataset for the purposes of validating the approach. In this case, the
dataset was supplied from the NASA bearing dataset (Lee et al., 2007), freely avail-
able through their prognostics centre of excellence. Each data point represents a single
second snapshot of the bearing. The data is pre-processed with the moments model
described in section 4.2, from 20 kHz to 1 Hz. As each of the Robust Mahalanobis
distances encapsulate these behaviours, the minimal value represents the current op-
erating mode. The centres utilised for gure 6.14 are based upon the robust centres
derived from each of the 10 samples from the Case Western Reserve University (2011)
dataset employed in section 6.3.6 for each of the four operational modes of interest. In
this case, the failed bearing (bearing 1) from the 2nd test of the NASA dataset was
employed for validation. This bearing suered an outer race fault at the end of its
useful life.
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Figure 6.14: Validation of ensemble distances for diagnosis on the NASA bearing
dataset (Lee et al., 2007).
Upon initial inspection, it can be seen in gure 6.14 that normal operational be-
haviour is the prevalent mode of operation for the majority of the life of the bearing.
This it to be expected as typically the bearing will not be subjected to a fault. It can
be seen that at approximately data point 700, some form of shock is presented to the
system, and as such, the outer race fault briey becomes more likely to have occurred
than normal behaviour. After this point, although the bearing recovers slightly, after
time step 900, there is no doubt to the existence of an outer race fault. This provides
condence in the system, as the fault is identied on an independent system.
However, once the metrics for both the roller element (ball) fault and the inner race
fault are also added into the analysis, issues occur with this approach. As can be seen
in gure 6.15, no longer is the most recognised failure mode that of the inner race fault.
Furthermore, the bearing is deemed to have a roller element (ball) fault rather than
operating normally. This false positive ultimately reduces the accuracy of the resulting
diagnosis.
The poor quality diagnosis performed in this case can be attributed to many reasons.
It is likely that these are due to the signicant and substantial dierences between the
two datasets employed. For instance, these dierences include (but are not limited to):
 The data collection frequency.
 The bearing RPM.
 The bearing loading conditions.
 The size of the fault.
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Figure 6.15: Additional validation of ensemble distances for diagnosis on the NASA
bearing dataset (Lee et al., 2007) with encapsulation from the (Case Western Reserve
University, 2011) dataset.
 The type of bearing employed.
Firstly, the frequency of data collection is dierent. The dataset used for verication
was recorded at 48 kHz, with the validation dataset (NASA bearing data) recorded at
20 kHz. This disparity should not cause many issues due to use of statistical features
to encapsulate behaviour, but this should be noted.
Secondly, the RPM of the drive shaft in both cases was dierent; the verication
dataset (Case Western Reserve University, 2011) was collected at 1750 RPM, with
the NASA bearing data (Lee et al., 2007) recorded at 2000 RPM. This is thought to
introduce some noise into the system as no normalisation has yet been performed to
mitigate this problem.
Next, the test set-up was dierent for the validation set and the verication set.
The NASA data had a 6000 lbs radial load applied; it is likely that this will eect the
data and must be normalised for in practical applications.
Following this, fault size is not taken into account with the system trained only on
0.007 inch faults; their eect on the statistical features in the model should be assessed
and normalised for.
Both datasets employed dierent bearings for the analysis. As such, slight dier-
ences in the manufacture and use of these bearings will alter the results of this approach.
Normalisation of some features for bearing conditions would mitigate this problem.
Finally, dierent bearings will inherently have dierent characteristics (dependent
upon size, type, application domain, etc.) and as such, this should also be taken into
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consideration.
Due to these dierences, faults were encapsulated utilising the NASA bearing data.
In this case, only 1 instance of each of the inner race and roller element faults were
present with 2 outer race faults available for analysis. As such, bearing 1 from the
2nd test set was employed to validate the technique. In order to encapsulate the faults
(and normal behaviour), failure and suspension histories from other bearings within
the NASA dataset were used, namely:
 Test 1, Bearing 3 : Inner race fault (failure history).
 Test 1, Bearing 4: Roller element fault (failure history).
 Test 3, Bearing 3: Outer race fault (failure history).
 Test 2, Bearing 2: Normal behaviour (suspension history).
Retrospective analysis of these bearings was performed in the univariate domain
based upon the 4 time domain statistical features utilised in the multivariate moments
model developed in section 4.2. For inner race, outer race and roller element bearing
faults, once failures were deemed to have started to develop (by a distinct change in the
underlying statistical metric), the following 155 data points were used to encapsulate
failure behaviour. It is due to small quantities of failure data that 155 data points were
utilised (as degradation occurs prior to failure). For normal operational behaviour, 10%
to 40% of bearing life was taken from the healthy bearing (Test 2, bearing 1) and these
samples were utilised to encapsulate behaviour.
In order to assess the quality of these encapsulations, ensembles of robust Maha-
lanobis distances were utilised to train the metrics as before. The results of this can be
seen in gure 6.16. Although strong encapsulation of failure modes is achieved (100%
diagnostic accuracy), this does not translate in practice to accurate diagnosis in this
case.
As can be seen in gure 6.17, although an improvement is made over the results
achieved in gure 6.15, diagnosis is still not possible in this case. Fault detection,
however, is possible in this case due to the benets gained with regards to utilising the
NASA bearing failures for the purposes of encapsulation of failure behaviour. It is likely
that diagnosis in this case is not possible due to the position of bearings employed in
the failure encapsulation. As a radial load is applied, it is possible that this will eect
dierent bearing positions in dierent ways, and as such, may potentially explain this
weak result.
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6.3.7 Conclusion
In this work, a novel application employing ensembles of robust multivariate distance
metrics for the real-time analysis of the condition of a bearing is presented, along
with an expert system to automatically determine the most likely current behaviour
of the bearing. Diagnostic signatures for each statistical feature (namely the standard
deviation, root mean square, skewness and kurtosis) were analysed and found to be
signicant in discriminating between normal behavioural conditions and three distinct
surface fatigue failure modes applicable to bearings; inner race faults, outer race faults
and roller element faults.
A robustly derived Mahalanobis distance metric was used to determine multivariate
centres and attribute covariance based upon fault data seeded through electro-discharge
machining from a publicly available dataset made available by Case Western Reserve
University (2011). The 48 kHz data had the relevant statistical features extracted
in order to encapsulate the current behaviour of the bearing. This snapshot enabled
the use of the robust Mahalanobis distance (RMD) to explicitly quantify the current
operational state of the bearing without the need for a data-driven prognostic tool.
By employing this technique, larger models consisting of many variables would not
hinder analysis as the problem is reduced to the univariate domain and is computa-
tionally tractable even for highly dimensional data. However, this is dependent upon
Figure 6.16: An ensemble of traditional Mahalanobis distances trained on normal bear-
ing data using inferior features showing (A), roller element fault data (B), inner race
fault data (C) and outer race fault data (D). Normal behaviour (blue) is represented
by , roller element behaviour (red) by ?, inner race behaviour (yellow) by  and outer
race behaviour (green) by .
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Figure 6.17: Additional validation of ensemble distances for diagnosis on the NASA
bearing dataset (Lee et al., 2007) based upon NASA dataset failure encapsulation.
the technique employed for estimating the MCD subset, as explored in section 5.3.
The approach is veried, showing 100% success of both fault detection and fault
identication on the Case Western Reserve University (2011) dataset. Following this,
the technique was veried on an independent dataset (the NASA bearing data set) made
available by Lee et al. (2007). Initially, centres encapsulating failures from the seeded
fault dataset (Case Western Reserve University, 2011) are employed, but shown to not
work well in practice, potentially due to dierences in the data acquisition process and
test setup. Failures from the NASA dataset were then employed to encapsulate failure
mechanisms, but also shown to have less than desirable results.
Although limitations exist, a proof of concept has been shown for the possibility
of utilising ensembles of robust multivariate distance metrics for the purposes of di-
agnosis. Thus, once rened, this technique would allow for signicant cost savings to
be created by maintenance teams by increasing overall bearing reliability, minimising
spare inventory held, and optimizing both the maintenance planning and maintenance
scheduling processes. Optimising is possible as the quantication of degradation on
the bearing allows for prioritisation of maintenance activities, and scheduling of these
activities at periods of minimal usage.
The main strengths of this approach lie in the transparent nature of the statistical
methods employed. No data intensive calculations are required and no `black-box'
systems which are unaccountable and unauditable are used. Domain knowledge is
available for incorporation into the analysis through simple FMEA. No normalisation
of the data is required, assisting in the implementation of the technique in practice.
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No additional sensors were required for the data collection, and as such, no further
capital expenditure was required. Storage costs were minimised as the need to store
high frequency data was mitigated by utilising time-domain statistical features.
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6.4 Bearing remaining useful life (RUL) estimation
6.4.1 Introduction
Having explored the predictive power of articial neural networks in section 2.5.7, it is
possible to extend this analysis in order to gain further business intelligence through
the estimation of remaining useful life (RUL).
It should be noted that whilst condition prediction is a form of prognosis, this
alone is potentially not enough to make eective business decisions. As by their nature
distance metrics are unbounded, each application of this technique will have varying
operating limits. Although the parameterised F distribution (Hardin and Rocke, 2005)
eectively enables bounds to be placed, this can only be performed when the data is
multivariate normal. As such, in cases when this does not hold (which is typically often
in practice, as demonstrated in section 6.3), an alternative bounding is required.
This work presents a methodology to estimate the remaining useful life of com-
ponents based upon failure histories. Remaining useful life estimation (or prediction)
enables more eective maintenance decisions to be made than relying on distance met-
rics alone. Although a distance metric may exceed a specied threshold, this may not
necessarily be indicative of an immediate failure. By utilising past failure histories, it is
possible to perform a mapping from the condition of the component (the health index
derived from the robust distance metric) to a remaining useful life.
The ultimate goal of any prognostics system is to provide an accurate remaining
useful life estimation or prediction based upon component specic information. This is
referred to as type III prognostics (also known as eects-based prognostics), and moves
away from type I (traditional, population based reliability analysis) and type II (stress
based, typically moderation of traditional reliability data taking environmental stresses
into consideration) in order to provide a more accurate estimation of life for a given
component of interest (Coble and Hines, 2008).
By mapping the current operational behaviour of the component to a remaining
useful life, more knowledge is provided to an organisation to assist in the scheduling
and planning of maintenance. It is easier to identify maintenance opportunities and
to plan maintenance activities when insight into the remaining useful life of an asset
is available. Thus, accurate estimation of remaining useful life is essential for any
proactive or predictive maintenance strategy and also in the optimisation of current
maintenance resources.
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6.4.2 Remaining useful life estimation
Dataset employed
Due to the supervised nature of articial neural networks, training is required to take
place on failure histories from which the remaining useful life of a component is known.
Within the Reliawind database (Wilkinson et al., 2010), only a single catastrophic
gearbox failure is available, this cannot be employed for the RUL estimation. An
articial neural network would simply over t the data to achieve a high predictive
accuracy of remaining useful life as no validation can be performed. As such, the
NASA bearing dataset (Lee et al., 2007) is employed due to multiple failure histories
Within the NASA bearing dataset, 4 failures of covering 3 failure modes exist.
Within this dataset, three distinct sets of data are employed, namely:
 Independent normal operational behaviour: In order to determine the mul-
tivariate centres and covariance, an independent bearing (which did not fail) is
employed. This was Test 3, dataset 1.
 Training data: In order to train the network, three bearing failure histories were
employed so that the neural network could approximate the remaining useful life
function of the set of bearings. These were bearings:
{ Training bearing 1: Test 2, Bearing dataset 1.
{ Training bearing 2: Test 1, Bearing dataset 8.
{ Training bearing 3: Test 1, Bearing dataset 6.
 Test data: In order to ensure that no over-tting is taking place and to verify
the methodology, two further independent bearings are employed. These are:
{ Validation bearing 1: Test 2, Bearing dataset 2.
{ Validation bearing 2: Test 1, Bearing dataset 5.
The bearing moments model identied in section 4.2 as utilised in chapter 5 was
again employed as the principal features of the condition metric based upon the robust
Mahalanobis distance. These features are:
 RMS.
 Standard deviation.
 Skewness.
 Kurtosis.
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Methodology
In this analysis, we again employ a back propagation feed forward neural network with
Levenberg-Marquardt training to predict bearing remaining useful life. The network
structure employed for this analysis consisted of three layers; an input layer, a single
hidden layer and an output layer. The number of neurons in the hidden layer were
determined by Huang (2003):
Zl = 2
p
(r + 2)Zm (6.11)
The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function is employed within the hidden
layer, with the linear transfer function employed in the output layer. A single neuron
was employed in the output layer to represent our predicted value. In order to assess
the impact of context, the inputs to the neural network were moderated to allow a
sensitivity analysis to take place.
Given a vector of length t representing bearing behaviour X which is dened as
X = (RMD1; RMD2;    ; RMDt), we have the output vector Oi = hRMDt+ii, and
input vector Ij = (RMDt; RMDt 1;    ; RMDt j).
Due to the use of the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function employed in the
neural network requiring an input between -1 and 1, the robust Mahalanobis distance
must be normalised so that all values fall within this range. Both min-max normali-
sation and z-score normalisation (Kumar and Bhandare, 2011) are unsuitable in these
cases.
Min-max normalisation will not work as the robust Mahalanobis function is not
bounded within a predened range; an ill-dened maximum value for scaling could
lead to poor condition prediction. Similarly, z-score normalisation will not be eective
due to degraded behaviour often falling many deviations above normal behaviour, as
such value will be outside the range of those anticipated by the transfer function. Due to
the exponential nature of the robust Mahalanobis metric function, a scaled logarithmic
transform is employed:
\RMDi =
log10(RMDi)
log10(c)
(6.12)
Where\RMDi represents the robust Mahalanobis metric for the current observation,
and c is an application specic constant which represents the maximal level of degra-
dation permitted within the system before failure has deemed to occur. In this case,
c = 100; 000 and was chosen based upon retrospective analysis of the condition time
series. Given the exponential nature of the robust distance function and degradation
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phenomena in general, this is the natural transform to employ.
As the remaining useful life of the bearing can be thought of as a function of both
time and condition, the input vector can be modied to incorporate this additional fea-
ture. This would then be dened as Ij;v =

T^t; V ARv; ^RMDt; ^RMDt 1;    ; ^RMDt j

.
Where V ARv represents the variance of the previous v observations and T^t represents
the current elapsed life of this bearing at time t linearly scaled to a percentage of the
maximum known life of any similar bearing, for instance:
T^i =
Ti
TMax
(6.13)
Where Ti is the current life (in elapsed minutes, revolutions, or similar) and TMax
is the maximum recorded (or estimated maximum) life of this particular bearing. This
will be application specic, however, in this case TMax was determined to be two weeks.
The neural network output was Ot =


RULt

.
Data from the NASA bearing dataset was employed for this analysis (Lee et al.,
2007). The bearing moments model derived in section 4.2 was employed and attribute
location and covariance were determined from an independent bearing in the dataset
(test 3, dataset 1). These parameters were then used to create both a training set and
test set to verify and validate the methodology. Due to the supervised nature of the
neural network, only failed bearings could be employed to train the network in this
work.
It should be noted that techniques to employ suspension histories in this training
process exist. For instance as in Heng (2009), Tian et al. (2010) andWidodo and Yang
(2011a). However, these techniques often estimate the RUL of suspension histories to
essentially convert them to failure histories. Although this can aid the RUL estimation
process by increasing the training sample size, poor estimations of suspension history
failure times may introduce noise or bias (both positive and negative) into the estima-
tion. As such, in this preliminary analysis, suspension histories are not employed.
The training set consisted of three failure histories. These were processed as above
and validated against two further bearings. A failed bearing of which the remaining
useful life was known, and also a bearing which did not fail during the test in order to
truly estimate the remaining useful life of the bearing.
6.4.3 Results
Initially, only the scaled RMD estimates were utilised in conjunctions with the auto-
regressive inputs of this feature (lags) in order to provide non-linear mapping of con-
dition to the remaining useful life. As can be seen in gures 6.18 and 6.19, the derived
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Figure 6.18: RUL estimation of bearing 2 (training dataset).
Figure 6.19: RUL estimation of bearing 3 (training dataset).
predictive function is of little quality. In this case, r = :45 and r = :57 (respectively).
The life of the bearing is shown to be constant over time until the condition degrades
substantially. As such, it clear that condition alone in this case is not capable of
predicting the remaining useful life of the bearing.
Following this, it was noted that within the literature, degradation is often referred
to as a function of condition and time. Thus, the feature set (lagged condition of
the bearing) was augmented with the age of the bearing. Training of this neural net-
work resulted in higher quality mapping of features to the remaining useful life of the
bearings.
As can be seen in the training data (gures 6.21, 6.20 and 6.22), the error is reduced
dramatically. As such, the correlation of this predictive function to the underlying
remaining useful life is increased. In this case, r = :99, = :96 and r = :99 (respectively).
This shows that the neural network is eectively providing a mapping from the input
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Figure 6.20: Rened RUL estimation of bearing 1 (training dataset).
Figure 6.21: Rened RUL estimation of bearing 2 (training dataset).
feature space to the remaining useful life of the bearings.
In order to validate that the neural network truly is providing a strong mapping
from the feature space to the remaining useful life, two further bearings were employed
to ensure that the network was not over tting to the training data; the rst bearing
represents a failure history, with the second representing a bearing suspension history.
Figure 6.23 shows the prediction of the RUL for the independent failed bearing. In
this case, a correlation of r = :96 is attained with an error MSE = :007. This shows
that the neural network is capable of providing an adequate mapping from the input
space to the remaining useful life of the bearing.
Following this, the second validation bearing employed was a suspension history.
As this did not fail, it is of interest to see if the network was capable of determining the
remaining useful life of data of this context. Figure 6.24 shows the prediction of RUL
over time for this bearing. As the bearing did not fail, it is not possible to present an
actual RUL of this bearing. For completeness, the condition of this bearing over time
is presented is gure 6.25.
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Figure 6.22: Rened RUL estimation of bearing 3 (training dataset).
Figure 6.23: Validation of rened RUL estimation on independent failure history with
r = :96. (bearing 1, validation dataset).
6.4.4 Discussion
Initially, utilising only the auto-regressive condition index values, it is shown that whilst
RUL estimation is possible, only a low quality prognostic is attained. This is due to the
mapping from condition to remaining useful life not providing the additional context of
age to the neural network. Once the age of the bearing is incorporated into the analysis,
the error of the RUL estimation reduces dramatically. The inclusion of this knowledge,
correlations to the remaining useful life are r = :45 and r = :57. After inclusion, this
increases to r = :99, r = :96 and r = :99. These are near perfect correlations for the
estimation of remaining useful life. As such, it is recommended that this meta-data be
incorporated when performing this analysis. A similar technique is employed in Tian
et al. (2010). However, in their work, no empirical evidence or justication is provided
for including this attribute. This work provides some insight as to why this meta-data
should be incorporated into the RUL estimation process.
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Figure 6.24: Validation of rened RUL estimation on independent suspension history
(bearing 2, validation dataset).
Figure 6.25: Time series of bearing condition of suspended bearing (bearing 2, valida-
tion dataset).
Whilst a sucient training set can be created for the supervised training of the
neural network, this is potentially an inaccurate representation. Although each data
point from each failure history can be included within the training set (creating a
large training dataset), only three failure histories are employed for the training of the
network. As such, limited information regarding the variability in operational behaviour
(due to operational conditions and inherent manufacturing defects) is present within
the data. Ideally, additional failure data would be made available in order to enable
more accurate encapsulation of the degradation process so that more accurate estimates
of RUL could be attained. Although it is possible to use synthetic data and suspension
histories, in this paradigm, it is unlikely that these would be representative of the
true failure histories employed in this analysis and may reduce the quality of the RUL
estimate.
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With regards to the choice of distance metric, in this case the robust Mahalanobis
distance was employed. Due to the unbounded nature of this metric, normalisation
of the data was performed. It is intuitive to premise that similarity metrics (such as
Cosine similarity) may be a more eective choice of metric due to the natural bounds
between -1 and 1 which are created. However, as shown in chapter 5, these techniques
may not be as sensitive as the robust Mahalanobis distance, and as such, may not
provide as accurate an estimate of RUL as provided by the methodology employed in
this work.
6.4.5 Conclusion
This work has presented a methodology which enables the estimation of the remaining
useful life (RUL) of bearings based upon time-domain statistical features. The bearing
moments model developed in section 4.2 was employed in conjunction with the robust
Mahalanobis distance as explored in section 5.2.
In this case, only one structure of articial neural network is employed. Namely, the
feed forward back propagation multilayer perceptron network. Other network struc-
tures are available, as discussed in chapter 2. It may be of interest, for example, for
future work to explore the use of other network topologies (such as cascade forward
neural networks) or self organising maps to determine if this initial exploration can be
improved upon.
As this analysis only explored the bearing moments model developed in section 4.2,
it may be the case that other features may provide more prognostic insight and reduce
the RUL estimate error.
Future work will explore the potential to utilise this methodology with survival
analysis in order to incorporate failure histories, suspension histories and potentially
synthetic (simulated) data in order to increase the accuracy of the RUL estimation.
6.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the exploitation of the developed condition index has been exploited
for the purposes of tacit knowledge codication (section 6.2), diagnosis (section 6.3),
and nally estimation of the asset RUL (section 6.4).
By extracting propositional rules from the dataset in section 6.2, the accuracy
and agreement between the condition metric and also developed expert systems can
be explored. In this case, the RIPPER algorithm attained an average classication
accuracy of 96.11% across three independent validation sets with an average inter-model
agreement between the created expert system and the condition index of  = 94:16%.
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In total, 12 rules were extracted from the data repository pertaining to the operational
characteristics of the wind turbine gearbox. Of these, 8 were found to be intuitive and
provide insight into the condition index.
In section 6.3, seeded fault data was employed to explore the possibility of utilising
ensembles of distance metrics for diagnosis. In total, four operational modes of interest
(normal behaviour, inner race fault, outer race fault and roller element fault) are con-
sidered. Utilising the bearing moments model developed in section 4.2, fault detection
is shown to be 100% accurate in this case, and is then shown to be 100% with regards
to fault identication (diagnosis). Validation of the technique is performed on an inde-
pendent dataset, and initially shown to have little practical diagnostic capability. Upon
renement, the model gains some diagnostic capability. However, due to substantial
dierences between data sources, little to no diagnostic capability is found to exist in
this case.
Finally, articial neural networks are shown to be capable of providing a non-linear
mapping from the feature space (compromising the bearing moments model developed
in section 4.2) to the estimated remaining useful life of the component. Initially, only the
condition index (a long with associated autoregressive inputs) are employed, and shown
not to correlate eectively with remaining useful life. Due to this, attribute variance
and bearing age were added to the model. This enabled the eective estimation of
bearing RUL, with validation of the technique on an independent bearing found to
correlate highly with the estimated RUL (r = :96, MSE = :007).
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6.6 Research objective 3 (RO3)
This chapter has explored the use of exploitation of the condition metrics for both bear-
ings and gearboxes across high and low frequency data. Tacit knowledge was shown to
be possible, along with diagnosis, condition prediction and remaining useful life esti-
mation. As such, this chapter provides insight into research objective 2 (RO2) specied
in this thesis in section 3.2.3. RO3 is stated as:
RO3: Exploitation of multivariate distance metrics for early detection,
diagnosis and prognosis
To exploit any suitably derived metric for the early detection, diagnosis and
prognosis of both bearings and gearboxes.
This is further broken down into three research questions (RQ5, RQ6, RQ7). The
results of the analysis performed in this chapter will now be utilised to answer this
research objective and the associated research questions.
6.6.1 RQ5: Tacit knowledge codication
Research question 5 (RQ5) explores the use of multivariate distance metrics to extract
tacit knowledge from data repositories. As such, this research question corresponds to
the research undertaken in section 6.2 of this thesis. RQ5 is:
RQ5: Can robust multivariate distance metrics be used as a means for rapidly la-
belling data for the development of expert systems and extraction of tacit knowledge
from historical data repositories? If so, what level of accuracy and agreement can be
attained? (RO3)
In order to answer this question, the four sub-questions proposed in section 3.3.3
must be answered.
Initially, the identication of relevant techniques was undertaken in the systematic
literature review undertaken in chapter 2. This identied a substantial number of data
mining techniques which could be explored. The work of Hall et al. (2009) provides
many potential candidates for this. Based upon this work, a selection of techniques
were chosen based upon their computational complexity, relevance and also knowledge
output format.
Within the literature, rule extraction within PHM literature is not common. This
technique is considered in Brotherton et al. (2000) however, articial neural networks
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are chosen instead due to their superior performance. Similarly, the work of Kusiak
and Verma (2011) performed rule extraction, however, the rules are potentially dicult
to interpret and potentially have a somewhat lower accuracy (69% to 86%) than the
technique presented here.
The trade-o which exists between the techniques is typically of accuracy against
both the size of the knowledge-base and also algorithmic complexity. It is possible
to achieve a higher classication accuracy, however, this is often at the expense of
a substantially larger rule base (as in the decision table and C4.5 algorithms). For
practical reasons, it is recommended that the RIPPER algorithm is employed due to
the order-independent nature of the rules.
Validation of the codied knowledge can be performed through any of the traditional
validation techniques. In this case, Cohens'  statistic (Cohen, 1960) was employed to
ensure the learned model was accurately representing the underlying condition metric.
Furthermore, validation against three independent datasets was performed. Cross-fold
validation or bootstrapping are alternatives techniques for this, however, these were
not required in this case. Qualitative validation of the techniques was performed by an
independent domain expert who deemed 8 of the 12 rules intuitive.
As such, in answering RQ5, multivariate distance metrics can be exploited to rapidly
label data to develop both expert systems and also to codify tacit knowledge. In this
case, an average accuracy of 96.11% was attained with the RIPPER algorithm, with an
agreement (as measured by Cohens' ) to the underlying condition metric of 94.16%,
as explored in section 6.2.4
6.6.2 RQ6: Fault diagnosis
Research question 6 (RQ6) explores the possibility of utilising ensembles of multivariate
distance metrics to encapsulate various operational behaviours for the purposes of fault
diagnosis. Research question 6 is stated in section 3.3.6 as:
RQ6: Can the application of robust multivariate distance or similarity metrics be
employed for the diagnosis of developing bearing faults? If so, how can this be per-
formed, and with what accuracy can fault diagnosis take place? (RO3)
In order to answer this, the two sub-questions proposed in section 3.3.6 must be
answered.
Firstly, the bearing moments model identied in section 4.2 (compromising the
RMS, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis) were found to dier substantially
and signicantly due to degradation through. This was determined through traditional
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analysis of variance (ANOVA). This enabled the detection of faults through these fea-
tures. Post-hoc analysis showed each feature diered signicantly between each failure
model. As such, when utilising these features with the robust Mahalanobis distance,
diagnosis between these failure modes is possible in this case. Verication of this was
found to be 100% on the seeded fault dataset.
Although not explored in detail in the preliminary analysis performed in section
6.3, the underlying categories of features does matter. As has been demonstrated,
poor feature and distance metric selection substantially and signicantly reduces the
quality of the developed diagnostic tool. Due to the nature of degradation, it is recom-
mended that features from multiple categories are utilised so that multiple aspects of
the underlying data are measured.
Due to the availability of failure data with faults (seeded or otherwise) it is possible
to use this a priori knowledge to label failures for training. Whilst clustering would
provide a means to perform a labelling of the data, the labels for these would not be
available prior to the analysis. As such, it would be possible to identify faults, however,
knowing which fault had developed would require further analysis.
Secondly, multivariate distance metrics have been shown to be capable of being
utilised for diagnosis. As the robust Mahalanobis distance has been shown to be the
most sensitive, this was employed for the analysis. The increased sensitivity of this
metric enables more accurate diagnosis as smaller dierences between samples can be
identied. It is likely that less sensitive techniques (such as the Minkowski distances)
would not achieve the level of diagnostic capability which has been achieved by the
robust Mahalanobis distance.
In this case, full coverage of failure modes (with regards to bearing pitting and
spalling) was achieved. Although substantial dierences in the validation dataset re-
duced the capabilities of the technique in practice, verication of the technique on the
validation dataset was also found to be 100% accurate across all failure modes.
As such, in answering RQ6, multivariate distance metrics can be utilised for both
early detection and also diagnosis, by employing ensembles of metrics trained on seeded
fault data. In this case, 100% verication accuracy was achieved, however, due to prac-
tical limitations, this performance could not be validated on the independent dataset.
6.6.3 RQ7: Prognosis
Research question 7 (RQ7) explores the possibility of utilising articial neural networks
to perform non linear state estimation for both asset condition and remaining useful
life. Research question 7 is stated in section 3.3.7 as:
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RQ7: Can the application of robust multivariate distance or similarity metrics be
exploited by non-linear techniques for either the prognosis of asset condition by future
condition prediction or remaining useful life estimation? If so, how accurately can these
be performed? (RO3)
In order to answer this, the four sub-questions proposed in section 3.3.7 must be
answered.
Initially, the systematic review undertaken in chapter 2 enabled techniques explored
within the literature to be identied. Articial neural networks were found to be the
most commonly utilised technique to perform prognosis, with support vector machines
(SVM) also commonly being utilised. These techniques are preferred due to their non-
linear nature, as linear techniques are often not capable of modelling the non-linear
degradation process (as shown in this thesis in section 6.4). In this work, the articial
neural network was chosen due to their superiority over the SVM.
With regards to remaining useful life estimation, a correlation coecient of r =
:96 is achieved for an independent bearing in section 6.4. This represents a strong
correlation between the trained neural network and the underlying function of bearing
degradation. In order to achieve this, data from three failure histories bearings was
employed. Whilst the articial neural network does not account for all the variance in
the degradation function, the prediction is capable of being utilised within a condition
based maintenance (CBM) framework in order to realise reductions in maintenance
budgets. It is anticipated that more data would lead to more accurate models being
created, however, given the law of diminishing returns, it is premised only two failure
histories would be necessary to utilise this technique eectively in practice.
As such, in answering RQ7, multivariate distance metrics can be utilised for progno-
sis by employing articial neural networks to estimate remaining useful life or estimate
future asset condition. In this case, 5 step ahead prediction is shown to be achievable
on low frequency wind turbine gearbox SCADA data as in section ?? and remaining
useful life estimation is shown to be achievable with a correlation of r = :96 to the un-
derlying degradation function on high frequency bearing accelerometer data in section
6.4.
6.6.4 RO3: Exploitation of multivariate distance metrics for early
detection, diagnosis and prognosis
Having explored RQ5, RQ6 and RQ7, it is possible to answer research objective 3
(RO3). This states:
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RO3: Exploitation of multivariate distance metrics for early detection,
diagnosis and prognosis
To exploit any suitably derived metric for the early detection, diagnosis and
prognosis of both bearings and gearboxes.
Building upon the research undertaken in chapter 5, the developed models and
derived distance metric were exploited to enable PHM. Tacit knowledge codication
was performed found to be benecial in understanding the causes of failure in section
6.2. Average classication accuracy of 96.11% was achieved in determining gearbox
normal operation, inspection conditions and also damage conditions. Furthermore,
diagnosis was found to be possible in section 6.3. Verication accuracy was high (100%)
however, in practice this was shown not to perform as desired due to dierences between
datasets.
Finally asset prognosis were undertaken.Remaining useful life estimation was per-
formed with the assistance of articial neural networks.These were used to derive a
non-lineap mapping between the input space (asset condition) and output space (re-
maining useful life). This was found to be possible within this paradigm, and the
developed neural network was found to perform this task well (r = :96) when utilising
the developed bearing moments model (section 4.2).
As such, RO3 has been answered throughout this chapter. It is possible to develop
a PHM system performing early detection, diagnosis and prognosis based upon the two
models developed in this thesis. Furthermore, favourable results are achieved when
utilising multivariate distance metrics in order to perform this analysis. However, it is
essential to employ both a sensitive distance metric (such as the robust Mahalanobis
distance), strong encapsulation of behaviours (as in the bearing and gearbox models)
and also powerful non-linear techniques (such as articial neural networks).

Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis has detailed seven research questions across three research objectives. This
chapter summarises the results of the research undertaken in this thesis and provides
avenues for future exploration which may be of interest to readers of this thesis.
Initially, this thesis presented multivariate condition assessment models for bearings
(the moments model) and gearboxes (the extended physics of failure model) in chapter
4. These were transformed into health metrics through the assistance of multivariate
distance and similarity metrics in chapter 5, with encapsulation of asset behaviour being
performed by articially intelligent search techniques in section 5.3. These metrics were
then exploited in chapter 6 by enabling tacit knowledge extraction in section 6.2, fault
diagnosis in section 6.3 and remaining useful life estimation in section 6.4.
Figure 7.1: Overview of the structure of chapter 7.
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7.1 Conclusions of this thesis
It is clear that there is a distinct need to move away from traditional `fail and x'
maintenance practices towards `predict and prevent' maintenance strategies within wind
energy. The potential exists to substantially reduce the operations and maintenance
(O&M) budget of operators by pro-actively monitoring critical components and pre-
emptively maintaining these components prior to failure. However, due to the infantile
nature of many predictive and proactive techniques, the uptake of these techniques has
been limited in practice.
This thesis has attempted to mitigate the risks associated with the development {
and subsequent use { of a PHM system by presenting methodologies which are trans-
parent, based upon sound statistical underpinnings and and exploit powerful predictive
techniques. The contributions of this thesis will now be summarised, bringing together
the research undertaken throughout this thesis.
7.1.1 Analysis of time-domain statistical features
Analysis of time-domain statistical features for the purpose of condition assessment
based upon high frequency was undertaken in section 4.2. In this, 28 statistical fea-
tures in the time-domain were comparatively analysed across ve distinct categories of
feature. These were:
 Measures of central tendency: Mean, median, mode, tri-mean, root mean
square (RMS) and the winsorized mean.
 Measures of variability: Standard deviation, variance, interquartile range
(IQR), range, minimum, maximum and median absolute deviation (MAD).
 Measures of shape: Skewness, kurtosis, hyperskewness, hyperatness, crest
factor (CF) and the peak to average power ratio (PAPR).
 Measures of position: 10th percentile, 25th percentile, 75th percentile and the
90th percentile.
 Measures of impurity: Shannon entropy, Chao-Shen entropy, Miller-Madow
entropy, James-Stein style shrinkage estimator of entropy and a Bayesian estimate
of entropy (Krichevsky-Tromov).
Of these, measures of variability were found to perform the most consistently, fol-
lowed by measures of shape, position, impurity and nally entropy.
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Whilst this was an extensive analysis of these features, it was not by any means
exhaustive. Due to the nature of these metrics, a comparative analysis of all of these
features was not possible and beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the research
undertaken provided a means to utilise statistical process control as a means to quantify
feature quality when the standard assumptions of statistical process control are not met
(for instance, normally distributed data). Furthermore, metrics were dened in order to
quantify the sensitivity of the metric (by determining how much data is deemed to be in
control over the asset history) and also to quantify the potential as a leading indicator
of degradation (by determining the point at which the features leave predetermined
bounds of control).
7.1.2 Encapsulation of bearing behaviour based upon statistical time-
domain features and high frequency data (moments model)
Encapsulation of bearing behaviour was performed in section 4.2.11. In this, a com-
parative analysis covering the verication and validation of 28 time-domain statistical
features was undertaken. Five categories of features were explored, namely; measures
of central tendency, measures of variability, measures of shape, measures of position
and measures of impurity. A robust statistical process control chart utilising exponen-
tially weighted moving averages (EWMA) was employed due to practical limitations
of the underlying data. A multivariate model compromising 4 of the 28 features was
created as a result of this analysis, incorporating: (1) RMS, (2) standard deviation, (3)
skewness and (4) kurtosis.
This has been referred to as the moments model throughout this thesis due to the
incorporation of statistical moments within the model.
Although skewness and kurtosis were found to be mediocre features in this in-
stance, given the prevalence of these features in the literature, it is likely that the poor
results attained for these features are due to the metrics employed for the analysis and
stochastic artefacts in the underlying dataset. As such, these features were chosen due
to their prevalence within the literature, and also as a means to further encapsulate
the bearing behaviour. As these features (in essence) represent the rst four moments,
encapsulation of the underlying distribution is more accurate as a result when analysis
is performed in the multivariate domain.
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7.1.3 Wind turbine gearbox extended physics of failure model based
upon low frequency SCADA data
The extension of a physics of failure model for condition assessment of the wind turbine
gearbox was performed in section 4.3. In this, the model described in Feng et al. (2011)
was extended to incorporate further improvements, namely:
 Normalisation of transient states.
 Normalisation against turbine de-rating and curtailment (though performance
charts).
This has been referred to as the extended physics of failure model throughout this
thesis due to the further renements over the previous model of Feng et al. (2011).
This model is shown to inherently take wind turbine wake into consideration, and
overcomes the limitations of other models { such as that of Kusiak and Verma (2013)
{ in that the practical application of the model is not limited by turbine rating or
curtailment. This not only enables a more holistic model to be utilised in the condi-
tion assessment of the wind turbine gearbox, but also enables the specication of new
performance charts from which additional metrics can be created to quantify the cur-
rent condition of the gearbox. The transient nature of wind is normalised for, further
increasing the quality of the model.
7.1.4 Analysis of multivariate distance and similarity metrics
Analysis of multivariate distance and similarity metrics was undertaken in section 5.2.
In this, eight multivariate distance metrics and one multivariate similarity metric were
explored for their capabilities in encapsulating asset condition in a univariate manner.
The multivariate distance metrics explored were three Minkowski distances (Euclidean,
Manhattan and Chebyshev), the Canberra distance, the Lance-Williams distance, the
Penrose distance, the traditional Mahalanobis and the robust Mahalanobis distance.
The similarity metric explored was that of cosine similarity.
Exploration across two datasets covering three experiments designed to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of the technique were performed. The Minkowski metrics
were identied as adequate for the purposes of condition assessment in the multivariate
domain, however, should be avoided as the interactions between attributes is not taken
into consideration. The same conclusions were reached for the Lance-Williams distance
and also the Canberra distance metrics. The cosine similarity metric was found to
perform well, but inconsistently in this case due to the nature of the technique. The
Penrose distance was found to be more sensitive than the previous metrics, however
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suers from potential problems when attributes are highly correlated. As these interac-
tions are accounted for in the Mahalanobis distance, this is both more sensitive and also
more practical to employ. Finally, the robust Mahalanobis distance is shown to provide
more insight than the traditionally dened metric due to its increased sensitivity.
7.1.5 Elitist memetic algorithm for encapsulation of asset behaviour
Encapsulation of asset behaviour was performed with the assistance of articially in-
telligent search techniques in section 5.3. In this case, an elitist memetic algorithm was
employed to identify a robust subset of points which could be utilised in conjunction
with the Mahalanobis distance in order to increase the sensitivity of the metric and
assist in the identication of anomalous behaviour (such as degradation). A compar-
ative analysis of four algorithms was undertaken on real world wind turbine gearbox
SCADA data in order to evaluate the eectiveness of the identied techniques. The
elitist memetic algorithm was compared and contrasted against a random search of the
search space, a traditional genetic algorithm and also the Fast-MCD heuristic.
In this case, the elitist memetic algorithm was found to outperform both the ran-
dom search and genetic algorithm in all instances which were analysed. Furthermore,
for larger datasets (N = 1; 000), the elitist memetic algorithm was found to be superior
to that of the widely utilised Fast-MCD heuristic. For the largest dataset explored
(N = 100; 000), within 15 seconds the elitist memetic algorithm had identied a supe-
rior solution than the Fast-MCD heuristic was able to nd in an hour of search. Sim-
ilarly, for the case N = 10; 000, all of the 40 subsets identied by the elitist memetic
algorithm were superior to be best subset identied over 40 iterations of the Fast-MCD
heuristic (det( 1EMA) = 20:50, det(
 1
Fast MCD) = 20:51). All of the explored tech-
niques consistently outperformed the traditional estimation of the covariance matrix.
7.1.6 Tacit knowledge extraction from historical data repositories
Tacit knowledge extraction was performed in section 6.2. In this, low frequency wind
turbine gearbox SCADA data processed as per the extended physics of failure model
from section 4.3 was utilised for a comparative analysis of three algorithms (decision
table, C4.5 and RIPPER) to explore their capabilities in extracting tacit knowledge
from the underlying health metric. Statistically sound thresholds based upon analysis
in the 2 domain were utilised due to the non-normality of the underlying multivariate
data.
Cross-validation was performed utilising data from three wind turbines, with data
from one turbine being held out of each analysis. The RIPPER algorithm attained
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the highest average accuracy (96:11%) and highest agreement to the underlying model
on average ( = 94:16%). This was followed by the C4.5 algorithm which attained
92:68% accuracy on average along with an average agreement to the underlying model
of  = 89:03%. Finally, the decision table algorithm attained an average accuracy of
85:87% and an average agreement to the underlying model of  = 78:80%.
Although all three techniques worked well, the RIPPER algorithm was found to
have the highest accuracy and agreement whilst simultaneously having the smallest
knowledge base (12 rules, in comparison to the 33 nodes of the C4.5 algorithm and
the 412 rules of the decision table algorithm). As such, the RIPPER algorithm is
recommended over both the C4.5 and decision table algorithms in this case.
7.1.7 Fault diagnosis through multivariate distance ensembles
Fault diagnosis was performed with the assistance of ensembles of multivariate distance
metrics in section 6.3. In this, bearing data encapsulated by the moments model
(developed in section 4.2) with faults seeded through electro-static discharge machining
(0.007 inches in size) was employed covering the three failure modes (inner race, outer
race and roller elements) pertaining to bearing surface fatigue (spalling and pitting).
In the analysis, 10 samples across each failure mode were employed in addition to 10
samples representing normal operational behaviour for a total of 40 samples.
Statistical analysis employing analysis of variance revealed that each feature diered
signicantly due to the seeded faults. Further insight was gained through employing
traditional and robust post-hoc analysis. In this case, the bearing model derived in
section 4.2 was found to be capable of not only fault detection but also identication
(fault diagnosis). Verication of the diagnostic accuracy was found to be 100%, with no
false negatives or positives reported. This was reduced substantially when utilising in-
ferior features (as identied in section 4.2) and an inferior distance metric (as identied
in section 5.2). Furthermore, validation on an independent test set identied practical
limitations of this technique due to underlying dierences in the datasets. Re-training
of the diagnostic ensembles on the validation set enabled some diagnostic insight to be
achieved, but this was limited.
7.1.8 Prognosis of bearing remaining useful life
Prognosis of bearing remaining useful life was performed with the assistance of non-
linear mapping performed by articial neural networks in section 6.4. In this, bearing
data processed with the moments model (developed in section 4.2) from three failure
histories was utilised as supervised training data in order to provide an estimate of the
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remaining useful life of bearings in real-time. Data was pre-processed for the articial
neural network with the assistance of a logarithmic-transform.
Initially, utilising only the auto-regressive inputs of asset condition, it was not
possible to accurately estimate the remaining useful life of the bearings as the trained
function did not correlate well to the underlying function of remaining useful life on
two of the three verication bearings (r = :45 and r = :57). However, modelling the
function of degradation as a function of both condition and time, and incorporating the
variance of the condition substantially increased the quality of the prognostic technique
developed. The developed technique was then able to correlate highly to the three
bearings in the verication set; r = :99, r = :96 and r = :99 (respectively). Independent
validation on an unseen dataset also found a strong correlation of r = :96. Whilst this is
not perfect, it does provide a means to perform prognostics in practice for the purposes
of condition based maintenance.
7.2 Outcomes of this thesis
This thesis has detailed the development of two models for the condition assessment of
components. Specically, a multivariate model for the encapsulation of high frequency
bearing accelerometer data (the moments model) and an extended physics of failure
model for the quantication of wind turbine gearbox condition based upon SCADA
data.
Throughout this thesis, emphasis has been given on practical techniques which can
readily be adopted in industry. To assist this, analysis has been performed on publicly
available datasets utilising transparent techniques where possible, empirically deriving
models from the data itself.
This thesis has presented a holistic set of techniques which can be utilised within a
PHM solution in order to enable the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis of faults.
As such, this thesis provides a means to enable organisations to derive more value from
their assets through state-of-the-art techniques. Commonly available sources of condi-
tion monitoring data were utilised, mitigating the necessity for additional investment.
Furthermore, low frequency techniques were presented in order to reduce data storage
and bandwidth requirements, mitigating concerns with regards to the implementation
of these techniques, whilst assisting with the industrial uptake of these methodologies
and techniques.
As specied in section 3.1 of this thesis, the overall aim of this thesis was to explore:
To what extent can the use of robust multivariate statistical methodologies
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and data-driven techniques be employed and exploited as a metric for con-
dition assessment to assist in the early detection, diagnosis and prognosis
of both bearings and gearboxes with respect to wind turbines?
Given the research undertaken through this thesis { specically in chapters 4, 5
and 6 { this question has been answered. Early detection was shown to be possible by
leading features for bearings in section 4.2 and also gearboxes in 5.2. Diagnosis was
performed based upon high frequency bearing data in section 6.3, with prognosis of
asset condition found to be possible (section ??) and ultimately RUL estimation being
performed (section 6.4).
As such, this thesis has presented a complete set of general methodologies which
enable PHM to be undertaken on a variety of assets and components at varying levels
of data resolution. As such, the methodologies presented in this thesis are valuable in
a wide range of domains, and applicable far beyond wind turbine gearbox assessment.
7.3 Recommendations for future work
In the course of this research various new techniques and methodologies have been
presented. As such, there exists many natural extensions to this work which not only
complement the research undertaken in this thesis, but also provide a means to verify
and validate the research presented here. The following areas have been identied as
being of value in the continuation of the research presented in this thesis.
7.3.1 Ensemble turbine health
The models developed in chapter 4 provide the means to develop a condition index
for a single bearing (potentially within a gearbox), or the gearbox itself within a wind
turbine. However, various other critical components exist within the wind turbine.
By exploiting the notions of ensembles which have been presented and discussed in
this thesis in section 6.3 for the purposes of diagnosis, further insights into the current
operational behaviour of the wind turbine can be achieved.
For instance, it would be possible to develop models for each subsystem of the
wind turbine (for instance, those specied in section 1.5). These models can then be
hierarchically incorporated into a further multivariate distance metric which takes the
condition of each subsystem as an input, and presents the condition of the turbine as a
whole as the output. This would enable the identication of wind turbines which were
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potentially at risk or failure, whilst providing a means to identifying the subsystem
which was likely to fail (similar to the research undertaken in section 6.3 of this thesis).
7.3.2 Diagnostic regression
As the diagnostic ensemble model developed in section 6.3 utilises xed size seeded
failures (0.007 inch), the developed technique can detect and identify the initial devel-
opment of spalling and pitting on the bearings. In practice however, failures will not
be of a xed size and this may reduce the eectiveness of this technique in practice.
As such, it is of interest to utilise empirical data to quantify not only the type of
fault, but to also estimate the size (severity of the fault). Multivariate distance metrics
provide a means to perform this (as larger distances potentially indicate a more severe
fault), however, this mapping is not anticipated to be linear. As such, utilising non-
linear state estimation techniques (such as articial neural networks) in conjunction
with the models and concepts developed throughout this thesis, it would be possible to
estimate the size of developing faults. This would provide maintenance operators and
decision makers the necessary information required to make eective decisions regarding
the operation of the component.
7.3.3 Wind farm control strategies
Whilst beyond the scope of this thesis, the implications of this research can be used
to assist in the development of control strategies for wind farms as a whole. As the
research undertaken throughout this work has provided a means to quantify degradation
on the wind turbine gearbox, this then presents the opportunity to exploit this as both
a metric and constraint with regards to the control of the entire wind farm.
Typically, wind turbines within a wind farm operate at full capacity in order to
generate the maximum amount of energy from the wind. This increases the loading
of the components. Due to wind turbine wake eects, down-wind turbines generate
substantially less energy as less energy is available within the wind itself. State-of-
the-art research on wind turbine control strategies have shown that this is in some
ways inecient, as it may be possible to extract more energy from the wind by careful
curtailment and de-rating of up-wind turbines. If it is possible to curtail or de-rate
specic wind turbines to increase power production, this also reduces the load (and
thus, fatigue) on the wind turbine.
As the techniques presented in this thesis provide a means to indirectly measure
the fatigue of the gearbox, this can be used as a means to minimise the total fatigue
presented to the wind farm as a whole. This would increase the life of components,
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whilst providing equal (or potentially greater) power production. As such, the use
of holistic wind farm control strategies is essential for ensuring maximum return on
investment is achieved.
7.3.4 Time-frequency domain analysis of features
In this thesis, analysis of features has typically been performed in the time domain. This
enabled statistical features to be combined into multivariate models for the purposes
of condition assessment (as per the moments model as presented in section 4.2 of this
thesis). However, due to the a priori knowledge which is often available for inclusion
within analysis as meta-data, analysis in the frequency or time-frequency domains
should not be ignored. It may be the case the more accurate diagnosis of failure modes
can be attained when utilising the this meta-data. Furthermore, these techniques may
also provide a means to quantify the severity of degradation in a similar manner to
those explored in throughout this thesis.
7.3.5 Frameworks for comparative prognostic analysis
Due to the infantile nature of prognostics and health management, there is a lack of
publicly available datasets, methodologies and frameworks which enable the compara-
tive analysis of dierent techniques. As prognostics is often employed on mission critical
assets, often data is not made publicly available due to its inherent commercial sensi-
tivity. As such, it can be dicult to determine which techniques should be employed
for a given dataset, why this is the case and also the typical power of these techniques.
It would be of great value to derive a framework to enable the comparative evaluation
of various dierent prognostic techniques with a common metric. As dierent domains
will typically have dierent data sources and also dierent requirements in a PHM
system, being able to compare and contrast these is of great interest.
Recently, preliminary methodologies to perform this have been presented at vari-
ous conferences (such as the 2014 IEEE PHM conference and the 2014 COMADEM
conference). Whilst these provide a potential means to perform this analysis, further
research is necessary.
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Appendix A
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Denitions
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A.1 Measures of central tendency
Measures of central tendency are summary statistics which are employed to describe a
set of data by identifying the most \central" point within the dataset. As it is expected
that degradation will cause high frequency accelerometer data to change, it may be the
case that degradation causes a bias within the data. It is possible that this bias may
be observed through the use of summary statistics describing the central location of a
distribution of values. Due to this, ve measures of central tendency are explored in
this thesis, namely:
 Mean (arithmetic).
 Median.
 Mode.
 Tri-Mean.
 Root mean square (RMS).
 Winsorized Mean.
Although other measures of central tendency exist (such as the geometric mean or
harmonic mean), these require strictly positive values and as such, high frequency bear-
ing data is not well suited to these techniques. The ve measures of central tendency
explored within this thesis are dened below.
Mean (arithmetic)
The arithmetic mean (or the average) is the sum of the univariate data, divided by the
number of points within the univariate data set. Formally, this can be dened as:
x =
1
n
nX
i=1
xi (A.1)
Where x represents the estimation for the sample mean, n is the sample size (number
of observations) and xi is the i
th observation of x.
Median
The median is more robust measure of central tendency than the arithmetic mean. As
such, it is less sensitive to outliers and noise. As it is possible that degradation will
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introduce noise or outlying points into the data, ensuring features are robust may aid
the detection of the degradation. The median can formally be dened as:
~x =
8<:X(N+1)=2 if N is odd1
2XN=2 +X1+(N=2) if N is even
(A.2)
Where N represents the sample size, and X represents an ordered sample with
minx = X1 and maxx = XN .
Mode
The mode represents the most commonly occurring observation from a sample. Infor-
mally, this is the value at the \peak" of the probability density function of the empirical
distribution. As such, it diers in notion from both the mean and the median. The
mode is formally dened as:
xmode = L1 +
f2
f1 + f2
c (A.3)
Where L1 is the class boundary of the lower modal class, f1 is the frequency of the
previous class to the modal class, f2 is the frequency of the next class to the model
class and c is the modal interval size.
Tri-Mean
The tri-mean is a more robust than the traditional sample mean, and as such, is more
similar to the median than the sample mean. It is a measurement of central tendency
(location) which is dened as a weighted average of the empirical distributions median
and two quartiles. Formally, this is dened as:
xTM =
Q1 + 2Q2 +Q3
4
(A.4)
Where Q1 represents the rst quartile (25
th percentile), Q2 the second quartile
(median or 50th percentile) and Q3 the third quartile (75
th percentile). This combines
the medians emphasis on central values, whilst acknowledging the extremes of the
distribution.
Root Mean Square (quadratic mean)
The root mean square (RMS) or quadratic mean of a distribution is an alternative
measure of central tendency that is commonly explored within electrical engineering,
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and is useful when performing analysis of high frequency data containing sinusoidal
functions (such as bearing data). Formally, the root mean square is dened as:
xrms =
r
1
n
x21 + x
2
2 +   + x2n (A.5)
Where n is the sample size.
The RMS is a measure of the magnitude of the attribute, and as such, it is hoped
to be benecial in the assistance of the identication of degradation.
Winsorized Mean
The nal measure of central tendency explored within the context of this thesis is the
Winsorized mean. This diers from the previous measures of central tendency in that
this is more akin to a data cleaning and preprocessing technique. In this, k observations
from both the lower and upper extreme ends of the probability distribution are replaced
with the next remaining extreme value. Typically, k is dened in terms of n (the sample
size), i.e, the 10% winsorized mean would replace all values from the 0 to 10th percentile
and the 90th to 100th percentile with the values at the 10th and 90th percentile.
xw =
1
n
(k + 1)x(k+1)
n k 1X
i=k+2
x(i) + (k + 1)x(n k) (A.6)
Where xw represents the winsorized mean, n is the sample size, k is the number of
observations to winsorize (typically expressed in terms of n) and xi represents the i
th
observations of x.
A.2 Measures of variability
Measures of variability are summary statistics can be employed to describe a set of data
by quantifying the variability of attributes within the dataset. As it is expected that
degradation will cause the vibration data to change, it may be the case that degradation
causes a change (either increased, or reduced) in the variability of an attribute. It
is possible that this change may be observed through the use of summary statistics
describing the variability of a distribution of values. Due to this, seven measures of
variability are explored in this thesis for the purposes of bearing feature selection,
namely:
 Standard deviation.
 Variance.
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 Interquartile range (IQR).
 Range.
 Minimum.
 Maximum.
 Mean absolute deviation.
Although other measures of variability exist, a comparative analysis compromising
all summary statistics of variability is beyond the scope of this thesis. As such, the
seven identied measures of variability are explored as a basis of commonly occurring
measures of variability, which it is anticipated that the reader will be familiar with.
The seven measures of variability explored within this thesis are dened below.
Standard deviation
The rst measure of variability employed as a feature is that of the standard deviation.
This is a non-negative statistical measure of dispersion which quanties the dispersion
(variation) about the sample mean. The corrected sample standard deviation is dened
as:
 =
vuut 1
N   1
NX
i=1
(xi   x^)2 (A.7)
Where x^ represents the sample mean, and xi represents the i
th data point of x. This
estimator is a biased estimator of standard deviation for a sample. It is anticipated
that changes in the data due to degradation will increase the variability within the data
{ such as that which is measured by the standard deviation { and as such, this feature
may be benecial to the identication of degradation.
Variance
The second measure of variability employed as a feature is that of variance. This is a
non-negative statistical measure of dispersion which is closely linked to the standard
deviation. This is also referred to as the second central moment. The unbiased sample
variance is dened as:
2 =
1
N   1
NX
i=1
(xi   x^)2 (A.8)
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Where x^ represents the sample mean, and xi represents the i
th data point of x.
This estimator of variance is an unbiased estimator of variance for a sample. As such,
it is anticipated that the variance may be able to reveal more information regarding
bearing degradation than the standard deviation.
Interquartile range
The interquartile range (IQR) is a measure of variability which quanties this between
the rst and third quartiles. As such, it is dened as:
xIQR = Q75  Q25 (A.9)
Where Q3 represents the data at the third quantile (the 75
th percentile) and Q1
represents the data at the rst quantile (the 25th percentile). For the purposes of this
thesis, calculation of quantiles is performed as recommended by Hyndman and Fan
(1996). That is, the index h of the a given percentile p can be dened as:
h = (N + 1=3)p+ 1=3 (A.10)
Where h represents the index of the ordered statistic, N represents the sample size
and p the percentile in question (namely, 25 or 75). This index can then be utilised to
identify the value of the percentile Qp:
Qp = xbhc + (h  bhc)(xbhc+1   xbhc) (A.11)
Where h is the index identied in A.10, xi is the i
th data point of the ordered
attribute x and bxc represents the largest integer not greater than x.
As with both standard deviation and variance, it it anticipated that degradation
on the bearing will change the underlying distribution. Thus, the interquartile range
provides a further measure to quantify and explore this.
Range
The range represents a further means to quantify and explore bearing degradation.
This is similar to the interquartile range, however, the range compromises the entire
distribution. As such, the range is more sensitive to outlying and extreme data points
than the interquartile range. If it is the case that degradation cases these outlying and
extreme points, the range may provide a means to quantify the degradation. The range
can be dened as:
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xrange = (Q100  Q1) = max(X) min(X) (A.12)
Where xrange represents the range, and Q represents the quantile function dened
in eq. A.11.
Minimum
The next measure of variability explored is the minimum value of the distribution. As
the minimum will inherently be sensitive to outliers and extreme values, if these values
correlate to degradation on the bearing, this feature would assist in the encapsulation
of current degradation on the bearing. The minimum is dened as:
xmin := fxminj8xk : xmin  xkg (A.13)
Where xk represents the k
th element of x.
Maximum
Similar to the minimum, The next measure of variability explored is the maximum
value of the distribution. As with the minimum, the maximum will also inherently
be sensitive to outliers and extreme values. If the degradation is not observed by the
minimum, the maximum provides a counter point to the minimum to assist in the
identication of degradation. The maximum is dened as:
xmax := fxmaxj8xk : xmax  xkg (A.14)
Where xk represents the k
th element of x.
Median absolute deviation (MAD)
The nal measure of variability explored within this context is that of the median
absolute deviation. This is a robust measure of variability and builds upon the robust
nature of the median. In brief, this summary statistic is the median of the absolute
values of the observed deviations from the median. Formally, this is dened as:
xMAD = mediani(jxi  medianj(xj j) (A.15)
Where xi is the i
th observation of x and the median is dened as in eq. A.2. This
is employed as there may be cases where the variance of a distribution is undened (as
in the case of the Cauchy distribution).
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A.3 Measures of shape
Measures of shape are summary statistics can be employed to describe the shape of a
set of data by quantifying various parameters of the underlying distribution. As before,
it is expected that degradation will cause the vibration data to change, it may be the
case that degradation causes a change (either increased, or reduced) in the tails, peak
or other aspect of the distribution. It is possible that this change may be observed
through the use of summary statistics describing the shape of a distribution of values.
Due to this, six measures of shape are explored in this thesis for the purposes of bearing
feature selection, namely:
 Skewness.
 Kurtosis.
 Hyperskewness.
 Hyperatness.
 Crest factor.
 Peak to average power ratio (PAPR).
Other measures of shape do exist, however, as before, a comparative analysis com-
promising all known summary statistics is beyond the scope of this thesis. The six
measures of shape explored within this thesis for the purposes of bearing condition as-
sessment provide a baseline from which other research can build upon. The six measures
of shape explored within this thesis are dened below.
Skewness
Skewness is the rst measure of shape explored in this thesis and represents the asym-
metry of a distribution. A perfect normal distribution will have zero skewness, with
negative skewness if the distribution \leans" to the right and positive skewness if it
\leans" to the left.
Although there are many denitions of skewness, as explored in Joanes and Gill
(1998), for the purposes of this thesis, sample skewness can be formally dened as:
G1 =
K3
K
3=2
2
=
pfn(n  1)g
n  2 g1 (A.16)
Where the coecient g1 is dened as (Joanes and Gill, 1998):
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g1 =
m3
m
3=2
2
(A.17)
Furthermore, mk can be dened as (Joanes and Gill, 1998):
mk =
1
n
nX
i=1
(xi   x)k (A.18)
If degradation on the bearing causes the distribution to \lean" to either side, this
measure of shape will quantify this change and provide a basis for the assessment
of condition. It should be noted that dierences in the calculation of skewness will
typically be insignicant for larger samples (i.e. n > 100).
Kurtosis
Similar to skewness (the third central moment) kurtosis is the fourth central moment.
This quanties the \peakedness" of the underlying distribution. Typically, a normal
distribution will have a kurtosis value of zero (mesokurtic), if the peak of the distri-
bution is excessive, this positive kurtosis is referred to as lepokurtic, and similarly, if
the peak is lower than anticipated as compared to a normal distribution this negative
kurtosis is referred to as platykurtic. Kurtosis is typically positive if the tails of the dis-
tribution are heavier than expected from a normal distribution, and similarly negative
if the tails are lighter than expected from a normal distribution.
As skewness has many denitions, so does kurtosis. For the purposes of this thesis,
the sample kurtosis is dened as (Cramer, 1999):
G2 =
K4
K22
=
(n  1)
(n  2)(n  3)f(n+ 1)g2 + 6g (A.19)
Where the coecient g2 is dened as (Cramer, 1999):
g2 =
m4
m22
  3 (A.20)
Coecients m4 and m2 are dened as per eq. A.18.
If degradation on the bearing causes the distribution to tails to either increase or
decrease with respect to the normal distribution, this measure of shape will quantify
this change and provide a basis for the assessment of condition. It should be noted that
like skewness, dierences in the calculation of kurtosis will typically be insignicant for
larger samples (i.e. n > 100).
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Hyperskewness
The third measure of shape explored within this thesis for bearing condition assessment
is that of hyperskewness. This is another higher order moment (the 5th moment),
however, is often under utilised as it can be dicult to interpret. The 5th central
moment can be dened as:
5 =
Pn
x=1(x  x)5f(x)Pn
x=1 f(x)
(A.21)
Where f(x) represents the cumulative probability distribution function. Although
this statistic may be dicult to interpret, it is anticipated that if degradation is not
observed by the four other moments utilised, hyperskewness will provide an alternative
means to identify and quantify degradation.
Hyperatness
The fourth measure of shape explored within this thesis for bearing condition assess-
ment is that of hyperatness. This is the next higher order moment (the 6th moment).
As with hyperskewness, is often under utilised as it can be dicult to interpret. The
6th central moment can be dened as:
6 =
Pn
x=1(x  x)6f(x)Pn
x=1 f(x)
(A.22)
Where f(x) represents the cumulative probability distribution function. Although
this statistic may be dicult to interpret, it is anticipated that if degradation is not
observed by the four other moments utilised, hyperskewness will provide an alternative
means to identify and quantify degradation.
Crest factor
Moving away from higher order moments, the next statistical feature explored for bear-
ing degradation assessment is that of the crest factor. The crest factor is a measure of
how extreme peaks within the data are, and is dened as:
xCF =
jxjpeak
xrms
(A.23)
Where jxjpeak represents the absolute peak (absolute maximal value) within the
data, and xrms represents the quadratic mean, as dened in eq. A.5. As degradation
may be caused by shocks to the system, by exploring the relationship between the
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maximal point and the quadratic mean, it is hoped that this can be quantied and
correlated to bearing degradation.
Peak to average power ratio (PAPR)
The peak to average power ratio (PAPR) is closely related to the crest factor and can
be dened as:
xPAPR =
jxj2peak
x2rms
= CF 2 (A.24)
This expresses the peak amplitude as power (maximal amplitude squared), and
expresses this power in terms of the average power (average amplitude { i.e. RMS {
squared).
Similarly to the crest factor, it is anticipated that shocks within the data will be
observed within this features and as such, the peak to average power ratio will provide
a means to quantify these shocks. This would enable quantication of the current state
of the bearing.
A.4 Measures of position
Measures of position are statistics which can be employed to quantify the value given
a specic position within the underlying distribution. As has been throughout this
chapter, it is expected that degradation will cause the vibration data to change, it may
be the case that degradation causes a change (either increased, or reduced) in the sides
of the distribution. It is possible that these changes may be observed through the use
of summary statistics describing the value at a position within a distribution. Due
to this, four measures of shape are explored in this thesis for the purposes of bearing
feature selection, namely:
 10th percentile.
 25th percentile.
 75th percentile.
 90th percentile.
The four chosen percentiles were chosen for various reasons. The 10th and 90th
percentiles were chosen due to their position close to the lower and upper ends of the
distribution. If degradation causes extreme values and outliers to occur, it is anticipated
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that these positions will reect these changes, whilst being more sensitive to the changes
than the other positions explored. Similarly, the 25th and 75th percentiles provides a
similar quantication, but for the main body of the distribution. If degradation causes
a contaminated distribution, it is anticipated that these may change to reect this.
Measures of position are explored in conjunction with measures of central tendency,
measures of variability and measures of shape for various reasons. Mainly, it is possible
for measures of central tendency to change (such as the arithmetic mean or median)
without changes to various positions within the distribution. This is also the case
for measures of variability such as the minimum and maximum, and for measures of
shape such as skewness and kurtosis. By sampling a range of percentiles across the
distribution, it is hoped that any changes to the underlying structure of the data are
captured to be exploited for the purposes of condition assessment.
10th percentile
The rst measure of position explored within the context of this chapter is the 10th
percentile. The technique used within this thesis to identify the required percentile has
already been dened in section A.2. For completeness, it is given here again:
h = (N + 1=3)p+ 1=3 (A.25)
Where h represents the index of the ordered statistic, N represents the sample size
and p the percentile in question (in this case, 10). This index can then be utilised to
identify the value of the percentile Qp:
Qp = xbhc + (h  bhc)(xbhc+1   xbhc) (A.26)
Where h is the identied index , xi is the i
th data point of the ordered attribute x
and bxc represents the largest integer not greater than x.
25th percentile
The 25th percentile is the second measure of position explored within this chapter for
the purposes of bearing condition assessment. This can be dened as above, with:
p = 25 (A.27)
As this is a more inlying position within the distribution than the 10th percentile, it
should be more robust to extreme or outlying values, whilst still accurately representing
changes to the position of the distribution to the left of the centre.
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75th percentile
The 75th percentile is the penultimate measure of position explored within this chapter
for the purposes of bearing condition assessment. This can be dened as above, with:
p = 75 (A.28)
This is the natural counterpoint to the 25th percentile, and as such may provide
additional information in a multivariate context if changes between these attributes are
asymmetric. Due to its position, this percentile should be more robust to the extreme
or outlying values encountered by the 90th percentile.
90th percentile
The 90th percentile is the nal measure of position explored within this chapter for the
purposes of bearing condition assessment. This can be dened as above, with:
p = 90 (A.29)
This is the natural counterpoint to the 10th percentile, and as such may provide
additional information in a multivariate context if changes between these attributes are
asymmetric. Due to its position, this percentile should be more sensitive to the extreme
or outlying values encountered by the 75th percentile, allowing for the exploration of
changes between these attributes to be taken into consideration.
A.5 Measures of impurity
Measures of impurity are dier from the previous attributes in that these measures
estimate the contamination (on impurity) of an underlying distribution. To motive
the exploration of these measures, take the following example. Degradation is an un-
predictable process, and given that measures of impurity such as entropy quantify this
unpredictability, this provides a possible means to quantify degradation. Entropy tradi-
tionally refers to the information content within a signal. If normal operation behaviour
of the bearing contains a certain quantity of information, it is possible that the addi-
tion of degradation will change (either increase, or potentially decrease) the information
content within the signal. As such, measures of impurity should be explored for their
ability to assist with condition assessment. Due to this, ve measures of impurity are
explored in this thesis for the purposes of bearing feature selection, namely:
 Shannon entropy.
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 Chao and Shen entropy.
 Krichevsky-Tromov entropy.
 Miller Madow entropy.
 James-Stein Shrinkage entropy.
Although ve entropy functions are explored within the context of bearing condition
assessment, other measures of impurity exist (such as the Gini index). A comparative
evaluation of all measures of impurity is beyond the scope of this thesis, and the subset
of features selected in this case is performed to motivate the potential of measures of
impurity for the purposes of bearing degradation assessment. For the purposes of this
thesis, all measures of entropy are given in nats (natural logarithm).
Shannon entropy
The rst measure of impurity explored within the context of this chapter is that of
Shannon entropy. Shannon entropy was introduced in 1948 by Claude Shannon (Shan-
non, 2001). Shannon entropy is dened as:
Hs =  
nX
i=1
p(xi) ln p(xi) (A.30)
Where pxi represents the probability of xi occurring within the discrete variable
x. As vibration data containing normal operational behaviour will contain a given
quantity of information, it is anticipated that this quantity will change should another
source of information contaminate the signal (such as degraded behaviour).
Chao-Shen entropy
The entropy measure dened by (Chao and Shen, 2003) builds upon the notion of
Shannon entropy. In their measure, the Horvitz-Thompson (Horvitz and Thompson,
1952) adjustment is employed in order to enhance the estimation of entropy. This
adjustment ensures sucient coverage of the underlying distribution whilst taking into
consideration missing information due to potential sampling aws. The Chao-Shen
estimator of entropy is dened as:
HCS =  
sX
i=1
C^~i log(C^~i)
1  (1  C^~i)n
I(Ai) (A.31)
The full details of this and their derivation are beyond the scope of this thesis, but
are presented in detail in Chao and Shen (2003).
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Krichevsky Tromov entropy
Krichevsky-Tromov (KT) entropy (Krichevsky and Tromov, 1981) { denoted as KT
{ is a modication of Shannon entropy in that Bayesian techniques are employed. In
this case, the bin probabilities are superseded by the Bayesian estimates of frequencies.
Within this family of entropy estimators, a parameter is required to specify the (pseudo)
count per frequency bin. In this case, Jereys prior is employed. This is dened as
the square root of the determinant of the Fisher information criterion (Krichevsky and
Tromov, 1981).
The estimator explored in this case is the Krichevsky-Tromov (KT) estimator.
The full details of this estimator are beyond the scope of this thesis, but are presented
in Krichevsky and Tromov (1981) and in Hausser and Strimmer (2009).
Miller-Madow entropy
Miller Madow entropy is again a modication to the traditional Shannon entropy. In
this case, the Miller Madow correction is applied to the observed counts for the com-
putation of Shannon entropy, to provide a bias-corrected empirical entropy estimate.
In this case, given the Shannon entropy H, the Miller-Madow correction is dened as:
HMM = H +
m^  1
2N
(A.32)
Where N represents the sample size, and m^ represents the estimate of the number
of bins with a non-zero probability. This is discussed in detail in Paninski (2003).
James-Stein Shrinkage entropy
The nal measure of impurity and nal feature explored in this chapter for the purposes
of bearing condition assessment is that of a James-Stein shrinkage estimator for entropy.
This is dened as per Hausser and Strimmer (2009):
Hshrink =  
nX
i=1
^shrinki ln(^
shrink
i ) (A.33)
Where ^shrinki is dened as per Hausser and Strimmer (2009):
^shrinki = tk + (1  )^MLi (A.34)
Where  represents the shrinkage intensity (between 0 and 1), tk represents the
shrinkage target and ^MLi represents the maximum likelihood estimation of entropy
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(i.e. empirically derived Shannon entropy). The full details of this estimator and its
derivation can be found in Hausser and Strimmer (2009).

Appendix B
Bearing Model Results
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Figure B.1: EWMA chart for the mean of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.2: EWMA chart for the mean of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.3: Mean over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.4: EWMA chart for the median of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.5: EWMA chart for the median of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.6: Median over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.7: EWMA chart for the mode of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.8: EWMA chart for the mode of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.9: Mode over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.10: EWMA chart for the tri-mean of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.11: EWMA chart for the tri-mean of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.12: Tri-mean over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.13: EWMA chart for the RMS of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.14: EWMA chart for the RMS of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.15: RMS over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.16: EWMA chart for the winsorized wean of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.17: EWMA chart for the winsorized mean of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.18: Winsorized mean over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.19: EWMA chart for the standard deviation of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.20: EWMA chart for the standard deviation of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.21: Standard deviation over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.22: EWMA chart for the variance of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.23: EWMA chart for the variance of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.24: Variance over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.25: EWMA chart for the IQR of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.26: EWMA chart for the IQR of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.27: IQR over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.28: EWMA chart for the range of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.29: EWMA chart for the range of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.30: Range over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.31: EWMA chart for the minimum of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.32: EWMA chart for the minimum of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.33: Minimum over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.34: EWMA chart for the maximum of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.35: EWMA chart for the maximum of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.36: Maximum over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.37: EWMA chart for the median absolute deviation of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.38: EWMA chart for the median absolute deviation of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.39: Median absolute deviation over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.40: EWMA chart for the skewness of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.41: EWMA chart for the skewness of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.42: Skewness over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.43: EWMA chart for the kurtosis of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.44: EWMA chart for the kurtosis of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.45: Kurtosis over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.46: EWMA chart for the hyperskewness of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.47: EWMA chart for the hyperskewness of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.48: Hyperskewness over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.49: EWMA chart for the hyperatness of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.50: EWMA chart for the hyperatness of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.51: Hyperatness over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.52: EWMA chart for the crest factor of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.53: EWMA chart for the crest factor of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.54: Crest factor over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.55: EWMA chart for the peak to average power ratio of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.56: EWMA chart for the peak to average power ratio of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.57: Peak to average power ratio over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.58: EWMA chart for the 10th percentile of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.59: EWMA chart for the 10th percentile of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.60: 10th percentile over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.61: EWMA chart for the 25th percentile of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.62: EWMA chart for the 25th percentile of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.63: 25th percentile over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.64: EWMA chart for the 75th percentile of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.65: EWMA chart for the 75th percentile of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.66: 75th percentile over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.67: EWMA chart for the 90th percentile of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.68: EWMA chart for the 90th percentile of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.69: 90th percentile over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.70: EWMA chart for the Shannon entropy of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.71: EWMA chart for the Shannon entropy of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.72: Shannon entropy over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.73: EWMA chart for the Chao-Shen entropy of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.74: EWMA chart for the Chao-Shen entropy of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.75: Chao-Shen entropy over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.76: EWMA chart for the KT entropy of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.77: EWMA chart for the KT entropy of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.78: KT entropy over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.79: EWMA chart for the Miller-Madow entropy of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.80: EWMA chart for the Miller-Madow entropy of the healthy bearing.
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Figure B.81: Miller-Madow entropy over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
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Figure B.82: EWMA chart for the James-Stein shrinkage entropy of the failed bearing.
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Figure B.83: EWMA chart for the James-Stein shrinkage entropy of the healthy bear-
ing.
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Figure B.84: James-Stein shrinkage entropy over time of the failed and healthy bearing.
